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RHETORIC OF THE AUTHOR PRESENTATION:
THE CASE OF MARIA SIBYLLA MERIAN

Publication No. ________

Cecilia Mary Pick, Ph.D.
The University of Texas at Austin, 2004
Supervisor: Peter A. Hess
This dissertation has two main objectives. First, it intends to show that early
modern German author portraits have a rhetorical form that is both verbal and visual
and have a function beyond presenting writers to their public. The elements employed in
representing the author and the process by which meaning is constructed in that
representation are particular to the early modern period. By interpreting the form and
meaning in a manner appropriate to a society attuned to rhetoric and representation, we
see a cultural agenda that the author portrait seeks to serve. Second, the dissertation
offers a case study on the representation of Maria Sibylla Merian (1647-1717) in the
books authored by her. An artist and naturalist, Merian’s investigations took her as far
as Suriname at the age of 52, and in her lifetime she published three illustrated books on
her findings.
Chapter one surveys lines of tradition of the pan-European author portrait and
presents an approach that considers author images in connection to the front matter of
vi

their books. The Merian case study comprises chapter two through six. Chapter two
begins with the printing history of Merian’s works and narrows the Merian images
under consideration to one portrait and two frontispieces. Chapter three analyzes front
matter of Merian editions dating from 1675 to 1771 by taking a diachronic look at first
editions and later adaptations by changing participants in the publishing process.
Chapter four considers how Merian’s image as an artist first leans upon family
reputation and then encompasses her unique style, subject matter, and purpose. Chapter
five situates Merian’s identity as a naturalist within a larger scientific context and shows
how her image participates in a larger eighteenth-century publishing enterprise that
exploits the appeal of exotic flora and fauna to promote colonial science. Chapter six
explores how gender affects Merian’s multi-faceted persona in print by comparing her
image with a portrait and frontispieces in works by naturalist Georg Rumphius. The
conclusion addresses the implications of Merian’s presentation for further understanding
the employment of visual and textual front matter.
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Introduction
Early modern German author portraits have a rhetorical form that is both verbal
and visual and have a function beyond presenting writers to their public. The elements
employed in representing the author and the process by which meaning is constructed in
that representation are particular to the early modern period. By interpreting the form
and meaning in a manner appropriate to a society attuned to rhetoric and representation,
we see a cultural agenda that the author portrait seeks to serve.
A common practice of publishers was to include an author portrait as an
engraved plate in a book’s front matter. This image was often accompanied by a
frontispiece that represents the author in a new framework. Rather than studying a
portrait that stands alone, the context created by the portrait’s or frontispiece’s location
within the book is key to my method of analysis. In this context, I consider all front
matter texts that accompany the images in various editions of an author’s ouevre.
With this analytical approach as a foundation, we can attach the following
questions to intermedial material that contains representations of the author in portraits
and frontispieces:
1)

How does the author representation interact with other front matter?

Does the front matter produce an effect on meaning, i.e. on the resulting
interpretation and reception of the work? How does the front matter reflect
different interests of the participants in the production process (author, engraver,
printer, publisher), and does this change with subsequent editions and
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translations? What role does the appeal of visual elements have in commercial
strategizing? Is there evidence of consensus or conflict over the function of the
author representation in the book?
2)

How does the front matter construct the author’s image? Does the

inclusion of the author representation enhance or undermine the authority of the
author? How does the gender, religion or intellectual endeavor of the author
impact the authorial image?
3)

What do these findings indicate about publishing practices and the

concept of authorship in early modern culture?
In chapter one, I offer a survey of literature on pan-European and early modern
German author portraits. The research provides a line of tradition of author portraiture,
traits of which endure in seventeenth- and eighteenth-century images. However, the
methodologies and interpretive approaches applied heretofore to author portraits do not
focus on the representation of authors within their books. Thus, I set up a theoretical
framework that treats the book as object of study and accommodates author
representation as a component of front matter that contains word and image. I devise a
method of interpretation that is appropriate to early modern material that employs a
rhetorical strategy that is both verbal and visual.
In my case study on Maria Sibylla Merian (1647-1717), I attach my theoretical
framework and method of interpretation to the front matter of first and later editions of
her books. Unlike many early modern authors, Merian can be seen in only one portrait
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that is confirmed to be of her, and this image appears only in posthumous editions of her
illustrated writings. Central to my study is this portrait and two frontispieces that
represent the author of the works that they precede.
What we know about Maria Sibylla Merian comes mainly from the books she
wrote and illustrated, her sketchbook, 17 of her letters, and public records of her birth in
1647, her divorce, and her death in 1717. These document her practice of flowerpainting, her lifelong inquiry into the metamorphosis of insects and their plant food, her
geographic moves, and her business concerns. They leave us to speculate about
Merian’s transition from her renowned family’s home in Frankfurt, to marriage and
childrearing in Nürnberg, to a stay with a Labadist sect on Wieuwerd in Friesland, to the
cabinets of curiosities of Amsterdam, and to Dutch-colonized Suriname. Unusual for its
risks and accomplishments, Merian’s life has received attention in the twentieth and
twenty-first centuries by novelists and scholars. Semi-fictitious accounts contrast the
conventional life of an early modern woman with Merian’s breaking away from the
norm. Merian specialists deftly link her artistic skill to her investigation of nature, and
her fascination with metamorphosis to her personal transformation.
Maria Sibylla Merian is of historical significance because of her achievements as
an artist, naturalist, and as a woman in the latter seventeenth and early eighteenth
centuries. Critics claim that Merian’s botanical illustrations surpassed her predecessors’
in their detail and beauty. Although many of Merian’s findings and descriptions are now
obsolete, in her time, her discoveries of insect and plant life made a great contribution to
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the knowledge of the natural world. While making no excuses for being a woman,
Merian executed and published three illustrated works and undertook a journey to the
New World on her own volition.
In my case study, I look more closely at the evidence left behind in Merian’s
publications. What more can we glean from the printed pages that introduce her
illustrations and texts in order to define her public image as author, publisher, artist,
naturalist, and as a woman? What can this information tell us about Merian and other
parties involved in the publishing process? Further, what do our findings reveal about
the culture in which Merian’s work was produced and consumed?
The Merian case study comprises chapter two through six. Chapter two begins
with the printing history of Merian’s works, distinguishing between those published
from 1675 to 1714, and after her death in 1717. Then, my discussion of the portraits of
Maria Sibylla Merian traces twentieth-century scholarship on the subject, and finds that
the majority of these images are no longer considered to be of Merian. In conjunction
with the next section, on three engravings in Merian editions that portray their author, I
determine that only these printed images provide reliable material on which to base an
interpretation of how Merian is visually represented. Chapter three is my comparative
analysis of the front matter of Merian editions dating from 1675 to 1771, which takes a
diachronic look at first editions and later adaptations by changing participants in the
publishing process. I analyze and compare Merian’s deliberate self-presentation in the
front matter authored by her with the introductory pages of posthumous editions in order
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to recover the print image dictated by Merian and to show its transformation in the
hands of several publishers. As Merian was from a prominent family of artists, chapter
four considers how Merian’s image as an artist first leans upon family reputation and
then encompasses her unique style, subject matter, and purpose. Chapter five situates
Merian’s identity as a naturalist within a larger scientific context and shows how her
image participates in a larger eighteenth-century publishing enterprise that exploits the
appeal of exotic flora and fauna featured in cabinets of curiosities to promote colonial
science. Chapter six explores how gender affects Merian’s multi-faceted persona in
print by comparing her image with a portrait and frontispieces in works by naturalist
Georg Rumphius. In my conclusion I attach my research questions outlined on pages 1
and 2 and address the implications of Merian’s presentation for further understanding
the employment of intermedial front matter.
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CHAPTER 1: REPRESENTING THE EARLY MODERN AUTHOR
1.1. Literature Review
In this review of the literature to date on early modern author portraits, I first
consider the pan-European author portrait tradition, then turn to German author portraits
dating 1600-1750. To conclude this section, I summarize the approaches and aims of
these existing studies, and I present in brief how my investigation distinguishes itself by
looking at the representation of an author – Merian – within her books.
The Pan-European Author Portrait Tradition
Two dissertations, whose origins are in the academic fields of English literature
and art history, place the author portrait at their center. Both survey lines of tradition
from classical antiquity to the Renaissance, combine literary with artistic traditions, and
demonstrate that writers viewed themselves in these visual and verbal conventions. In
their aim to show how books illustrate the concept of the author appropriate to their age,
both studies classify earlier author portraits into types and compare these traditions with
newer forms.
Julie Ann Smith’s 1983 study, “Author Portraits in Early English Printed Books,
1474-1535,” identifies four author portrait formulas from medieval manuscripts and
1

traces how these conventions are adapted for woodcuts in the printed book. Smith
outlines new visual formulas for the Renaissance author based chiefly on the designs of
five English printers. The new versions reflect transitions in the authors’ relationships to
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their public and their work. Smith asserts, however, that none of the traditional medieval
or adapted portrait formulas could reflect the evolving humanist image which authors
and printers wanted to communicate. The study concludes that, with the arrival of the
engraving technique, printers replaced the woodcut designs with the engraved bust
portrait, based on the formula of antique medals. The bust portrait, Smith claims,
provided the dignified, authoritative image sought by the early English author and
printer.
Smith’s dissertation achieves for the history of English printing and literature
what no study has yet attempted for early modern German books. From a range of book
types, Smith ably identifies patterns and formulates a typology of medieval and
Renaissance author portraits. Her informed discussion of earlier portrait traditions
(classical, Christian, feudal) provides useful background material for further
investigation of author portraits, and the diachronic, comparative structure of Smith’s
study is an exemplary analytical model.
Despite these strengths, I take issue with several points in Smith’s analysis. One
underlying assumption is that the English printers controlled changes in design, with
little mention of collaboration with, for example, the author, woodcutter, or engraver.
Smith also assumes that the printer and author desired to project a certain authorial
image and eventually succeeded in this mutual endeavor. I would qualify the extent of
control held and exercised by each party, and would suggest that public taste and
1

Julie Ann Smith, “Author Portraits in Early English Printed Books, 1474-1535,” diss., U of Wisconsin,
1983.
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resultant commercial strategy exerted some influence. Beyond this, Smith’s visual
definition of a posture of authority is narrow. I would expand this by incorporating a
variety of styles, gestures, poses, etc. that construct an authoritative impression. Lastly,
the medieval and Renaissance portrait formulas which, according to Smith, met their
demise in English printed books, survive in many early modern German author portraits
that I have examined.
Joyce Kubiski’s 1993 study, “Uomini Illustri. The Revival of the Author Portrait
in Renaissance Florence,” traces the history of the classical author portrait from
2

antiquity to fifteenth-century Florence. The term “revival” actually refers to two
phenomena. One is the renewed interest in printing classical texts; the other is the
adoption of an ancient practice that placed an author portrait before the text. Kubiski
maintains that Florentine miniaturists reclaimed the ancient author portrait in order to
establish a link between the humanists and renowned men of antiquity. In order to show
how this new distinction was visually expressed, Kubiski examines four categories of
portraits that accompany Florentine books and manuscripts of classical writings. The
portraits and writings are classified as follows: Christian patristic authors, Roman
writers, Greek authors and their fifteenth-century Italian translators, and varying
combinations of author, translator, patron, and patron’s family members. The
investigation finds that for each category, the artists revived classical motifs and
synthesized them with enduring medieval traditions. Kubiski credits the miniaturists
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with the creation of a new iconographic system that expresses the values of the
Renaissance humanist, and states that the author portraits in hybridized form reflect the
humanists’ claim for status and fame in alliance with classical authors.
Although Kubiski’s primary research of the Medici libraries, Florentine
manuscripts, and isolated author portraits is sound, she errs in some respects. Most
conspicuous is the confused focus of the investigation: portraits of classical authors are
conflated with humanist scholars who discovered, translated, and wrote commentaries
to the ancient works. Kubiski claims that artists individualized generic images of
ancient writers and distinguished them from humanists’ images by their historicized
garb. Unless the name of the portrayed subject is given (a crucial element which
Kubiski overlooks), how does this practice differ from the classicized portrait of the
early modern author wearing a toga and adorned with a laurel wreath? Further, Kubiski
misuses the term “iconographic” to describe a more encompassing system that employs
perspective, setting, pose, dress, and attributes. It is unclear which elements are classical
motifs, medieval traditions, gothic decoration, and quattrocento innovations. Intriguing
questions are posed in the introduction and in chapter three with no follow-up. Among
these is the question of control: Who was responsible for determining the appearance of
the author - the patron, bookseller or illuminator? It is perhaps fortunate that less than
half of the study’s pages are devoted to the introduction, conclusion, and to author
portraits in Renaissance Florentine books (the purported focus of the dissertation). The
2

Joyce M. Kubiski, “Uomini Illustri. The Revival of the Author Portrait in Renaissance Florence,” diss.,
U of Washington, 1993.
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balance of Kubiski’s work gives background information, much based on original
research. To her credit, Kubiski covers a broad sweep: the origin and historical
background of author portraits since antiquity, humanism and the revival of classical
literature in fifteenth-century Florence, and the origins of humanist book decoration.
Ruth Morimer’s 1980 study, A Portrait of the Author in Sixteenth-Century
France, accompanies an exhibition of books authored or translated by French sixteenth3

century writers. Morimer considers how these books illustrate authorship and patronage
in the context of changing printing techniques. In order to identify patterns of change or
progression, Morimer compares 28 illustrated pages diachronically according to the
respective book’s printing date. The analysis divides the examples into groups that
highlight certain aspects of their design: allegory; patronage and presentation; reference
to classical authorities; emblem writers; printer’s device. By comparing samples from
the early- to mid-1500s with later designs from the century, Morimer notes
developments in the representation of the parties involved, directly or implicitly, in the
books’ making.
Though not as comprehensively as the two dissertations just discussed,
Morimer’s investigation continues to trace the lines of tradition of author portraiture
into the sixteenth century. The three works complement each other in recognizing
conventions of author portraiture such as the presentation scene and references to
antiquity. Because of the study’s small scope, Morimer’s commentary to specific
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woodcuts and engravings is more valuable than any larger insights she seeks to offer.
Her readings of the images identify many motifs that pre-date the sixteenth century,
which are also integral to non-French printed books. These motifs include the poet’s
source of inspiration, the author seen in relation to an absolutist regime, and the
classicization of the modern author. While Morimer notes interesting developments, it
should be stated that new tendencies do not replace earlier traditions. The poet does not
disregard patronage nor deny spiritual inspiration in preference for an alliance with a
monarch and mythological deities. Poets do not rid themselves of the assistance of
classical authors in an assertion of self-reliance. Further, a true likeness of the author
does not supplant the image of the poet laden with attributes such as the laurel wreath,
toga, lute, pen, ink, and book. On the contrary, earlier conventions endure in
seventeenth-century visual imagery. While Morimer’s interpretations may be valid for
the particular illustrations treated, too often she draws conclusions about how the
authors saw themselves. A closer investigation of the textual content of the work, as
well as a consideration of the author’s oeuvre and of the parties involved in printing
decisions would enhance the interpretation of these images.
Whereas the studies of Smith, Kubiski, and Morimer provide an overview of
author portraiture up to 1600, Ottmar Ette’s 1996 case study, “La mise en scene de la
table de travail. Poetologie et epistemologie immanentes chez Guillaume-Thomas
Raynal et Alexander von Humboldt,” carries us forward to the eighteenth and early
3

Ruth Morimer, A Portrait of the Author in Sixteenth-Century France (Chapel Hill: Hanes Foundation,
1980).
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nineteenth centuries. Ette inquires into the engraved and painted representations of two
authors: Raynal, French philosopher, and Humboldt, German explorer and scientist. Ette
finds commonalties in the images that link the work of the authors with their audience:
portrayed while writing, both figures gaze out at the viewer of their images. Although
Ette focuses on the two images, and not on their predecessors, it is apparent that these
author portraits derive from an earlier author portrait convention: the medieval author
sitting at his desk and many versions thereof which predate the eighteenth century.
However, Ette’s intention is not to situate the portraits within a tradition, but rather, to
decipher the rhetorical argument formulated by their features. Ette’s interpretive
approach includes concepts such as “iconotext” and the “authorial gaze.” The essay is
published in a book edited by Peter Wagner, Icons - Texts - Iconotexts. Essays on
Ekphrasis and Intermediality (1996), in which the reading of verbal and visual rhetoric
5

is key to the understanding of book illustrations. In his foreword, Wagner comments on
the Raynal and Humboldt portraits:
The act of writing is caught in another iconic pregnant moment, staging the place
. . . where writing apparently takes shape and urging the observer to consider the
great authors, their painters and engravers, and the visual narration of all these
6
elements.

4

Ottmar Ette, “La mise en scene de la table de travail. Poetologie et epistemologie immanentes chez
Guillaume-Thomas Raynal et Alexander von Humboldt,” Icons - Texts - Iconotexts. Essays on Ekphrasis
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Scholars engaged in art history and literature are among these observers, and this review
of literature on the pan-European tradition of the author portrait shows that they provide
a foundation for future studies. This review proceeds now to the extant scholarship on
the early modern German author portrait.
Portraits of German Authors, 1600-1750
In his 1928 essay, “Porträt eines Barockpoeten,” Walter Benjamin criticizes
contemporary scholars of German baroque literature for their widened approach to the
7

subject. Benjamin speaks adamantly against the study of baroque poets’ portraits and
biographies, arguing that in order to know these writers, one must read their works:
Opitz, Lohenstein, Gryphius sind Bürokraten, hohe Beamte im Dienste des
schlesischen Adels oder der schlesischen Städte gewesen, und ihre Lebenslinie
fasziniert bei aller Willkür ebenso wenig wie die Silhouette der reichen
Amtstracht, in der das Frontispiz ihrer Bücher sie darstellt. Beschäftigung mit
der Formenwelt, das ist der einzige Zugang zu dieser Dichtung. . . . Man begreift
8
sie nur aus der Sprache.
Perhaps the representative aspect of Baroque culture caused Benjamin to judge its visual
and verbal rhetoric so harshly, for it is said today that he “was this century’s most acute
9

critic of public lies and the culture of illusion.” Despite Benjamin’s disregard, it is clear
from the scholarship on portraits of early modern German authors, with baroque poets
among them, that this material offers more to advance our understanding of the early
modern period than Benjamin claims.
7

Walter Benjamin, “Porträt eines Barockpoeten,” Gesammelte Schriften. Vol. 3. Hella TiedemannBartels, ed. (Frankfurt: Suhrkamp, 1972) 86-8.
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Deutsche Schriftsteller im Porträt. Das Zeitalter des Barock, edited by Martin
Bircher and published in 1979, is a collaborative work by international scholars of
10

German baroque literature. This small volume combines images and short biographical
sketches of a select 88 authors in alphabetical arrangement. The portraits are reproduced
from books, from bound portrait collections, from oil paintings, and from engravings
after oils. Each verso displays a small format copy in black and white of an author
portrait, or of a frontispiece or title page engraving from the author’s work where no
portrait was available. On each facing page is a short summary of the author’s life and
works. These summaries end with fragmented, but valuable details about the source,
date, painter and/or engraver of the image. Bircher notes that little is known about the
printing history, distribution, and use of author portraits in the seventeenth century.

11

In his introduction, Bircher justifies his choice of authors from the canon of early
modern German literature, but acknowledges that intensive research would no doubt
require some additions and deletions to the selection in the future. He claims that
because writing was typically one of a number of activities in the life of these
individuals, whose disciplines were theology, medicine, music, and so forth, it is
difficult to compare these portraits to each other and to form a typology for the author
category:

9
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Weit einfacher als beim Schriftsteller ist es etwa beim Herrscher, beim Arzt oder
beim Philosophen, Vergleiche anzustellen und den Versuch einer Typologie zu
wagen, nach dem Verhältnis des Dargestellten zur Darstellung, der realen
12
Erscheinung zum idealisierten Kunstwerk zu fragen.
I contend that the multiple roles of the baroque writer do not hinder the construction of a
typology, but rather, suggest interesting axes along which to construct analyses (for
example, gender, religion, nature of text). Just as the multiple roles of the author are not
seen as a hindrance to English, Italian, and French scholars, we can appreciate the
variety of these portraits first, and then organize them into meaningful categories for
analysis. Bircher’s selection of authors from the literary canon excludes a rich corpus of
portraits on which to base a comparison, including those of women. Although it is
beyond the scope of this dissertation, ultimately, a methodology that applies other
criteria and that considers a broader sampling of portraits can render a more accurate
index to baroque culture. As it stands, the majority of existing studies on early modern
German portraiture are limited to the nobility as their subject, and a typology of the
early modern German author portrait has not been attempted to date.
It is not Bircher’s purpose to interpret the individual portraits or to determine
their function. However, in his introduction to the collection he alludes to an intentional
system for depicting attributes of the portraits’ subjects. Bircher is not clear in what he
means by intentional, nor on how he defines attributes. He makes vague reference to an
implied meaning behind the emblems, anagrams, or inscriptions that decorate the

12
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images of some authors. The contributing scholars withhold interpretation as well, with
a few exceptions.

13

The impact of Bircher’s publication lies in its promotion of interest in portraits
of seventeenth-century authors from German-speaking regions. Bircher proposes that
future research by antiquarians, librarians and scholars could uncover heretofore
unknown portraits, and he points out that as yet there is no central archive that would
assist historical inquiry into graphic portraits. Since the 1979 appearance of Deutsche
Schriftsteller im Porträt, much effort has been expended on cataloguing and classifying
14

graphic print collections. Print catalogues have accompanied library and museum
exhibitions, and the preparation of archival collection catalogues is underway.
According to Bircher, the seventeenth-century portrait is a treasure awaiting discovery,
but he leaves the line of questioning open to researchers:
Welche Bedeutung das Porträt als Quelle für die Literaturwissenschaft bietet,
dafür liefert das 17. Jahrhundert das schönste Anschauungsmaterial. Die
Aufgabe, es weiter zu erschließen und zu erforschen, erscheint im Grunde
wichtiger als die Beantwortung unlösbarer Fragen nach dem “Realismus” in der
Darstellung eines Dichters. In jedem Fall bleibt natürlich Lichtenbergs

13

Bircher, Deutsche Schriftsteller. Thomas Burger comments on a portrait of Johann Michael Dilherr:
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Feststellung gültig: “die unterhaltendste Fläche auf der Erde für uns ist die vom
15
menschlichen Gesicht.”
Bircher rightly points out that the question of realism cannot be answered for a period
more than 300 years hence, nor, I contend, are reality and truth particularly relevant.
More important in this context is the aspect of representation – what the fabricated
image conveys to its intended audience.
Although Bircher’s Deutsche Schriftsteller im Porträt ushered in a number of
studies on the German author/scholar portrait, as yet there are no comprehensive studies
such as those by Smith and Kubiski on the subject. A few case studies exist that are
based on a limited number of portraits, with some repetition in the sampling of images
under consideration. These studies focus on canonical authors or members of the
learned class. While only one article concentrates on the frontispiece author portrait,
others take note of this phenomenon within a more encompassing discussion of the
portrait in the book. Because, in the short time span from 1980 to the present, much of
the work has been done without reference to other related studies, my ensuing
discussion of scholarship of the German author portrait from 1600 to 1750 does not
proceed in order of their publication dates. The extant literature also does not suggest a
thematic arrangement, as different questions are addressed, although with some overlap.
Thus, I discuss the scholarship according to its varied format and purpose along these
lines: publications of graphic works collected for a book; exhibition catalogues based on
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archival collections or gathered for an occasion; and articles on a very limited selection
of portraits. Lastly, I give brief mention to case studies on archival and bound portrait
collections that do not concentrate on early modern authors, but pose relevant questions.
John Roger Paas’ two-volume work, Effigies et Poesis, which presents effigy
portraits of seventeenth-century Germans with their accompanying German or Latin
16

verse, responds to Bircher’s call for research by literary historians. The reproduction of
a select 468 prints from library, museum and archival print collections is the result of a
thorough methodological process. For background information on the production of
many prints, Paas consulted the diaries and correspondence of poets and artists. Paas’
catalogue identifies the original location of the prints, many of which appeared in books
as plates or frontispieces or printed funeral orations. On each verso, opposite the
portrait, the verse text is reprinted in a more readable font, along with the name of the
text’s author, details regarding the measurement of the original, biographical dates,
occupation of the portrait’s subject, and identity of the artist. Paas credits Bircher’s
Schriftsteller im Porträt and Gerhard Dünnhaupt’s Bibliographisches Handbuch der
17

Barockliteratur as his guides in the selection of verse authors, although he makes some
18

additions from outside of the conventional canon of German baroque poets. The prints
are arranged alphabetically according to sitter, and Paas balances the presence of literary
16
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and graphic arts by including all known effigy portraits with verses by the select
German poets. Effigies et Poesis demonstrates the collaborative efforts of poets and
engravers in early modern printed portrait production and provides valuable material for
an analysis of text and image relationships. In addition to this work, Paas’ 1994/95
volumes on the graphic art of the Sandrart family make many printed portraits
accessible for study.

19

The Bircher and Paas volumes feature prints selected for publication based on
criteria related to poet, sitter or artist. Despite their thematic continuity, these works do
not hypothesize nor form any conclusions about the nature of the author portrait. In
contrast, two exhibition catalogues, one under the editorship of Bruno Weber, the other
under Martin Bircher, provide interesting commentary. While one arranges graphic
portraits according to type and purpose, the other highlights the early modern portrait’s
visual imagery and structural features.
Bruno Weber’s Das Porträt auf Papier records an exhibit that brought portraits
20

from a broad time span together in 1984 in Zürich. Weber organizes the images into
groups according to type and purpose under seven main headings. The first four
chapters follow chronologically with examples from the late fifteenth through the
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twentieth century under these headings: “Auftritt des Individuums,” “Repräsentation,”
“Das Porträt als Kunstwerk,” and “Geschichte und Gegenwart.” The latter three
chapters consider specific functions which portraits have served across the centuries: “In
besonderer Funktion,” “Wege zum Wiedererkennen,” and “Porträt für alle.” Weber’s
provides adroit notes on portrait style and tradition, and I concentrate here on the
author/scholar portrait, of which Weber provides numerous examples.
Weber characterizes types of author/scholar portraits with subheadings under
their respective time periods and, with this diachronic method of classification for the
exhibit, he identifies important trends in author portrait formulation and publishing
practices. For instance, sixteenth-century portraits fall under the descriptive titles
“Buchwidmung,” “Gelehrte im Gehäuse,” and “Gespräch im Geist.” For the
seventeenth century, examples are classified as “Autor im Buch,” “Autor auf dem
Titel,” and “Pseudoporträt des Autors.” The problem with this arrangement is that
examples of these portrait types and practices, such as the presentation portrait, the
author at his desk, and the title-page portrait, can be applied to graphic prints from the
Middle Ages to the present. Further, subheadings which Weber employs for specific
epochs, such as “Blick zum Himmel,” “Vertreter ihrer Epoche,” “Selbstbewusstsein im
Bild,” and “Kennzeichen des Gelehrten,” are valid for multiple time periods. Although
the categories “Frauen-Galerie,” “Denkmal der geistigen Tätigkeit,” and “Für das Buch
werbend,” might have served the exhibit arrangement well, images of females,

20

memorials to the poet, and portraits that appeal to the book market should not be set
apart from other types in a more encompassing study of the author portrait.
Introducing the first three chapters of Das Porträt auf Papier, Weber aligns
trends in the author/scholar portrait with more general developments in European
portraiture as a whole. In the beginning of the early modern period, Weber notes that the
individual came to the forefront:
In dieser Epoche des wirtschaftlichen und gesellschaftlichen Umbruchs zur
Neuzeit, . . . nimmt das Porträt durchaus die primäre Funktion der
Stellvertretung wahr, . . . immer mit einer Aura des Auserwähltseins auch im
vereinzelten Autorenporträt des geschriebenen und gedruckten Buchs. Eine
strenge, ruhig blickende Verschlossenheit ist der gewöhnliche Habitus der
21
Porträtierten.
Weber is correct in his contention that portraits in general became more individualized
in the Renaissance, though individual expression is usually contained. In contrast,
Weber states that seventeenth-century authors present themselves in showy baroque
style, in accord with absolutist values: “Der Autor selbst, zumal der hochangesehene
22

gelehrte, tritt auf der Bühne des Titelblatts grossformatig hervor.” Here, Weber points
out that the size and location of the portrait within the book affect the overall impression
made by the portrait. Weber maintains that as the concept of art developed from the
early baroque through the eighteenth century, artists strove to portray not just a likeness,
but inner character traits of their subjects. With this, the author portrait lost some of its
representative, societal function in favor of self-expression: “Sogar der sachlich
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orientierte Gelehrte, als solcher eitel wie andere Machthaber auch, schwimmt im
23

anschwellenden Strom der Selbstdarstellung mit.”

Weber’s comments on the developments of the author/scholar portrait, while
insightful, rely too heavily on conventional art historical descriptions of the time periods
in question. As is the case for portrait types and functions, the character of the
individual portrait changes gradually and certain developments overlap and endure. For
example, the practice of printing the author portrait as frontispiece or title page is not
limited to the Baroque age, as Weber suggests. Moreover, it is difficult to distinguish
whether a scholar portrait expresses self-importance, or whether its engraver or
publisher enhanced a portrait to pay tribute to a renowned person.
As demonstrated with Weber’s study of the printed portrait and, earlier, with
Morimer’s small volume on the French author portrait, exhibition catalogues can make
inaccurate generalizations based on a small sampling of material collected for an
exhibition. On the other hand, their examples and viewpoints suggest interesting case
studies for the future. The next catalogue for review provides more factual and
instructive commentary, which can carry over to future investigations of the early
modern author portrait.
The 1992 exhibition catalogue, Im Garten der Palme, edited by Martin Bircher,
visually documents the history and activities of the Fruchtbringende Gesellschaft, a
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German literary society founded in 1617 Weimar. The exhibit, which traveled from
Wolfenbüttel to Münster and Zürich, included artifacts from Bircher’s private
collection. The catalogue highlights aspects of baroque culture with such headings as
“Krieg und Frieden,” “Das höfische Fest,” “Spiel im Wald der Wörter,” and
“Frauenzimmerbelustigung.” The importance of rhetoric and representation to baroque
society is made apparent with this compilation of letters, book illustrations, emblems,
festival programs, cityscapes, and portraits. The volume displays how the society’s
members were represented via portraiture, allegory, and heraldic devices. Both the palm
tree, the shared symbol for the Fruchtbringen Gesellschaft, and the individual member
designations, in the form of a plant design and nickname, appear in numerous examples.
The introduction to the collection features a sort of primer for the modern-day viewer
who is not well-versed in the decipherment of meaning behind the various plant and
heraldic imagery. The complex structure of the baroque portrait is briefly discussed. Not
just the sitter’s image, but the elements which surround it, augment, and to some extent,
individualize, the portrait:
Häufig genügt es einem Künstler des 17. Jahrhunderts nicht, die Gesichtszüge
eines Darzustellenden abzuzeichnen. Vielmehr gibt er ihm Attribute bei oder er
verziert den Rahmen des Porträts mit allerhand Anspielungen und Symbolen,
um mehr über das Leben, die Bedeutung, die guten Eigenschaften des
Dargestellten auszudrücken, was zumindest für Eingeweihte erkennbar sein
25
soll.
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In addition to pictorial elements, text frequently appears above and below an oval frame.
The tripartite combination of text and image is recognized as emblematic: „Bei
manchem barocken Porträt kann man die für das Emblem konstitutionelle Dreiteilung
26

feststellen: Bild - Inschrift (Devise oder Name) - Gedicht mit der Erklärung.” Thus, the
commentary to this catalogue brings out important aspects of how membership in a
literary society was verbally and visually coded. Although the members differed in rank
outside of the Fruchtbringende Gesellschaft, they employed a system to represent their
association in print.
The next three essays for review focus on the early modern author/scholar
portrait. Martin Warnke and Richard Schade examine portraits in order to determine
what these images express that is unique to their subject’s status in seventeenth-century
society. Unlike Warnke and Schade, who pay attention to iconographic elements in their
analyses, Erich Trunz applies a familiarity with the authors’ literary works to interpret
their images. In general, these case studies suggest fruitful avenues for interpretation,
but they discuss a limited number of examples in an isolated context. In contrast to
Smith and Kubiski, these scholars generalize their conclusions without sufficient
consideration of author portrait tradition and of other early modern portraits that would
problematize their conclusions.
In the 1987 essay, “Das Bild des Gelehrten im 17. Jahrhundert,” Martin Warnke
constructs his argument on a detailed interpretation of one group portrait from Peter
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Paul Rubens. Warnke discusses the interaction of four figures in the painting entitled
“Justus Lipsius und seine Schüler,” as expressed by position, pose, gesture, and gaze.
He also addresses the bipartite structure of the painting and the plurality of meaning that
the iconographic elements carry. Warnke contends that the painting’s duality illustrates
traits that bifurcate the dual public and private life of the Gelehrte: “Gelehrsamkeit und
28

Weltoffenheit, Denken und Handeln, Zurückgezogenheit und Gegenwärtigkeit.”
Warnke supports this claim with similar evidence from five group portraits, and

maintains that the seventeenth-century scholar had an inherent dual character that both
required solitary concentration and invited interaction. He contrasts portraits of
sixteenth-century humanists with others of seventeenth-century scholars. In the later
portraits, Warnke finds that the subject’s expression opens up to the viewer, becomes
more interactive, and that this new communicative quality is echoed in the framing of
the portrait. His conclusion that the image of the seventeenth-century scholar expresses
accessibility, a characteristic that befits the consciousness of an early enlightened age,
foregrounds Ette’s description of the communicative eighteenth-century author
portrait.

29

Warnke’s interpretative and contrastive analysis yields interesting results, but
this does not justify the claim which he makes at the outset of his article: “Alles, was die
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Kunstgeschichte zum Bild des Gelehrten im 17. Jahrhundert beitragen kann, läßt sich
entwickeln aus einem Bild, das Peter Paul Rubens in den Jahren 1611/1612 gemalt
30

hat.” Indeed, this literature review shows that various research approaches raise
important issues regarding the scholar portrait. Nonetheless, Warnke’s method of
interpretation is appropriate for baroque art, which so frequently signifies the dual
nature of man’s existence. Warnke’s examples support his argument, and his
characterization of the self-contained sixteenth-century humanist is in with agreement
31

Weber’s description. Lastly, the placement of Warnke’s essay within the volume, Res
Publica Litteraria, deserves special note. The single essay that concentrates on the
visual expression of early modern learnedness, or Gelehrsamkeit, serves as pretext to
the 35 others that follow. This arrangement underscores the power of the image to
express and define the cultural importance of the learned, or Gelehrte, in early modern
culture.
Erich Trunz devotes a chapter in his 1992 book on the Baroque to the engravings
of German writers with the essay, “Deutsche Schriftsteller des Barock und ihr Umkreis
32

in zeitgenössischen Kupferstichen.” Trunz’s main argument is that the personality of
the baroque author can be discerned from an engraved portrait, which enhances the
appreciation of the writer’s work and is a visual complement to the subject’s biography.
In order to support his claim, Trunz discusses how engravers exercised their skills to
30
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render portraits that were both worthy of the authors’ social position, true to their
appearance, and expressive of their character. Trunz’s assertions are questionable, since
often artists had little or no contact with the authors they portrayed. Trunz further claims
that portraits of German men of letters, or nobilitas literaria, are distinctive in gaze,
gesture, and dress from those of German nobility. Although the engraved likenesses are
not as fine in detail and as proper in stature as portraits from the Netherlands, Trunz
maintains that German artisans successfully presented their subjects’ status and
intellectual activity: “Die Zeichner und Stecher gaben den Schriftsteller-Köpfen die
Schlichtheit bürgerlichen Daseins und die Würde geistigen Lebens.” Trunz illustrates
his argument with brief interpretations of thirteen portraits, drawing parallels between
aspects of their poetry, their lives, and their engraved images.
Although the essay covers much background on engraving techniques and the
practice of portraiture in early modern Europe, Trunz gives no empirical basis for his
viewpoint on the Baroque author portrait. His selection of portraits for discussion is
almost uniform in structure (mostly bust portraits in oval frames), pose, and expression.
Trunz pays some attention to attributes, emblematic and allegorical elements on the
person and in the surrounding frame, but his assertion that elaborate compositions are
uncommon is inaccurate. To the contrary, baroque portraits vary widely in their
composition, and an assemblage of visual and textual components is not the exception.
Further, Trunz unjustifiably contrasts the simplicity of the Baroque portrait with the
32
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complexity of Baroque poetry: “Wenn man vergleichsweise auf die Dichtung der Zeit
blickt, die so anspielungsreich, geziert, gelehrt, maniriert ist, fällt die Schlichtheit vieler
33

Porträt-Stiche auf.” To support his statement that artisans intentionally portrayed the
authors plainly in keeping with their middle-class stature, Trunz asserts that the
engravers added verse only to comply with the engraving’s commissioner: “Die Stecher
waren also gezwungen, diese Dinge im Bilde unterzubringen, und es ist durchaus eine
Leistung, daß sie meist ein harmonisches Verhältnis von Bild und Schrift erreicht
34

haben.” Overall, Trunz’s assumptions about the motivations of the engraver, publisher,
and portrayed author are unfounded.
Trunz does grant that one cannot validly make claims about an engraver’s
intention without extensive research regarding the production of specific prints in
posing these questions:
Geben die Bildnisse etwas von dem Geist, den wir aus den literarischen Werken
kennen, wider? Und ergänzen sie vielleicht das, was wir von dort her wissen?
Es bedarf dabei aber zunächst der Vorfrage: Ist dem Bild einigermaßen zu
trauen? Ist der Stecher selbst der Zeichner? Hat einer der tüchtigen Stecher . . .
den Stich angefertigt oder ein ungeschickter und kaum bekannter Mann? Gibt es
mehrere Porträts des Schriftstellers, die man vergleichen kann? . . . Bei
Nachstichen muß man doppelt vorsichtig sein, weil sie mitunter den Ausdruck
weitgehend verfälschen. Wenn man diese Fragen bedacht hat, kann man den
35
Charakter der Porträts näher betrachten.
However, Trunz bases his subsequent one- to two-line characterizations of portraits on a
familarity with the writings and activities of a few: “Da können wir sehen, wie die
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Männer aussahen, deren Schriften damals eine Rolle spielten: der klug-energische
Opitz, der männlich-frische Fleming, der schwermütige Gryphius, der kluge Thomasius
36

und die anderen.”

Trunz’s hypothesis fundamentally disagrees with the viewpoints of several
scholars. His evaluation of the Baroque author portrait as an indicator of baroque culture
37

is in complete opposition to the opinion of Walter Benjamin. Trunz’s inquiry into the
portrait as a reflection of character pursues an avenue of inquiry which Martin Bircher
dispels.

38

Richard Schade’s article, “Poets Portrayed. Iconographic Representations and
Allusions to the Empire” (1991), sets itself apart from most studies of author portraits
39

by attending to the portrait’s location within the book. He treats the iconography of the
author’s portrait within the frontispiece and, more specifically, its interaction with the
facing title page. In order to show how the frontispiece printed portrait informs the
facing title page and vice versa, Schade interprets iconographic elements which include
allegorical and emblematic figures and which appear on either page. The case study
focuses on three frontispieces from three publications of the early modern authors
Celtis, Schottelius, and Lohenstein. Schade reads the poet’s gesture and attributes, as
well as structural features of the pages. He links specific elements with verbal and visual
36
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sources from antiquity and mentions that certain features recur in images of other early
modern poets. From this case study, Schade concludes that the purpose of the
iconographic strategy is to associate the early modern poet with the authority and
aspirations of the Holy Roman Empire.
The remaining articles for review appear in Peter Berghaus’ Graphische Porträts
40

in Büchern des 15. bis 19. Jahrhunderts. In his foreword to the volume, Berghaus
contributes remarks on the history of graphic portrait style, design and print quality, the
practice of portrait collecting and binding, the use of author portraits as frontispieces of
books, and provides an update on the cataloguing of portrait collections in Germany.
Bruno Weber, in his essay “Vom Sinn und Charakter der Porträts in
Druckschriften,” is primarily interested in portraits that are located in, or illustrate,
41

books. Weber attempts to classify each portrait according to type and function by
comparing it with another portrait. In this endeavor, Weber does not employ the
categories of type and function that he applied in the early exhibition catalogue, Porträt
auf Papier. Instead, he pairs printed portraits from the fifteenth through the twentieth
centuries, the commonality of which first becomes apparent in the context of his
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commentary. The opening to Weber’s article hints that his findings will be inconclusive:
42

“Das Porträt im Buch traktieren heisst noch immer Neuland betreten.” His closing
remarks confirm that the task he set out to fulfill proved daunting: “Denn vom Sinn und
Charakter der Porträts in Druckschriften kann jetzt nur andeutungsweise geplaudert
43

werden”. Indeed, his comparative analysis is fragmented and comes across as arbitrary.
The fault of Weber’s study lies mainly in its attempt to cover a span of six
centuries’ practices in graphic portraiture. However, like Schade, Weber’s attention to
the location of the printed portrait within the book and how this affects its function
raises provocative questions. According to Weber, the portrait is most powerful when it
appears in the frontispiece or the title page of the book. Further, Weber finds the author
portrait to be the most interesting and psychologically richest form of portrait to appear
in the book. Unfortunately, he does not give reasons to support these viewpoints.
Gregory Lechner discusses the handling of an archive of printed portraits in the
44

essay, “Das Prälatenporträt im Schrifttum des 16. bis 18. Jahrhunderts.” He tells of the
problems he encountered while conducting an inventory of the collection of prelate
portraits. Of interest here are the two approaches that Lechner suggests for arranging the
portraits for exhibit. One arrangement would be chronological, for which the organizing
criteria are biographical data that can be read in the framing of the image and expanded
41
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upon from histories of the monasteries. Another method would be the grouping of
images according to their most prominent visual characteristics. Lechner’s notes on the
prelate portrait are helpful in deciphering other early modern portraits (for example, the
utilization of heraldic devices, architectural features, and oval medallion framing).
Finally, the Berghaus volume contains four essays that focus on bound portrait
collections of the late sixteenth through mid-eighteenth century. Andreas Wartmann
traces the development of a particular type of printed portrait book, which is a
combination of biography and portrait in an illustrated book, in his study, “Drei
45

Porträtwerke aus der zweiten Hälfte des 16. Jahrhunderts.” In his introductory
discussion, Wartmann states that many individuals were involved in production,
including the writer/humanist, printer/publisher, and artist/engraver. The trend was not
just to illustrate the Geist of the biography’s author, but also the conceptions of the
printer and publisher:
Die inhaltliche Tendenz eines Porträtwerkes spiegelte nicht nur die geistige
Haltung seines Autors wider, sondern entsprach in gleicher Weise den
Auffassungen des Druckers und Verlegers, der durch die sorgfältige Auswahl
seiner Veröffentlichungen gezielt an den intellektuellen Auseinandersetzungen
46
seiner Zeit teilnahm.
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This attention to the process of production and Wartmann’s research on the
development of the printed portrait book in terms of its structural makeup, textual and
visual content, and production practices agree with my dissertation’s approach.
Gerd Dethlefs’ essay, “Friedensboten und Friedenfürsten. Porträtsammelwerke
zum Westfälischen Frieden,” offers a substantial overview of the purpose and history of
47

portrait collections. Peter Berghaus’ case study, “Paulus Frehers Theatrum Virorum
Eruditione Clarorum (Nürnberg 1688),” examines a bound portrait collection of
48

German scholars. The study’s distinguishing feature lies in its treatment of reception
notes to the 1688 publication, wherein the portrait quality is poor. Berghaus provides a
lead-in to the next essay in the volume by noting the high quality of a newer portrait
collection. Christoph Schreckenberg’s study, “Die Gelehrtenbildnisse in Jacob Bruckers
und Johann Jacob Haids Bilder-sal. Augsburg 1741-1755,” examines one bound portrait
49

collection that appeared in ten volumes over a span of fifteen years. The study is
unique for reasons inherent in the publishers’ strategy, which is recorded in the front
matter of the volumes.
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Summary Remarks
My review of the literature on early modern author portraits shows several
avenues of approaches and aims. Some, especially Trunz, rely on external information
on which to base analyses of the author image (for example, the author’s writings and
biography, social status of the author within his/her circle). Others focus on the author
image itself, decipher elements within the portrait, and find commonalities with other
author portraits. This group includes Smith, Kubiski, Mortimer, and Warnke, who have
identified patterns that emerged across cultures. Another subgroup researches portraits
that appear together in print, as with the collections studied by Dethlef and Berghaus, or
pull together authors who share a common feature related to genre, as with Bircher and
Paas. A few, Ette, Schade, and Weber among them, acknowledge the power of the
portrait’s location within a book and consider the implications of the portrait’s presence
therein. Schade, Wartmann, and Schreckenberg go beyond the author image to consider
textual features in their relationship to the image and to the book production process.
Certainly, each scholar’s approach has valid points and succeeds in revealing
information about particular authors, in identifying trends in author portraiture, and in
suggesting tools for deciphering author portraits. From their approaches we can extract
author images and patterns to compare with other portraits. We can use the same tools
to analyze elements and structures of printed images. We can take the route suggested
by recent studies that limit their scope to author representations within the printed book.
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What I propose is a way of looking at how an early modern author is represented
within books written by that author. The book provides a setting for the engraved author
portraits at the center of my study. This setting, particularly the initial pages that precede
the body of the work, presents a complex interplay of text and image. By analyzing and
interpreting this interplay of verbal and visual rhetoric, we derive multiple meanings.
Other books by that author and their subsequent editions generate new meanings. We
arrive, therefore, at not one, but various representations of the author. Moreover, we
identify varied functions of the author image that shift from one printed work to the
next. The location of the author image within the front matter of the book is indeed
powerful, and when it comes to further understanding early modern author
representation, the aim of my study, the front matters.
1.2.

Theoretical Framework
This section lays out a theoretical framework on which to build a study of the

representation of an author in verbal and visual front matter of a book. The theoretical
aspects address how to approach the various parts of the book, so as to elicit their
combined effect on meaning. I consult Roger Chartier on how to treat the book as an
object of study and how meaning is produced via material aspects of the book. These
material aspects feature both printed images and text. With the proposed cross-analysis
of text and image and the comparative analysis of editions, issues of intermediality and
intertextuality arise. To resolve these issues, I turn to Peter Wagner for his elucidation of
the term “iconotext,” which concerns the interpenetration of text and image. The
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interaction of author image and front textual matter creates not one, stable meaning, but
various meanings. This multiplicity suggests conflicted intentions on the part of the
author and other parties in the publishing process. (Issues of meaning as derived by the
reader within a specific historical context are addressed in section 1.4.) This necessitates
taking a position on the issues of intention and meaning in relation to these parties, and
my discussion draws on Chartier and Wagner to achieve this. I then narrow the focus on
how iconotextual elements construct the representation and concept of the author within
a specific publication.
Production of Meaning
To understand how printed matter functions in its attendant culture, Chartier
50

argues for case studies that begin with the object itself. An advantage to studying the
material aspects of the book is that by looking first at the inside, then outward, we can
resist generalizations about how the work fits into a generic category, author’s oeuvre or
51

publishing program. We find what the printed piece tells us about itself, leaving
preconceptions about its genre, author, and purpose outside of our sight lines. Once we
grasp what the work conveys, for instance, in its original edition, we widen our scope to
include later printings. By comparison, we uncover multifarious differences in the
edition’s form, network of producers, and intended use. The result may be that the work
does not fit any prescribed category (for example artistic, religious, scientific, political)
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nor hold to a particular use or intended audience. The insertion of engraved plates,
whether preceding or alternating with typeset pages, can either stabilize or destabilize
the integrity of the work. Any details regarding artist, author, source or date should be
52

noted. The book’s writer might retain a place in the initial pages, in name or image, but
the representation of authorship shifts. Within the pages, and from edition to edition, lie
multiple meanings.
The process by which we uncover these meanings can be likened to an autopsy
of the book and its variants. Chartier outlines a pragmatic process to grasp how meaning
is constructed. He directs us to restrict the scope of material to a limited number of
53

objects, i.e. “texts, editions or publications”. Within the chosen corpus of material,
Chartier suggests study of textual and editorial changes that a given work undergoes in
54

various publishing formulas. In essence, we dissect the book’s formal elements, taking
55

note of format, content, layout and order of textual and pictorial material. Depending
on the work, elements including front and back matter such as frontispiece, title page,
printer’s mark, laudatory poem, dedication, foreword, preface, vignette, tailpiece, and
register should be described. Attention is also given to elements that dictate or at least
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recommend a stable order such as numbered plates and printer’s catchwords. After
isolating the elements for each edition, the results are compiled in an inventory or table
to show continuity and variance across editions.

57

With the stable and modified content in mind, we look outward to survey the
58

immediate context in which the book and its editions were produced. With clues from
the comparative table in hand, we ask how the attendant culture (for example,
biographic, political, social, geographic, linguistic, technical, and commercial factors)
informed production. What sources were drawn upon, what was appropriated or altered;
who made these decisions and for what possible reasons? Chartier states that the party
or parties involved in production had an interest to promote beyond those evinced by the
59

work’s physical makeup. What intention on the part of the author, artist or publisher
does the original printing divulge, either explicitly or in a hidden manner? To what end
did participants issue later editions and translations? How does meaning change? What
events, trends, and developments directly motivated each issuance? The answers to such
questions, specific as they are to each work, can shed light not only on the book’s
meaning, but on the mentalité of the producers’ environment as well.
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Author Representations as Iconotexts
The book’s environment embodies a complex textual and visual culture, and
publications that contain both text and image utilize the persuasive power of each
medium. Due to their proximity to each other within the book, the relationship of
textual and visual elements is a symbiotic one, and together, they produce meaning
60

(intermedial). Exterior to the book are other verbal and pictorial artifacts that are
alluded to either implicitly or explicitly, and these, too, affect meaning (intertextual).
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The representation of the author relies on a combination of intermedial and
intertextual factors. Emphasizing the connection of authors to their books are portraits,
and these engraved plates draw on an array of earlier images, iconographic, and
emblematic traditions. The presence of an author portrait implies that the individual is
62

partially, if not completely, responsible for body of the work. In turning the page, we
encounter typographical units that introduce the author’s text. If a name is not inscribed
on the portrait itself, it certainly appears on the title page, in a dedication, foreword or
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preface. The authors might address the reader, noting influences that compelled them to
execute the work. A poem might praise the author and, in commending their work, refer
to other authors and texts. Thus, the representation of the author is a construct that
welds texts to images, which is why the term “iconotext” suits the material at the center
63

of my investigation. I treat the representation of the author as a fabrication woven by
internal and external elements.
Treating the author portrait as an iconotext that interacts with front textual
matter allows us to integrate our findings from the detailed book analysis as outlined
above. An interpretation of the author presentation derives from pages created by parties
of consensual agreement or conflicting interests. The diachronic analysis of first editions
– published when the author was perhaps involved in printing decisions – through
64

posthumous editions uncovers shifts in priorities and power. Despite continuity
ensured with the sale and reuse of engraved plates, changes via omissions, insertions,
and translations determine the end result. However, my objective is not chiefly to
unearth the intentions of the book’s producers, but to reconstruct the meaning of the
iconotext in its various manifestations.
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“Iconotext refers to an artifact in which the verbal and visual signs mingle to produce rhetoric that
depends on the co-presence of word and image” (Wagner, Icons, 16).
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Authorship as a Construct
Iconotextual elements construct the figure of the author, whose representation is
controlled by participants in the publishing process and appropriated by the book’s
readers. The iconotext articulates the author and the initial book pages transmit a
concept of the author that serves the interests of the publishing enterprise. If, for
example, the objective is commercial, publishers may take advantage of an author’s
reputation or the allure of an elaborate frontispiece. If the aim is to legitimate the text,
the front matter may take care to assert the author’s diligence. If the promotion of a
cause is on the agenda, the author’s image might be affiliated with a group that supports,
for example, a religion, an empire, or another social concern of the time.
65

This is not to say that the author played no part in this representation. On the
contrary, utterances by writers in the preliminary pages reflect their society’s mentalité,
if not their individuality. Authors, especially those who self-published, participated with
printers and publishers in steering the reception of their public image and their work.
Together, they employed a rhetorical strategy that appealed to the early modern reader’s
knowledge of discourse and images.
1.3. Method of Interpretation
In this section I integrate my interpretive approach, which is based on an early
modern understanding of the relationship of text and image, into the modern theoretical
framework, which is conducive to a historicized view. In tracing the front matter back to
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its original context of production, I posit that the book’s producers utilized an
intentional strategy to convey meaning to readers who were well-versed in rhetoric. I
discuss how form dictated meaning in a representational culture, the relationship of text
and image, and how an argument was formed using verbal and visual rhetoric that
created meaning by analogy and association.
Integration of early modern interpretive approach into the modern theoretical
framework
The early modern age was very conscious of structure and form, and yet, to the
modern eye, Baroque art appears eclectic. A profusion of artistic and poetic treatises
written by the seventeenth-century learned class seem to dictate convention with their
requirements and rules set forth for the prospective artist and author. The adaptation of
ancient and more modern traditions, in combination with social concerns and tastes of
the age, shapes theory. The rhetorical strategy of invention, however, encourages
creativity and diversity, legitimized by the imitation of recognizable models. In the
production of text and image, the employment of a plethora of sources from earlier ages
resulted in combinations and juxtapositions that are enigmatic to a twentieth-firstcentury audience. Although an element of obscurity was deliberate and heightened
appreciation of these texts and images by their intended learned audience, which
possessed the tandem interpretive skills, the obscure necessitates elucidation for the
modern reader and viewer.
65

My approach acknowledges the connection of authors to their texts and the intentions of their
producers” (Chartier, Order 28). In this, I diverge from Wagner, who deconstructs the author concept and
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My purpose here is to provide an historically appropriate method for reading
iconotexts produced in early modern Europe by which we can understand this material
66

nearly as contemporaries did. The fundamental question is, then, what underlying
factor unifies verbal and visual communication?
Early modern attention to form
The unifying factor of text and image which pervades the early modern period is
located in the attentiveness to and understanding of form itself. Unlike today, form is
67

inherently connected to a predetermined order. The essence or meaning of things is not
captured by their individuality, but rather in their ordered relationship to each other.
Despite progress in the seventeenth century in its ability to characterize entities as
separate from each other, especially in science, the interplay of elements within a
structure maintains an important role in the creation of meaning. Form implies, then, not
only structure, but also the method by which things are set into play with each other.
Form and method of production are interdependent; form is the main point of
communication and method is the vehicle.
“cut[s] the umbilical cord between author intention and work” (Wagner, Reading, 15).
The argument that the meaning of a literary work is historically determined can be attributed to HansGeorg Gadamer. In this context, Hans Robert Jauss argues that although one can establish a paradigm of
assumptions which operated within a period and an original “horizon of expectations” which describes
how contemporary readers interpreted a work, he agrees with Gadamer that the determination of meaning
can only reflect the combination of the present reader’s interpretation with the past (R. Selden and P.
Widdowson, A Reader’s Guide to Contemporary Literary Theory, 3rd ed. (Lexington: U of Kentucky,
1993) 52-4).
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The coalescence of form and method does not complete the paradigm for
understanding the early modern relationship of text and image. Questions remain as to
the compatibility of two different mediums and as to how a strategy of arrangement
could be applied to both. Without explanation of commonalties, the combination of text
and image in front matter might still appear juxtaposed, an eclectic assemblage of
material. How do we justify applying the term “iconotext” in this context?
The answer lies in treatises of early modern theorists on art and poetics. These
writings share a concern for defining the relationship between the arts and, further, share
terminology in methods of production. In order to show the inherent connection
between verbal and visual communication, I will examine theorists’ discussion of text
and image, and more specifically, of the properties of poetry and painting. To identify a
unifying system for interpreting the representation of the author, I will show that a
book’s producers employ rhetorical strategies and hence, steer interpretation.
Relationship of text and image
The question of what art represents – whether it is an imitation of nature, its
being, or a creation of the artist – survives the ancients in the early modern period.
Neoplatonic theory holds that an image is a means to perceive God and that poetry is a
68

hidden theology. A synthesis of Aristotelian and platonic concepts in the art theory of
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the period from circa 1450 to 1800 claims that the mimetic form of an object is not
simply a copy of nature, but an imitatio of its being.
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My purpose here is not to enter into an age-old debate. Of interest is Georg
Philip Harsdörffer’s employment of the imitatio argument in the context of painting and
poetry. He responds to Horace’s phrase – ut pictura poesis – which, out of context,
states that a poem is like a picture. Artistic theory outlines two levels of imitation. One
concerns the imitation of models, a step required of all students of the time to attain and
refine their skills and of schooled artists to legitimize their own ideas with recognizable
models. The other aspect is the imitation of nature. Harsdörffer contends that while
painting is a worthy art, it involves only the superficial copying of appearance in nature.
70

The writer, on the other hand, must capture its inner character. The analogy then of a
picture to a poem subsequently implies that both arts produce a likeness of nature.
Harsdörffer argues that the writer goes beyond portraying what is to what could be.
Harsdörffer’s objective is not to discredit painting in order to raise the status of poetry
71

among the arts. It was understood at the time that pictorial images had to go beyond
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the depiction of outward appearances. Rather, his comparison of painting and poetry, at
the expense of the former, serves a rhetorical purpose.
The rhetoric and verbal play that Harsdörffer’s employs pervades discourse on
the relationship of text and image. The similarities of poetry and painting are expressed
in this chiasmic phrase: “Es wird die Poeterey ein redendes Gemähl, das Gemähl aber
72

eine stumme Poeterey genennet.” Antithesis is the starting point for rhetorical
argument, a point that underscores the wordplay of Peter-Carsten Warncke’s book title,
Sprechende Bilder – Sichtbare Worte, on verbal and visual rhetoric. Warncke claims
73

that the understanding of the image is analogous to text in the early modern era. The
“mimetic” arts are set as equivalent to the verbal arts, images are a form of words, and
74

“speaking pictures” are valued as much as “visible words.”

Warncke identifies the problematic of setting verbal and visual communication
as equivalents to lie in their utilization of different media. A tension between them is
evident when one attempts to express in words what an image portrays. Also, the
concept of image has changed over time, which is a fundamental problem for art
historians. A tendency to view artwork as autonomous from the period in which it was
created and to divide types of art on the basis that one medium can express things that
cannot be expressed in another, is not appropriate for the early modern period.
According to Warncke, another trend in modern art theory is insufficient consideration
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of historical determination. To surmount these problems, Warncke’s
“medienhistorisch” and “mediengebunden” method applies for an understanding of
European art from the mid-fifteenth century to the end of the seventeenth century. He
limits his subject to the analogy of text to the two-dimensional image, which suits, for
my purposes, book front matter.
The analogy of text to image poses a further problem, as visual content cannot
be identical to verbal content. In order to communicate content through an image, it
must become material; text communicates content with words, an abstract
76

construction. Another dissimilarity is in the simultaneous viewing of all elements in a
picture; a text entails a series of words that require a non-simultaneous reading.
Warncke notes that, however, as in language, an image requires time for one to identify
elements and comprehend the message. Hence, pictures share this characteristic with
77

speech. Despite the differences in presentation of content and medium used, the viewer
and reader take similar steps in deciphering the communicative aspects of image and
text. This association of elements involves following the argument arranged by the artist
or author, i.e. application of method. The function of the argument is to persuade the
audience. The goal of rhetoric is persuasion. It then follows that the system that unifies
text and image in form, content, method and function is rhetorical.
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Warncke 30.
77
Warncke 31-2.
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Verbal and visual rhetoric
A consideration of the prevalence of the rhetorical system in all facets of early
modern secular and religious affairs makes its unifying role in the arts more plausible.

78
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Indeed, rhetoric governs social interaction. Early modern culture distinguishes itself
with its awareness of form, and rhetoric in various permutations participates in all types
80

of art. Theorists, following ancient tradition, employ rhetorical terminology and
strategies. The rules that apply to the verbal arts are suited to the system for pictorial art
as well. Treatises on painting adopt the rhetorical method. The rhetorical strategy
applied by both writers and artists unifies the production of front matter and its
communicative features in relation to their audience.
The employment of argumentation in the front matter clarifies the parallels of
picture to language. Multiple images arranged on one surface achieve hierarchies of
order so that the composition itself presents an argument with a grammar of its own.
The method for understanding early modern iconotexts is an analysis of the rhetorical
strategies that constitute their form and content. The inherent connection of text and
image is the arrangement of material and the argument that this implies. The challenges
of interpretation remain, but this can be achieved by deciphering the tools of production
78

“In der Zeit der Renaissance und des Barock – etwa zwischen 1350 und 1700 – beeinflußt, ja beherrscht
zuletzt die Rhetorik das gesamte System der Wissenschaften und Künste in Europa” (Karl-Heinz Göttert,
Einführung in die Rhetorik. Grundbegriffe – Geschichte – Rezeption (München: Fink, 1991) 146.
79
Peter N. Skrine, The Baroque. Literature and Culture in Seventeenth-Century Europe (London:
Methuen, 1978) 127.
80
“In der Neuzeit tauchte [die Rhetorik] als Bildungsprogramm auf, in dessen Zeichen eine Kultur der
‘Form’ bzw. der Variation von ‘Formen’ entsteht. Hinzukommen schließlich noch fließende Übergänge zu
den benachbarten Künsten” (Göttert 15).
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employed by author, artist, engraver, printer and publisher. The method of production
serves the method for interpretation.

81

“Trace the work of art [engraving] back to its original context of production (archival method)”
(Wagner, Icons, 35).
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CHAPTER 2: MARIA SIBYLLA WORKS AND IMAGES
2.1.

Introduction
82

Maria Sibylla Merian was born on April 4, 1647 in Frankfurt am Main. Her
mother, Johanna Sibylla, née Heim, was the second wife of Matthäus Merian the Elder
(1593-1650), a renowned engraver and publisher. When Maria Sibylla was three years
old, her father died, after which her half-brothers, Matthäus Merian the Younger (16211687) and Caspar Merian (1627-1686) assumed control of the Merian publishing house
in Frankfurt. One year later, the mother married Jacob Marrell, who painted, engraved,
and sold art. From him and his associates, the young Maria Sibylla learned still-life
painting, especially of flowers.

83

In 1665 Maria Sibylla married Johann Andreas Graff (1637-1701), an artist who
had apprenticed under Jacob Marrell. The couple lived in Frankfurt for five years before
moving to Nuremberg with their two-year old daughter, Johanna Helena (b. 1668). A
second daughter, Dorothea Maria, was born in 1678. During the Nuremberg years from
82

Although Maria Sibylla Merian did not write an autobiography, a book and several articles accurately
record her life history from her letters and other writings. For further reading on the life of Merian, see
Kurt Wettengl’s Maria Sibylla Merian. 1647-1717. Artist and Naturalist (1998), Helmut Kaiser’s Maria
Sibylla Merian. Eine Biographie (1997), Natalie Zemon Davis’s Women on the Margins. Three
Seventeenth-Century Lives (1995), Elisabeth Rücker’s Maria Sibylla Merian 1647-1717. Ihr Wirken in
Deutschland und Holland (1980), Margarete Pfister-Burkhalter’s Maria Sibylla Merian. Leben und Werk
1647-1717 (1980), and J. Stuhldreher-Nienhuis’s Verborgen Paradijzen (1944), which contains
chronological tables; see also, Dieter Kühn’s Frau Merian! Eine Lebensgeschichte, a semi-fictional
account (2002). Although several other writings on Merian’s life appeared in the 20th century, I have not
used these as sources as I agree with Sam Segal, who stated, “At least ten novels about her life have
appeared in our century, all based less on fact than on fantasy” (Sam Segal, “Maria Sibylla Merian as a
Flower Painter.” Maria Sibylla Merian. 1647-1717. Artist and Naturalist (Ostfildern: Hatje, 1998) 68-87)
86).
83
Merian’s flower-painting style was influenced primarily by Marrell (1614-1681) and Abraham Mignon
(1640-1679) (Helmut Deckert, ed. Maria Sibylla Merians >Neues Blumenbuch< (Nürnberg 1680). 2nd
ed. (Leipzig: Insel, 1968) 42).
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1670 to 1681, Maria Sibylla practiced and taught the art of painting and embroidering
84

flowers to patrician women of the city. Having begun to study silkworms at the age of
thirteen in Frankfurt, her interest expanded to caterpillars, moths, butterflies, and other
insects that she found and raised in her garden. In Nuremberg Merian produced and
published her first works featuring her illustrations of nature.
In this chapter, I begin with the printing history of Merian’s works,
distinguishing between those published by Merian from 1675 to 1714 and those
published after her death in 1717 (section 2.2.). Then, my discussion of the portraits of
Maria Sibylla Merian traces twentieth-century scholarship on the subject and finds that
the majority of these images were at one time misidentified and are now no longer
considered to be of Merian (section 2.3.). These findings lead to the next section on
engravings that are integral to Merian editions and that visually represent their author
(2.4.). I determine that these print images provide reliable material on which to base an
interpretation of how Merian was visually represented in the late seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries.
2.2.

Printing History of Maria Sibylla Merian’s Works
Maria Sibylla Merian authored, illustrated, and published three works, generally

referred to here as the Blumenbuch (Book of Flowers), the Raupenbuch (Book of
Caterpillars), and the Metamorphosis (On the Metamorphosis of Surinamese Insects).
She completed the Blumenbuch and the first Raupenbuch while married and living in
84

On Merian learning flower painting and embroidery, see Heidrun Ludwig, “The Raupenbuch. A
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Nuremberg. Her life was to undergo major changes before the Metamorphosis appeared
some fifteen years later.
Merian’s first work, issued in three parts between 1675 and 1680 with text in
German, but with Latin titles, is the Blumenbuch, which provided floral models for
85

embroidery. The project was meant to help sustain Merian’s young family and to
augment her teaching in Nuremberg. A third 1680 edition, with the German title Neues
86

Blumenbuch, contains all three parts. Its appearance suggests the Blumenbuch’s
popularity over five years and that there was a demand to fill.
Merian’s second distinct work, the Raupenbuch, appeared in 1679, also in
German. The Raupenbuch depicts the silkworm, butterflies, and other insects with their
food source. After Maria Sibylla’s stepfather, Jacob Marrell, died in 1681, she moved
from Nuremberg back to Frankfurt where her mother was living. She took her daughters
Johanna Helena and Dorothea Maria with her, and her husband, Graff, joined them
somewhat later. In Frankfurt, a second part under the Raupenbuch title followed in
1683, released both as a separate volume and together with the first Raupenbuch.

87

Popular Natural History.” Maria Sibylla Merian. 1647-1717. Artist and Naturalist. (Ostfildern: Hatje,
1998) 57-58.
85
Florum Fasciculus Primus. Nürnberg: Maria Sibylla Merian (Johannes Andreas Graff),1675. 1st part.
of the Blumenbuch.
Florum Fasciculus Alter. Nürnberg: Maria Sibylla Merian (Johannes Andreas Graff), 1677. 2st part. of
the Blumenbuch.
Florum Fasciculus Tertius. Nürnberg: Maria Sibylla Merian (Johannes Andreas Graff), 1680. 3rd part. of
the Blumenbuch.
86
Neues Blumenbuch. Nürnberg: Maria Sibylla Merian (Johannes Andreas Graff), 1680. New edition of
all three parts.
87
Der Raupen wunderbare Verwandelung und sonderbare Blumennahrung. Nürnberg: Maria Sibylla
Merian (Johannes Andreas Graff); Frankfurt and Leipzig: (David Funken), 1679.
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Maria Sibylla’s next move indicates that her marriage was strained and heading
toward dissolution. In June 1685 she left Frankfurt with her two daughters and mother
to join the Labadist community in Wieuwerd in Friesland, where her brother, Caspar,
was already living. In an attempt to reconcile in 1686, Graff encountered the Labadists’
refusal to recognize his marriage to Maria Sibylla. After this, Graff returned
permanently to Nuremberg, obtained a divorce in 1692, and remarried.
Further events caused Merian to cut her ties with Germany. Her brother, Caspar,
died at Waltha Castle in Wieuwerd in 1686; her mother died in 1690. That same year,
Merian renounced her rights as a citizen of Frankfurt. In 1691 she left Wieuwerd with
her daughters and took up residence in Amsterdam. She would not to publish in the
German language again.
In Amsterdam Merian had contact with collectors of naturalia from the far
reaches of the Dutch empire. In 1692 her daughter, Johanna Helena, married merchant
Jakob Hendrik Herolt, who had commercial ties with Dutch Suriname. In June 1699, at
the age of 52, Maria Sibylla set sail for Suriname with her daughter, Dorothea Maria.
They left two years later, in June 1701, and arrived back in Amsterdam in September
with drawings and notes for Merian’s next book. In December, Dorothea Maria married
surgeon Philip Hendriks. In the next years, Merian sold specimens she had collected in

Der Raupen wunderbare Verwandelung und sonderbare Blumennahrung … Andrer Theil. Frankfurt and
Leipzig: Maria Sibylla Merian (David Funken), 1683.
Der Raupen wunderbare Verwandelung und sonderbare Blumennahrung... Nürnberg: Maria Sibylla
Merian (Johann Andreas Graff), 1679, Frankfurt and Leipzig: (David Funken), 1683. 2 volumes bound
together.
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Suriname and accepted commissioned work to raise money for her next publishing
project.
In 1705 Merian published her third book, the Metamorphosis insectorum
Surinamensium, considered to be her magnum opus. Merian’s illustrations depict
Surinamese insects in their stages of development with the plants that sustain them. The
88

book was printed on a subscription basis in both Latin and Dutch editions. Planned
89

German and English editions were cancelled for lack of subscribers. Although Merian
apparently planned a second volume of the Metamorphosis, this never came to
fruition.

90

Merian resumed her study of European indigenous insects and stated her plan to
publish more material at a future date in her foreword to the 1705 Metamorphosis.

91

Able to follow through in part with her stated intention, Merian translated the
92

Raupenbuch into Dutch, the first volume appearing in 1713, the second in 1714. She
suffered a stroke that same year. In 1716 Robert Araskin, personal physician to Tsar
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Metamorphosis Insectorum Surinamensium. Amsterdam: Maria Sibylla Merian (Gerard Valck, printer),
1705.
Metamorphosis Insectorum Surinamensium. Ofte Verandering…. Amsterdam: Maria Sibylla Merian
(Gerard Valck, printer), 1705.
89
Wettengl, Maria Sibylla Merian, 224. “Though the German and English subscriptions for the Suriname
book were never sufficient for published translations in her lifetime, the Metamorphosis was widely read
by naturalists” (Davis 199).
90
Wettengl, Maria Sibylla Merian, 226.
91
Wettengl quotes Merian: “If God gives me health and life enough, I intend to augment the observations
I have made in Germany through the addition of those from Friesland and Holland and to publish them in
Latin and Dutch” (Maria Sibylla Merian, 245, Cat. no. 151). See also Davis 182.
92
Der Rupsen Begin, Voedzel, en wonderbare Verandering. Amsterdam: Maria Sibylla Merian (Gerard
Valck, printer), 1713/14.
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Peter the Great, visited her. A number of subsequent purchases on behalf of the Tsar
brought original sketches and unpublished writings to Russia, where they remain today.
Following Maria Sibylla Merian’s death on January 13, 1717, her daughter,
Dorothea Maria, arranged for the posthumous publication of Merian’s long-planned
93

third volume of her Raupenbuch. Maria Sibylla had written the text of this last volume
in Dutch, and in 1717 it was issued as a separate volume with a distinct title, and
94

together with the 1713/14 volumes. Also in 1717, Dorothea translated the three95

volume Raupenbuch into Latin; this edition has the publication date of 1718. After
Dorothea had taken care of her mother’s affairs, she moved with her second husband,
the Swiss painter George Gsell, to St. Petersburg, where Gsell became court painter.
In total, Merian’s works became available on the market as original volumes, as
combined editions and in translation in 13 instances from 1675 to 1717. At least ten
subsequent editions of Merian’s work –Raupenbuch (four, beginning with the 1718
96

Latin edition) and Metamorphosis (six) – were published from 1718 to 1771. The
separate 1730 Dutch and French versions of the Raupenbuch are the last publications of
97

this single work. It resurfaced in 1771 in French as the second part of a two-volume
93

Ludwig, “The Raupenbuch,” 54.
Der Rupsen Begin, voedzel en wonderbaare Verandering…Deeerde en Lattste Deel. Amsterdam:
Amsterdam: Maria Sibylla Merian (Gerard Valck, printer), 1717.
95
Erucarum Ortus, Alimentum et paradoxa Metamorphosis. Amsterdam: Johann Oosterwijk, 1718.
96
Wettengl counts the 1771 two-volume edition of the Metamorphosis and the Raupenbuch as one
edition, and calculates a total of nineteen Merian editions between 1675 and 1771 (Wettengl, Maria
Sibylla Merian, 34).
97
Histoire des Insectes de L’Europe. Amsterdam: Jean Frédéric Bernard, 1730.
De Europische(n) Insecten. Amsterdam: Jean Frédéric Bernard, 1730.
94
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edition, combined with the Metamorphosis. This latter work, originally published in
1705 in Latin and Dutch, claimed more appearances on the European book market than
did the Raupenbuch. The second printing of the Metamorphosis occurred in 1719, again
99

in both Latin and Dutch editions. The text of the 1726 Metamorphosis is in Latin and
French in parallel columns.
reappeared in 1730.
title.

102

101
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The 1719 Dutch version of the Metamorphosis

The 1745 Paris edition with text in French carries a distinctive

It is uncertain whether the 1771 Paris edition of the Metamorphosis had two

predecessors in 1768 and 1770.

103

This final eighteenth-century Merian edition is the

first combined issue of the Metamorphosis and the Raupenbuch.
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The printing and publication of Merian’s three books took place in six cities and
involved eight publishers, other than Merian herself; first and later editions are in four
98

Histoire generale des Insectes de Surinam et de toute l’Europe. (Vol 1 “Des plantes de Surinam”; Vol
2 “Des plantes de l’Europe.”) Paris: L. C. Desnos, 1771.
99
Dissertatio de Generatione et Metamorphosibus Insectorum Surinamensium. Amsterdam: Johann
Oosterwijk, 1719.
Over de Voortteeling en Wonderbaerlijke Veranderingen der Surinaemsche Insecten. Amsterdam:
Johann Oosterwijk, 1719.
100
Dissertatio de generatione et metamorphosibus insectorum Surinamensium. The Hague: Peter Gosse,
1726.
101
Over de Voortteeling en Wonderbaerlijke Veranderingen der Surinaemsche Insecten. Amsterdam:
Jean Frédéric Bernard, 1730.
102
Réceuil de plantes des Indes. Paris: chez Huquier fils, Rue St. Jacques au grand St. Remy, 1745; Segal
notes that Huquier fils issued an undated version under this title, but it is unclear whether he means the
1745 edition or another (87, footnote 69).
103
Segal 87, footnote 69; I also noted some discrepancy between the date of 1768 engraved in the front
matter of the Dumbarton Oaks Garden Library original and the date of 1771 assigned by the library. The
cartouche on the frontispiece reads: “RECUEIL DE PLANTES DES INDES Par M. S. Merian A Paris
Paris chez Desnos Librarie et Ing Geo Rue St. Jacque au Globe 1768.”
104
Histoire Generale des Insectes de Surinam et de Toute l’Europe. Paris: L. C. Desnos, 1771.[Vol 1 a
new ed. in Latin and French of Metamorphosis, “Des plantes de Surinam”; Vol 2 a French translation of
Raupenbuch, “Des pla(n)tes de l’Europe”].
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languages: German, Latin, Dutch, and French. From 1675 to 1717, these publishing
houses issued her works: Johann Andreas Graff in Nuremberg, David Funken in
Frankfurt and Leipzig, and Gerard Valck in Amsterdam. In the period from 1718 to
1771, these publishers produced Merian editions: Johann Oosterwijk in Amsterdam,
Peter Gosse in the Hague, Jean Frédéric Bernard in Amsterdam, Huquier & Son
(Huquier fils) in Paris, and L. C. Desnos in Paris.
Illustrations by Maria Sibylla Merian not present in her three books are featured
in several early modern works by other authors and in modern facsimile editions of her
previously unpublished sketchbook and watercolors.

105

Most notable of the eighteenth-

century printings is Georg Rumphius’s D’Amboinsche Rariteitkamer of 1705, which
contains Merian’s commissioned drawings to accompany Rumphius’s edited text.
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The Leningrad Watercolors, published in 1974 in four languages (German, English,
French, and Russian), contains Merian’s Studienbuch (Book of Studies) and
watercolors.
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These originals had been brought to St. Petersburg by her daughter,

Dorothea, and are named for Leningrad, as the city was called in the early 1970s.
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A

The need for a comprehensive correction of attributions to Merian, specifically of watercolors, is
underscored by Wettengl (Maria Sibylla Merian, 35).
106
Georgius Everhardus Rumphius, D’Amboinische Rariteitkamer. Amsterdam: François Halma, 1705.
107
Leningrader Aquarelle. Ernst Ullman, ed. Leipzig: Edition Leipzig, 1974.
Leningrad watercolours. New York and London: HBJ, 1974.
Les Aquarelles de Leningrad. Paris, 1974.
[Leningrad Watercolors]. Trans. Tatjana Likina and Sabine Knopf.
108
Wettengl, Maria Sibylla Merian, 35, footnote 4; On the Studienbuch, see Wettengl, Maria Sibylla
Merian, 29, 134; Ludwig, “The Raupenbuch,” 54.
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new edition of the Leningrad Watercolors, entitled Maria Sibylla Merian. The St.
Petersburg Watercolors, was released in 2003.

109

Modern editions or variations of Merian’s Blumenbuch, Raupenbuch and
Metamorphosis have appeared from 1935 to 2003. These include one in Spanish and
one in Italian. I provide a comprehensive printing history of Merian’s books, including
modern editions as Appendix 1.
2.3. Portraits of Maria Sibylla Merian
The objective of this section is to determine the verity of images identified at
some time to be portraits of Maria Sibylla Merian. The scholarly identification of
portraits of Maria Sibylla Merian has essentially been a 60-year long process of
elimination. Here, I record that process and the results to date. The earliest corrected
identification that I have found is of a portrait of a Mademoiselle Blanchot in J.
Stuldreher-Nienhuis’s Verborgen Paradijzen (1944), and that error has not since been
repeated. Of the six images (including multiple variations of one) central to Margarete
Pfister-Burkhalter’s 1949 article, “Ikonographischer Überblick über die Bildnisse der
Maria Sibylla Merian (1647-1717),” only one remains recognized today as a portrait of
Merian.

110

For clarity’s sake, I refer to this as the Gsell/Houbraken portrait, as it was

drawn by Gsell and engraved by Jakob Houbraken. One image has been eliminated from
the Merian portrait oeuvre on the basis of corrected identification (engraving of Esther
109

The St. Petersburg Watercolors. Eckhard Hollmann (Introduction). Prestel USA, 2003.
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Barbara von Sandrart), and two others (I refer to them as the Merian family portrait and
the Basel oil painting) are no longer considered to represent Merian for reasons not
stated with absolute clarity in scholarship. Two images discussed by Pfister-Burkhalter,
however, have yet to be contested. I refer to these as the Thopas pastel and Mieris oval
portrait.
Errors notwithstanding, Pfister-Burkhalter made a significant contribution to
Merian scholarship by bringing her image to light in the twentieth century, and she was
not alone in mentioning or reproducing images that were later questioned.

111

In order to

impede future misidentifications, I retrace the labyrinth of right and wrong paths, and
cite any secondary publications known to me which include either the Gsell/Houbraken
portrait or “false” portraits since the 1944 appearance of the Thopas pastel in Verborgen
Paradijzen.
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False attributions are understandable in the case of Merian. As Kurt

Wettengl aptly points out, Merian did not leave behind a self-portrait which would serve
as a basis for comparison, nor did she write of any portrait commissioned during her
lifetime.
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Perhaps the Labadist sect’s frown upon portraiture inhibited Merian, who

110

Wettengl’s conclusion that “the only verified portraits of Maria Sibylla Merian preserved in our day
show her as an older woman” probably refers to the Gsell/Houbraken portrait and its later manifestations,
but his pluralizing of “portraits” carries some ambiguity (Maria Sibylla Merian, 14).
111
Bibliographic lists are also inadequate for tracking down “true” portraits. For example, Helmut
Deckert notes appearances of Merian portraits in one catalogue, one biography, four anthologies of
famous artists, and three journal articles dating from 1760 to 1952, but does not specify which portrait is
reproduced in each work (61-71).
112
I cover primary works with representations of Merian in the next section of this chapter.
113
Wettengl, Maria Sibylla Merian, 13.
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lived several years within their community, from making a self-portrait or being
portrayed.

114

Basel oil painting
An oil painting of a young woman with a ribbon tied at the base of her throat
appears in Verborgen Paradijzen opposite the title page and is identified as the 32-year
old Maria Sibylla Merian painted by Matthäus Merian the Younger (Figure 1). In his
commentary to the portrait, Stuhldreher-Nienhuis locates the original in the Basel
Öffentliche Kunstsammlung.
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Pfister-Burkhalter dates the oil at 1679 and updates the

attribution to an anonymous Dutch painter.

116

At least three scholars follow suit,

attributing the work to a “Niederländischer Meister,” but continuing to identify its
female subject as Merian.
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Since 1993, the finding of Paul-Henry Boerlin of the

Öffentliche Kunstsammlung that Merian is not the woman depicted here was noted by
two scholars.

118

Wettengl summarizes the new information on the dubious artist, origin,

114

On the Labadist restrained view toward art, see Davis 162.
Reproduced as frontispiece Plate No. 1 (Stuhldreher-Nienhuis); Stuhldreher-Nienhuis 171.
116
Pfister-Burkhalter, “Ikonographischer,” 32. In the article, the painting is designated “Abb. 2”. Its
dimensions are (50.5 cm x 59 cm).
117
Appears without commentary but with caption “Bildnis der Sibylla Merian. Niederländischer (?)
Meister von 1679, Bildnis der Sibylla Merian, 1679. Öffentliche Kunstsammlung Basel, Kunstmuseum.
Inv. Nr. 436” (Kehler-Spahn 130); Appears without commentary but with caption “Niederländischer
Meister (?), 1679. Porträt von Maria Sibylla Merian im Alter von 32 Jahren (Basel, Kunstmuseum, Inv.Nr. 436)” (Rücker, “Maria Sibylla Merian, 1647-1717,” 7); Reproduces Basel oil with caption “Ein
Porträt Maria Sibylla Merians, das ein unbekannter niederländischer Künstler um 1679 malte” without
commentary (Sello, Malerinnen 64); Mentions, but does not reproduce Basel oil, as portrait of Merian at
32 (Deckert 38); Mentions, but does not reproduce Basel oil (Meylan, Elisabeth, ed. Histoire naturelle
des plantes & insectes de Surinam; observes et peints d’apres nature par Maria Sibylla Merian avec un
texte original de Elisabeth Meylan. (Amsterdam: “La Suisse” Assurance, 1984) 3.
118
“The most famous portrait of Merian (Dutch master, 1679), has been proved by Paul-Henry Boerlin of
Öffentliche Kunstsammlung, Basel, to be of someone else” (Valiant, “Maria Sibylla Merian. Recovering
115
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date, and subject of the Basel painting and concludes that the portrait is not of Maria
Sibylla Merian.
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Merian family portrait
Wettengl also cites doubts as to whether Maria Sibylla appears as a member of
the Matthäus Merian the Elder family painted in oil by Matthäus Merian the Younger,
ca. 1641 (Figure 2).
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The young girl, about three years of age, in the lower right area of

the composition was thought to be Maria Sibylla, daughter of Matthäus Merian’s second
wife.

121

The group portrait has served as an illustration to encyclopedic accounts of the

Merian family and receives mention, but does not appear in Deckert’s commentary to
the reprint of Merian’s Blumenbuch.
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In his 1997 biography on M. S. Merian, Helmut
123

Kaiser devotes a chapter to the portrait, “Familienbild.”

an Eighteenth-Century Legend,” 478-9); “An unsigned oil portrait of an unnamed young woman at the
Kunstmuseum [Basel] has been thought to be of Maria Sibylla Merian (reproduced ibid. [RSMer], p. ix),
but Paul-Henri Boerlin, former curator of Old Master Painting, has recently proved that the woman it
depicts is not Merian” (Davis 333, footnote 235). I have found no citation leading to a published account
of Boerlin’s finding.
119
“The work was once attributed to [Merian’s] step-brother Matthäus Merian the Younger. More
recently, stylistic criteria have been cited to show that he was probably not the artist and that the work
may actually have originated in the Netherlands. Aspects of dress point to the improbability of 1679 as the
year of origin” (Wettengl, Maria Sibylla Merian, 14); “My attention was called to the problems associated
with the Basle [sic] painting by Wolfgang Lindemann, Kunstmuseum Basel, and Elisabeth Rücker,
Nürnberg” (Wettengl, Maria Sibylla Merian, 35, footnote 7).
120
Dimensions are 1,93 m x 1,19 m, Öffentliche Kunstsammlung, Basle, Inv. no. 2318 (Wettengl, Maria
Sibylla Merian, 38); For background history on the execution of investigation of the painting, see
Wettengl, Maria Sibylla Merian, 38.
121
Reproduced with family members listed as Plate No. 2 (Stuhldreher-Nienhuis, opposite 16);
Stuhldreher-Nienhuis 171; Pfister-Burkhalter, “Ikonographischer,” 31-2; Reproduced with the caption
“Abb. 1. Matthäus Merian d. J. Familienbild des Kupferstechers Matthäus Merian d. . l auf Leinwand,
datiert 1641. Basel, Privatbesitz” (Pfister-Burkhalter, “Ikonographischer,” 31).
122
Deckert 38.
123
Helmut Kaiser, Maria Sibylla Merian. Eine Biographie (Düsseldorf: Artemis & Winkler, 1997) 20-7.
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Portrait of Mademoiselle Blanchot
A graceful, nearly full-length seated portrait of a young woman holding an easel
and mahlsticks in her left hand appeared as Maria Sibylla Merian in a nineteenthcentury compendium of Frankfurt artists (Figure 3). In 1944 Stuhldreher-Nienhuis
identified the sitter of the portrait as a Mademoiselle Blanchot, not Merian.
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Despite

this correction, Dieter Kühn’s publisher features Blanchot’s image on the slipcover of
the 2002 biography of Meria Sibylla Merian.
Engraving of Esther Barbara von Sandrart
Pfister-Burkhalter included in her 1949 overview of Merian portraits an
engraving of a woman seated at a table with shells and boxes of butterflies before her
(Figure 4).

125

In her discussion of the engraving, Pfister-Burkhalter emphasizes the

facial expression and pose of the sitter as befitting Merian.

126

To Pfister-Burkhalter’s

credit, the specimens certainly support conjecture that the woman portrayed was an
enthusiastic collector of naturalia. In her book on Merian’s life and work, published 31
years after the article, Pfister-Burkhalter again reproduced the image and further

124

“Het portret van M. S. Merian in Gwinner, K. u. Künstler in Ffm. 1862, dat ook wel in tijdschr. is
overgenomen en eveneens aanwezig is in de Öff. Kunsts., Cat. no. 434, stelt niet háar voor, maar
Mademoiselle Blanchot, geschilderd door haar leermeester Jean-Baptiste Santerre (1651-1717)”
(Stuhldreher-Nienhuis 171) (The portrait of M.S. Merian in Gwinner [author], Kunst und Künstler in Ffm
[Frankfurt/Main] (1862), which has also been reproduced in magazines and is present as well in the
Öffentliche Kunstsammlung, Cat No. 434, does not portray her, but Mademoiselle Blanchot, painted by
her master Jean-Baptiste Santerre (1651-1717) (Translation by John Robert Jerome Eyck)).
125
“Ikonographischer,” 42. The caption below reads “Abb. 15. Anonym. Niederlande, um 1717. Bildnis
der etwa 70jährigen Maria Sibylla Merian. Kupferstich. Probedruck. Exemplar in Basel,
Kupferstichkabinett”.
126
“Ikonographischer,” 41-2.
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presumes that this was the last Merian portrait done from life.

127

Deckert mentions this

same engraving as an anonymously executed “Altersbild” of Merian, but does not
reproduce the image.

128

Like Pfister-Burkhalter, Elisabeth Meylan conducts a brief

physiognomic interpretation of the mature woman pictured and defines the collection of
naturalia as a presentation of Merian’s lifetime occupation.

129

Londa Schiebinger, too,

makes an erroneous identification of this engraving as based on a Merian portrait of
1715.

130

It has recently come to light that this is not a Merian image. The engraving’s
subject is now correctly identified by Ludwig as Esther Barbara von Sandrart, nee
Bloemart (1651–1733).

131

Sandrart knew Merian and collected specimens from nature

herself. The laudatory verse at the bottom of the print celebrates Sandrart’s talent and

127

Maria Sibylla Merian, 83. The caption to the upper left of the image numbered 58 reads “Anonym,
Holland, um 1715 Maria Sibylla Merian, vermutlich ihr letztes Bildnis nach dem Leben. KupferstichProbedruck, Kupferstichkabinett” (84).
128
Deckert 38.
129
Meylan 3.
130
Londa Schiebinger. “Lost Knowledge, Bodies of Ignorance, and the Poverty of Taxonomy as
Illustrated by the Curious Fate of Flos Pavonis, an Abortifacient.” Picturing Science, Producing Art.
Caroline A. Jones and Peter Galison, eds. (New York: Routledge, 1998, 124-44) 127.
131
“Esther Barbara von Sandrart (1651-1733), who had married Joachim Sandrart in 1673 and certainly
knew Merian, received a visit from Johann Georg Keyssler in 1730. Keyssler provided a detailed
description of both her art and naturalia collection and her impressive personality: ‘She knows the name
of every thing, the persons from whom she obtained them, the names of the herbs and trees upon which
nearly every species of butterfly seeks nourishment and multiplies.’ Whether Esther Barbara von Sandrart
was motivated to raise caterpillars by Merian herself, the Raupenbuch or a source independent of the two
is not known. We can be certain, however, that this activity was so important to her that she had naturalia
incorporated into a portrait of herself painted by Georg Desmarées in 1725, among them a case containing
preserved butterflies, which appears in the foreground. This painting was engraved in copper by Georg
Daniel Heumann (1691-1759)” (Ludwig, “The Raupenbuch,” 64-5).
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effort.

132

This accompanying script was not available to Pfister-Burkhart at the time of

her writing.

133

In addition to the sitter’s identification as Sandrart, within the print’s

frame are the names of the artist, George Desmarées, and the engraver, Georg Daniel
Heumann, as well as the date of the work, 1725.

134

This evidence certifies that this

particular print is not one of Merian completed during her lifetime.

135

Mieris oval portrait
Pfister-Burkhalter included a reproduction of a small oval portrait which,
because of its Dutch baroque style, she attributed to Frans van Mieris the Elder (Figure
5).

136

Unfortunately, Pfister-Burkhalter gives the painting no specific date other than to

say that it is of Merian at the age of about 40 years. She does, however, support the
132

The text underneath the image reads “Cujus inexhausto plaudit Natura Labori, / Artis et omnigence
nobile servit opus, / Immenso Cujus Studio non sufficit Orbis / unus, in effigie parva tabella capit. / Non
capit ast totam. Celebri SANDRARTA marito / clarior, ingenio pingitur ipsa suo. / Nata. D.7. Jun. 1653.
/ Honoris et observantue ergo / fecit / Joachimus Negelein. Aed. Dir. Mariae. / Antistes. Eloquent, Poesi
et grFc. / Lingua Prof. P” (She whose thoroughly noble work of art Nature applauds and serves with
boundless effort, for whose immense zeal one world does not suffice, this little portrait depicts in effigy. It
does not, however, depict all of her. The very noble Sandrart is painted with skill by her distinguished
husband. Born June 17, 1653. With honor and respect Joachim Negelein, the Director of St. Mary’s
Church made this. Eloquent, Poesi et grFc. Lingua Prof. P.) (Translation by Joseph Martin Sullivan.)
133
Pfister-Burkharter, Maria Sibylla Merian, 83; According to Ludwig , “Pfister-Burkhalter, who had
access to a copy of the copper engraving without a caption, mistakenly took the portrait for a likeness of
Merian as an old woman” (“The Raupenbuch,” 67, footnote 70). The engraving with accompanying verse
is reproduced as Ill. 31 (Ludwig, “The Raupenbuch,” 64) and its source is the Germanisches
Nationalmuseum, Nuremberg (Wettengl, Maria Sibylla Merian, 275).
134
The script underneath, however, names Joachim Sandrart as the painter. He executed a portrait that
served as the model for this Desmarées drawing/Heumann engraving.
135
To further substantiate that the portrait is of Esther Barbara von Sandrart, see Ludwig, “The
Raupenbuch,” 67, footnote 69: “portrait engraving was incorporated into the 1768 Nürnberg edition of
Sandrart’s Teutsche Academie, Vol. 1, p. XXVII”; I also noticed the correct identification by Peter
Mortzfeld, who reproduces the print as one of Esther Barbara von Sandrart in the Porträtsammlung der
Herzog August Bibliothek (A 18671, Vol. 21, 50).
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identification of the subject as Merian by quoting a portion of the English text affixed
on paper to the back of the portrait.

137

In Merian scholarship, this is the singular

reference to and reproduction of the Mieris portrait, and its identification by PfisterBurkhalter has yet to be contested.

138

Thopas pastel
A portrait of an elderly woman seated before a balustrade overlooking a formal
garden appeared in Verborgen Paradijzen and is identified as the 59-year old Maria
Sibylla Merian drawn in pastel by Johan Thopas in 1706 (Figure 6).

139

Doubt

surrounding the date and identification of this drawing as a portrait of Merian is evident
in Stuhldreher-Nienhuis’ commentary.

140

The pastel portrait reproduced by Stuldreher-

136

Pfister Burkhalter describes this as oil on copper with the dimensions 16 cm x 18,5 cm, and her caption
reads: “Abb. 3. Zuschreibung an Frans Mieris d. . Maria Sibylla <Merianin> im Alter von etwa 40
Jahren. Öl auf Kupfer. Bern. Kunsthandel Thierstein” (“Ikonographischer,” 34).
137
“Eine alte Etikette mit englischem Text auf der Rückseite bestätigt, daß hier <Maria Sibylla Merian the
celebrated flower-painter and naturalist…> dargestellt sei” (“Ikonographischer,” 36).
138
I have not found any other discussion of this work that disproves, challenges or supports that this is a
Merian portrait. Yet, Pfister-Burkhalter does not mention the ca. 1687 oval portrait in her book, Maria
Sibylla Merian. Leben und Werk 1647-1717, published 31 years later.
139
Stuhldreher-Nienhuis, Plate No. 3 opposite 128; Caption, translated by J. Eyck, reads: No. 3. Maria
Sibylla Merian at the age of 59. Pastel drawing by Joh. Topas, 1706. (Incorrectly signed M. Topas. Dated
1679).
140
Stuhldreher-Nienhuis 171: “Portrait No. 3 is presumably a pastel drawing by the artist Johan Topas, or
Thopas, of Assendelft, who was a member of the Guild of St. Luke at Haarlem in 1668, who also appears
as a member of the Orthodox Reformed Church there in 1681, and who held the office of secretary at
Assendelft in 1693. He made his specialty portraits carefully drawn in pencil and [East] India ink.
Various portraits of Peter the Great [of Russia] have been ascribed to him (1697). [References to:] (Th.
Becker [Vol.] XXIII, p. 82. M.D. Henkel.) This drawing is ambiguously dated Aeta [age?] 79, only the
‘7’ printed bold in ink. Written on the back in black chalk is: Maria Sibylla Merian. After that, grayer,
and in pencil: 1679 by M. Thopas. I have found no mention anywhere of an artist M. Topas. The accuracy
of this date of 1679 is strongly dubious. M. S. Merian is no woman of 32 years here (cf. the Basel
portrait!). In 1679 she was staying in Nuremberg and Topas lived at Haarlem. At that time no journeys
abroad by either of them are known. If one takes the date Aeta 79 under a magnifying lens, a ‘5’ appears
to have stood under the ‘7,’ [and it is] probably thus Aetas 59. The portrait would thus date from 1706, a
year after the publication of the Surin. Insects, when her name was on everyone’s lips. The year of Topas’
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Nienhuis in 1944 gave Pfister-Burkhalter impetus to include it in her article five years
later.

141

She, too, argues that the date “Aeta 79” on the balustrade does not support that

Merian is the subject on two counts. One, if the date refers to the age of the sitter, it
could not be Merian, as she died at age 69.

142

Secondly, if the date of the work is 1679,

Merian was then a 32-year old woman, much younger than the woman portrayed.

143

Further mystery surrounds this portrait’s artist. The signature is of an unknown “M.
Topas,” and subsequently, the pastel has been attributed, with some skepticism, to the
Dutch artist, Johan Thopas (also written “Topas”).

144

Nonetheless, a fanciful variation

of the Thopas pastel, that deletes the formal setting and adds putti, insects and lizard,
appeared in a 1980 Russian book on Merian’s life and work.
not represent Merian, this remains to be proven.

145

If the Thopas pastel does

146

death, which is mentioned in [again, the reference to] Th. B[ecker] as ‘um 1700,’ is according to Dr. M.D.
Henkel until now unknown” (Translation by John Robert J. Eyck).
141
A reproduction appears with this caption: “Abb. 14. Johan Thopas zugeschrieben. Altersbildnis der
Maria Sibylla Merian. Kreidezeichnung, fälschlich datiert 1679. Amsterdam. Bibliotheek Nederl. Entom.
Vereniging” (“Ikonographischer,” 41).
142
How Merian’s exact date of birth has been determined is unclear. A print of the Houbraken portrait in
the Latin Raupenbuch states her birth as April 12, 1647 which conflicts with Wettengl’s statement that
Merian was [born and] baptized on April 4, 1647 (Wettengl, Maria Sibylla Merian, 15). StuhldreherNienhuis gives her birthdate as April 4, 1647 (183), as does Deckert (55).
143
Pfister-Burkhalter further compares this portrait to that of Gsell/Houbraken, noting that the elderly
woman in the former appears to have no lower teeth, which is not true to Merian’s physicality as
represented in the latter work dated 1717.
144
Pfister-Burkhalter, “Ikonographischer,” 40-1.
145
Tatiana Arkadevna Lukina, Mariia Sibilla Merian, 1647-1717 (Leningrad: Nauka Leningr. otd-nie,
1980) 160.
146
Kaiser records his encounter with a copy of the Thopas portrait within a Merian edition. He questions
its legitimacy (140).
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Gsell/Houbraken portrait
The final portrait under consideration here is a pen and ink drawing of Merian by
George Gsell (1673 - 1740), her son-in-law and the husband of Merian’s daughter,
Dorothea (Figure 7).

147

This drawing was the model for the engraving in reverse by

Jakob Houbraken (1698 - 1780; Figure 8).

148

Unlike the images previously discussed,

the Gsell/Houbraken portrait is not difficult to verify that it is indeed of Maria Sibylla
Merian for several reasons. One, the original Gsell drawing is accompanied by a poem
underneath that names Merian, applauding her devotion to God and her initiative.

149

Secondly, iconographic elements within the frame highlight Merian’s familial ties and
specific accomplishments. Moreover, the Houbraken engraving is bound into the Latin
Raupenbuch of 1718, translated by Merian’s daughter, Dorothea, who arranged for its
147

Dorothea Maria became “the second wife of the Swiss painter Georg Gsell (who had been boarding
with his two daughters at the Merian house on Kerkstraat)” (Davis 334, footnote 238).
148
Jakob (or Jacobus) Houbraken, engraver, etcher, and collector, was the son of Arnold Houbraken. His
individual, engraved portraits after contemporaries’ drawings and paintings number ca. 800 and are
considered some of the finest of the eighteenth century (Christiaan Schuckman, “Jacobus Houbraken,”
The Grove Dictionary of Art Online (Oxford U P, Accessed 28 August 2004),
http://www.groveart.com). Wettengl provides these details on the Houbraken engraving: “Jakob
Houbraken from a painting by Georg Gsell, Portrait of Maria Sibylla Merian. Copper engraving, 158 x
121 mm, cropped. Inscription lower left: G. Gsell pinxit, lower right: Jak. Houbraken sculpsit.
Frankfurt/M., Historisches Museum, Inv. No. C 14204” (Maria Sibylla Merian, 152, Cat. No. 87); “This
engraved portrait of Maria Sibylla Merian as an old woman is based upon a washed pen-and-ink drawing
by her son-in-law Georg Gsell” (Wettengl, Maria Sibylla Merian, 152).
149
The text under the drawing reads: “Maria Sibilla Merian / Waar God trekt van den Mensch, als regt is
wat hÿ geeft, / Hÿ weikert [?] sterk, en met zÿn Scheppen vurig [?] leeft. / Dus bragt vrouw MERIAN
Naegaaf van haar Penseel / En andre kunst met vrugt ten Offer ‘t Tafereel / Der wond’ren van Gods hand
die keurig oog sloeg gaa / En navloog en vermeert [?] diep in America / Laat hare vlÿt nu na tot nut van
dit geslacht / Dat als haar ‘t wormtje wÿst regt na verand’ren tracht” (Pfister-Burkhalter, Maria Sibylla
Merian, 84) (Maria Sibilla Merian / Where God takes from man, as is proper, that which he gives, / He
cares strongly, and lives fervently with his Creation. / Thus brought lady MERIAN, accredited of her
brush / And [of] other art, fruitfully as an offering the tableau / Of the wonders of God’s hand, which [her]
meticulous eye observed / And imitated and increased deep in America. / Leave her industry now behind
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posthumous issue.

150

The Houbraken engraving differs from the Gsell drawing in

several respects. The image appears in reverse; Merian’s hands no longer holds a
drawing instrument; the poem that accompanied the drawing has been omitted; and,
Houbraken’s engraving is explicated by a poem composed by Salomon Perez and
printed on the page before the engraved plate.
The Gsell drawing is reproduced in reduced format and with faint lettering in
Pfister-Burkhalter’s book published in 1980.

151

Pfister-Burkhalter surmises that

Houbraken engraved the portrait around 1716 or even following Merian’s death in
1717.

152

Davis states that the engraving was circulated separately from those printed as

bookplates, as this was typical practice for engraved portraits.

153

Pfister-Burkhalter’s 1949 discussion of the Gsell/Houbraken portrait focuses on
the Houbraken engraving and its later versions in compendiums on famous artists.

154

for the good of this generation, / Which attempts to change properly, as the little worm shows her
(Translation by John Robert J. Eyck)).
150
Wettengl, Maria Sibylla Merian, 245, Cat. no. 152. Dorothea left Amsterdam for St. Petersburg in the
fall of 1717 (Davis 201). Max Pfeiffer, in his 1931 bibliography of Merian’s works, notes that a copy of
the third part of the Raupenbuch, completed by Dorothea after her mother’s death, contains a “gedicht auf
das porträt der Merian von Houbraken” (26). No other scholar has mentioned the inclusion of the portrait
with verse beneath within this 1718 edition.
151
Maria Sibylla Merian, 84.
152
Maria Sibylla Merian, 80. Pfister-Burkhalter bases the date of the Houbraken engraving on its
appearance as the frontispiece to the Dutch Raupenbuch of 1717, which she says gives Merian’s date of
death as January 13 (90).
153
Davis might, however, be mistaken, as the copy she found in the Print Room of the Kunstmuseum in
Basel could have been torn from a book, also a typical practice by collectors of prints (Davis 333,
footnote 235). To reach a definitive conclusion about the date and character of this portrait, however,
would require archival study of the Gsell original and extant copies of the Houbraken engraving.
154
She regrets that Gsell’s original oil is missing and surmises that Gsell and his wife, Dorothea, took it
with them to Russia in October 1717, where it was lost, but she does not provide any proof that an oil ever
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Her article shows the original Houbraken engraving, here dated 1717.

155

Pfister-

Burkhalter also describes an adaptation for which Houbraken isolated Merian’s head
and shoulders by deleting the surrounding design, reversed the pose, set the edited
portrait in an oval frame, and combined this in a montage with a portrait of David van
der Plaas (1647-1704).

156

Pfister-Burkhalter claims that Houbraken’s Merian/Plaas

montage and a 1729 version of this second Houbraken engraving served as the models
for later versions.

157

Of these later versions, Pfister-Burkhalter reproduced seven

etchings and one lithograph that appeared in books printed from 1755 to 1813 featuring
artists of international renown.

158

I have encountered three of these later Houbraken

existed (“Ikonographischer,” 36). Apparently, Gsell’s pen and ink drawing became available to PfisterBurkhalter later, as she reproduces it with its accompanying text in 1980 (Maria Sibylla Merian, 84).
155
The caption reads, “Abb. 4. Jacob Houbraken nach Georg Gsell. Altersbildnis Maria Sibyllens.
Kupferstich in: Der Rupsen begin, voedzel en wonderbaare verandering. Amsterdam (1717). u. a. O”
(“Ikonographischer,” 35).
156
This later Houbraken engraving appeared as an illustration to Arnold Houbraken’s De Groote
Schouburgh der Nederlantsche Konstschilder en Schilderessen (Het III. Deel, Amsterdam: 1721, bei p.
220) (Pfister-Burkhalter, “Ikonographischer,” 37).
157
The caption for the 1729 version reads, “Abb. 7. Jacob Houbraken nach Georg Gsell. Altersbildnis
Maria Sibyllens. mit dem Porträt des David van eer Plaas. Kupferstich in: Jacob Campo Weyerman: De
Levens-Beschryvingen der nederlandsche Konst-schilders en Konst-schilderessen. III. Deel. ‘s
Gravenhage, 1729” (Pfister-Burkhalter, “Ikonographischer,” 37).
158
The reproductions which appear in Pfister-Burkhalter (“Ikonographischer,” 1949) appear with the
following captions: “Abb. 6. Anonyme Radierung nach dem Houbrakenschen Stich” (36); “Abb. 8.
Johann Rudolf Füßli. Verjüngtes Bildnis der Maria Sibylla Merian. Radierung in: Johann Caspar Füßli:
Geschichte und Abbildung der besten Mahler in der Schweitz. Erster Theil. Zürich, bey David Geßner,
1755” (38); “Abb. 9. Johann Rudolf Schellenberg. Verjüngtes Bildnis der Maria Sibylla Merian.
Radierung in: Johann Caspar Füßli: Geschichte der besten Künstler in der Schweitz. Zweyter Band.
Zürich, bey Orell, Geßner und Comp., 1769 (38); “Abb. 10. Charles Eisen. nach dem 2. Houbrakenschen
Stich. Altersbildnis. Kupfer, radiert von Ficquet, in: J. B. Descamps: La Vie des peintres flamands,
allemands et hollandais, avec des portraits. T. Ille. Paris 1660 (statt 1760!)” (39); “Abb. 11. Michael
Aubert. nach dem 2. Houbrakenchen Stich. Altersbildnis. Kupfer in: Antoine Joseph Dezallier
d’Argenville: Abrégé de la vie des plus fameux peintres … T. Ille. Nouvelle éd. Paris 1762. Früher schon
erschienen im: Supplément l’abrégé dela vie des plus fameux peintres. T. Ille. Paris. 1752” (39); “Abb.
12. Georg Christoph Kilian. nach dem 2. Houbrakenschen Stich. Umrißradierung in: Kilian: Allgemeines
Künstlerlexicon oder Lebensbeschreibung 223 berühmter Künstler. Augsburg. Veith, 1797” (40); “Abb.
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versions in modern scholarship.

159

The Gsell/Houbraken image even served as the

model for the 1992 500-mark banknote of the German Bundesbank and the 40-pfennig
German stamp in the 1980s.

160

In most recent scholarship, the Gsell/Houbraken portrait is still employed as a
likeness of Merian.

161

Fittingly, and perhaps fortuitously, it appears as the frontispiece,

facing the title page, of Wettengl’s superb exhibition catalog on Merian in her dual role
as artist and naturalist.
2.4.

162

Representative Engravings in Merian Editions
As a verifiable portrait of Merian, the previous section eliminated all but the

Gsell/Houbraken engraving, which is the only image that appeared in a Merian edition.
In this section, I add two book engravings – from Schynvoet and Ottens – that represent
Merian physically, though not in the manner of a sitting portrait. Like the

5. Johann Michael Zell [died 1812]. Altersbildnis Maria Sibyllens nach dem Houbrakenschen Stich” (35);
“Abb. 13. Maximilian Franck. nach dem 2. Houbrakenschen Stich. Kreidelithographie in: Deutsche
Künstler Gallerie. München, in Kommission bey Joseph Lindauer (1813), Heft VIII” (40).
159
The Zell version (Pfister-Burkhalter’s Abb. 5) appears with the caption “Maria Sibylla Merian,
Deutschlands berühmte Blumenmalerin. Kupferstich von J. M. Zell” (Heym 42); A variation of the Füßli
version (Pfister-Burkhalter’s Abb. 8) appears with caption “A portrait of Maria Sibylla Merian appeared
in an article by J. Cameron, in Naturalist’s Library, published in Edinburgh, 1841” without commentary
(Valiant, “Questioning” 47); An adaptation of an anonymous etching (Pfister-Burkhalter’s Abb. 6)
appears without commentary (Guentherodt, “Cunitz, Merian, Leporin,” 176).
160
See Schmidt-Linsenhoff 206.
161
The Gsell/Houbraken portrait appears as the frontispiece with the caption “Georg Gsell, Bildnis der
Maria Sibylla Merian/ Kufperstich von Jakob Houbraken (Kaiser); the image is reproduced with caption
“Late portrait of Maria Sibylla Merian, based on a drawing by her son-in-law” (Davis, opposite 157); the
engraving is reproduced with caption “Die Insektenforscherin und Blumenmalerin Maria Sibylla Merian
(1647-1717)” without commentary (Schiebinger, “Wissenschaftlerinnen,” 300); the engraving appears
with the caption “Kupferstich-Porträt von Houbraken, 1717” (Wunderlich 61); Mentions and interprets,
but does not reproduce Gsell/Houbraken portrait (Deckert 38).
162
Cat. No. 87, Frankfurt/M., Historisches Museum, Inv. no. C 14204 (Wettengl, Maria Sibylla Merian,
frontispiece).
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Gsell/Houbraken image, they can be found in the preliminary pages of Merian editions.
In all three cases, we can readily surmise that Merian is indeed the woman or one of the
female figures pictured by associating the particular image with elements in the page’s
composition and its location within the book.
Central to my interpretive study are these three representations of Merian. I refer
to two images by the names of their engravers, in the case of Jakob Houbraken and of
Simon Schynvoet, and one by the name of the artist, Frederic Ottens. These
representations appear only in posthumous editions of Merian’s works: the Houbraken
and Schynvoet engravings in the Raupenbuch; the Ottens engraving in the
Metamorphosis. Two Raupenbuch and seven Metamorphosis editions, in which the
engravings are integrated into the front matter, interest me most for the purpose of
analysis.

163

The Houbraken engraving (Figure 8) is bound into two editions of the
Raupenbuch. According to Merian scholarship, the first appearance of the Merian
portrait is as the frontispiece to the 1717 Dutch edition, issued by Gerard Valck.

163

164

In

I will refer to the visual and textual front matter of these and other Merian editions in chapters 3, 4, 5,
and 6 to support my interpretive analyses. I also acknowledge any previous scholarly interpretations of
these images and of front matter in those chapters.
164
I have not seen the Houbraken engraving bound into the 1717 edition, rather, the Library of Congress
holding has a later version glued in opposite the frontispiece; I rely on statements that the Houbraken
engraving is the frontispiece of this edition (Pfeiffer 26; Keppler, Falterfrau, 300; Pfister-Burkhalter,
Leben und Werk, 90; Davis 200, 347; Wettengl, Maria Sibylla Merian, 152, Cat. No. 87. Davis provides
this information on one holding: “An edition of all three volumes of the Rupsen at the Library of the
Nederlandse Entomologisch Vereniging in Amsterdam has, bound in, the engraved portrait of Maria
Sibylla Merian made by Jacob Houbraken” (333, footnote 235).
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the 1718 Latin edition, published by Johann Oosterwijk, the Houbraken engraving faces
the first page of the address to the reader.

165

These same two editions of the Raupenbuch also feature the Schynvoet
engraving (Figure 9).

166

It appears in the 1717 Dutch edition between the floral

frontispiece and the title page of the first volume of the three-volume work.
1718 Latin edition, the Schynvoet engraving serves as the frontispiece.

167

In the

168

The Ottens engraving (Figure 10) is the frontispiece to six editions of the
Metamorphosis dating from 1719 to 1771.

169

Five publishers employ the image:

Oosterwijk (1719), Peter Gosse (1726), Jean Frédéric Bernard (1730), Huquier & Son
165

I have verified this to be true for the 1718 holding of the Library at Les Fontaines; Pfister-Burkhalter
claims that the Houbraken engraving serves as the frontispiece to this edition (“Ikonographischer,” 36;
Pfister-Burkhalter, Maria Sibylla Merian. Leben und Werk, 90); Deckert does not specify the location of
the engraving, but claims that its first appearance is in this edition (39); Wettengl states that the engraving
“graced the title page” of this edition (Maria Sibylla Merian, 152, Cat. No. 87).
166
The engraving is signed by Simon Schynvoet: “Schÿnvoet del. et fec. 1717”. Earlier, Schynvoet of
Amsterdam edited Georg Rumphius’ text of D’Amboinsche Rariteitkamer (1705) and “presumably also
determined the style to be used in the illustrations” (Wettengl, Maria Sibylla Merian, 251). The portrait of
Rumphius that served as the model for the frontispiece of the 1705 book is said to have been designed by
his son, Paul August Rumphius. The engraved portrait is signed “Jan Goeree del. and Jacovus [sic for
Jacobus] Delater facit” (Davis 335, footnote 239). As the editor of the Rumphius book for Halma,
Schynvoet must have been familiar with the Rumphius portrait. This is significant for my later comparison
of the Rumphius portrait with the Houbraken engraving of Merian. On Schynvoet as editor, see Davis
178-79 and 322, footnote 161.
167
I have verified this to be true for the holding of the Library of Congress.
168
I have verified this to be true for the holdings of the Library at Les Fontaines and of the University of
California at Berkeley; Stearn states that the Schynvoet engraving is the frontispiece, facing the title page
of this edition in a copy in the Lindley Library of the Royal Horticultural Society (Stearn, William T, ed.
Erucarum Ortus (London: Scolar Press, 1978) 33; Davis also refers to this as the frontispiece to this
edition (201).
169
“Frontispiece by Frederic Ottens signed ‘F. Ottens Inv. et fecit.’ “(Davis 335, footnote 239). Davis
discusses the Ottens engraving as the frontispiece to the 1719 edition (201); Schiebinger as the
frontispiece to the 1771 edition (“Feminine Icons,” 683). Johannes Oosterwijk engraved the plate after the
design by Ottens. It is signed “F. Ottens Inv. et fecit. et Fecit. J: Oosterwÿk Excudit.”; “Ottens frequently
designed portraits for Amsterdam books, including a portrait of Christian Huygens [Amsterdam,
Rijksmuseum, Print Room, 26-466]” (Davis 335, footnote 239).
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(1745), and L. C. Desnos (1771). The engraving appears both as hand-colored and in
black and white, with and without a cartouche containing text.

170

Lacking a cartouche

are the 1719 Latin, 1719 Dutch, 1726 Latin/French, and 1730 Dutch editions. The
cartouche with the distinctive title, “Recueil de Plantes des Indes,” overlays the top of
the arch in the 1745 French and 1771 Latin/French editions of the Metamorphosis.

171

The three engravings echo some conventions of pan-European author portraiture
that have endured into the eighteenth century. The Houbraken engraving is a bust
portrait surrounded by elements that have iconographic and biographic significance.
Schyvoet depicts the artist/author in classical garb seated at work in a neoclassical
study. Ottens, too, shows the author at work, but in an outside setting framed by a
classical arch. Of the three, Houbraken has adhered to conventions of portraiture most
closely. Schynvoet and Ottens have borrowed from tradition, but have rendered author
representations that bespeak eighteenth-century cultural phenomena.

170

Because I rely on photocopies or microfilm copies of some holdings, I only verify that the Ottens
engraving is hand-colored if I viewed the original.
171
The complete text within the cartouche differs in these two editions.
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CHAPTER 3: FRONT MATTER OF MERIAN EDITIONS
3.1. Introduction
That Merian exercised control over her public image is evident in the front
matter of the volumes published during her lifetime.

172

Beyond publishing the books

herself, Merian commanded authority with self-composed title pages, dedications, and
prefaces to the reader. For the Blumenbuch and Raupenbuch volumes, she designed
decorative frontispieces. In the Raupenbuch, she sanctioned space for a poem in her
honor. A culmination of her artistic and investigative endeavors, the Metamorphosis
testifies to her personal emancipation and professional renown. Savvy in the world of
publishing, Merian used tools of the trade to steer reception of her works and thereby
shape her representation as an author.

173

Without the aid of a portrait touting her image,

Merian claimed the roles of author, artist, naturalist, and publisher in the preliminary
pages of her books.
By analyzing her deliberate self-presentation in the front matter authored by
Merian and comparing this with the introductory pages of posthumous editions, I hope
172

In the Merian scholarship I reviewed, the terms for the front matter a book are used interchangeably.
Frequently, “frontispiece,” “title page,” “Frontispiz,” “Titelkupfer,” “Titelblatt” are used to designate
either the decorative page preceding the title page or the title page itself. For clarity’s sake, I employ the
term “frontispiece” for an illustration which precedes the title page of the book, although in modern-day
publishing this term is reserved for an illustration facing the title page. I also take the liberty of calling
plates “frontispieces,” when they reappear in later editions, but not as the first page. I employ the term
“title page” for the part of the front matter that contains the title of the book, the name of the author, the
printer’s mark, and the publisher’s imprint. By “front matter” I mean all material that precedes the main
text of the book. I’ve adopted these terms from Geoffrey Glaister’s Encyclopedia of the Book, 2nd ed.
(New Castle, DE: Oak Knoll Press, 1996).
173
For a discussion of Merian’s entrepreneurial activity, see Elisabeth Rücker’s essay, “Maria Sibylla
Merian. Businesswoman and Publisher” (Maria Sibylla Merian. 1647-1717. Artist and Naturalist, 25461).
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to both recover the print image dictated by Merian and to show its transformation in the
hands of several publishers. This chapter seeks to build a composite of each Merian
edition as it was published, with primary focus on the front matter. I offer a comparative
analysis of the front matter of Merian editions dating from 1675 to 1771, which takes a
diachronic look at first editions (section 3.2.) and later editions (section 3.3.) adapted by
changing participants in the publishing process.
Following is a comparative analysis of the front matter of Merian’s books
published from 1675 through 1771. First, I consider the editions of the Blumenbuch, the
Raupenbuch, and the Metamorphosis appearing on the market from 1675 to 1714 and
over which Merian maintained control as publisher. Then, I compare my findings with
posthumous editions of the Raupenbuch and the Metamorphosis issued by six different
parties from 1717 to 1771. My intent is to illuminate Merian’s modus operandi, i.e. how
she manipulated the printed pages introducing her works, and how others restructured
the format to promote their own agendas. Furthermore, a detailed study of these pages
reveals clues that help us to chronicle Merian’s life and to learn more about early
modern publishing practices.

174
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Pfeiffer emphatically endorses the study of Merian edition front matter in the “Quellennachweis” to his
1931 bibiliography of Merian works in his private collection: “Die beste und wie nicht anders zu
erwarten, zuverlässigste quelle für unsere kenntnis von der entstehungsgeschichte der werke der Marie
Sibylle Merian sind die angaben, die sie selbst in reicher fülle in den vorreden zu ihren werken macht.
Ergänzt werden diese durch die vorreden ihrer tochter Dorothea Maria Henricie und des Verlegers
Oosterwyk in den ausgaben der jahre 1717 bis 1719 sowie gelegentliche zeitangaben im text der werke
selbst. Nimmt man sich die mühe diese angaben genau zu studieren, so findet man, daß dieselben über so
gut wie alle fragen erschöpfend auskunft geben. Wenn sich trotzdem in katalogangaben und abhandlungen
so viele fehler finden, so ist dies nur damit zu erklären, daß die betreffenden autoren sich mit der sache
selbst nicht eingehend beschäftigt haben” (43).
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To facilitate this survey of editions, I provide tables that lay out the preliminary
pages included in Merian editions that I consider exemplary (Appendix 2). I based these
choices on a comparative evaluation of holdings, first, that contain the most complete
front matter, and second, of which I could verify their content either by viewing the
original or by looking at facsimiles, microfilm, microfiche or photocopies thereof. In
some cases, I have had to rely on descriptions of the editions by librarians and archivists
in correspondence with me or as described in secondary literature. In the tables, I have
mapped out the location of frontispieces, portraits, titles pages, dedications, prefaces,
and poems in the order in which they appear in the book. In my discussion, however, I
go beyond the main corpus described in the tables by footnoting scholarly commentary
on these and other editions. In particular, I refer to the private holdings of Pfeiffer, to
originals discussed by Davis and Wettengl, and to the facsimile editions of the 1680
Neues Blumenbuch and the 1705 Metamorphosis.
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To promote broader access to the introductory texts of Merian’s works, I have
appended facsimiles of titles pages, dedications, prefaces, and poems in their original
German, Latin, Dutch or French. I provide English translations of this preliminary
material either in footnotes (shorter texts) or as appendices. Many of these texts have
not previously been made available in English.

175

I consider Pfeiffer an interesting source, although I cannot verify the location of the holdings that he
described in his 1931 bibliography published in Meissen. The unfortunate possibility exists that Pfeiffer’s
library was destroyed in World War II. The loss of a 1680 Blumenbuch located in Dresden at the time of
the 1945 bomb-raid is noted by Deckert, but it is unclear whether this belonged to Pfeiffer (50).
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3.2. Editions in Merian’s lifetime (1675-1714)
The Blumenbuch (1675, 1677, 1680)
When scholars typify Merian’s first work, the Blumenbuch, as a commercial one,
this is appropriate not only because of its popular and pragmatic content, but also due to
the deliberate sales tactics evident in the front matter.

176

Merian employs verbal and

visual devices that make the work’s content and purpose clear to her intended audience.
Moreover, she borrows clout by allying herself with her father’s prestigious name.
Although the publisher’s identity is not stated with absolute clarity on the title pages, I
assign credit to Merian as the publisher of the Blumenbuch, which was issued by the
publishing house of her husband, Johannes Andreas Graff.

177

Published in three parts (in 1675, 1677, and 1680 respectively) with twelve
copper engravings each, and then as a book containing all 36 plates, the Blumenbuch
provides floral motifs for embroidery and faience decoration.

178

We do not know how

many copies were printed, but the rarity of surviving holdings suggests that the printing
numbers were modest and that the copies were fragile. Merian boosts the appeal of the
three volumes by designing a decorative frontispiece featuring a floral garland for each
176

The flowers presented include the most sought-after at the time (Wettengl, Maria Sibylla Merian, 96,
Cat. no. 28).
177
The title page to Part 1 is ambiguously worded with respect to who carried out the roles of publisher
and printer (“… quem Maria Sibylla Gräffin … depinxit aerique incidit, et Joh: Andreas Graff Excudit
Noribergae”), as is the title page of the Neues Blumenbuch (“… M. S. Gräffin … mit fleiss verfertiget, Zu
finden bey Joh. Andrea Graffen, Mahlern in Nürnberg”). Davis credits Graff as publisher (146). Maria
Sibylla Merian married the Nuremberg painter of miniatures in 1665. Scholars speculate on the nature of
Graff’s influence on Merian to publish this work at a time when the couple had a young daughter to
provide for (see, for example, Deckert 45-6, Rücker, “Maria Sibylla Merian. Businesswoman,” 256)
178
Deckert 47.
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(Figures 11 and 12).

179

The separately issued parts carry Latin titles: Florum Fasciculus

Primus, Florum Fasciculus Alter, and Florum FasciculusTertius.

180

The term

“Fasciculus” translates roughly as “loose bundle,” which here refers to both the flowers
depicted and to the loose leaves of plates printed on various types of paper as they were
available to the printer. The new edition of 1680 is entitled the Neues Blumenbuch, as
the fascicles were now bound together.

181

To her earliest works Merian consciously

formulates titles that carry a double meaning with respect to content and format.
Further, she manipulates the titles of parts 2 and 3 with the German extensions “Zweyter
Blumen Theil” and “Dritter BlumenTheil,” making them more accessible to those
female customers not proficient in Latin.

182

In the new title page for the Neues Blumenbuch, Merian casts a net that
implicitly targets an audience including, but not exclusive to practitioners of handicrafts
(Figure 13). Her phrase, “Allen Kunstverständigen / Liebhabern zu Lust, Nutz und
Dienst, / mit fleiss verfertiget” (Prepared with diligence for the pleasure, benefit and
service of all who know and love art) aims rhetorically at art lovers in general.

183

The

1680 edition adds a preface that expounds on Merian’s wish to provide an educational
179

The title page to the first volume, Florum Fasciculus Primus is not included as a Figure. I did not view
or receive a copy of the original, and neither Deckert nor Wettengl reproduce the page in their works.
Rather than its original 1677 publishing date, the title page to Florum Fasciculus Alter gives the year
1680, suggesting that the plate was altered for the 1680 tripartite edition.
180
The floral arrangements of the title pages of the Blumenbuch show influence of flower painters Nicolas
Robert and Jacob Marrel; see Segal 72-3.
181
Deckert 48.
182
The “book of instructions and models [was] intended primarily for women” (Ludwig, “The
Raupenbuch,” 58).
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and pleasing work (Figure 14; Appendix 3).
the Palatinate within.

185

184

She embeds a dedication to the elector of

In concluding her preface, Merian acknowledges her broadened

customer base since the publication one year earlier of the Raupenbuch.

186

The use of

her maiden name, Merian, on the title pages of the Blumenbuch is an additional sales
ploy for those potential buyers familiar with the reputation of her father, Matthias
Merian, as an engraver.

187

We will see how Merian continues to use her married and

maiden names, “Graff” and “Merian,” in the Raupenbuch. Merian also includes a Table
of Contents which lists 12 plates for each part and which gives the name of the flower in
German with some descriptive adjectives (Figure 15).
The Raupenbuch (1679, 1683, 1713/14)
Whereas the Blumenbuch can rightly be called a commercial work, Merian’s
Raupenbuch, because of the 42-year span in which she worked on it, incorporates a

183

Wettengl, Maria Sibylla Merian, 98, Cat. no. 30.
“And thus this new Blumenbuch comes to light not for its own sake… but rather for the benefit of
those eager to learn / and then as well for posterity to contemplate: So that these things shall be of use and
pleasure to people who know and love art as [models] for drawing and painting and to women for sewing”
(Wettengl, Maria Sibylla Merian, 98, Cat. no. 30). This preface was added only to the Neues
Blumenbuch, but could also be purchased with Part 3 by previous owners of Parts 1 and 2 (Deckert 48).
185
See Wettengl, Maria Sibylla Merian, 98-100.
186
“Convinced and confident / [that] these people will honour such three-volume Blumenbuch with the
same favour with which they have clearly been pleased to receive the recently published little Raupenbuch
/ for the flowers and herbs it contains” (Wettengl, Maria Sibylla Merian, 98, Cat. no. 30).
187
“The inclusion of her father’s name on the title pages of the Blumenbuch – ‘Maria Sibylla Gräffin
Matthei Meriani Senioris Filia’ in 1675 and ‘M. S. Gräffin, M. Merians des Aeltern seel. Tochter’ (…
daughter of the late M. Merian) in 1680 – may be viewed from a modern perspective as an early form of
advertising. But why not?” (Rücker, “Maria Sibylla Merian. Businesswoman,” 256-7). The 1677 version,
“Maria Maria Sibylla Gräffin Matth: Merians seel. des Aeltern Tochter,” curiously repeats her first name.
184
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lifetime project.

188

Like the Neues Blumenbuch, the Raupenbuch volumes of 1679 and

1683 contain a frontispiece, title page, and preface by Merian. A new feature is the
poetry by Nuremberger Christopher Arnold (1627-1685) as both front and back
matter.

189

In producing the Raupenbuch, she still collaborated with her husband,

employing both her married name, Graff, and her Merian family affiliation in the title
pages. However, in this work, Merian declares herself as the publisher outright. In a
four-page preface, Merian comes forth as both an artist and naturalist, remarking on her
artistic approach, describing her scientific method, and expressing her devotional view
toward nature.
The first Raupenbuch of 1679, printed in small quarto format, features fifty
plates with illustrations of flowers and insects accompanied by descriptive texts in
German. Merian introduces the work with a frontispiece in which the title, “Der Raupen
Wunderbare Verwandelung und Sonderbare Blumennahrung,” is encircled by a wreath
formed by a curved mulberry branch carrying several silkworms, two moths, a fly, and

188

In the foreword to the German edition of 1679 Merian states that she had persevered in these
investigations for five years. The foreword to the Dutch edition states that she had persevered in these
studies for 39 years. Thus, the Dutch edition appeared 34 years after the German, i.e. in 1713. (Pfeiffer
10). My calculation includes the five years from 1714-1716 when Merian still worked on the second and
third volumes of the Dutch Raupenbuch.
189
Christopher Arnold was a philologist and poet (Wettengl, Maria Sibylla Merian, 102, Cat. no. 36).
“Arnold was a professor of Greek, Rhetorics, Poetry and History at the Nürnberg Egidiengymnasium and
a deacon at the Frauenkirche. He was also a poet and a member of the Pegnesiam Order of the Flower”
(Ludwig 66, footnote 2). “Three poems written in German by Christoph Arnold … clearly suggest that he
was acquainted with the author and had engaged in discussion with her” (Taegert, Werner. “‘Human Life
is Like a Flower.’ Maria Sibylla Merian’s Stammbuch Water-Colours.” Maria Sibylla Merian. 16471717. Artist and Naturalist (Ostfildern: Hatje, 1998, 88-93) 90).
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the author’s name (Figure 16).

190

A lengthy title page follows (Figure 17).

191

Merian’s

declaration that she depicted her subjects “from life” recurs in the title page text of each
work printed by Merian thenceforth.

192

Here, Merian includes observers of nature,

artists, and garden-lovers in her desired audience.

193

The title page cites Maria Sibylla

Gräffin, Matthäus Merian’s daughter, as the author, artist, engraver, and publisher.
Three places of issuance appear in the lines below: the publishing houses of Johann
Graff in Nuremberg and of David Funken in Frankfurt and Leipzig; the printer is

190

Engraved onto the lower crossed ends of the branch is her name, “Mar. Sybill. Gräffin” and “geb.
Merianin”.
191
The title page reads “Der Raupen wunderbare Verwandelung und sonderbare Blumennahrung
worinnen durch eine gantz neue Erfindung der Raupen, Würmer, Sommervögelein, Motten, Fliegen, und
anderer dergleichen Thierlein Ursprung, Speisen und Veränderungen samt ihrer Zeit, Ort und
Eigenschaften, Den Naturkündigern, Kunstmahlern und Gartenliebhabern zu Dienst, fleissig untersucht,
kürtzlich beschrieben, nach dem Leben abgemahlt ins Kupfer gestochen und selbst verlegt von Maria
Sibylla Gräffinn Matthei Merians des Eltern Seel. Tochter” (“The Caterpillar’s Wondrous Metamorphosis
and Particular Nourishment from Flowers in which for the benefit of explorers of nature, art painters and
lovers of gardens through a completely new invention the origin, food and development of caterpillars,
worms, summer-birds, moths, flies and other such creatures, including their times and characteristics are
diligently studied, briefly described, painted from life, engraved in copper and published by Maria Sibylla
Graff herself, daughter of Matthäus Merian the Elder” (Wettengl, Maria Sibylla Merian,103)). Despite
Merian’s clarity here, Wettengl, Rücker, and Davis err in saying that Johann Graff published this work
(Wettengl, Maria Sibylla Merian, 19;Rücker, “Maria Sibylla Merian. Businesswoman,” 257; Davis 160).
Ludwig correctly states that “Merian had the first volume issued by the publishing house owned by her
husband, the painter and engraver Johann Andreas Graff” (“The Raupenbuch,” 53).
192
Merian’s assertion of integrity with this phrase has been interpreted, in part, as a belated response to
pressure by her husband a few years earlier to copy from existing pictures for the first Blumenbuch. On
the title page of the Blumenbuch’s 1st part she says “Mit Fleiß verfertiget” probably because she used
models from Nicolas Robert; in the 2nd and 3rd parts she writes “nach dem Leben gemahlet,” which she
then claims in all future works (Deckert 46).
193
“[Merian’s] 1679 title includes Kunstmahlern among those to whom she hoped her book would be of
service” (Davis 301, footnote 36).
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Andreas Knortzen.

194

The inclusion of the father’s name, as well as the cities Frankfurt

and Leipzig, again exerts advertising power.

195

Merian’s preface expounds on elements mentioned in the title page (Figure 18;
Appendix 4). She devotes most of the text to explaining her practice of observing
caterpillars and their transformation.

196

The preface addresses the Raupenbuch’s readers

as “Hochwerther / Kunstliebender Leser,” and ends with a four-line poem that
rhetorically states Merian’s aim to entertain the reader through art and to thereby earn
praise.

197

Merian claims that she decided to publish her observations of nature upon the

encouragement of respected persons, whom she leaves unnamed.

194

198

On the preface’s

In Nürnberg zu finden bey Johann Andreas Graffen, Mahlern / in Frankfurt und Leipzig bey David
Funken. / Gedruckt bey Andreas Knortzen / 1679.”
195
“As an additional sales-enhancing measure the cities of Frankfurt am Main and Leipzig were also
named in the imprint -- two points of attraction in major trade fair centres” (Rücker, “Maria Sibylla
Merian. Businesswoman,” 257).
196
On her artistic renderings, for example, Merian explains that she engraved the copper plates and offers
two types of coloration to her customers: “Schlüßlichen sind zwar gegenwärtige funfzig Kupferblätter so
gut / als ich das Leben mit schwartz auf weiß radirn können / allhie vorgebildt; wofern aber die Natur=
und Kunst=liebende Leser alle solche Blätter sauber mit Farben / oder nur die Raupen und Veränderungen
/ samt denen Vögelein / allein illuminirt verlangt; der kan beedes by uns habhaft werden.” I reserve indepth discussion of her artistic and scientific approach for chapters 4 and 5.
197
“Der Anfang ist gemacht; wird dieses nun belieben / so werd ich mich forthin / zu Dienst dem Leser /
üben / daß ich ihn bey dem Lust erhalte / durch die Kunst / damit man Lob verdient / und grosse Herren
Gunst!”
198
“Welches dann auch mich so weit gebracht / und endlich dahin bewogen / zumal da ich oftmals von
gelehrten / und fürnehmen Personen / darum ersucht und gebeten worden / der Welt / in einem Büchlein /
solches Göttliche Wunder vorzustellen …”. It is interesting to compare Merian’s letters from her
Nuremberg period, which reveal frequent contact and involvement with patrician families, to her claim in
the preface to the 1705 Metamorphosis that she withdrew from (Nuremberg) society in order to pursue her
investigations of caterpillars.
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second page, Merian thanks her husband for his added depictions of the insects’ food.

199

This is the only reference to her husband in her works other than in the title pages.
Following the preface are Merian’s descriptive text and plates. Merian’s
commentary on the volume’s frontispiece, that of mulberry branches, occupies the first
five pages in the body of the work. Underscoring Merian’s awareness of a frontispiece’s
impact is her remark that it is a place of honor that she reserved for the silkworm, the
most useful of all worms, that feeds off the mulberry.

200

Taking and assigning credit to her husband, her admirers, God, and even the
silkworm is a delicate matter for Merian. She tempers her self-assertions with utterances
of gratitude and humility. Despite her modest expression of reluctance to attain fame,
the inclusion of a poem by Arnold praising Merian’s work implies an elevation in her
stature since her first publication just four years earlier (Figure 19; Appendix 5).

201

Nonetheless, Arnold inverts, even perverts his praise by crediting her father in the end,
thereby diminishing Maria Sibylla’s achievement.

202

He, of course, had nothing to do

with her training.
In the back of the volume, following the illustrations and descriptive text, is a
second poem by Arnold, the “Raupenlied” (Caterpillar Song) (Figure 20; Appendix 6).
199

“[Merian] acknowledged in the 1679 volume ‘the accomplished help of my dear spouse’“ (Davis 160).
“Nachdem fast jedermänniglich bekant / daß der Seidenwurm der allernutzbarste unter allen Würmern
sey / und als der edelste den andern weit vorgehe; also hab ich gegenwärtigen Anfang von ihm nehmen /
und auch / zu dessen Ehren / das Titulblat dieses Büchleins machen wollen; in dessen Kranz / lauter rothe
/ junge Maulbeerblätter / … abgebildet … .”
201
The poem appears as one page between the title page and the preface. I reserve comment on Arnold’s
comparison of Merian to male scientists for chapters 5 and 6.
200
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This devotional hymn closes with lines in which Arnold likens himself to a worm at
God’s behest: “Let me, lowly worm, be at thy command”.

203

Apparently, the poet

favored closings with a character of exclamatory surprise. Arnold’s “Raupenlied” has
been interpreted as the “Naturmystik” view of the process of metamorphosis as a
symbol of death and resurrection, which Merian shared with the poet.

204

Ending the

book is a Register of German terms and an Index of Latin plant names (Figure 21).
A second volume of the Raupenbuch appeared in 1683, sold both as a single
volume and in a two-volume edition with the 1679 Raupenbuch. There is no record of
the number of copies printed of either the 1679 or 1683 editions.

205

Like the earlier

volume, Merian begins with a frontispiece, a title page, a new poem by Arnold
(Appendix 7), and a preface. In her decorative frontispiece, she adds the signature
“Maria Sibylla Gräffin sculpsit” underneath a wreath (Figure 22). The title page differs
from the former in a few respects.

206

Merian adds the bee to her inventory of insects,

202

“… und zeigen was da kan / durch seiner Tochter Fleiß / der werthe Merian!”
“Laß mich armes Würmelein / Dir alsdann befohlen seyn!” The translation of these lines is from Davis
(156).
204
Deckert 28.
205
Rücker provides this information: “We do not know how many copies of the Raupenbuch were printed
or to what profit, if any, Merian made from it. Is it clear that Merian still possessed at least a small stock
of books in 1711; otherwise Zacharias Conrad von Uffenbach could not have purchased a copy, handcoloured by the artist herself, during his visit to Amsterdam in February of that year. In October 1711
Merian informed Christian Schlegel of Rastatt about prices for the Raupenbuch in a letter. She intended,
as her letter states, to sell the uncoloured work for 10 florins and offered him the coloured version for 20
florins, charging a substantially higher price for the ‘illumination’“ (“Maria Sibylla Merian.
Businesswoman,” 257-8).
206
“Der Raupen wunderbare Verwandelung und sonderbare Blumennahrung / Andrer Theil. Worinnen
durch eine gantz neue Erfindung der Raupen, Würmer, Sommervögelein, Motten, Fliegen, Bienen und
anderer dergleichen Thierlein Ursprung, Speisen und Veränderungen samt ihrer Zeit, Ort und
Eigenschaften, Den Naturkündigern, Kunstmahlern und Gartenliebhabern zu Dienst, selbst fleissig
203
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shifts the reflexive “selbst” to precede all of the work for which she takes credit, and
highlights a total of 100 metamorphoses with the fifty new plates in this second volume.
The imprint cites the same three cities, but Graff trades places with Funken from
Nuremberg to Frankfurt and vice versa.

207

The new printer is Michael Spörlin.

208

As with the Blumenbuch, I have traced transitions in Merian’s working practices
and self-presentation in the front matter of the German Raupenbuch editions. We can
also track changes in her personal life, as, for example, her return from Nuremberg to
Frankfurt, prompted by her mother’s illness. Merian leaves evidence of the dissolution
of her marriage to Johann Graff in at least one extant volume of the 1683 Raupenbuch.
Erased from the frontispiece’s mulberry branch are her married name “Gräffin” and the
maiden name designation “geb.,” with only “Mar. Sybill. Merian” remaining.

209

untersucht, kürtzlich beschrieben, nach dem Leben abgemahlt und wiederum in fünfzig Kupfer Darauf
über 100. Verwandlungen gestochen und verlegt Von Maria Sibylla Gräffinn Matthei Merians des Eltern
Seel. Tochter.” (The Caterpillar’s Wondrous Metamorphosis and Particular Nourishment from Flowers /
Second Part. In which for the benefit of explorers of nature, art painters and lovers of gardens through a
completely new invention the origin, food and development of caterpillars, worms, summer-birds, moths,
flies, bees and other such creatures, including their times and characteristics are diligently studied, briefly
described, painted from nature, and again engraved in copper in fifty plates thus over 100 transformations
and published by Maria Sibylla Graff, daughter of Matthäus Merian the Elder.)
207
Wettengl errs in saying that Merian “had [this second volume] published in Frankfurt in 1683” (Maria
Sibylla Merian, 26), as this does not give her the publishing credit clearly asserted on the title page.
Rücker, with her generalization, “Graff was the publisher of both parts” shares in Wettengl’s mistake
(“Maria Sibylla Merian. Businesswoman,” 257). Perhaps Wettengl echoed Davis, who states that Graff
published the 1683 volume (157). Ludwig compounds the misattribution of publisher by giving Funck
credit: “The second volume […] was issued by the Graffs’ own Frankfurt publishing house in 1683
following the family’s move to Frankfurt. The title mentions a second publisher for both volumes, the
Nürnberg art dealer David Funck” (“The Raupenbuch,” 53).
208
“Zufinden in Frankfurt am Mayn bey Johann Andreas Graffen, Mahlern / zu Leipzig und Nürnberg bey
David Funken. / Gedruckt durch Joh. Michael Spörlin 1683.” Rücker notes that Knortz[en] printed the
1679 volume and Spörlin that of 1683 and with this surmises that “…it is clear that Graff had not
established a printing house during the intervening years but had concentrated on sales instead” (Rücker,
“Maria Sibylla Merian. Businesswoman,” 257).
209
Pfeiffer notes this alteration among others (10).
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Because Merian handcolored some copies of the Raupenbuch, it is possible that she
made this erasure herself.

210

This name change endures years later in the frontispiece of

the Dutch Raupenbuch.
Some 34 years after its first appearance, Merian published her translation of the
Raupenbuch into Dutch in Amsterdam in two parts, one appearing in 1713 and the other
in 1714.

211

These also were sold in small quarto format, either colored or uncolored.

212

The familiar mulberry branch frontispiece adorns the 1713 volume; the German title is
replaced inside the wreath by “Der Rupsen Begin, Voedsel en Wonderbaare
Verandering” (Figure 23). The author’s maiden name, “Mar. Sibyll. Merian,” appears
again in its altered state.

213

The title pages are formulated much like those in German,

noting once again that the author depicts her subjects from nature and describes them
briefly in the work (Figures 24 and 25).

214

As in the German Raupenbuch title pages,

210

“The eradication of the name ‘Gräffin’ on the title page prompted Rücker’s supposition that the work
must have been done after the artist’s separation from Johann Andreas Graff in 1685 or perhaps even
later” Wettengl 124, Cat. no. 66). I believe that Wettengl refers not to the title page, as I use the term, but
to the frontispiece. According to Pfeiffer, “geb.” was also erased from the copy he viewed (10). Merian
leaves concrete evidence that she was involved in the coloration in the preface of the 1683 edition, just as
she had in the 1679 preface: “… Wofern jemand den vorigen oder diesen Andern Theil gantz illuminirt
verlangt / das ist / alles was in kupfer stochen / mit Farben übermahlt zu kauffen begehrt / oder nur die
Verwandlungen allein übermahlt / oder auch den schwartzen Druck blos beliebt / … der kan solches /
nach Belieben / allhier von uns zu kauf bekommen.”
211
A Dutch Raupenbuch was envisioned by Merian as early as 1705. “… using her old copperplates,
[Merian] published a Dutch translation of the two volumes of her European Caterpillars (Der Rupsen)
with a few additional observations but with a more succinct and impersonal text” (Davis 199).
212
Wettengl, Maria Sibylla Merian, 245, Cat. no. 151.
213
“Zur Verwendung kam unverändert die kupfertafeln der ersten ausgabe, nur ist auf dem kupfertitel die
deutsche inschrift entfernt und die signatur auf dem ende der maulbeerzweige, die bei der ersten ausgabe
Mar. Sibyll. Gräffin geb. Marianin lautete, ist abgeändert in Mar.Sibyll. Merian. Die oben genannte
holländische inschrift ist mit einer zweiten platte eingedruckt” (Pfeiffer 10).
214
The title page of 1713 reads: “Der Rupsen Begin, Voedzel en Wonderbaare Verandering. Waar in De
Oorspronk, Spys en Gestaltverwisseling: als ook de Tyd, Plaats en Eigenschappen der Rupsen, Wormen,
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Merian’s name is centered below the extended title, giving, however, no mention of her
father beyond their shared family name.

215

Although the volumes are self-published, Merian does not word this as explicitly
as in the 1679 and 1683 originals. Instead, the title page states that Merian had the work
printed (“in Print gebragt”) and, likewise (“Gedrukt voor den Auteur”). The printer’s
mark, along with the name, Gerard Valck, on the last line identify the printer with
whom Merian did business.

216

Whether Merian eschewed the Dutch term for publishing,

“uitgeven,” to comply with local business practice or to honor a personal reticence
acquired since publishing in Germany is difficult to establish.

217

In the preface that

follows, however, Merian does refer back to her publishing days in Nuremberg: “I

Kapellen, Uiltjes, Vliegen, en andere diergelyke bloedelooze Beesjes vertoond word; Ten dienst van alle
Liefhebbers der Insecten, Kruiden, Bloemen en Gewassen: ook Schilders, Borduurders etc. Naauwkeurig
onderzogt, na ‘t leven geschildert, in Print gebragt, en in ‘t kort beschreven / Door Maria Sibilla
Merian.[imprint] t’Amsterdam, / Gedrukt voor den Auteur. / Woont in de Kerkstraat, tusschen de
Leidsche- en nieuwe Spiegelstraat over de Parssery de Swaan, alwaar dezelve Gedrukt, als ook afgezet te
bekomen zyn. / Als mede By Gerard Valk, op den Dam in de wakkere Hond.” (The Caterpillar’s
Beginning, Nourishment and Wondrous Transformation in which the origin, food and development, as
well as the time, location and characteristics of the caterpillars, worms, summer-birds, moths, flies and
other such bloodless creatures are exhibited; for the benefit of all lovers of insects, herbs, flowers and
crops: also painters, Borduurders, etc. Diligently studied, painted from nature, brought into print and
briefly described by Maria Sibilla Merian.) The title page of 1714 differs only in the addition of the words
“Tweede Deel”, meaning “second part,” following her name, and a slight update of address to “In de
Roozetak, “ replacing “over de Parssery de Swaan… .” On the change of street names, see Davis 321,
footnote 159.
215
Davis, however, notes the presence of Merian family tradition: “Once again, as in the days of her father
and half-brothers, the name Merian took over the title page: she was publisher as well as author, the
engravers and printer having worked out of her house on Kerkstraat. And she marketed the books, which
were also sold at the shop of the art dealer Gerard Valck” (Davis 179).
216
Valck, of Amsterdam, was also the printer of Merian’s 1705 Metamorphosis. On Gerard Valck, Davis
refers us to I. H. van Eeghen, De Amsterdamse Boekhandel, 1680-1725, 5 vols. (Amsterdam: Scheltema
and Holkema, 1965-1978), vol. 4, pp. 278-9 (Davis 322, footnote 162).
217
She also does call herself the publisher in the 1705 Metamorphosis.
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218

published this small book in Nuremberg.”

In almost the same breath, she justifies her

current release with a nod to her supporters: “Again I was advised to make this work
219

available, in the Dutch language.”

Merian’s Dutch edition of 1713 includes a new preface, which includes an
address to her readers (“Beminde Leezer” ) and a foreword (“Voorreden”), which
together are half the length of her German preface of 1679 (Figures 26 and 27;
Appendices 8 and 9). She enhances the book and her sales pitch by mention of fifteen
additional observations from fieldwork in Friesland and Holland.

220

Most of Merian’s

commentary retells of her fascination with the transformation of various insects, but
here she is more concise. Her language, in terms of word choice and similes, has grown
somewhat more sophisticated.

221

Gone from her earlier preface is the note of thanks to

her now ex-husband. And although she again expresses her wonderment with God’s
creation, she does not couch her accomplishments with pious humility; nor do the

218

“Dit Boekje … heb ik … in Nurenberg uitgegeven.”
“…zo ben ik wederom ze raade geworden … het zelve hier mede in de Nederduitsche Taal an den dag
te geeven.” Merian refers to the earlier Raupenbuch, saying that respected amateurs in Nuremberg had
encouraged her to publish there, and adds that she was again advised to release her book in Dutch.
220
Ludwig confirms that the Dutch edition includes several new studies by Merian (“The Raupenbuch,”
54).
221
For example, in the German edition Merian employed the word “Dattelkern” for chrysalis, explaining
that she had heard this term since childhood. Her Dutch term “Pop,” meaning “pupa” is more precise, but
she still lacks a word for chrysalis. It could well be that Merian’s terminology is as advanced as the field
of entomology itself, for her work with insects now comprised thirty-nine years, and in the latter of these
she had built relationships with Dutch collectors.
219
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Arnold poems appear either in German or in translation. Rather, she hopes that fortune
will have it that this minor work will be well received by her readers.

222

The Metamorphosis (1705)
Merian’s Metamorphosis stands apart from Merian’s earlier books because of its
imposing format, but even more so, because its release marks the pinnacle of her career
as author, artist, naturalist and publisher. The Blumenbuch exhibits Merian’s flowerpainting skill learned under the apprenticeship of her stepfather, Jakob Marrel, and a
master of the art, Abraham Mignon. The Raupenbuch displays her knowledge acquired
since childhood from painstakingly raising insects, primarily caterpillars, and observing
their transformation. Merian undergoes a gradual self-actualization as a result of her
separation from her husband, her several years in the Labadist community in Friesland,
her move to Amsterdam, and two years abroad in Suriname.

223

Merian’s personal

development, artistic talent, and entomological expertise culminate in the
Metamorphosis, which took six years to complete.

224

The superbly executed and hand-

colored engraved plates further distinguish themselves by their display of all stages of
each insect’s metamorphosis at one glance. Moreover, the sumptuous array of plants and
flowers that provide each type of insect’s subsistence renews the volume’s impact with

222

“… indien ik maar flegts dit geluk mag hebben dat deze myne geringe arbeit by eenige mogt
aangenaam zyn … .”
223
For a comprehensive and informed re-telling of Merian’s preparation for and completion of the
Metamorphosis, see Davis.
224
Ludwig bases this estimate of six year’s work on the period from 1699 to 1705 (54).
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each turn of a page.

225

Merian also introduces varieties of insects, plants, and even

reptiles unknown to most of her European contemporaries. With this important work,
Merian’s diligence, patience, persistence, and daring pay off, not monetarily, but in
terms of personal and public accomplishment.
For the book’s printing, Merian chose the large folio format to contain four
pages of front matter, sixty plates and sixty pages of accompanying text.
of copies that she printed is not known, but it is assumed to be small.

227

226

The number

She did not

design a decorative frontispiece, nor did Merian finish the featured artwork herself. The
Suriname sojourn had taken its toll on Merian (she contracted malaria), necessitating the
assistance of other artists to complete the work.
transfer her drawings to the plates.

229

228

She commissioned three engravers to

While she composed her first two books originally

in German, Merian published the Metamorphosis in 1705 not in her native language, but

225

“Unlike the commentaries in the Raupenbuch, Maria Sibylla Merian’s entries in her Metamorphosis
contain a great deal of information about plants. She even wrote about their use and preparation as food.
In this work, plants are not always focused upon as sources of nourishment for insects but included
instead, in many cases, as purely decorative features” (Segal 78).
226
Rücker characterizes the large folio format as “representational” (“Maria Sibylla Merian.
Businesswoman,” 260).
227
Burger 87. “There were two small editions [of the Metamorphosis] in Latin and Dutch. [Merian]
herself says nothing about the size of these printings in the random letters that have been preserved, nor
has relevant information been discovered in other sources” (Rücker, “Maria Sibylla Merian.
Businesswoman,” 260).
228
Rücker notes Merian’s “poor health” (“Maria Sibylla Merian. Businesswoman,” 258).
229
“Maria Sibylla Merian had her drafts converted to copper plates by three Dutch engravers. Pieter
Sluyter (1675-afer 1713) engraved 35 plates, 21 were done by Joseph Mulder (1659-after 1718) and one
was executed by Daniel Stoopendael (dec. before 1740). The three uninscribed plates, Nos. 11 14 and 35,
of the Metamorphosis may have been engraved by Maria Sibylla Merian herself” (Wettengl, Maria
Sibylla Merian, 224). Sluyter also worked on books by Caspar Commelin (“Catalogue of Botanical
Books,” 100).
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in Latin and Dutch in separate editions.
Gerard Valck.

230

She had both printed in Amsterdam by

231

The Latin and Dutch title pages are alike in typeface, arrangement, and content
(Figures 28 and 29).

232

Both begin with the Latin title, “Metamorphosis Insectorum

Surinamensium,” implying that this work offers an authoritative study of insects of
exotic origin. The protracted title leaves no prospective buyer guessing as to the natural
wonders of Suriname presented therein.

233

Merian’s newfound cache again consists

chiefly of caterpillars and worms that metamorphose into butterflies and moths, but also
features other South American insects, plants, flowers, fruits, and reptiles. The claim,
“depicted and described from nature,” bears more weight than Merian’s phrasing in the
Raupenbuch, because of the risks she took in traveling to Suriname and spending two

230

“Merian did the Dutch, and probably had some assistance with the Latin” (Davis 179).
Valck also printed the 1713, 1714 and 1717 volumes of the Dutch Raupenbuch.
232
The one deviation between them, other than language, is that the Latin splits the description of contents
between plants and creatures, whereas the Dutch keeps them together in a running line.
233
The main portion of the Latin title page reads: “METAMORPHOSIS / INSECTORUM /
SURINAMENSIUM / in qua / Erucae ac Vermes Surinamenses, cum omnibus suis / Transformationibus,
ad vivum delineantur et describuntur, / singulis eorum in Plantas, Flores & Fructus / collocatis, in quibus
reperta sunt; / Tum etiam / Generatio Ranarum, Bufonum rariorum, Lacertarum, Serpen- / tum,
Araneorum et Formicarum exhibetur; / Omnia in America ad vivum naturali magnitudine picta atque
descripta / per / MARIAM SIBYLLAM MERIAN.” The main portion of the Dutch title page reads:
“METAMORPHOSIS / INSECTORUM SURINAMENSIUM. / OFTE / VERANDERING / DER /
SURINAAMSCHE / INSECTEN. / Waar in de Surinaamsche Rupsen en Wormen met alle des zelfs Ver/ anderingen na het leven afgebeeld en beschreeven worden, zynde elk geplaast / op die Gewassen,
Bloemen en Vruchten, daar sy op gevonden zyn; waar / in ook de generatie der Kikvorschen, wonderbaare
Padden, Ha- / gedissen, Slangen, Spinnen en Mieren werden vertoond en / beschreeven, alles in America
na het leven en levens- / groote geschildert en beschreeven. / DOOR / MARIA SIBYLLA MERIAN.” (On
the Metamorphosis of Surinamese Insects. On the transformation of Surinamese Insects. In which the
Surinamese caterpillars and worms are depicted from nature and described with all of their
transformations, each are placed on the plants, flowers and fruits on which they are found; in which also
the types of frogs, wondrous toads, lizards, snakes, spiders and ants are shown and described, all in
America depicted from nature and life-size and described by Maria Sibylla Merian.)
231
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years in the natural habitat of her subjects to accomplish this. The assertion bears
repeating, and she does, with the elongated phrase, “all painted from nature and life234

sized in America and described by Maria Sibylla Merian.”

For the first time, Merian’s name appears on a title page in prominent capital
letters and without either her former married name “Gräffin” or explicit association with
her father. Unlike on previous title pages, Merian does not explicitly state that she selfpublished the Metamorphosis. This is perhaps due to aspects of the subscription scheme
that she pursued before going to print.

235

Or it might be that the designation “publisher”

was reserved in the Amsterdam milieu for individuals who published the works of
others. Nevertheless, no one other than Merian could claim publishing credit. Without
financial backing, Merian undertook a costly and perilous journey; in completing the
Metamorphosis, she took another fiscal gamble.

236

The imprint on the title page

avowedly encourages sales. Below Merian’s name is an attractive printer’s mark,
“Amsterdam” in capital letters, and the addresses of both the author, Merian, and the

234

The syntax of the Dutch text allows for some ambiguity as to whether she completed all the work on
site. According to Wettengl, Merian finished some her drawings after her return in Amsterdam with
specimens brought back by her from Suriname (Maria Sibylla Merian, 224).
235
Merian succeeded only modestly in her efforts to raise funds for Latin, Dutch, German, and English
editions of the Metamorphosis on a subscription basis. German and English editions did not come to
fruition. See Wettengl for details on the subscription scheme (Maria Sibylla Merian, 224); see Rücker for
more information on Merian’s financial situation and dealings for all of her publishing endeavors (“Maria
Sibylla Merian. Businesswoman”). See also Davis (199).
236
An “independence of spirit […] compelled [Merian] to take the risk of subsidizing the publication of
her great book herself (when [Jan and Caspar] Commelin published their volumes on the exotic plants of
the Amsterdam Hortus in 1697 and 1701, they received a full subsidy from the city council)” (David
Freedberg, “Science, Commerce, and Art. Neglected Topics at the Junction of History and Art History.”
Art in History. History in Art. Studies in Seventeenth-Century Dutch Culture (Chicago: 1991, 376-207)
386.
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printer, Valck.

237

The information guides buyers, who might see this advertisement in a

copy already sold, to either location for a colored or uncolored copy of the book.

238

New to a Merian edition is a dedicatory page placed between the title page and
preface of both the Latin and Dutch versions (Figures 30 and 31). Whereas in the
Blumenbuch and Raupenbuch the author gives a nod to her readers in the title page, in
the Metamorphosis Merian reserves mention of her fellow nature-lovers until the page is
turned. Her succinct dedication to “all curious and diligent observers of nature” has a
twofold purpose.

239

First, Merian acknowledges amateurs and serious naturalists alike

with this wording. Second, her name appears again in the volume, this time without
sharing the limelight. This dedication makes it clear that Merian now considers herself a
member of a collegial group, with natural wonders as their common interest.
From her preface we see that Merian has emerged from the social withdrawal
she chose while in Germany and with the Labadist community (Figures 32 and 33;
Appendix 10). Although she makes mention of her earlier solitary work in Nuremberg
237

The remainder of the Latin title page reads: “ [printer’s mark] / AMSTELODAMI, / Sumtibus
Auctoris, habitantis in der Kerk-straat, tussen de Leydse- and Spiegel-Straat, ubi / impressa & colorata
prostant. Venduntur & apud GERARDUM VALK / Op den Dam, in de Waakende Hond. / ANNO
MDCCV.” The remainder of the Dutch title page reads: “ [printer’s mark] / tot AMSTERDAM, / Vor den
Auteur, woonende in de Kerk-straat, tussen de Leydse- and Spiegel-Straat, / over de Vergulde Arent,
alwaar de zelve ook gedrukt en afgezet te bekoomen zyn; Als ook / by GERARD VALCK, op den Dam in
de waakende Hond [no date on copy viewed].” (of Amsterdam, from the author, residing in Church Street,
between the Leiden and Mirror Streets, across from the Gilded Eagle, where the same is also sold printed
and colored; As well as at Gerard Valk, on the Dam in the Guard Dog.)
238
Apparently Merian held some unsold copies (Wettengl, Maria Sibylla Merian, 224).
239
The 1705 dedication in Latin reads: “Omnibus Naturæ Observatoribus curiosis et industriis hanc
Metamorphosis Insectorum Surinamensium dedicat Maria Sibylla Merian” (To all curious and diligent
observers of nature this Metamorphosis Insectorum Surinamensium is dedicated by Maria Sibylla
Merian); In Dutch, “Aan alle Liefhebbers en Onderzoekers der Natur werd deze Metamorphosis
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and Friesland, she does not pose herself as a recluse, busy collecting and raising
caterpillars. In her late fifties, Merian has expanded her circle well beyond familial
relations, patrician clientele, and spiritual kinship. In Amsterdam, she enjoys contact
with politicians and professors, whom she proudly names. Merian confidently aligns
herself with prominent entomologists of her era. In addition to seeking assistance from
the aforementioned engravers, she turned to the native people of Suriname and to the
botanist, Caspar Commelin, for assistance with plant names and her commentary text.

240

Unlike the Raupenbuch preface, in which she talks mainly about the nearly microscopic
world of the insects’ life cycles, here the content is a balanced mix of scientific,
aesthetic, and commercial concerns.
In a businesslike tone, Merian simply addresses her preface “To the Reader,”
and provides a sort of vita. Merian recounts how she observed and collected insects in
Germany, Friesland, and Holland, and how amateurs encouraged her to publish her
findings. She continues with a personalized account of her Suriname journey, intimating
even the climate’s deterrent effect on her plans. Absent from her text are expressions of
gratitude, for she self-funded the Suriname trip, bringing back preserved specimens to
sell in Amsterdam.

241

Bolstered by her acquaintances to finish the book project, a

financially-strapped Merian discloses her hope to recover the monies already expended
Insectorum Surinamensium opgedragen door Maria Sibylla Merian” (To all lovers and researchers of
nature this Metamorphosis Insectorum Surinamensium is dedicated by Maria Sibylla Merian.)
240
Wettengl, Maria Sibylla Merian, 224.
241
“Burgomeister Nicolas Witsen financed Cornelis de Bruyn’s observations as far afield as Egypt,
Persia, and India, but at most gave Maria Sibylla only a loan. In the preface to her Metamorphosis she
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in publishing the book. She makes her case to purchasers by bringing out the high
quality of material and workmanship used in its costly production. Knowing that she has
gained the attention of her readers, Merian ends her preface with a preview of her future
book projects.
3.3. Posthumous editions (1717-1771)
Up to this point I have dealt with textual visual front matter ordained by Merian.
I proceed now to a survey of iconotextual additions and omissions based on the
decisions of others in the production process. I begin this survey with the posthumous
edition of the Dutch Raupenbuch arranged by Merian’s daughter, and continue in
chronological order according to the five publishers who issued later editions of the
Raupenbuch and the Metamorphosis. As is true for editions published during Merian’s
lifetime, no one has been able to establish how many copies these publishers printed of
the later editions. In my analysis of front matter, I note alterations and omissions with
each publisher. Some of the plates have been altered or recut and many of the title pages
replace earlier ones. I do not address the condition, i.e. degradation of the either front
matter plates or the plates which make up the body of Merian’s works with the
exception of the information I provide on Bernard’s 1730 edition of the Raupenbuch.

noted the beauty of Witsen’s collection, remarked on the costs of both her travel and publication, and
expressed obligation and gratitude to no one” (Davis 169).
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Dorothea Maria (Merian) Hendriks (1717 Dutch Raupenbuch)
Maria Sibylla Merian entrusted the publication of the third Raupenbuch volume,
and with that, her legacy, to her younger daughter, Dorothea.

242

The author had been

able to translate the two-volume German Raupenbuch into Dutch and to publish them in
1713 and 1714, but this new volume appeared in March 1717, less than two months
after Merian’s death.

243

The title page structure and content are similar to those of parts

one and two of the Dutch Raupenbuch, placing Maria Sibylla Merian’s name as author
in the center (Figure 34).

244

The phrase, “brought into print,” has been moved to

attribute this to Dorothea. Markedly different for a Merian title page is the inclusion of

242

Dorothea Maria Merian Graff was born in Nuremberg on May 15, 1678; she died on May (16), 1743 in
St. Petersburg (Stuhldreher-Nienhuis 183).
243
“Maria Sibylla Merian had already begun work in preparation for a third volume of her Raupenbuch
during her stay in the Labadist community at Waltha Castle. . . . Maria Sibylla Merian did not live to see
its publication. The posthumous issue of her third Raupenbuch in two different versions was arranged by
her younger daughter Dorothea Maria in the year of her mother’s death. Both of Merian’s daughters may
have been involved in making the engravings. Like the two preceding volumes, the third contains 50
illustrative plates and descriptions of insect metamorphoses” (Wettengl, Maria Sibylla Merian, 245, Cat.
no. 152). “In early March 1717, just a month and a half after Merian’s death, the third volume appeared in
print with texts in Dutch (Cat.no.152). Merian’s younger daughter Dorothea Maria Hendriks … had
arranged its publication …” (Ludwig, “The Raupenbuch,” 54).
244
Title page of 1717, part 3 reads: “Derde En Laatste Deel Der Rupsen Begin, Voedzel, en Wonderbaare
Verandering. Waar in De Oorspronk, Spys en Gestaltverwisseling: als ook de Tyd, Plaats en
Eigenschappen der Rupsen, Wormen, Kapellen, Uiltjes, Vliegen, en andere diergelyke bloedelooze
Beesjes vertoond word; Ten dienst van alle Liefhebbers der Insecten, Kruiden, Bloemen en Gewassen;
ook Schilders, Borduurders etc. Naauwkeurig onderzogt, na ‘t leven geschildert, en in ‘t kort beschreven
Door Maria Sibilla Merian Saal’r. Als mede een Appendix Behelsende eenige Surinaamsche Insecten,
geobserveert door haar Dochter Johanna Helena Herolt, Tegenwoordig noch tot Surinaame woonagtig.
Alles in Print gebracht, en in’t licht gegeven door haar Jongste Dochter Dorothea Maria Henricie.
[printer’s mark] Gedrukt voor de Uytgeefster. Woont in de Kerkstraat, tusschen de Leidsche en Spiegel
straat, in de Roozetak; alwaar dezelve onafgezet als ook afgezet te bekomen zyn. Als mede / All de andere
Werken en nagelaatene Schilderkonst, van boven- / gemelde haare Moeder Saal’r.”
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245

her two daughters’ names: Dorothea fills the mother’s former role as publisher
Johanna Helena as the contributor of an appendix.

246

;

Unlike any previous Merian

editions, a printer’s name is absent, with only a printer’s mark and the phrase “printed
for the publisher” to indicate that this is not the product of an exclusively Merian family
operation.

247

The street address at which copies can be obtained is the same house

where Maria Sibylla resided. The page ends with a pitch to sell remainders of earlier
works. A decorative wreath, with the book’s title inscribed, follows, rather than
precedes, the title page in this volume (Figure 35).

248

This same title page and decorative wreath mark the beginning of Part 3 in the
1717 publication of the complete Dutch Raupenbuch, also arranged for print by
Dorothea. Borrowed from earlier editions are the frontispiece, title page, address to the
reader and foreword of the 1713 Dutch Raupenbuch, the title page of the 1714 Dutch
Raupenbuch, and, curiously, the decorative frontispiece of the 1683 German
Raupenbuch, with German inscription. As the 1713 title page states that the author is
(still) living in the Kerkstraat, its inclusion suggests that Merian’s heirs completed this
book in haste. Brought about by necessary economy or not, this does not compromise
245

Dorothea Maria Hendriks, widowed in 1711, displays her married name. Her first husband, the
physician Philip Hendriks, whom she married in 1701, was born in Heidelberg in 1671, died in 1711. Not
long after this publication, she married the artist George Gsell (Stuhldreher-Nienhuis 183).
246
Deckert notes that this Appendix never appeared as Johanna had not yet returned from Suriname (38).
Johanna Helena Graff was born in Frankfurt am Main on January 5, 1668. She married the merchant
Jacob Hendrik Herolt in Amsterdam in 1692. He was born in Bacharach am Rhein in 1660; his date of
death is unknown (Stuhldreher-Nienhuis 183).
247
Scholars credit Gerard Valck as the printer, although the printer’s mark differs from those of the
1713/14 Raupenbuch and the 1705 Metamorphosis.
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the integrity of Merian’s work. However, the continuity of M. S. Merian’s front matter
ends there.
Entirely new to this Raupenbuch are the Houbraken and Schynvoet
engravings.

249

These insertions reveal the influence of Merian’s son-in-law, Gsell, and

of the engravers Houbraken and Schynvoet, but I have found no mention of their
participation within scholarship.
Dorothea essentially handed over control of her mother’s oeuvre by selling the
engraved plates and texts of the Blumenbuch, the Raupenbuch, and the Metamorphosis
to the Amsterdam publisher Johann Oosterwijk. After this sale, the plates changed
hands several times, moving from Amsterdam to the Hague and eventually to Paris.
The fate of the plates is unknown.

250

251

Johannes Oosterwijk (1718 Latin Raupenbuch and 1719 Latin, Dutch Metamorphosis)
1718 Latin Raupenbuch
In the year following Maria Sibylla Merian’s death and the publication of the 3part Dutch Raupenbuch overseen by her daughter Dorothea, a Latin translation of the
1717 Raupenbuch was published by Johann Oosterwijk.

252

This posthumous edition,

with a Latin title, title page, and text, is the first to give evidence of a collaborative
248

Although M. S. Merian’s name does not appear on the page, she apparently designed it. Davis notes
Merian’s reference to the placement of ants on the wreath (302, footnote 42).
249
Deckert cites this as the first appearance of the Houbraken engraving (39).
250
See Wettengl, Maria Sibylla Merian, 34 and 247.
251
Burger comments: “Like the house in which Merian was born, and her grave, the copper plates, too,
seem to have disappeared” (88).
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effort between four parties: the editor/publisher, the author’s daughter, the author, and
the writer of a laudatory poem. Each is given a voice in the front matter of the Latin
edition: Oosterwijk in a dedication, Dorothea in a preface (replacing her mother’s
“Beminde Leezer”), M. S. Merian in her foreword (a translation of the Dutch
“Voorreden”), and Salomon de Perez in his verse.

253

Retained from the 1717 edition are

the Schynvoet engraving, the Houbraken engraving, and the decorative wreath inscribed
254

with “Mar. Sibyll. Merian.”

As in the 1717 Raupenbuch edition, the title page structure and content are
similar to those of parts one and two of the Dutch Raupenbuch, but here the information
is condensed onto one page, just as the three parts are made into a whole in this Latin
edition (Figure 36).

255

On this title page, no mention is made of either daughter,

252

Davis refers us to information on Oosterwijk’s publishing career in van Eeghen, Amsterdamse
Boekhandel, vol. 4, pp. 26-29 (335, footnote 239).
253
Latin poem signed ‘Salomon de Perez, Phil. Et Doctor fecit.’ (Perez is listed in Hindl S. Hes, Jewish
physicians in the Netherlands, 1600-1940 (Assen, 1980), 200.)
254
The Schynvoet engraving precedes the title page; “Frontispiece signed by Simon Schynvoet:
‘Schynvoet del. Et fec. 1717.’ Erucarum Ortus also includes the portrait of Merian by Jacob Houbraken”
(Davis 334-5, footnote 239). The Houbraken engraving follows the Perez poem, followed by the
decorative wreath.
255
Title page of the 1718 Erucarum Ortus reads: “ERUCARUM, ORTUS, ALIMENTUM ET
PARADOXA METAMORPHOSIS, In qua Origo, pabulum, transformatio, nec non tempus, locus &
proprietates erucarum, vermium, papilionum, phalænarum, muscarum, aliorumque hujusmodi exsanguium
animalculorum exhibentur in Favorem, atque insectorum, herbarum, florum, & plantarum Amatorum,
tùm etiam pictorum, limbolariorum, aliorumque commodum exactè inquisita, ad vivum delineata, typis
excusa, compendiosèque descripta per MARIAM SIBILLAM MERIAN. AMSTELÆDAMI. Apud
JOANNEM OOSTERWYK. Cujus in Officina Hoc, tam figuris, ad vivum depictis, quam æri solummodo
incisis, ut & quæcunque Opera alia per Dictam MARIAM SIBILLAM MERIAN unquam Composita,
Prostant.” (THE CATERPILLAR’S BEGINNING, NOURISHMENT AND WONDROUS
TRANSFORMATION. In which the origin, food and development: as well as the time, place and
characteristics of caterpillars, worms, butterflies, moths, flies, and other similar bloodless creatures are
shown; At the service of all amateurs of insects, herbs, flowers and plants: as well as painters,
fringemakers- Diligently studied, depicted from nature, excused by the form, and described succinctly By
Maria Sibylla Merian [printer’s mark] Of AMSTERDAM. At the (establishment) of JOHANN
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Dorothea or Johanna. As on the 1713 and 1714 title pages, Maria Sibylla Merian’s name
appears as author. Below this is Oosterwijk’s printer’s mark, which is similar in size and
design to Gerard Valck’s mark in the earlier editions. Interested parties are directed to
Oosterwijk’s shop to purchase this work and any other authored by M. S. Merian.
Oosterwijk dedicates the volume in a two-page tribute following the title page
(Figure 37).

256

It begins with an imposing vignette that occupies the top third of the

page. The vignette depicts two female figures, Justice and Wisdom (Minerva), gracing a
coat of arms. The subject of Oosterwijk’s praise is Theodore Huyghens, then governor
of a district in the republic of Amsterdam. On the second page of two, credit is given M.
S. Merian for her “many years’ unexhausted labor.” Oosterwijk offers “154 most
accurate drawings,” a collection of the plates that made up M. S. Merian’s earlier
editions.

257

It is noted that Latin explications of the drawings have been added.

258

The

OOSTERWIJK, in whose shop this (work) with both figures painted from life and those engraved on
copper is, just like any other works ever made by said MARIA SIBYLLA MERIAN, for sale.)
256
A translation of the 1718 dedication reads: “Of noble birth and also dignified DO. [Doctor?] Theodore
Huyghens, J. CTO [Judge] Governor of the district in Honkoop, in the Republic of Amsterdam most
prudent judge, in all manner of arts and sciences most skillful investigator, most vigilant amateur, most
constant promoter, whose law and piety the people and senate praise; this work of Maria Sibylla Merian
of European Caterpillars, now after many years’ unexhausted labor engraved in copper, it is 154 most
accurate drawings, [with explication of them added in Latin,] completed in each part, with the greatest
respect, dat, dicat, dedicat. Most humble and devoted servant, Johann Oosterwijk” (Translation by
Gertrud G. Champe).
257
Previous counts of the plates are stated in some earlier editions. In her 1679 Raupenbuch preface,
Merian states that she includes fifty plates. Though not stated in the front matter, the second volume of
1683 contains fifty more plates (Ludwig 53). Merian next gives the count of insect studies at fifty-nine
with an additional fifteen in her 1713/1714 Dutch Raupenbuch. In the 1718 Erucarum Ortus, Dorothea
refers to the fifty-nine observations, and the presentation of fifty-one plates in the third part. Hence,
Oosterwijk’s total of 154 gathers plates from both the German and Dutch editions. Threatening to throw
off the count is a scholarly reference to 150 plates in the 1718 edition (Pfeiffer 13).
258
Merian’s German Raupenbuch contained descriptions of each plate in German and a list of Latin plant
names. For the 1713/1714 Raupenbuch, “ [s]he translated the texts of both volumes from German into
Dutch” (Wettengl, Maria Sibylla Merian, 245). And in 1717, “the third volume appeared in print with
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publisher has thus employed the dedicatory pages to honor a regional judge, to repeat
the author’s name, and to describe the content in simple terms.
After the Dedication are Dorothea’s address to the reader (Figure 38; Appendix
11), which is new, and M. S. Merian’s foreword, which is translated from the Dutch
foreword of the 1713/14 and 1717 editions to Latin (Figure 39).

259

Dorothea apparently

composed her preface in Latin for this posthumous edition, as she makes reference to
M. S. Merian’s death.

260

This brief note to the reader replaces her mother’s address

(“Beminde Leezer”) about her 1713/14 edition for a Dutch readership. Although
Dorothea mentions her preparation of the 1717 Dutch Raupenbuch in this preface,
within this 1718 Latin edition is the first (and last) appearance of her words. She
recounts her mother’s tireless study of insects and publication of her work, and
describes her own effort to publish the Latin volume as a struggle.

261

A Latin translation

(“Praefatio”) retains M. S. Merian’s Dutch foreword (“Voorreden”) to the Raupenbuch.
This is the last inclusion of Merian’s foreword to Raupenbuch editions.

texts in Dutch” (“The Raupenbuch,” 54). In editing the 1718 edition, Oosterwijk “separated the
illustrations from the text pages, however” (Wettengl, Maria Sibylla Merian, 247).
259
As the address and foreword are in Latin and do not give the name of their authors, they have perhaps
been mistaken for texts by “learned men” by modern scholars (Davis 201).
260
“At one time, my mother, Maria Sybilla Merian, of blessed memory, […]And then she was snatched
away from us. Perhaps it will seem right to our thrice great and glorious God to reward her in a happier
world with even more blessedness to contemplate” (Translation by Gertrud G. Champe).
261
Dorothea and Oosterwijk seem to share the credit for publication, not holding to a strict division of
duties.
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The laudatory poem composed in Latin by Salomon Perez appears next,
followed by the Houbraken engraving to which it refers (Figure 40; Appendix 12).

262

During Merian’s lifetime, the German poem by Arnold in the 1679 Raupenbuch sang
Merian’s praises. Perez’s subject is the deceased Merian’s legacy, her widespread fame,
her artistic and scientific work, and her God-given talent.

263

The poem supports a

collaborative publishing effort to make Merian’s name and work attractive and available
to a learned, i.e. Latin-reading, audience.
The Houbraken engraving is found after the Perez poem, followed by yet another
manifestation of the familiar decorative wreath, this time with an empty center (Figure
41).
1719 Latin, Dutch Metamorphosis
In the year to follow, Johannes Oosterwijk published second editions of the
original 1705Latin and Dutch Metamorphosis, again in large folio format. The front
matter distinguishes itself in its additions, as the omitted and altered material are
slight.

264

The Latin and Dutch title pages do not differ significantly from those of 1705,

except for changes in publisher and sales information, with an extra sales page inserted
in the Latin edition. This edition employs the original plates of Merian’s preface – “Ad
262

The poem begins: “Mariana is painted thus, with her eyes, her mien, her mouth. . . .” (Translation by
Brigitte Callay).
263
“The couplets of the Jewish physician Salomon Perez went well beyond Christopher Arnold’s paean to
the wonderwoman of the 1679 Raupen” (Davis 201).
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Lectorem” in Latin, “An den Leezer” in Dutch. Added here are a frontispiece, a
dedication and preface by Oosterwijk, and a poem. Merian’s brief dedication has been
deleted in this and all future editions of the Metamorphosis.
Occupying the first position inside the book’s cover is the colored Ottens
engraving, a showpiece that beckons one to view the flora and fauna of Suriname
depicted on the colored plates to follow. The 1719 parallel editions each have their own
title page with variations in design and content. The Latin title page moves Merian’s
name to the top center, balanced with Oosterwijk’s at bottom center, above the date
(Figure 42).

265

The Dutch title page gives less emphasis to Merian’s name, weaving it

into the descriptive text that has the shape of an incomplete inverted triangle (Figure
43).

266

Both the Latin and Dutch title pages carry a printer’s mark not seen in

264

This gives a partial inventory of the front matter of the 1719 Metamorphosis: “Dedicated by
Oosterwijk to Balthazar Scott. Poem by Broumrius van Niedek. Frontispiece by Frederic Ottens signed ‘F.
Ottens Inv. Et fecit.’“ (Davis 335, footnote 239).
265
The title page of 1719 Latin Metamorphosis reads: “Mariae Sibillae Merian Dissertatio de Generatione
et Metamorphosibus Insectorum Surinamensium: in qua, praeter Vermes & Erucas Surinamenses,
Earumque Admirandam Metamorphosin, Plantae, flores & fructus, quibus vescuntur, & in quibus fuerunt
inventae, exhibentur: His adjunguntur BUFONES, LACERTI, SERPENTES, ARANEAE, Aliaque
Admiranda Istius Regionis Animalcula; omnia manu ejusdem Matronæ in America ad vivum accurate
epicta, & nunc æri incisa. Accedit Appendix Transformationum PISCIUM in RANAS, & RANARUM in
PISCES. [imprint] Amstelædami, Apud Joannem Oosterwyk, MDCCXIX.” (MARIE SIBILLE MERIAN.
Dissertation on the generation and transformations of Surinamese insects: in which Surinamese worms
and caterpillars are depicted, along with the plants, flowers and fruit they feed on and in which they were
found. Toads, lizards, snakes, spiders and other small animals of the same country are also described,
painted from nature on the spot, and since then scrupulously engraved. A treaty on the transformation of
fish into frogs and frogs into fish has been added. [imprint] Amsterdam, At Johann Oosterwijk, 1719).
266
The title page of 1719 Dutch Metamorphosis reads: “Over de Voortteeling en Wonderbaerlyke
Veranderingen Der Surinaamsche Insecten : Waer in de Surinaamsche Rupsen en Wormen, met alle
derzelver Veranderingen, naar het leeven afgebeelt en beshreeven worden, zynde elk geplaatst op dezelfde
Gewassen, Bloemen en Vruchten, daar ze op gevonden zyn, Beneffens de Beschryving dier Gewassen.
Waer in ook de wonderbaare Padden, Hagedissen, Slangen, Spinnen en andere zeltzame Gediertens
worden vertoont, en beschreeven. Alles in America door den zelve M. S. MERIAEN naer het leeven, en
levensgrootte Geschildert, en nu in ‘t Koper overgebracht. Benevens een Aenhangsel van de
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Oosterwijk’s 1718 Raupenbuch edition. More ornate and painterly than the simple
basket of fruit, this design shows a figure, perhaps Orpheus, playing a lyre in a pastoral
267

setting replete with a waterfall. The banner above reads “A vigil before (even) sleep.”

To facilitate book sales, the 1705 Latin and Dutch title pages list the addresses of
M.S. Merian and the printer Valck; this practice is evident in the second edition as well.
The 1719 title page meant for a Dutch readership appends an address to the publisher
Oosterwijk’s name at the bottom, and a note that the book on European insects of the
“Juffrouw Merian” is also available for sale at that location.

268

The 1719 Latin edition

does not give the publisher’s address. Rather, a separate page serves as advertisement
for the Raupenbuch (Figure 44).

269

Oosterwijk’s sales savvy is evident in his reference

Veranderingen van VISSCHEN in KIK-VORSCHEN, en van KIKVORSCHEN in VISSCHEN. [imprint]
t’Amsterdam, By JOANNES OOSTERWYK, Boekverkoper op den Dam in de Boekzael: Alwaer dit
Werk, als ook de Europeesche Insecten in quarto van dezelve Juffrouw MERIAEN naer ‘t leven
geschildert en afgezet te bekomen zyn. 1719.” (On the Generation and Metamorphosis of Surinamese
Insects. In which the Surinamese caterpillars and worms are depicted from nature and described with all
of their transformations, each are placed on the plants, flowers and fruits on which they are found; In
addition the description of these plants. In which also the wondrous toads, lizards, snakes, spiders and
other strange creatures are shown, and described. All in America depicted from nature and life-size, and
engraved in copper by M. S. Merian herself. In addition an appendix of the transformations of fish into
frogs, and of frogs into fish. [printer’s mark] of Amsterdam, by Johann Oosterwijk, bookseller on the Dam
in the Boekzael: Where this book is sold, as well as that of the European Insects in quarto depicted from
nature and colored by the same Mlle Merian. 1719).
267
“VIGIL ANTEA ET QUIETE.” Though the phrase appears to read “VIGIL ANTER ET QUIE TE,” it
cannot be translated as written. I have opted for a corrected Latin to aid translation.
268
“By JOANNES OOSTERWYK, Boekverkoper op den Dam in de Boekzael: Alwaer dit Werk, als ook
de Europeesche Insecto in quarto van dezelve Juffrouw MERIAEN naer ‘t leven geshildert en afgezet te
bekomen zyn. 1719.”
269
“Monentur Lectores, in Biblioplio nostro etiam prostare ejusdem MARIÆ SIBILLÆ MERIAN
Dissertationem de Insectis Europæis, quæ pariter ad vivum depicta, & nativis coloribus ornata sunt.” (Let
the reader be made aware that in our library, the Dissertation of European Insects, which are depicted
from life and decorated with their native colors, of the same MARIA SIBYLLA MERIAN, is available for
sale) (Translation by Gertrud G. Champe).
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to Merian’s Raupenbuch as the book on “European insects,” thereby giving a new
distinction to his 1718 Latin edition.
The author Merian’s 1705 dedicatory page to “all curious and diligent observers
of nature” in the Latin edition and “to all lovers and researchers of nature” in the Dutch
has been replaced with the publisher’s two-page dedication to Balthasar Scott (Figure
45).

270

The design and text are identical in the Latin and Dutch editions. An engraving

featuring Scott’s heraldic emblem occupies the upper half of the first page. Reminiscent
of the 1718 Erucarum Ortus dedication page engraving, two allegorical figures flank the
emblem.
in Latin.

271

272

language.

Oosterwijk’s dedication to Scott, as judge and senator of Amsterdam, begins
Praise of Scott’s virtues introduce six lines of rhymed verse in the Dutch

273

With the line “I humbly come bearing this precious book to you,” the poem

becomes a verbal rendition of the traditional book presentation scene. While
Oosterwijk’s stated aim is that Scott’s name will lend a “lustre” to Merian’s work, the
typography creates another effect. The appearance of the names of Scott and Merian in

270

Dedication, in Latin and Dutch, to Balthazar Scott, J..D., headed by his full arms, handcolored, within
fancy scroll, unsigned, 7.6 x 11”; signed JOHANNES OOSTERWYK.’ (“Catalogue of Botanical Books,”
97).
271
Justice stands on the right; I have not been able to identify the figure on the left.
272
A translation of the Latin text reads: “The very noble and great MR. BALTHAZAR SCOTT, J.U.D. Of
the renowned Republic of Amsterdam, Judge and Senator, As well as DUTY COLLECTOR of the Dutch
district And as BAILIFF of the territory of the Watergraefs-Meer, GREATEST PREFECT Of the same
dikes which must be cared for. As splendid in birth as past generations, but most of all his own
VIRTUES, & HONORS Illustrious, & renowned, Most deserving person of the fatherland, to one worthy
every day. Which all things my Dutch song Indicates” (Translation by Gertrud G. Champe).
273
A translation of the Dutch poem reads: “Illuminate scion of your highborn ancestry, Great esteemed
alderman of our mighty Amsterdam, A vigilant councilman, do not let it displease your sovereignty, That I
humbly come bearing this precious book to you, So that the name of SCOTT upon the work of
MERIAEN Gives a lustre, which no age can diminish.”
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capital letters on the same line gives the impression that Merian is Scott’s equal in rank.
Oosterwijk closes his dedication with an extended salutation which, though humble,
also sets his name in capitals.

274

The preface in this edition is made up of two parts, one a new address to the
reader by Oosterwijk, the other a reprint of M. S. Merian’s 1705 address.

275

Oosterwijk

introduces M.S. Merian’s own preface with a full-page recounting of how the 1719
Latin and Dutch editions came to be (Figure 46; Appendix 13). After Merian’s death
and at the departure of her two daughters from Amsterdam, Oosterwijk had taken
possession of the works on the insects of Suriname and of Europe. As editor and
publisher, Oosterwijk considers his edition to be complete, “just as the author had
envisioned it.” He added newly engraved plates, “an elaborate title page and other
decorations.” As the “title page,” he most likely refers to the Ottens frontispiece. The
designer of the 1718 Raupenbuch frontispiece is mentioned by name, Simon Schynvoet,
as an advisor in the process of preparing the 1719 Metamorphosis.

276

Lastly, Oosterwijk

thanks an A. Seba for providing two supplementary engravings “from among similar
holdings in his collection.” The 1719 editions contain 12 new plates in addition to the

274

The salutation reads: “This is the wish Of Your nobility’s Submissive and obliging servant, JOANNES
OOSTERWYK.”
275
The 1718 Raupenbuch also featured a two-part preface, one by Dorothea Merian, the other a reprint of
M.S. Merian’s earlier address to the reader.
276
“Schynvoet served as consultant for the 1719 Metamorphosis” (Davis 202).
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60 plates of the 1705 edition.

277

This is truly a collaborative publishing effort, involving

Dutch collectors who might well have known the late M. S. Merian.
With the additional plates, Merian’s 1705 preface is an outdated description of
the new issue (the Latin and Dutch versions, previously discussed, appear as Figures 32
and 33). Rather than 60 plates, this edition holds 72.

278

The 12 new plates executed by

Merian depict creatures not seen in the original volume, and might have been saved by
Merian for the planned second volume that was not published in her lifetime.

279

Nonetheless, the inclusion of Merian’s preface maintains her presence as the author and
first publisher of the work.
Slipped between the Oosterwijk and M. S. Merian preface material is a new
poem, “On the treatise of [the] Surinamese insects by the late Mistress Maria Sibylla
Merian,” written by M. Brouërius van Niedek.

280

The nine-stanza Dutch poem occupies

a full page in both the Latin and Dutch editions (Figure 47; Appendix 14). While the
1705 Metamorphosis contained no poem at all, the publisher Oosterwijk has included
one here, just as he had added the Perez poem in the 1718 Erucarum Ortus. Like Perez,
277

Wettengl, Maria Sibylla Merian, 226; Pfeiffer 13.
Pfeiffer regarding the plates in the 1719 edition: original 60 plates, and 12 more added engraved after
Merian’s drawings (two of these were of specimens in the cabinet of A. Seba, according to the preface).
(13).
279
“ [The editions of 1719, 1726, 1730 and 1771] contained not only the original 60 plates of the first
edition [of 1705] but 12 additional engravings as well. Featuring reptiles, amphibians and marsupials,
these illustrations provide a clue to Merian’s concept for the second volume she would have published,
had sufficient interest been apparent” (Wettengl, Maria Sibylla Merian, 226).
280
“ [Merian] now had her own marking, an informal title that regularized her anomalous status: she was
Juffrouw Merian—Mistress Merian—ordinarily the term of address for a young unmarried woman, but in
special cases a title of honor for a mature woman on her own” (Davis 199). Oosterwijk had also used the
term “Juffrouw” in his address to the reader in this same edition.
278
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Niedek praises Merian’s ingenuity and hard work, which, in his words, will ensure her
posterity.

281

Niedek’s mentions an “orphan of letters,” a cryptic reference to one of

Merian’s survivors, probably Dorothea. The poet names Oosterwijk as well, calling him
Dorothea’s “guardian.” With the last lines of the poem, Niedek manages to carve out the
relationship between the deceased Merian, Oosterwijk, and Dorothea. Niedek says that
Dorothea, who is not mentioned anywhere else in the front matter, is enhancing her
mother’s and her guardian’s renown.

282

How she is promoting them is unclear from

Niedek’s lines, but we do know that Dorothea sold the plates of the Metamorphosis to
Oosterwijk before departing to Russia.
The subject matter of the Metamorphosis – Surinamese insects and plants – is
the focal point of Niedek’s poem, which acts as a verbalized entryway to the volume’s
illustrations. The poem’s beginning lines, “So opens a new garden Of overseas arbors
and flowers,” beckon the reader to look inside as does the Ottens frontispiece with its
Surinamese landscape. A few lines further encourage a devotional view of nature, just
as Arnold’s 1679 Raupenlied and his 1683 Lobgedicht had in Merian’s Raupenbuch.
The listing of some types of creatures depicted – “Surinamese lizards, … frogs, toads,
snakes and spiders, … ants, caterpillars, and strange worms” – provides a preview more
lengthy than on the title page. Overall, Niedek departs from the way of earlier authors of

281

“That free from the gnawing of time, Her name in every mouth shall put, And make it live there after
her death”.
282
“Now Oosterwijk, who out of pity Made her orphan of letters great, [And] teaches her to support
herself on her own arms, Therefore she also out of gratitude her guardian And mother’s fame and care
heightens.”
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poems appearing in Merian editions. He applauds the book more than he does its author,
and akins his reading experience to a love affair: “I cannot satisfy my eye’s desire: The
more I attend to color and body, The more I fall in love with these pages.” Niedek
essentially reviews the work and shares his satisfaction with nascent readers.
Pierre Gosse (1726 Latin/French Metamorphosis)
Seven years after the appearance of the Latin and Dutch editions published by
Oosterwijk in Amsterdam, the first French translation of the Metamorphosis was printed
in the Hague by Pierre Gosse.

283

The bilingual text in the body of the work – with Latin

in the left column and French in the right – is what most sets the Gosse edition apart
from its 1705 and 1719 predecessors. The front matter likewise presents a Latin title
page, then its French counterpart on the following page, as well as M.S. Merian’s Latin
preface with a French translation behind it.

284

The new dedication is in French alone,

suggesting that Gosse aims for a French-speaking market. While the preliminary
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Apparently, Oosterwijk sold the Metamorphosis plates to Gosse sometime in the years 1719 to 1726.
This is not substantiated in previous scholarship, which only states that Oosterwijk sold the Raupenbuch
plates F. Bernard, publisher of both a French and a Dutch 1730 Raupenbuch dated 1730 (see Wettengl,
Maria Sibylla Merian, 247). My research suggests that F. Bernard, too, obtained the plates for his 1730
Metamorphosis from Oosterwijk.
284
A composite of the seven holdings inventoried serves as my description for the 1726 edition. Four of
these holdings contain both Latin and French title pages, a dedication in French, and Merian’s preface in
Latin and French. One other copy contains these elements but for the Latin title page, which might have
been lost. Two other copies contain the Ottens frontispiece, and into one of these, three elements of the
Oosterwijk editions have been inserted: the dedication to B. Scott, Oosterwijk’s address to the reader, and
the Niedek poem: “The dedication to Balthazar Scott and editor’s preface … is an obvious insertion (from
the edition of 1719?), for the preceding page … has a catchword ‘TRANS-’, which anticipates the
heading on Ar.” (“Catalogue of Botanical Books,” 99). (See also Appendix 2.)
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material has been pared down, the Ottens engraving reappears from the 1719 editions,
serving as an attractive frontispiece.
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The Latin title page is alike in its format, typography, and content to the 1719
version, but for the new identification of the publisher, place and date of publication
(Figure 48).

286

The French title page is a direct translation of the preceding Latin text,

with one change in format (Figure 49).

287

The author’s name has shifted from the top to

just above the identification of the publisher, its location in the original 1705 Latin
edition. This minor modification improves the page’s overall balance and spacing. The
change also shows that the publisher exercised his discretion with an entirely new title
page, yet maintained the integrity of the Latin page.

285

I believe that the Ottens engraving was integral to the 1726 edition, although it is not present in five of
the seven copies which I inventoried. The colorful frontispiece could well have been torn out and
displayed on its own. Further substantiating that the Ottens engraving was part of the 1726 edition (but
perhaps torn from some of the copies inventoried), is Pfeiffer’s description of a copy: “Pfeiffer nrt5f4. B,
5 1726: Large folio format, 6 unnumbered leaves <schmutztitel, titel latin, titel french, widmung an Diego
De Mendoca, vorrede latin, vorrede french>, 72 numbered pages of text, latin and french in parallel
columns, 72 kupfertafeln” (35).
286
The 1726 Latin title page reads exactly as the 1719 title page except for the replaced printer’s mark
and this information: The Hague, At Pierre Gosse, 1726. The mark shows a ram and a bull opposing each
other on a horizon. An anthropomorphized sun shines its rays on the scene, with clouds above and below.
A banner reads, “INDE SIN ENTER.” A frame is embellished with baskets of fruit and anked by a female
and a male bust. The mark is signed “D. Coster inv. et ƒ.”
287
The 1726 French title page reads: “Dissertation sur la generation et les transformations des insectes de
Surinam: dans laquelle on traite des vers et des chenilles de Surinam, des plantes, fleurs, & fruits dont ils
vivent & dans lesquels on les a trouvez. On y parle aussi des crapaux, lezards, serpens, aragnees & autres
petits animaux du meme pais, peints sur les lieux d’apres nature, & depuis gravez avec beaucoup de soin.
On y a joint un traite des changemens des poissons en grenouilles & des grenouilles en poissons. Par
MARIE SIBILLE MERIAN. [imprint] A La Haye, Chez Pierre Gosse. M. DCC. XXVI.” (Dissertation on
the generation and transformations of Surinamese insects: in which Surinamese worms and caterpillars are
depicted, along with the plants, flowers and fruit they feed on and in which they were found. Toads,
lizards, snakes, spiders and other small animals of the same country are also described, painted from
nature on the spot, and since then scrupulously engraved. A treaty on the transformation of fish into frogs
and frogs into fish has been added. By MARIE SIBILLE MERIAN. [imprint] In The Hague, At Pierre
Gosse’s. M. DCC. XXVI.) (Translation by Valerie Laugier.)
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Not the publisher, Gosse, but the work’s French translator, J. Rousset de Missy,
dedicates this Metamorphosis.

288

Like the dedication to Huyghens in the 1718

Raupenbuch, and to Scott in the 1719 Metamorphosis, Rousset’s two pages addressed to
Diego de Mendoça are headed with the dedicatee’s arms (Figure 50; Appendix 15).

289

The engraving’s designer might well be the same “Ottens” responsible for the
sumptuous frontispiece of this and earlier editions, but this is unclear.

290

Similar to the

Huyghens and Scott designs, two figures hold the coat of arms, these being men in
armor. However, the absence of allegorical female figures, and the triplicate appearance
of the phrase “Ave Maria” signify an allegiance to God rather than to the worldly Justice
and Wisdom.
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The dedicatory text, however, contains no references to God, religion,

nor a devotional view of nature. Rousset acknowledges Mendoça both as a
representative of Portugal’s king and as a collector of naturalia. With his letter, the
translator seeks the patronage of the statesman and the informed judgment of the
naturalist.
On the next two pages come the words of the author/naturalist, Maria Sibylla
Merian, in her address, “Ad Lectorem.” Gosse reprints the original preface to the word,
288

“The French translation was made by J. Rousset de Missy (1686-1762), who signs the dedication to
Mendo a. He was born at Laon and lived much of his life at The Hague” (“Catalogue of Botanical
Books,” 99).
289
“Dedication, in French, to Diego de Mendo a ‘Corte Real’, headed by large engraving of his full arms,
colored gold, red, blue, within tan frame, signed ‘I. Otten Schulp.’, 7.3 x 8.9”; and ornamented with
handcolored initial M; signed ‘ROUSSET’ (“Catalogue of Botanical Books,” 97).
290
Although the Hunt catalogue records the signature as “I. Otten Schulp.,” the first initial could be an
“F.” Clearly no “s” follows the name “Otten,” which leads to some doubt as to whether this is the same
artist.
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just as it appeared in the two previous Latin editions of the Metamorphosis, but has used
new plates. The changes are insignificant. While the initial “I” of the text remains
decorative, a new setting of the type fits more text on each line (Figure 51). The French
translation of Merian’s preface remains true in meaning to the original, and mirrors its
appearance with a decorative initial “D” (Figure 52)
Neither the translator, Rousset, nor the publisher, Gosse, altered the content of
pages that Merian had included in the 1705 Latin edition and that Oosterwijk
maintained in the 1719 Latin edition. Accompanied by the parallel Latin and French
descriptions are the same 72 illustrated plates that Oosterwijk had used.
Jean Frédéric Bernard (1730 Dutch Metamorphosis, 1730 French and Dutch
Raupenbuch)
1730 Dutch Metamorphosis
Apparently, perceived demand for Merian’s Metamorphosis in the Dutchspeaking market incited Amsterdam publisher Jean Frédéric Bernard to issue a third
edition of the Dutch version. Bernard’s 1730 edition is, in appearance and content, the
successor to Oosterwijk’s 1719 Dutch edition.

292

Bernard’s choice of preliminary

material duplicates that which was overseen by Oosterwijk: the Ottens engraving, Dutch
title page, dedication to Scott, preface by Oosterwijk (as publisher!), Niedek poem, and
Merian’s preface. Only slight changes deserve mention. The Ottens frontispiece has

291

That the name of the work’s author, Maria, also appears in triplicate might just be a coincidence.
The similarity of the editions supports statements that Oosterwijk did indeed sell the plates to Bernard.
This seems more likely than a sale by Gosse to Bernard.
292
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evidently been retouched or recut, as the female figure in the foreground now has rosier
cheeks and a more exposed bustline (Figure 53). The title page varies slightly in spelling
and punctuation, and in place of a printer’s mark lies a pupa encircled by a wreath,
possibly a Merian drawing (Figure 54). Scott’s coat of arms appears at the head of the
dedication. The Latin text has been translated to Dutch in a much shortened version, but
the Dutch verse is intact (Figure 55).
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Bernard has reprinted the Dutch originals of

Oosterwijk’s preface, Niedek’s poem, and Merian’s preface.

294

Bernard’s primary

motivation seems to have been to profit from continued interest in Merian’s work.
1730 Dutch and French Raupenbuch (with Blumenbuch plates)
Whereas Bernard made only minor alterations in his edition of the
Metamorphosis, changes to the Raupenbuch, in his 1730 Dutch and French editions, are
significant. The front matter is spare, essentially consisting of not more than title pages
and the Ottens(!) engraving in some extant copies. Bernard’s are the first Raupenbuch
editions to be produced in large folio format rather than the original small quarto.
293
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The dedication reads: “The very noble, respected and disciplined gentleman, The gentleman MR.
Balthazar Scott,alderman and counsel, As well as duty collector Of the goods of the municipality in
Amsterdam, bailiff and dikegrave Of the Watergraefs-Meer, etc. etc. etc./ Illuminate scion of your
highborn ancestry, Great esteemed alderman of our mighty Amsterdam, A vigilant councilman, do not let
it displease your sovereignty, That I humbly come bearing this precious book to you, So that the name of
Scott upon the work of Meriaen Gives a lustre, which no age can diminish./ This is the wish Of Your
nobility’s Submissive and obliging servant, Joannes Oosterwyk.”
294
Following Niedek’s name at the end of the poem, it reads “Advt.” rather than the former designation of
“F.Ctus.” for which I have no translation.
295
“After publishing the three volumes of the Raupenbuch in Latin […], Johannes Oosterwyk sold the
copper plates of the Raupenbuch to the Amsterdam publisher Jean Frédéric Bernard. Bernard issued the
large folio volume entitled Histoire des Insectes de L’Europe in 1730. […] In addition to the French
edition, he also edited a Dutch version. Pfister-Burkhalter suggests that he opted for the large format in an
attempt to match the impressive design of the Metamorphosis, Merian’s major work, which Jean Frédéric
Bernard published in Dutch in the same year (Wettengl, Maria Sibylla Merian, 247).
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Bernard achieved this by printing several of Merian’s drawings on each page, which
must have necessitated altering or even recutting of the images.

296

Along with the 153

illustrated plates of the 1718 Raupenbuch, Bernard added 33, with newly written
descriptive text.

297

Bernard’s inclusion of some Blumenbuch plates impairs the integrity

of Merian’s work. Bernard might have been motivated to publish the Raupenbuch and
Blumenbuch plates in large folio format to match the Metamorphosis.
Most interesting is the change from Merian’s title, “The Caterpillar’s Wondrous
Metamorphosis,” to “Histoire des Insectes de L’Europe” (History of the Insects of
Europe) and “De Europische Insecten” (The European Insects). While Bernard retained
the Dutch title to the Metamorphosis, here he formulates a new title to distinguish
Merian’s Surinamese insects from her findings on the Continent. With this
generalization to “European,” Bernard ignores Merian’s specificity in her
1713/1714/1717 preface in which she states that her observing and collecting occurred
in Germany, Friesland, and Holland (Figure 26, Appendix 8).
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“Bernard printed at least three, and in most cases four illustrations on a single folio page” (Wettengl,
Maria Sibylla Merian, 247). Burgers states: “The Book of Flowers was reissued in 1730, in a greatly
modified form. The publisher Frederic Bernard had acquired the copper plates, had had them altered by
another artist’s additions, and published them in a Histoire des Insectes de l’Europe, together with other
copperplate engravings. ‘He printed them in threes or mostly in fours on a folio page, and hence robbed
the individual pages of their intimacy’ [Pfister Burkhalter, 1980, 19]” (88).
297
Scholars differ on the origin and content of the 33 plates. Pfeiffer claims that 18 come from Merian’s
estate and that the other 15 might be from her daughter, Johanna. The French text, composed by Dr. Jean
Marret, was translated in the Dutch edition by a “Vornehmen Liebhaber.” (Pfeiffer 14-15). Wettengl
seems to suggest that these are reprints of the Blumenbuch plates, though they numbered 36: “ [Bernard]
mistakenly assumed that his was the first publication of the Blumenbuch plates, which suggests that by
this time Merian’s early work had already been forgotten” (Maria Sibylla Merian, 247). Unfortunately, I
cannot determine whether the new material is from the Blumenbuch and/or other sources with the material
available to me at the time of writing.
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The title pages of the 1730 Dutch edition begin with a half-title page which
simply reads “De Europische Insecten” (Figure 56). The second title page repeats the
title and gives an abbreviated description of the work’s contents (Figure 57).
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Merian’s

name appears twice, once as the author of the work and again as the creator of the new
plates. Here, Bernard includes his printer’s mark, rather than a Merian drawing as on the
title page of the 1730 Metamorphosis.
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In some copies of this edition, the Ottens

frontispiece lies between the half-title and full title pages, in its colored and uncolored
versions.
An extant copy of the 1730 French edition also has a half-title page which reads
“Histoire des insectes de l’Europe,” followed by a full title page.
are the title pages from another copy.

301

300

Completely different

The first title page, while similar to the
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The title page of the 1730 Dutch Europische Insecten reads: “The European Insects, diligently studies,
depicted from nature, and brought into print by Maria Sibylla Merian: With a short description, in which
she treats the Caterpillar’s beginning, nourishment and wondrous transformation, and also are shown the
origin, food and development, the time, place and characteristics of caterpillars, moths, flies, and other
such bloodless creatures. Here is also included a diligent description of the plants that appear in this work;
and the release of eighteen new plates, drawn by Maria Sibylla Merian herself, and which they found after
her death. Described in French by J. Marret, Doctor of Medicine, and translated into Dutch by a
distinguished amateur. In Amsterdam, by J.F.Bernard, MDCCXXX.” That the title page gives a count of
18 new plates, rather than scholars’ counts of 33, is, again, a mystery that I cannot solve with the material
available to me at the time of writing.
299
A circle inscribed with the phrase “Fœcundis Ignibus Ardet” contains an anthropomorphized sun,
clouds, and a hilly landscape. This is surrounded with embellishments including several musical
instruments.
300
The information from the holding(s) of the Hunt Institute of Botanical Documentation describes more
content than I am able to verify: “Half title: ‘HISTOIRE DES INSECTES DE L’EUROPE.’
Title: text, headed below composed headpiece ‘HISTOIRE GENERALE DES INSECTES DE
L’EUROPE.’ … engraved cut: bouquets of flowers, handcolored, unsigned, 3.9 x 6.5”. “Title page: small
engraving: arabesque with bird and shell, signed ‘B. Picart del. 1728’ 1.85 x 2.6” (“Catalogue of
Botanical Books,” 130).
301
I have seen this holding at the Herzog August Bibliothek and provide facsimiles of these title pages as
appendices.
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decorative wreathes of the 1717 Raupenbuch edition, is actually an alteration of the
1680 Blumenbuch title page, with the new title and the author’s name in its center
(Figure 58). The page that follows has altered the 1717 Raupenbuch frontispiece by
erasing the title from the center and replacing it with a caterpillar and a moth (Figure
59). The author’s name appears as “Mar. Sibylla Merian” as in the 1717 version.
Huquier & Son (1745 French Metamorphosis)
Fifteen years later, in Paris, a second French edition of the Metamorphosis was
published by Huquier & Son. Its issuance in Paris marks a conveyance of the plates
from Holland to France. The editor has taken care to omit all textual front matter not
authored by Merian. Two extant copies have only the Ottens frontispiece as front
matter; one has Merian’s 1705 Latin title page, her brief dedication, and her preface. A
cartouche has been added at the top of Ottens’s classical arch, giving the work a new
French title, “Receuil de Plantes des Indes,” and adding the author’s name, “par M. S.
Merian” (Figure 60). At the bottom of the page, the publisher identification “A Paris
chez Huquier fils” has been added at the left, and “Rue St. Jacques au grand St. Remy”
at the right. The female figure at front has returned to a more modest neckline than in
the 1730 edition. Apparently, the publisher attempts to be sensitive to the tastes of the
French audience. This edition contains 72 plates, as in 1719, 1726, and 1730.
The title change and an insertion to the front matter indicate that the publisher
found Merian’s rendering of Surinamese plants more interesting and appealing than the
metamorphosizing insects, which were the author’s main concern. Merian’s title, “On
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the Metamorphosis of Surinamese Insects,” has been changed to “Recueil de Plantes des
Indes” (Collection of Plants of the Indies). In one holding, following the frontispiece are
three leaves of text with the heading “Explication des noms et couleurs des plantes de
Surinam, par Mme. Merian” (Explanation of the names and colors of the plants of
Suriname). These plant descriptions cannot be traced back to earlier editions. In her
1705 Metamorphosis, Merian names the plants within the body of the work, but not as a
list within front matter. The 1745 edition’s emphasis on Surinamese plants rather than
insects suggests an inversion of Merian’s priorities.
L. C. Desnos (1771 Latin/French Metamorphosis and French Raupenbuch)
A second Parisian publisher, L. C. Desnos, published a bilingual Latin/French
Metamorphosis, as had Gosse in 1726; Desnos also produced a French Raupenbuch,
with Blumenbuch plates, as had Bernard in 1730.
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Desnos issued these Merian works

together, in large folio format, accompanied by Johannes Jonstonus Collection
d’oiseaux les plus rares.

303

My research suggests that Desnos also published editions in

1768 and possibly 1770.

302

As I mentioned earlier, Desnos apparently issued an edition in 1768 (and 1770?) as well, but I only the
Dumbarton Oaks Garden Library holding with a date of 1768 in the cartouche of the Ottens frontispiece
and which the library catalogues as from 1771.
303
“Zu dem text hat der herausgeber [!] Buchoz neue fußnoten beigesteuert, wenn er aufdem titel sagt,
da er damit das werk considérablement erweitert habe, so ist dies nicht weniger ungenau, wie die angabe,
daß dies die dritte ausgabe des werkes sei, und daß der dritte teil der gesamtausgabe von
zwiebelgewächsen und lilien handeln solle. Tatsächlich erschien als ergänzungsband zu den beiden
werken der Merian bei Desnos ein band über vögel” (Peiffer 16). Pfeiffer is referring to Joannes
Jonstonus’ Collection d’oiseaux les plus rares (Paris: LC. Desnos, 1772/74) and to the editor, PierreJoseph Buchoz (1731-1807).
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Examination of front matter included by Desnos shows influence of various
editions, particularly those of 1726, 1730, and 1745. This, despite one scholar’s
reference to preface material in which the publisher, Desnos, reports that the plates were
brought by a “liebhaber” from Holland to Paris, from whom he bought them, and that
they have not been used for years.
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The 1771 Metamorphosis is headed by the Ottens

frontispiece, with the revealing decolleté of 1730 making a reappearance.
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The

cartouche of 1745 is incorporated into the arch, with not only the author’s name, but
also the publisher’s name and address, and the date of publication, replacing the
information provided by Huquier & Son (Figure 61).
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At least one extant copy contains three title pages to this combined
Metamorphosis, Raupenbuch, and Blumenbuch.

307

The cartouche of the altered Ottens

plate features a new title, “Recueil de Plantes des Surinam,” (Collection of Plants of
Suriname). This change recalls the preference of Huquier & Son to emphasize Merian’s
plants rather than insects. Desnos’s new title to the Raupenbuch neither preserves
Merian’s original, “The Caterpillar’s Wondrous Metamorphosis,” nor Bernard’s title of
1730, “History of the Insects of Europe.” Instead, Desnos formulates the title as “Plantes
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Pfeiffer 16.
On the 1771 Ottens frontispiece, see Schiebinger, “Feminine Icons,” 683.
306
The entire text within the cartouche reads: “Recueil de plantes de Surinam Par M. S. Merian A Paris
chez Desnons Librarie et Ing Geog Rue St Jacque au Globe 1768.” The year 1768 appears in two holdings
dated 1771, which substantiates that Desnos issued a 1768 edition and that the Ottens frontispiece was
employed in that edition as well.
307
The holding of the New York Botanical Garden contains one title page that reads, “Des plantes de
Surinam,” a second that reads, “Des plantes de l’Europe,” and a third, “Des plantes bulbeuses, liliacess,
caryophylees,” which apparently refers to the Blumenbuch plates.
305
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de l’Europe” (Plants of Europe), which not only generalizes the locale of Merian’s
findings, but more importantly, negates her focus on the transformation of insects. In
comparison, the title change to the Blumenbuch portion, from “Book of Flowers” to
“Des Plantes. Bulbeuses, liliacees, Caryophyllees” (Plants. Bulbous, liliacees,
Caryophyllees), is innocuous.
The reissuance of Merian’s three books in 1771 indicates her relevance in the
age of Linnaeus. New to the Desnos editions are the Linnaeus plant names added to
Merian’s Metamorphosis plates.
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As will be discussed in section 5.3., Linnaeus

consulted Merian’s Metamorphosis “for a few species of plants in his Species
Plantarum (1753), […] he studied both [the Metamorphosis and the Raupenbuch] when
preparing his Systema Naturae, tenth edition (1768)” and he used Bernard’s 1730
French edition of the Raupenbuch.

309

Publisher Desnos used this 1730 edition as well, a

strong indication that he followed Linnaeus’s work and knew of Merian’s contributions
to natural history. This gave him impetus to bring Merian’s works once more before the
public eye.

308
309

Pfeiffer 16.
Stearn 18.
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CHAPTER 4: MARIA SIBYLLA MERIAN AS AN ARTIST
4.1. Introduction
In carving out the representation of Merian as an artist, it is difficult to separate
her artistic from her investigative pursuits. Her subject matter always included insects
along with flowers and plants, and so contained both entomological and botanical
elements. She was never a still-life painter in the conventional sense, for the
transformation of insects was ever in her sight. Her depictions of insects and flowers
were not so much as symbols of life’s transience, or vanitas, as common in early
modern still lifes, as they were a proclamation of nature’s processes. Yet, Merian’s three
books would not have existed without her illustrations through which she shares her
findings. In section 4.2., I look for references to her practice of illustration in Merian’s
portrait and accompanying text, and to how she was defined as an artist. Further
elements of the Gsell/Houbraken portrait, discussed in section 4.3., record Merian’s
reputation within the family’s legacy. Section 4.4. compares how front matter produced
by Merian and others both reflects and counters Merian’s style and subject matter.
Merian’s stated purpose in publishing her work is to praise God and to entertain readers.
Section 4.5. explores the religious underpinnings that shape Merian’s view of nature and
elucidates Merian’s aim to share her discoveries in nature in a format that awes and
informs her audience.
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4.2. Merian’s portrait
The Houbraken engraving of Maria Sibylla Merian, which is the only verified
portrait of her, carries a structure and iconographic elements typical of an early modern
author portrait (Figure 8). The head-to-waist image presents Merian slightly turned to
the side with head facing front. Her dress and headdress, a fontange, conform to
contemporary fashion; the draped shawl is common to European portraiture. Although
Merian herself did not employ visual symbols of vanitas, this portrait contains
several.
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Symbolizing life’s transitory nature are the flowers, a chrysalis, and a

butterfly to her left and the books behind her right arm. The metamorphosis of the
butterfly typically symbolizes resurrection after death.
knowledge and convey the transitoriness of life.

312

311

Books in paintings represent

These elements and the figure’s pose

and dress represent a person of some stature, but do not in themselves characterize the
subject as an artist.
The tools of an artist are given prominence in the portrait drawn by Merian’s
son-in-law Gsell, which served as Houbraken’s model (Figure 7). The front surface of
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Davis 149. “The metamorphosis of Lepidoptera had, of course, long been known as a matter of
common observation. In Renaissance religious art the inclusion of a butterfly symbolized the lowly earthly
life of mankind, like a caterpillar; his death and sleep within the grave, like a chrysalis; his glorious
resurrection, like the newly emerged butterfly” (William T. Stearn, ed., Erucarum Ortus… (London:
Scolar Press, 1978) 16). Freedberg finds that Merian departs from natural historians, emblem writers and
poets, who likened the process of metamorphosis to the soul’s resurrection, with her depictions and
descriptions that lack metaphor (381-2).
311
Anita Albus, “Blumen und Insekten. Die Grillen der Maria Sibylla Merian.” Die Großen Frankfurter.
Sarkowicz, Hans, ed. (Frankfurt am Main: Insel, 1994, 40-8) 45-6.
312
Sabine Schwarz, Das Bücherstilleben in der Malerei des 17. Jahrhunderts. Buchwissenschaftliche
Beiträge aus dem Deutschen Bucharchiv München. Band 19. (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1987) 4-5.
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the ledge below Merian’s resting left forearm displays instruments used by Merian to
draw, paint, and engrave. Her right hand holds a drawing pencil or painter’s brush,
which has been omitted by Houbraken. Gsell depicts Merian as if interrupted from
designing or hand-coloring one of her creations; the location could be an artist’s studio.
With Merian’s hand left empty by Houbraken, the papers lying before her could signify
her writings; the room could be a study. Gsell’s drawing captures the artist at work; in
Houbraken’s engraving, Merian gestures toward work that is not necessarily visual art.
While Gsell’s subject is clearly an artist, Houbraken blurs the line between artist and
author. Houbraken’s engraving, which, unlike the Gsell drawing and its accompanying
verse, appears in Merian editions, encourages the reader to receive Merian as both artist
and author.
Poems that accompany the Gsell drawing and Houbraken engraving applaud
Merian’s artistic talent and more. The eight-line Dutch verse written in script, which
appears below the Gsell drawing, was clearly added after Merian, infirm for some years,
had passed away:
Maria Sibilla Merian
Where God takes from man, as is proper, that which he gives,
He cares strongly, and lives fervently with his Creation.
Thus brought lady MERIAN, accredited of her brush
And [of] other art, fruitfully as an offering the tableau
Of the wonders of God’s hand, which [her] meticulous eye observed
And imitated and increased deep in America.
Leave her industry now behind for the good of this generation,
Which attempts to change properly, as the little worm shows her. (Figure 7)
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The poem begins with Merian’s relationship to God in living and in dying: “Where God
takes from man, as is proper, that which he gives, / He cares strongly, and lives
fervently with his Creation.” The poet points directly to the brush in Merian’s hand:
“Thus brought lady MERIAN, accredited of her brush / And [of] other art, fruitfully as
an offering the tableau of the wonders of God’s hand.” These references to the Creator
and to Merian’s craft imply that Merian herself acts as an instrument of God in
practicing her art.
Replacing the Dutch verse, Salomon Perez penned 16 lines in Latin for the page
that precedes the Houbraken plate in the 1718 Raupenbuch (Appendix 12). One
function of the Perez poem is to explicate the engraved portrait. He begins with a direct
reference to the image: “Merian is painted thus [as she is], with her eyes, her mien, her
mouth / But no one can paint the gifts of her mind.” Perez hereby submits that
Houbraken’s rendering of Merian’s facial features cannot grasp her ineffable talents, an
admission that many early modern poets make in describing a portrait.
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Yet Perez’s

purpose goes beyond explication of the image to convey, with some rapture, the extent
of Merian’s achievements and renown. He notes Merian’s artistic skill with the tool that
Houbraken omitted from her hand and elevates her with this comparison to an ancient
artist: “She brings forth anything with her drawing pencil lifelike in appearance (a
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For example, the text below Esther Barbara von Sandrart’s portrait (discussed in chapter 2) admits that
the image “does not, however, depict all of her.”
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stunning Apelles!), with novel dexterity.”

Houbraken’s globe serves not only as

reference to Merian’s voyage to the New World, but with Perez’s lines, to far-reaching
celebrity: “Her fame first became apparent throughout the empire,/ Then spread to many
places of the world.” The inclusion of this poem in Oosterwijk’s 1718 Latin edition of
the Raupenbuch, previously published in German and Dutch, underscores the
publisher’s intention to make the work accessible to a wider audience, thereby
increasing the author’s exposure. While the predecessor to Perez’s poem, below the
Gsell drawing, notes Merian’s exacting observations in America, Perez describes
Merian’s investigative work like a mission during which “undiscovered America”
willingly assisted:
She is driven by a desire to know the forms, the nature
Of insects, and the various they are born,
And to which ones they would be metamorphosed.
To her, undiscovered America revealed its worms, and the empire
revealed its worms to her. (Appendix 12)
To Perez, Merian is both artist and naturalist. Further, by recounting Merian’s interest in
the metamorphosis of insects, Houbraken’s chrysalis and butterfly in the accompanying
engraving do not represent merely vanitas, but the main focus of Merian’s life work.
In front matter of 1718 and 1719 editions, praise of the recently departed Merian
commends her effort as much as her gifts. Perez sees Merian’s abilities as God-given,
but acknowledges that she exercised them to the utmost:
Thus to the starry skies she flies, after the breed alike to herself is left
314

Apelles (spelled in the Latin text “Appelle”) was an excellent painter of the island Cos, in great favor
with Alexander the Great, whose picture he drew.
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behind, even now paying back, [as she is] weary of the earth.
This one (she) is a good and faithful servant, who received five,
[And] she gave back a thousand talents to her God. (Appendix 12)
In other words, Merian did better than the biblical servant who received five talents and
gave back ten to his master.
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In her 1718 address to the reader, Dorothea Maria

Merian, recalls how her mother, “of blessed memory,” expended her energy late in life:
She worked night and day to add to her earlier, tireless labors, celebrating and
extolling ever more the ineffable deposit of the Creator’s divine wisdom in each
and every one of his creatures, however lowly, and she had excellent plans for
continuing the work. And then she was snatched away from us (Appendix 11)
In the 1719 Metamorphosis, Oosterwijk acknowledges the “scope of the well known
work by the late Maria Sibylla Merian” and “to what lengths this accomplished and
tireless woman went to produce it” (Appendix 13). Certainly, Merian’s efforts resulted
in books that offered both illustrations and text. Although both Dorothea Merian and
Oosterwijk translated Merian’s texts, they make no specific reference to them. The
“work” to which they refer must, however, encompass her studies, drawings,
engravings, and writings.
While this chapter seeks to define Merian as an artist, the question as to how she
is defined as an author arises. Other than Merian’s preface and a register, the
Blumenbuch contains no text. In the Raupenbuch, the commentaries occupy twice as
many pages as the illustrations. The explanatory texts of the Metamorphosis are brief
and concise, while the plates dominate. In describing her work in front matter, Merian
concentrates on her effort to engrave her drawings as copperplates so that they may
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become more available. Just twice does she mention the writing of the text. In her
preface to the Dutch Raupenbuch, she has translated from German to Dutch (Appendix
8). In the 1705 Metamorphosis, Merian excuses the brevity of her text:
I placed the text of this book on one page between two illustrations … . I could
have formulated a more comprehensive text, but since today’s world is so
delicate and the views of the scholars are so varied, I simply stayed with my
observations. (Appendix 10)
Although Merian’s texts are vital to describing the process of metamorphosis that her
plates can only depict in stages, they play a secondary role to her illustrations. Merian’s
self-definition as an artist far outweighs any persona as an author.
4.3.

Reputation
In the Houbraken engraving and its Gsell model, Merian’s familial ties are

prominent. On the wall over Merian’s right shoulder hangs the framed imprint of the
Merian publishing house. The design of the insignia can be more clearly seen in her
father’s title page to Philip Sidney’s Arcadia, printed in 1643 (Figures 62 and 63). The
imprint’s presence in the portrait embraces her in the Merian family of publishers and,
hence, artists. Since birth, Merian’s public persona was tied to the family name, whose
most famous bearer was her father, Matthäus. His first wife was the daughter of Johann
Theodor de Bry, from whom Matthäus Merian took over the Frankfurt publishing house.
Matthäus Merian’s fame owed largely to his engraved cityscapes and books. Merian’s
half-brothers were portraitists as well as publishers. However, Maria Sibylla Merian
never used the Merian imprint, as her books were printed in other houses. As her father
315

Matthew 25: 14-30.
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died when she was three, Maria Sibylla learned painting not from Matthäus Merian but
from Jacob Marrell, her stepfather, and Abraham Mignon, who both painted flowers.
Thus, Merian’s association to the family name does not imply a particular subject matter
or genre of painting, but rather a level of quality in drawing, engraving, and publishing,
all of which Maria Sibylla practiced.
Front matter in all editions of her work identify Maria Sibylla as a Merian family
member, as discussed in chapter 3. She uses her married name, “Gräffin” while still
living with her husband, Graff, but not thereafter. In the 1680 Blumenbuch and the
1679/83 Raupenbuch, in tandem with the name “Gräffin” appears some reference to her
maiden name “Merian,” clarifying that she is Matthäus’ daughter.
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Striking is

Arnold’s laudatory poem in the 1679 Raupenbuch, wherein he makes an indirect
reference to Maria Sibylla Merian, promoting her father instead: “And show what the
317

worthy Merian can do / Through his daughter’s diligence!”

With the 1705

Metamorphosis and the 1713/14/17 Raupenbuch Merian returns to using her maiden
name exclusively, but no longer buttresses it with mention that she is the daughter of
Matthäus Merian.
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In the first posthumous edition of the Raupenbuch, the publisher in
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Variations on Merian’s name appear as follows: the 1680 Blumenbuch title pages name her as “M. S.
Gräffin / M. Merians des Eltern seel. Tochter,” “Maria Sibylla Gräffin / Matth. Merians seel. des Eltern /
Tochter,” and “Maria Sibilla Graffin”; the 1679 Raupenbuch floral wreath as “Mar Sibylla Gräffin / geb.
Merianin,” the title page as “Maria Sibylla Gräffinn / Matthæi Merians / des Eltern / Seel. Tochter.”
317

Arnold does not use the name “Maria Sibylla Merian,” but calls her “Frau Gräffin” in the second poem
of the 1683 Raupenbuch.
318
The 1705 Metamorphosis uses the name “Maria Sibylla Merian” on title page, dedication, and preface;
the 1713/14/17 Raupenbuch names “Maria Sibilla Merian” on the three title pages; from one floral
wreath, the name “Gräffin” is erased, on another floral wreath, it remains.
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his dedication and the daughter in her address to the reader name the author as Maria
Sibylla Merian. Perez names her “Mariana”; the poem accompanying the Gsell drawing
refers to “lady MERIAN”; the Niedek poem in the 1719 Metamorphosis designates its
author as “the late Mistress Maria Sybilla Meriaen.” Oosterwijk, publisher of the same
volume, dedicates the book to alderman Scott to embellish the Merian name (Figure
45). Whether Oosterwijk means Maria Sibylla or her renowned family remains an
ambiguity.
Merian’s reputation does not rely solely on her family name, as the figures below
the imprint in the Houbraken engraving attest. Seated is Minerva, goddess of crafts as
well as goddess of wisdom; kneeling before her is Prometheus forming man.
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The

source of this arrangement of mythological figures has been identified as a pen-and-ink
drawing by Susanna Maria Sandrart, a resident of Nuremberg.
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Her father, Joachim

von Sandrart (1606-1688), praised Maria Sibylla Merian as a “Minerva” early in her
career. Sandrart referred to Merian in his study of German art and artists, Teutschen
Akademie der Edlen Bau-, Bild- und Mahlerey-Künste of 1675.
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Davis notes that

Sandrart was a pupil of Maria Sibylla’s father at one time and that she and her husband,
Graff, knew Sandrart and other Nuremberg artists involved in forming an academy
319

“From a union between the Sea and its Rivers sprang the Nereids. But as yet, there were no mortal men
until, with the consent of the goddess Athene [Minerva], Prometheus, son of Iapetus, formed them in the
likeness of gods. He used clay and water of Panopeus in Phocis, and Athene [Minerva] breathed life into
them” (Robert Graves, The Greek Myths. (Mt. Kisco, NY: Moyer Bell Limited, 1988) 34).
320
Wettengl, Maria Sibylla Merian, 102, Cat. No. 36.
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there.
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Schmidt-Linsenhoff argues that Sandrart found Merian’s activities as painter,

embroiderer and teacher of women in keeping with her middle-class position, but that
“the admission of female artists with scholarly ambitions to the academy Sandrart had
made it his last goal in life to establish would have been the farthest thing from his
323

mind.”

While Merian painted her subjects “from life,” a practice espoused by

Sandrart, we have no indication that she was connected to his school of painting nor
especially influenced by him in her art.
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That the 1725 engraved portrait of Sandrart’s wife, Esther Barbara, has been
mistaken for one of Maria Sibylla Merian, can be explained by several factors (Figure
4). Perhaps it was thought that since Sandrart described Merian in his Teutschen
Akademie, that he had also portrayed her at one time. Merian herself had lived in
Nuremberg, a major commercial and artistic center, for eleven years, so the provenance
of the portrait might have led some to believe it was Merian. Further, Nuremberg was an
influential printing and publishing center, and a major city of the European book trade
in which the Merian family had a good name as a publisher of books and engravings.
321

Deckert, Neues Blumenbuch, 25. For a partial translation of Sandrart’s description of Merian and her
art, see Burger 83-4. On Merian’s contact with Joachim von Sandrart, see Wettengl, Maria Sibylla
Merian, 18-19 and Sandrart, 1675, Vol. 1, no. 283, p. 339 (see also Davis 295, footnote 1).
322
Davis 145.
323
Schmidt-Linsenhoff 205.
324
“Die von einer alten Tradition geprägte Künstlergemeinde der Reichsstadt [Nürnberg] erhielt neue
geistige und künstlerische Impulse, als 1674 die erste Kunstakademie, die jedoch keine Frauen aufnahm,
dort von Joachim von Sandrart gegründet wurde. Der Begründer nahm neben seinen Schülern auch Laien
auf; ihm lag vor allem daran, nach dem Leben malen und zeichnen zu lassen. In welcher Form Maria
Sibylla mit dieser Malschule des alten Familienfreundes etwas verbunden war, konnte ich nicht
feststellen” (Ingeborg H. Solbrig, “ ‘Patiencya ist ein gut kreutlein.’ Maria Sibylla Merian (1647-1717),
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Lastly, the portrait might have circulated without the inscription below which clearly
identifies it as Esther Barbara von Sandrart. As stated in chapter 2, she was an
enthusiastic collector of naturalia who knew Merian. The depiction of a woman with
circular boxes of pressed insects could also lead one to conclude that this is Merian.
Elements in the Houbraken engraving discussed thus far shape Merian’s image
not so much according to her artistic endeavors but as to how society received her. Her
belonging to the artistic Merian family legacy is recorded here rather than her individual
achievement. Overall, though, the Gsell drawing and Houbraken’s slightly altered
version, portray Merian as a woman who built up her reputation with investigation,
artistry, publishing, and travel.
4.4.

Merian’s style and subject matter
Two prints of Merian’s work displayed by Houbraken give a limited

representation of her range of subjects and the development of her style. Curiously, not
plates not from Merian’s magnum opus, the Metamorphosis, but from lesser works lean
against the ledge below her right elbow.
The assemblage of shells in the foreground recalls illustrations that Merian
executed on commission for Rumphius’s D’Amboinsche Rariteitkamer, published in
Amsterdam in 1705.
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Merian did not control the overall design of the plates that she

Naturforscherin, Malerin, Amerikareisende.” Die Frau von der Reformation zur Romantik. Barbara
Becker-Cantarino, ed. (Bonn: Bouvier, 1980, 58-85) 69-70).
325
On commission, see Wettengl, Maria Sibylla Merian. 32 and 251; see also Davis 178-9.
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completed, which lack her distinctive style of arrangement.
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For example, her

systematic presentation of spiral snails, “corresponded closely to the strict order of rows,
frames and boxes in collections of naturalia, and … stood in diametrical opposition to
327

Merian’s own painterly style.”
credit in the book.
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She neither signed the engravings as artist nor received

However, first Gsell, then Houbraken include the shell drawing for

reasons that can only be surmised. Merian’s participation in the production of the
Rumphius book increased her visibility in Amsterdam, where she subsequently
published the Metamorphosis in 1705. A more concrete rationale lies within the
network of Dutch artists and publishers. The editor of the Rumphius book, Simon
Schynvoet, also designed the frontispiece for the 1718 Raupenbuch, where the
Houbraken engraving is placed.
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It could well be that Gsell and Houbraken feature the

shell drawing to indicate Merian’s associations within the art and publishing world, just
as they did with the Merian publishing house imprint in the background of her portrait.
The wreath propped behind the shell drawing identifies her as a flower painter in
the tradition of her teachers, Marrell and Mignon. It resembles the three floral
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A water color drawing by Merian that served as a model for an engraving in Rumphius’s Rariteitkamer
is reproduced by Wettengl (Maria Sibylla Merian, 186).
327
Wettengl, Maria Sibylla Merian, 251. On style of representation in Rumphius’s book in contrast to
Merian’s own style see Wettengl, Maria Sibylla Merian, 33, 251-3; Rücker, “Maria Sibylla Merian.
Businesswoman,” 259).
328
Wettengl, Maria Sibylla Merian, 251.
329
“Simon Schynvoet had a remarkable collection of shells, which he drew on for the Rumphius editions,
of which he was editor for Halma” (Davis from Uffenbach, etc., 322, footnote 161). Schynvoet also
collaborated on the 1719 Metamorphosis.
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frontispieces of Merian’s tripartite Neues Blumenbuch, typifying Merian’s early work
conducted in Nuremberg (Figures 11, 12, and 13).
The juxtaposition of the wreath and the shells, which she drew some 25 years
later, indicate the time span when Merian was most productive. Nonetheless, the two
selections of her work do not reflect the development of Merian’s artistic style and
favorite subject matter. Instead, the flowering plant and live butterfly, toward which her
body is turned, convey Merian’s lifelong interest and the pinnacle of her career.
For an artist, the blossoming of a flower and the development of a moth or
butterfly held great aesthetic potential. With color and detail, one could paint beautiful
renderings that both instruct and delight.
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Merian took this opportunity again and

again, but not only for aesthetic reasons.
Merian distinguished herself as an artist by depicting the metamorphosis of
insects with their plant food. In this, she went beyond the art of still life painting, which
commonly posed a fly or beetle on a blossom here and a leaf there as decoration.
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While she learned and practiced flower painting in the craft tradition, Merian’s subject
matter and style evolved with each publication. She began with entwined and bundled
flowers featuring a fly, moth, butterfly or bird in the Blumenbuch, which offered
conventional, though beautiful arrangements. She moved on to domestic caterpillars,
moths and butterflies arranged among flowers and vines in the Raupenbuch. With the
330

See Christiane Schneider, “ ‘Sibylle à Surinam va chercher la nature …’. Maria Sibylla Merians
Metamorphosis Insectorum Surinamensium.” Reisen des Barock: Selbst- und Fremderfahrung und ihre
Darstellung (Bonn: Romanistischer, 1991, 127-41) 134.
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Metamorphosis, Merian presents insect and plant life that are exotic in appearance and
setting. From her first to her third work, Merian’s depictions changed from static to
dynamic. Her first flowers were propagated, picked and artfully arranged. In Merian’s
most mature work, she painted insects and plants much as how she found them in
nature. Yet the stages of metamorphosis appear in one frame, which defies the natural
course of events. The artist has indeed arranged nature to her suit her aim. Merian
overcame the limitation of still-life painting in depicting the stages of transformation by
recording, in her text, what she observed and for how long.
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Merian’s change of focus from art to nature can be tracked in the the front matter
of her three books, beginning with the Blumenbuch. Subtle changes to the title-page
wording are noted over the five-year period during which Merian put forth the three
parts of the Blumenbuch. The title page to the first set of 12 plates, in Latin, notes that it
was “prepared with diligence.” The second and third sets state that Merian “painted
from life and engraved on copper herself.” The title page of the Neues Blumenbuch
replaces the first and repeats the phrase “prepared with diligence.” The reason for the
modulation of claims could reflect the extent to which Merian copied from other artists’
331

“Merian raises the portrayal of insects to great art” (Freedberg 382).
On Merian’s use of her textual descriptions to explain her observations as depicted in her illustrations,
see Heidrun Ludwig, “Von der Betrachtung zur Beobachtung. Die künstlerische Entwicklung der Blumenund Insektenmalerin Maria Sibylla Merian in Nürnberg (1670-1682).” Der Franken Rom. Nürnbergs
Blütezeit in der zweiten Hälfte des 17. Jahrhunderts. (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1995, 95-113) 104-106).
“It was only through the mutual enhancement of picture and text that Merian was able to achieve a new
ecological manner of representation. She did not want to list encyclopedically and record schematically,
but rather describe and illustrate the biological life cycles of the plant and animal kingdoms using the
pictorial and textual possibilities open to her. In this way, she was able to attain her goal of breathing
artistic life into traditional forms of representation – a new didactic balance between near-natural
332
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floral drawings, with the second and third volumes being more original than the first.
The copying of existing compositions was common and acceptable.
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That she copied

does however underscore the practicality of the undertaking of the Blumenbuch at this
time of Merian’s life.
In contrast to the Blumenbuch’s flowers, the Raupenbuch’s creatures take the
central role in Merian’s compositions. She begins her preface to the 1679 Raupenbuch
with a reference to the flower painting on which her reputation stands. Merian explains
that, up to now, she has “adorned” flowers with creatures, in the manner of landscape
painters (who embellish flora with fauna). But the artist quickly makes clear that the
worms, which she propagates and observes, are the main concern of this new work. The
herbs, flowers, and fruits are the food that kept her captives alive for the weeks and
months required for metamorphosis. That plants have a subsidiary role in Merian’s
compositions is made clearer in her acknowledgement that her husband, Johann Graff,
drew in the herbs, flowers, and fruit under Merian’s direction. In her preface to the 1705
Metamorphosis, Merian recollects how she prepared the Raupenbuch:
I wanted […] to practice the art of painting and to sketch and depict the insects
from nature, as I was able to find them first in Frankfurt and then in Nuremberg.
To satisfy my own curiosity, I painted all of the insects on parchment. (Appendix
10)
Merian makes a transition in her second work, from flower painter to painter of another
of nature’s wonders, i.e. the transformation of worms to butterflies and moths. With the
representation and artistic stylization” (Thomas Burger, ed., Maria Sibylla Merian. New Book of Flowers,
(Munich: Prestel, 1999) 85).
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Raupenbuch, Merian defines herself as an artist apart from the flower-painting tradition
of her stepfather’s studio. She paints not still life, but observations she makes “from
334

life.”

The Schynvoet engraving that serves as frontispiece to the 1718 Raupenbuch
depicts Merian as an artist at work. Seated at the end of a draped table, she is in the act
of drawing a butterfly (Figure 9). Holding a pencil or brush, she looks up from her
parchment at a butterfly resting before her. Another butterfly perching on a potted bush
attracts the attention of two putti. Dead specimens of both insects and plants are strewn
across the step before the table and could well lie inside the two bell jars at center. Two
seated putti study a drawing that, with a large flower, leaves, and a caterpillar, simulates
Merian’s style of arrangement. Bound pages and rolled parchment further impart
Merian’s creative work. Schynvoet has clothed Merian in classical garb rather than in
dress typical of her day, and he has placed her in grand surroundings rather than a
domestic interior. Despite this, his engraving presents Merian at work similarly to how
she describes the process herself in the preface to the 1705 Metamorphosis: “[In
Holland] according to the curious observations in nature, I executed these sixty
drawings on parchment, which can be seen at my home beside the dried creatures.”
Thus, while Merian observed live insects, it seems she also used dead insects while
drawing, embuing them with a lifelike appearance.
333

On Merian’s copying of models, see Deckert 44 and Segal 69-74.
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The Ottens frontispiece of the 1719 Metamorphosis visually differentiates
Merian’s work with live and dead creatures. The background’s outdoor view shows her
catching a specimen with a net. In the indoor scene in the foreground, several putti play
with a preserved collection. The single reference to her artistry is the open book to the
left on the ground. Ottens has chosen two plates from the Metamorphosis, one of which,
Plate 29, features a yellow grapefruit (Figure 64).
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A larva and a caterpillar crawl on

the fruit, a butterfly sits on its leaves and another flies above it. Although Merian does
not appear as an artist, per se, the Ottens engraving tells part of her process and selects a
drawing that is representative of her dynamic style.
4.5.

336

Merian’s purpose
In front matter authored by Merian, she expresses her dual purpose, ever mindful

of her audience. Her first stated objective is to carry her books to completion in order to
praise God. Some scholars, such as Schneider, have described Merian’s devotion as
pantheistic, based on her attention to small creatures such as the silkworm.
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In this

context, pantheism would be the belief that nature is a manifestation of God and a
source of divine revelation; further, every part of nature is inspired with the divine
334

Merian’s process of drawing live creatures found in nature differed from other illustrators “whose work
was, at best, based on damaged and poorly preserved dead specimens” (Anthony Rice, Voyages of
Discovery. Three Centuries of Natural History Exploration (New York: Potter, 1999) 93).
335
Plate 29 is original to the 1705 Metamorphosis.
336
Ottens must also have been cognizant of the grapefruit’s impact on the viewer. Freedberg speaks of
“the cultural freight of the presence of citrus fruit in pictures: the more exotic the better. They become
food for the eyes, even when wormed or wilted” (398).
337
Just one example is from Schneider: “[Merian] basiert ihre Arbeit auf einer pantheistischen Religiösität
mit dem erklärten Ziel, ‘allein Gottes Ehre, Ihn als einen Schöpfer auch dieser kleinsten und geringsten
Würmlein zu preisen’” (130).
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spirit. More recently, scholars find that an early pietist, reformed Protestant religious
view informs Merian’s work. Baptized Lutheran, it is surmised that in Frankfurt Merian
had contact with the pietist teachings of Phillip Jacob Spener.
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Merian’s view of

nature integrates a neoplatonically-inspired Protestant perception of nature which had a
foothold in Nuremberg and that espouses seeing nature as a context in which to seek and
bring one closer to God.
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Specifically, Wettengl and Ludwig have called her

Raupenbuch a Protestant book of devotion meant for a wider circle of readers than artand nature-lovers.
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Although Merian does not refer to the butterfly as a symbol of a

soul’s transformation and rebirth, pietist readers would recognize this traditional
meaning.
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Further evidence of Merian’s awareness of the link between pietism and

metamorphosis is her use of symbolism and numbers within the text of the 1705
Metamorphosis. Ingrid Guentherodt notes these meaning-laden elements in the text of
the 1705 Metamorphosis where, in chapter 47 which denotes Merian’s 1647 year of
birth, the white grape symbolizes the resurrection, redemption, and the eucharist in the
Christian tradition.
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Davis, however, describes Merian’s references to God in the 1679
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See Davis 157-8 and Schneider 130.
See Ludwig, “Von der Betrachtung,” 95 and 102-3.
340
See Kurt Wettengl, “Maria Sibylla Merian (1647-1717),” Deutsche Frauen der Frühen Neuzeit.
Dichterinnen, Malerinnen, Mäzeninnen (Darmstadt: Primus, 2000, 107-22) 114 and Ludwig, “Von der
Betrachtung,” 107.
341
Schneider 134.
342
“ [I]m Kapitel 47 mit der Zahl ihres Geburtsjahrs die weiße Weintraube, das Symbol, das in der
christlichen Tradition für Auferstehung, Erlösung und Eucharistie steht, und zugleich für das lebenslange
Forschungsthema von Maria Sibylla Merian - die Verwandlung, Teil auch der ihr vertrauten
Glaubensvorstellungen des Pietismus im Sinne von Läuterung und Wiedergeburt” (Ingrid Guentherodt,
“Autobiographische Auslassungen: Sprachliche Umwege und nichtsprachliche Verschlüsselungen zu
339
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preface to the Raupenbuch as “the sanctification of her entomological task by
343

religion.”

Further study of Merian’s front matter as it relates to her illustrations and

text would, I believe, reveal her motivation to an integrated view of religion, art, and
nature.
Merian’s second objective, to entertain her readers, is found by one scholar to be
a common motivation in seventeenth- and eighteenth-century scientific writings.
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While the Schynvoet and Ottens images fail to convey the devotional aspect of Merian’s
work, they communicate the enthusiasm of her public with their busy putti. Her own
words in title pages, dedications, and prefaces convey the complexity of Merian’s view
toward her role as an artist and toward art versus nature.
In her preface to the 1680 Blumenbuch, Merian takes a stand on the matter of
flower propagation and sales (Appendix 3). Recounting stories from the height of
tulipomania in the 1630s up to as recently as 1679, Merian criticizes the speculative
flower market.
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Though fascinated with the variety of flowers that have been

discovered and cultivated, some of which she describes, Merian does not set a price on
them. She castigates those who do not have posterity in mind when taking short-term
autobiographischen Texten von Maria Cunitz, Maria Sibylla Merian und Dorothea Christiane Erxleben,
geb. Leporin.” Autobiographien von Frauen. Beiträge zu ihrer Geschichte. Heuser, Magdalene, ed.
(Tübingen: Niemeyer, 1996, 135-51), 151.
343
Davis 156.
344
See Guentherodt, “Autobiographische,” 141 and Guentherodt, “Maria Cunitz und Maria Sibylla
Merian: Pionierinnen der deutschen Wissenschaftssprache im 17. Jahrhundert.” ZGL. 14. (1986, 23-49)
34.
345
Deckert dates the height of the tulipomania period from 1634 to 1638 (Neues Blumenbuch 41).
Michael Pollan gives a unique perspective on tulipomania in his essay, “Desire: Beauty, Plant: Tulip,”
The Botany of Desire (New York: Random House, 2001) 59-110).
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pleasure in flowers: “those who cultivate or present flowers are taking neither God nor
their descendants into consideration; instead, they would rather benefit from this today
and tomorrow.” On the other hand, Merian shows understanding for fans of flowers,
because of the power flowers have over them: “such colorful masterpieces inherently
have the secret tendency that they make those not so much blind with seeing eyes as
they make them seeing with blind eyes.” Merian counts her readers among these same
amateurs of flowers. She shares with her customers a wish to preserve the flowers for
future generations – she through her engraved and colored plates, they with their copies
of the Blumenbuch and their embroidery. To Merian it is irrational to seek fleeting
pleasure in flowers, and she stresses the value of flowers for their enjoyment over the
years. With the story of the farmer and the emperor, Merian supports efforts that will
benefit generations. She intends her Book of Flowers to offer long-term rewards to those
“mindful of future posterity.”
Merian is at odds not only with how society views flowers, but on the technique
used to create floral paintings. The artist Merian finds a delicate resolution between
what is found in nature and how man preserves this, between the natural beauty of
flowers and an artist’s rendering. Hence, Merian addresses her preface of the 1680
Blumenbuch to the “Nature- and Art-loving Reader” who values both what is natural
and artificial. Merian ends her preface with a poem about art and nature, which partake
in a duel which both win:
So must art and nature constantly wrestle with each other
Until on both sides they restrain themselves
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So that victory stands on the same stroke and blow:
The one that overcomes is also overcome! (Appendix 3)
In essence, they cooperate so that we can continue to enjoy nature:
So must art and nature embrace and receive each other
And both of them extend the hand to the other:
To those that battle in this way! So that in such a dispute
When all is done, satisfaction follows. (Appendix 3)
Her Blumenbuch preserves nature as do any copies, paintings, and embroidery which
arise from it. Ludwig recounts a conversation from 1522 in which Erasmus of
Rotterdam spoke to Timotheus on the differences between nature and art, specifically
between flowers and painted flowers. From this discussion, Ludwig extracts the
explanation that art preserves nature through its quality of perpetuity.
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Like a garden curator, Merian is concerned with the preservation of the flowers
that have captured the interest of Europeans. She sees the pleasure garden of the
Electors of the Palatinate as an exception to the foolery of flower collectors. Here, types
of flowers from England and “many other rare memorabilia can be seen with much
astonishment.” In her view, the garden is not there just for the owner’s pleasure, but for
others to enjoy. Merian would feel comfortable there, “In such a place where Apollo
himself holds court and all of the sciences are given more than princely pardon.” When
she speaks of “all of the sciences” does she refer to those who, like herself, approach
flowers to serve science rather than for selfish exploit?
346

“Erasmus stellte grundsätzliche Abweichungen zwischen natürlichen und gemalten Pflanzen fest.
Erstens sind die gemalten Pflanzen nicht den Gesetzen der Natur unterworfen und deshalb so beständig,
daß sie zu allen Jahreszeiten die Augen ergötzen. … Zweitens spricht der gemalte Garten nur die Augen
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In her text, Merian’s approach to flowers seems to be as much in the interest of
science as for their aesthetic or symbolic value as still-life subjects. Her Blumenbuch
contains no textual description with the drawings, but in the preface Merian describes
the particular characteristics of several flowers. She names some of the most wondrous
flowers, the Sinesian rose, the Mogorin, and Jasmine in shape, tracing the changes in
their color, scent, and the taste of berries. She reports even how an Angelica was found
in the Riesengebirge. These comments exemplify what Merian values in nature – that
which is beautiful, rare, and unique. She credits nature as the artist, not herself. In a
sense, she steps aside as the artist, giving way to nature. She is the naturalist who
collects and preserves for science and posterity.
The 1680 Blumenbuch followed on the heels of Merian’s 1679 edition of the
Raupenbuch. In the Blumenbuch preface, she makes a sort of cross reference to the
Raupenbuch by assuming that nature- and artloving readers of her Raupenbuch are now
purchasing the Blumenbuch. As she finds a symbiosis between art and nature, between
flowers and insects, so she finds shared interests with her audience. She hopes to lead
them from an enjoyment of floral pictures to an appreciation of metamorphosizing
insects.
Though five of the seven paragraphs of the preface to the 1679 Raupenbuch
describe how Merian observed and drew her subjects, Merian has not lost sight of the
commercial end of the book business (Appendix 4). She offers to hand-color the plates,
an, während der natürliche auch den Geruchssinn aktiviert; diesen Mangel kann die Kunst jedoch durch
ihre Beständigkeit kompensieren” (“Von der Betrachtung,” 101).
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which comprise fifty copper engravings in black and white, at an extra charge: “if the
nature- and art-loving reader wants all of these pages accurately illuminated with colors,
or only the caterpillars and transformations, including the butterflies, he can obtain both
from us.” Even the verse concluding the preface serves as an advertisement in which
Merian repeats the offer to color the book, wishing “to provide pleasure through art.”
She justifies her choice of the worms as her subject as they are part of God’s
creation and that she wishes only to praise God. However, she contradicts herself in her
verse, wherein she wishes to “earn praise and the favor of great gentlemen!” As an
artist, then, she both recognizes the wonder of God’s creation and seeks recognition
with her work. This passage offers of glimpse of Merian’s struggle to both define
herself as an artist and to temper pride with humility.
The poem, penned by Arnold, that appears at the end of the 1679 Raupenbuch,
helps to resolve the conflict between nature and art, between God and artist. Arnold
gives God the credit for nature’s beauty: “These colorful little butterflies,/ that God
tenderly decorated.” Though Merian’s paints lend color to her drawings, “even the best
master’s hand” could not paint more beautifully than God. Merian, as publisher, has
seen fit to include this devotional poem which not only celebrates the caterpillar, but
likens man to a “poor little worm.” Through Arnold’s words, Merian conveys a deep
respect for nature. As an artist, she makes renderings of God’s creation available to her
readers, but does not seek to challenge the superiority of the original.
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Although Merian writes a shorter preface for her 1717 Raupenbuch, it touches
on points similar to those of almost forty years past. In decorating floral drawing with
insects, she says she expended much effort in raising them. Again, she is astounded that
“the Creator has laid such wonderful being and beauty in such miniscule animals.” In a
humble stance, she admits that “no depiction with pencil and paint can attain the same.”
Any hint that her art rivals God’s creations has been erased; Merian’s offer to handcolor the plates has been moved to the title page. Succinctly in her foreword, and
without Arnold’s “Caterpillar Song” to reinforce her view, Merian ranks art below
nature. She does not seek to confront nature or to surpass its beauty with her art as other
artists did by, for example, employing the technique of trompe-l’oeil.
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Ludwig states

that “Merian categorically denied the artist’s capacity to imitate natural beauty
348

perfectly.”

Rather she “places her oeuvre at the service of nature by making us aware

of the miniature natural works of art in her pictures of flowers, butterflies and
349

caterpillars.”

Merian perceives her audience to have changed from art- and nature-lovers to
mainly “observers of nature” with the 1705 Metamorphosis and the 1717 Raupenbuch.
Merian dedicates her 1705 Latin and Dutch editions to “observers of nature” and, in her
address to the reader, says that she has brought her work into print for their “speculation
and pleasure.” The title page addresses “lovers of insects, herbs, flowers” and describes
347

Burger 81.
“The Raupenbuch,” 62.
349
Ludwig, “The Raupenbuch,” 81.
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the content as “depicted from nature … depicted from nature and life-size.” She first
places emphasis on the quality of the engravings and paper rather than on the subject in
her address to the reader, where she adds “those knowledgeable about art” to her
potential audience. Has art become a mere vehicle with which to bring nature before her
readers’ eyes?

350

Merian’s art is no longer the point, nor is praise of God mentioned in

the front matter of her 1705 and 1717 publications. Merian’s self-perception seems to
have transformed from a lover of art to an observer of nature, and she practices her art in
the service of natural history.

350

In his commentary to the 1968 edition of the Neues Blumenbuch, Deckert remarks that Merian
distinguishes herself more in the observation of nature than in the pictorial arts (6), yet, Deckert sees
Merian’s flower painting and insect research combining to form a balance (22) although “Wissenschaft
dient ihrer Kunst – und nicht umgekehrt” (23); In the 1992 edition of the Metamorphosis, however,
Deckert reverses his view by saying that Merian saw her task more in naturalism than in art (135).
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CHAPTER 5: MARIA SIBYLLA MERIAN AS A NATURALIST
5.1. Introduction
Maria Sibylla Merian reveals to her readers of the 1705 Metamorphosis that she
has long been fascinated with tiny creatures: “I have been involved since childhood with
the investigation of insects.” Her entomological studies began in Frankfurt and
continued in Nuremberg, West Friesland, Holland and Suriname. She collected eggs,
larvae, and caterpillars and watched their transformation at her Nuremberg home. The
lowlands of West Friesland and Holland offered types of flora and fauna that were
entirely new to her. In tropical Suriname lived plants, insects, and reptiles that were
unknown to most of the world. Though changing family circumstances played a role in
Merian’s geographic moves, her inquiry into the life of insects was not interrupted. On
the contrary, each change of environment offered her new resources of which she took
advantage. In her preface to the 1717 Raupenbuch, published just one and one-half
months after her death, Merian shows her delight in having “found very many
wonderful changes” and states that her “desire in the observing was awakened more and
more.” Section 5.2. further explores Merian’s view of nature and asks how the front
matter of Merian editions describes her work as a naturalist in the late seventeenth and
early eighteenth centuries.
Merian discloses in her preface to the 1705 Metamorphosis that her pursuit in
understanding the process of metamorphosis was almost solitary during her youth and
married years. She explains that “in order to observe [caterpillars’] transformation … I
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retired from society and occupied myself with these investigations.” Over the years,
however, her contact with amateur observers of nature grew. In Germany, acquaintances
sent Merian more creatures to study and they spurred her to publish the 1679 and 1683
Raupenbuch. In Holland, she notes that amateurs “brought me caterpillars so that I
could watch their transformation.” At Waltha Castle in Wieuwerd, she saw the private
collection of Cornelius van Sommelsdijk, who had served as governor in Suriname and
had founded a community there.
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In Amsterdam, Merian gained entrance into the

collections, or cabinets, of notable residents. After she returned from Suriname to
Amsterdam, acquaintances again encouraged Merian to publish. Her comments in the
preface to the 1705 Metamorphosis clearly show that she has broken out of isolation: “I
was not pleased that I alone knew of such uncommon cases [of metamorphosis], but
was inclined to share the same with other amateurs.” Section 5.3. situates Merian’s
approach in the context of scientific theories and activities of the time and investigates
how front matter records Merian’s relationship to an early eighteenth-century circle of
naturalists and owners of cabinets of curiosities.
In her publications, Merian’s references, and those of her eulogists, to a
devotional view of nature coincide with the secular wish to make her findings known. In
her age, the work of a naturalist contributed to the field of natural history.
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While the

Rice 92.
On natural history in the seventeenth century, see Harold Cooke, “The Cutting Edge of a Revolution?
Medicine and Natural History Near the Shores of the North Sea,” Renaissance and Revolutions.
Humanists, scholars, craftsmen and natural philosophers in early modern Europe (Cambridge:
Cambridge UP, 1993) 45-61.
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terms “science” and “scientist” had not yet been coined, the historical figure of the
scientist emerged during the early modern period.

353

Early modern naturalists created a

trans-European climate by corresponding and publishing in Latin and other languages.
Still, a truly international community of scientists sharing results of their work did not
yet exist. Section 5.4. explores how front matter attempts to claim Merian’s work for
national and imperial interests and how Merian, by venturing to Dutch-colonized
Suriname, positions herself in the colonial debate.
5.2. Portrayal of a naturalist
Since childhood, Merian was fascinated with caterpillars. It is probable that she
had seen her half-brothers’ 1653 German publication of John Jonston’s Naturgeschichte
der Insekten.
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Maria Sibylla would also have known about silkworm breeders in

Frankfurt through contact with Marrel’s brother, who dealt in the silk trade.
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Sections

4.4. and 4.5. discuss this vital element of Merian’s art and lifelong investigative work,
and consider the influence of early pietism and its view of metamorphosis on Merian. In
her study on Merian, Davis parallels Merian’s interest in metamorphosis with
transformations in her personal life. In 1675, Merian, with her mother and two
daughters, joined her half-brother, Caspar, in the Labadist community in Wieuwerd. Her
association with the Labadists does not seem to have influenced her view of nature.
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On the terms “science” and “scientist,” see Brandon Bame Fortune, Franklin & His Friends.
Portraying the Man of Science in Eighteenth-Century America (Washington D.C.: Smithsonian National
Portrait Gallery, 1999) 2. On the shaping of the portrait of the natural philosopher, and hence, of the
modern scientist, see Paolo Rossi, “The Scientist,” Baroque Personae. (Chicago: U of Chicago P, 1995)
263-289.
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Further, I agree with Davis that the religious aspect of Merian’s work did not strengthen
as a result of this experience, but rather expressed itself with “a detached sense of God’s
presence and power in the world,” as evidenced in her Amsterdam publications
subsequent to leaving the sect.
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Despite restrictions enforced by the Labadist community, Burger finds that
Merian “joined the Labadists to live her religiousness to the full, and yet she remained
357

true to her own scientific thirst for knowledge.”

While at Wieuwerd, Merian

continued to collect specimens on the heaths and moors of West Friesland. Though she
did not publish during her six-year stay, Meria’s productivity resulted in her book of
studies, or Studienbuch, from which she added plates to her Dutch Raupenbuch of
1713/1714 and 1717. Conversion to Labadism for some meant abandonment or
reduction of their artistic and scholarly pursuits.
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Founder Jean de Labadie and Pastor
359

Yvon warned “against corrupting eyes with ‘curious books and Paintings.’”

Yet Davis

points out that Merian’s observations did not counter the Labadist view of nature, for
Labadie saw plants and insects as “innocent” creations of God.
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Wettengl, Maria Sibylla Merian, 17.
182. In her discussion of the declining literal presence of God in Merian works, Davis notes that in the
Dutch Raupenbuch “there were certainly no more caterpillar hymns” (182).
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One apparently lasting influence of the Labadists on Merian was their
disaffection for portraiture, although modest portraits were allowed.

361

As previously

mentioned, Merian did not sit for a portrait until 1717, drawn by her son-in-law, Gsell.
Turning again to the 1718 Houbraken’s engraved portrait of Merian, we look for
elements that identify her as a naturalist.
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As a basis for comparison, I have found no

studies on portraying the naturalist within an early modern or early Enlightenment
context. In my perusal of portraits of German natural philosophers and naturalists, I
noticed a trend in exhibiting tools of investigation and specimens alongside the seated
investigator. The subject and portraits merit further study.
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The Houbraken engraving hints at Merian’s activity as a naturalist with the
position of her body, or attitude, turned toward the flowering plant, a chrysalis, and a
live butterfly. An instrument employed in her work, a small magnifying glass, stands
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“Van Schurman did continue some painting and drawing at Weiuwerd, including small portraits of
Labadie and a late self-portrait (Yvon said that portraits were permissible so long as they were
unassuming and could raise the spectator’s heart to God)” (Davis 162)
362
Jakob Houbraken also engraved a portrait of Albertus Seba, collector of naturalia: “In 1734 [Seba]
published the first part of a description of his collection, including this portrait of himself as the title
engraving. The print shows the 66-year-old Seba surrounded by shells and plant illustrations, butterflies
and other animals. Held in his right hand is a preserved snake. Behind him is a cabinet with other animals
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atop the books at her right shoulder.

364

The globe behind it refers to Merian’s travels to

expand her investigations and to her international fame.

365

Despite these inclusions, the de-emphasis of Merian’s lifelong activity becomes
conspicuous when comparing the Houbraken engraving to the effigy portrait of blind
naturalist Georg Rumphius (1639 - 1702; Figure 65).

366

Rumphius was an official of the

Dutch East Indian Company, who took leave in 1662 in order to pursue his systematic
study of the flora and fauna of Amboina, a Dutch colony in the East Indies. In 1670
Rumphius’s exertion in the tropical climate allegedly caused his blindness. In the
earthquake of 1674 he lost his wife and a daughter. A 1687 fire that wiped out the Dutch
section of the town of Amboina destroyed Rumphius’s books, writings, drawings and
specimens. A ship transporting his manuscript of his first work to Holland was lost at
sea in 1690. Despite these tragedies, Rumphius continued his work, and, with the help
of his son, Paul, and a cabin boy, Sipman, was able to send his manuscript of the
Amboinische Rariteitkamer (Ambonese Cabinet of Curiosities) to the Netherlands in
1701.
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The object appears to be a magnifying glass, but Merian noted using a microscope in her text to a
Raupenbuch plate. Davis, however, says that Merian “seems to have used only a magnifying glass, not a
microscope [for the Raupenbuch]” (51).
365
On the journeys of Merian, Georg Rumphius, and other German and Dutch travellers, see Roelof van
Gelder’s essay, “Art, Commerce, Passion and Science,” Maria Sibylla Merian. 1647-1717. Artist and
Naturalist (Ostfildern: Hatje, 1998) 136-49.
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Scientists in the Netherlands Indies (New York: Board for the Netherlands Indies, Surinam and Curacao
of New York City, 1945) 295-308 and H. C. D. Wit, ed., Rumphius Memorial Volume (Baarn
(Netherlands): Royal Tropical Institute, 1959).
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Rumphius’s son, Paul August, drew the half-length image which served as the
model for the engraving which appears within the front matter of the 1705
D’Amboinsche Rariteitkamer.
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Like Merian, Rumphius is seated at a table in an

attitude turned to the side, but the position of his head faces the viewer. A column to the
right and a curtain to the left frame the picture. In contrast to Merian’s hands left empty
by Houbraken, Rumphius grasps a plant lying on the table’s surface, which displays
plant and animal specimens collected by him. More naturalia hang on the wall behind
Rumphius. An open book shows the names of the son, “P. A. Rumphius,” and of the
zoological work’s publisher “F. Halma” on the left page and a plant on the right.
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Thus, Rumphius’s effigy portrait records his activity as naturalist and published writer
where Merian’s portrait does not.
In contrast to the Houbraken engraving, textual front matter authored by Merian
makes clear the seriousness with which she observed nature. Merian considered
verifiability to be a prerequisite of science.

369

In the title page to the 1679/83

Raupenbuch Merian promises to detail the characteristics of the creatures she studies,
the time and place of their transformation, and their nourishment. In her preface, she
shows her inquisitiveness and perseverance in observing the metamorphosis of
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Paul Rumphius’ portrait of his father is the only extant portrait of G. Rumphius (Wit 8). Beneath the
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caterpillars. Merian emphasizes the effort she expended: “after diligent and tiresome
investigation;” “I waited to see this into the fifth year;” “It was not without costing me a
great deal of trouble and time;” “I took the trouble;” and “I took pains” (Appendix 4).
She transmits the changes she observed in four paragraphs enclosed by the first and last.
In Merian’s foreword to the 1717 Raupenbuch, she cites the motivation and duration of
her study of the transformation of worms and caterpillars: “This incited me to go deeper
into this speculation, wherein I have persisted for 39 years, and have found very many
wonderful changes” (Appendix 9). As in her preface to the 1679 Raupenbuch, Merian
gives a detailed description of the development of insects. Here, once she starts
describing, she continues, and ends her foreword with the death of the “summer-birds.”
She is caught up in the observing and recording of detail.
Other authors of front matter credit Merian for her persistence as a naturalist. In
his laudatory poem to the 1683 Raupenbuch, Arnold compares her and other
investigators of nature to a caterpillar in its phases of life:
The earth does not tire, the year recuperates,
The caterpillar lies down
As if it were almost dead;
And when it pales completely, it becomes red again.
Man in this way, when he has thought out what he tenderly spun;
He does not weaken
In that he always has more to inquire after.
Then God gives new strength, the mind becomes fresh and lively,
Courage is never defeated. (Appendix 7)
In the 1718 Raupenbuch, Perez’s poem describes Merian’s momentum: “She is driven
by a desire to know the forms, the nature of insects, and the various shapes [to which]
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they are born, and to which ones they would be metamorphosed.” In the same volume,
publisher Oosterwijk implies the depth of Merian’s knowledge of the natural world:
“Any interested person can obtain a clear idea of the contents and scope of the well
known work by the late Maria Sibylla Merian from the preface” (Appendix 13).
Arnold, Perez, and Oosterwijk recognize Merian’s contributions to the new
science of entomology. The serious study of insects began in the last sixteenth century,
but findings became decisive as methods of observation progressed and magnification
improved in the seventeenth century.
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The notion of spontaneous generation of insects

from decaying matter and excrement pervaded into the mid-1700s until, in 1668, the
Italian Francesco Redi proved that insects develop from eggs.
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Merian had learned

about the metamorphosis of silkworms from the 1669 writings of Marcello Malpighi.
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Within the area of entomology, in the 1660s, new systems of classification were
attempted.

373

In 1669, Jan Swammerdam organized insects “into four ‘orders of natural

mutation’ or kinds of metamorphosis. […] Transformation figured in his book less to
chronicle the life history of separate species than to make possible a principle of
374

classification.”

Merian, however, did not employ a system of classification such as

that followed in Rumphius’s D’Amboinsche Rariteitkamer of 1705. In her Raupenbuch,
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the “arrangement of pictures seemed to fit no contemporary classificatory criteria.”

The register and index, with Merian’s German terms and Latin plant names, mark the
naturalist’s attempt at a systematic, though not classificatory, presentation of subject
matter (Figure 21). Merian’s illustrations and texts feature plants and animals together,
moths and butterflies with other flying insects and even birds.
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The front matter of Merian’s 1705 Metamorphosis and its 1719 edition disclose
the variety of her subject matter. The 1705 title page announces that Merian’s
observations have expanded from caterpillars and worms to “frogs, wondrous toads,
lizards, snakes, spiders and ants.” In the 1705 preface, Merian also says that she has
added “West-Indian spiders, ants, snakes, lizards, and wondrous toads and frogs.” She
depicts them not only “from nature” but also “life-size.” In her preface, Merian tells that
she deviated from her method of observing in and drawing from nature in a few cases,
when she drew creatures about which the Indians had told her. The breadth of Merian’s
observations expanded to include water life, which she includes in the plates of her
1705 Metamorphosis. Oosterwijk’s title page to the 1719 edition adds this phrase: “In
addition an appendix of the transformations of fish into frogs, and of frogs into fish.”
Merian’s plate 55 does indeed show tadpoles and frogs, and her accompanying text
notes that Leeuwenhoek made the same discovery of their transformation. A tadpolelike figure encircled by a wreath replaces Oosterwijk’s imprint in the title page to the
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1730 Metamorphosis, published by Bernard (Figure 54). Also indicative of Merian’s
broadened interests is the pool of water at bottom of the Suriname view in the Ottens
engraving. Plate 72, not from Merian, but inspired by and added in 1719 from Albertus
Seba’s collection, is a waterscape featuring the frog’s metamorphosis (Figure 66).
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Clearly, Merian does not heed boundaries of classification in her display of nature.
Important to Merian’s method is direct observation in order to make a truth
claim. As for the description of the insects’ appearance, behavior, and metamorphosis,
Merian records the time and place of her observations, the “hier und jetzt” (here and
now) of empirical research.
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She distinguishes between the time and length of

observation, whether in hours or years; she also differentiates between where the live
insects are found, where she preserved and executed an engraving of them.
dramatizes her observations without neglecting to be factual and exact.
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379

Merian

Her title page

declarations that she paints from life, or “ad vivum,” refer to the details with which she
captures the structure of plants and form of the insects.
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In her front matter and texts,

Merian repeatedly formulates sentences using the first person pronoun “ich.”
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Merian’s textual “here and now” claims are mimicked in the Ottens frontispiece
of the 1719 Metamorphosis. Clearly, the woman within the Surinamese background
scene of the engraving represents Merian.
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Attempting to catch a butterfly with her

net, Merian wears a fontange similar to that in the Houbraken engraving (Figure 67).
Here, she concentrates on the collecting of live specimens so important to her
endeavors. Ottens and publisher Oosterwijk honor Merian’s method and, on a larger
scale, her explorations in Suriname with this, albeit miniature, depiction.
The Ottens engraving contains a second female figure whose identification has
been problematic. In the foreground sits a woman at a table holding a flower. She is in
the company of putti who play with naturalia. Davis sees her as “an idealized, young
383

Merian [who] looks at specimens.”

Although the arrangement suggests a tie between

the figure and naturalist activity, it is doubtful that Ottens would portray Merian twice,
once realistically and then idealized. Schiebinger’s view of the figure as “a serene muse
of natural history,” is more compelling. I address the discrepancy in the identification of
this figure further in chapter 6.
5.3. A cabinet of curiosities
With the founding of the Dutch East India and West India Companies in the
seventeenth century and ongoing trade with far-off lands arose the popularity in the
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Davis describes the scene: “… while through a window in an imagined Suriname Merian runs after
creatures with her butterfly net” (201); Schiebinger describes it similarly: “In the background, through the
window, one sees a landscape from Surinam where Merian (portrayed in good likeness) collects insects
with her net, as she had done for many years” (“Feminine Icons,” 683).
383
Davis 201.
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Netherlands of collecting exotic objects.

384

Wealthy collectors assembled their acquired

naturalia and artificialia in cabinets of curiosities for guests and even the public to see.
The cabinet was a piece of furniture whose the doors and drawers opened to reveal its
treasures or even a museum dedicated to the collection. Freedberg is of the opinion that
without the enormous interest in the Indies, Merian’s Metamorphosis would not be
conceivable:
Merian’s Surinamese book […] stands at the apex of a tradition of scientific
examination that had been growing for just over a century, and it was intimately
bound up with the mental habits underlying the great seventeenth-century
museums. The book is unimaginable outside the context of the extraordinary
investigative excitement aroused by the adventures of the two companies of the
385
Indies, East and West.
Merian rides on the wave of this enthusiasm and, in her preface to the Metamorphosis,
tries to convince people of the rarity of her Suriname research in order to sell the
book.
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We know that Merian herself viewed collections, which included specimens
from Dutch-colonized Suriname, at Waltha Castle and in Amsterdam.

387

To fund her

voyage to Suriname, Merian sold preserved insects, paints, and drawings before she
departed Amsterdam. Using skills she acquired in Amsterdam, she preserved specimens
in jars and bottles while in Suriname and brought these back with her to sell in Holland
to residents and foreign customers. Her wares included “butterflies as well as
384

Wettengl, “Maria Sibylla Merian,” 118.
Freedberg 383.
386
Guentherodt, “Autobiographische,” 141.
387
Wettengl, “Maria Sibylla Merian,” 118.
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388

crocodiles, iguanas, snakes, turtles and dried plants.”

Merian was thus both a guest

and a contributor to cabinets of curiosities.
Schynvoet’s frontispiece to the 1718 Raupenbuch sets Merian drawing at a table
in a grand hall in the manner of a cabinet of curiosities. The site could not be mistaken
as her domestic place of work. Arches, columns, statues, a bust, plasterwork, and
garlands define and decorate the space.
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Against the back wall stands a cabinet of

drawers with one door open. Three female figures enliven the scene with their
conversation about specimens on the table. Overall, the engraving does not depict
Merian as she actually worked, in the field collecting or at home drawing, painting, and
engraving. Her distinctive traits as an artist and as a naturalist are missing here.
The Schynvoet plate representing Merian appeared in print in Amsterdam 15
years after the printing of a frontispiece that bears an unmistakable likeness. The
frontispiece to Rumphius’s 1705 D’Amboinsche Rariteitkamer, on which Schynvoet
collaborated, contains many of the same elements (Figure 68).
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The magnificent hall

has two main arches, two statues, a bust, and not one, but three drawered cabinets. A
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Rücker, “Maria Sibylla Merian. Businesswoman,” 258-9.
The space could be either be modeled on a private cabinet or a museum. Barbara Stafford describes
both: “Historically, museums took the form of complex buildings, often organized around a domed or
vaulted dominant hall flanked by wings decorated with naturalia or artificialia […] They also existed as
domestic spaces set apart specifically for personal collections” (Artful Science 221).
390
Publisher Halma called in Simon Schynvoet to supervise the publication of the Amboinsche
Rariteitkamer. As revealed in the dedication: “ [T]he Rariteitkamer was improved by Schijnvoet’’ care. In
truth, Rumphius, living far distant from western science, possessed almost no books on the matter treated
in his Rariteitkamer, the few of which he once owned had been destroyed by the fire of 1687.
Accordingly, the manuscript, as it came from the Indies, was not ready for publication. Here and there it
needed to be retouched, completed, and amended so that it would be more in agreement with the style of
western works” (Sirks 304). On Schynvoet’s own collection of rarities, see van Gelder 145.
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seated male figure could well be a classicized Rumphius. Three men who discuss the
naturalist’s findings surround him.
In her 1705 Metamorphosis, Merian did not include an elaborate frontispiece.
Apparently, Oosterwijk, publisher of the 1718 Raupenbuch, in collaboration with
Schynvoet, thought that Merian had earned a place of honor as had her peer, Rumphius,
13 years earlier.
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However, unlike the Rumphius frontispiece, wherein the male

figures denote naturalists or collectors, Schynvoet’s engraving depicts Merian as an
artist. Her relationships with notable Amsterdam residents who studied and collected are
not depicted.
In contrast to the visual representations of Schynvoet and Ottens, textual front
matter compares Merian to other pioneers who studied the bionomics of insects. In his
poem to the 1679 Raupenbuch, Arnold gives Merian international significance by
comparing her to Ges(s)ner, Wotton, Penn(y) and Mouffet in England and to Goedart
and von Mey in Zeeland (Appendix 5).
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Arnold continues his praise of Merian: “What

Swammerdam promises, what Harvey once lost, everyone hears about; that an ingenious
woman accomplishes the same, whiling away the time.” In Arnold’s second poem in the
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Georg Rumphius wrote three works on natural science: D’Amboinsche Rariteitkamer (1705), Het
Amboinsche Kruid-Boek (1741-1750), and an Amboisch Dirboek (never published). The Amboinsche
Kruid-boek (Herbarium Amboinese) was well received by the directors of Amsterdam, but more than 40
years passed before its publication (Sirks 300).
392
“The poet [Arnold] ranks her among the most prominent 16th- and 17th-century naturalists and
entomologists: Conrad Gessner [1516-1565], Ulisse Aldrovandi, Pierre Pena (before 1538-1605), Thomas
Mouffet (d. 1590 in London) and Johannes Goedart [1620-1668]” (Wettengl 103). In the previous quote,
Wettengl may have misidentified the naturalist as “Pena” when Arnold probably meant Thomas Penny
(ca. 1532-1588).
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1683 edition of Merian’s Raupenbuch, Volume 2, he cites Marcello Malpighi and again,
Swammerdam:
Malpigh showed us the silkworm,
And one bows before him:
The worthy Clut taught us
For our benefit what lives for one day.
After him Swammerdam gave man to observe
What is little regarded (Appendix 7)
Wettengl credits Conrad Gessner with the beginning of entomology.
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Thomas

Mouffet’s Insectorum sive minimorum animalium theatrum appeared in 1634. Dutch
painter Johann Goedart’s Metamorphosis et historia naturalis insectorum appeared ca.
1669.
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The Historia insectorum generalis of Amsterdam doctor Jan Swammerdam

(1637-1685) appeared in 1669 in Utrecht.

395

Marcello Malpighi treated the

metamorphosis of the silkworm in his 1669 De Bombyce.
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Merian is aware that her discoveries follow in line with famous naturalists.

397

She follows Arnold’s lead in composing the text of her 1705 Metamorphosis:

393

The “Insektenkunde” began with Conrad Gessner’s work on animals, published between 1551 and
1558. (“Maria Sibylla Merian,” 115)
394
“Maria Merian’s study of metamorphosis was original but not the first of its kind. An earlier artist,
Johannes Goedart (Joannes Godartius, 1620-68) of Middelburg in Holland, had been similarly fascinated
by the life-histories of insects, had collected caterpillars, reared them under glasses upon their natural
food-plants and depicted their changes. He later engraved his illustrations on copper and published them
hand-coloured in an undated work, Metamorphosis naturalis (c. 1662-67). This work deals with about
140 insects but does not portray their food-plants. It encouraged Maria to publish her own Der Raupen
wunderbare Verwandelung” (Stearn 10). On Goedart, see also Wettengl, Maria Sibylla Merian, 158-159
and 161.
395
On Swammerdam, see Wettengl, Maria Sibylla Merian, 161-2, and Davis 150-1.
396
Wettengl, “Maria Sibylla Merian,” 115.
397
Deckert believes that Merian was familiar with works from Swammerdam, Mouffet and others
(Metamorphosis 143). Davis on Merian’s relationship to her predecessors: “As for her relation to other
naturalists, she seems to have relied on Caspar Bauhin’s botanical studies for her Latin plant names (they
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I could have formulated a more comprehensive text, but since today’s world is
so delicate and the views of the scholars are so varied, I simply stayed with my
observations. Thus, I supply material from which everyone can draw conclusions
according to their own mind and opinion and evaluate at their own discretion.
This has been done previously, for instance by MOUFFET, GODART,
SWAMMERDAM, BLANCKAART and others (Appendix 10).
Here, Merian chooses to mention Mouffet, Goedart, and Swammerdam, as had Arnold
in his verses. The Amsterdam doctor, Steven Blankaert, is her own addition. His
Schauplatz der Raupen, Würmer, Maden und fliegenden Thiergen appeared in 1688.

398

In Germany, Merian had contact with amateur collectors. In her time, the
qualifier “amateur” designated persons whose interests in art or science were simply for
enjoyment rather than academic pursuit.

399

Amsterdam introduced Merian to prominent

collectors and academics. In her preface to the 1705 Metamorphosis, Merian describes
her entry into the cabinets of esteemed residents:
[I]n Holland I saw with astonishment the beautiful creatures that were brought
from the East- and West Indies. I was very much honored to be allowed to see
the cabinet of the very noble Dr. NICOLAAS WITSEN, Burgomaster of the city
of Amsterdam and President of the East-Indian Company, and also that of the
noble Mr. JONAS WITSEN, Secretary of the same city. Furthermore, I also saw
the cabinet of Mr. FREDERICUS RUYSCH, Medicinae Doctor Anatomes et
Botanices Professor, that of Mr. LIVINUS and of many others (Appendix 10).
were the standard seventeenth-century source for nomenclature), but she did not mention him or any other
scientists in her text or make explicit where her findings challenged or supported existing views. Rather, it
was Christopher Arnold who mentioned their names in his introductory poem to both volumes:
Swammerdam; Mouffet in England, now emulated by Merian in Germany; Francesco Redi, whose
discovery of 1668 (on insect generation by eggs) was easily known to her; Marcello Malpighi on the
silkworm (1669)” (152, footnote 51).
398
On Blankaert, see Wettengl, Maria Sibylla Merian, 162. On Merian’s mention of these men, see
Wettengl, Maria Sibylla Merian, 24-5, 31.
399
“Während heute Dilettantismus als Gegenteil von Professionalität gilt, verstand man bis zum Ende des
19. Jahrhunderts unter einem Dilettantin den Liebhaber einer Kunst oder Wissenschaft, der sich bloß zum
Vergnügen damit beschäftigt” (Merkel, Kerstin and Heide Wunder. “Das eröffnete Cabinet deß gelehrten
Frauen-Zimmers,” Deutsche Frauen der Frühen Neuzeit. Dichterinnen, Malerinnen, Mäzeninnen
(Darmstadt: Primus, 2000, 7-17) 12.
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Freedberg names the Witsens, Ruysch, and Livinus Vincent as “powerful museum
400

owners.”

Merian was indeed connected to an elite group in Amsterdam.

In that city, Merian also made contact with individuals who helped her with
plant nomenclature. In later paragraphs of the preface to the 1705 Metamorphosis,
Merian says that she structured her book as the anatomy professor Bidloo had done, and
that she received assistance from the botanist Caspar Commelin in naming some of the
plants.

401

Carl Linnaeus (1707-1778) “cited Maria Merian’s Surinam illustrations for a
402

few species of plants in his Species Plantarum (1753) … .”

Earlier, in Merian’s 1679

Raupenbuch, she gave German terms for the plants and added Latin names to them, as
seen in her register and index of the 1679 Raupenbuch (Figure 21).
As for the insects mentioned in the preface of the Raupenbuch, Merian freely
used some of her own terms such as Dattelkern for Schmetterlingspuppe and Sommerund Mottenvöglein for Tag- und Nachtfalter.

403
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In her text, she assigned no names to the

Freedberg 386. On Nicholas Witsen, see van Gelder (43) and Wettengl (Maria Sibylla Merian, 152-3).
On Jonas Witsen, see Wettengl (Maria Sibylla Merian, 143). On Frederik Ruysch, see van Gelder 144-5
and Wettengl, Maria Sibylla Merian, 153. On Levinus Vincent, see van Gelder 144. On Merian’s
activities with collectors in Amsterdam, see Wettengl 29-30 and 251-3.
401
Caspar, and his father Jan, were directors of the Amsterdam Hortus, the botanical garden in
Amsterdam that furthered the study of exotic plants (Deckert, Neues Blumenbuch 142; Freedberg 397). “It
has been supposed that a good deal of the Latin text and notes were supplied by Caspar Commelin (16681731), the author of Praeludia botanica. […] Merian’s own statement, more specific in the [1719] French
[translation of her preface] than her Latin, is: ‘J’ai donné aux plantes les noms que leurs donnent les
habitans du pais & les Indiens; & Mr. CASPAR COMMELIN Docteur en Medecine, Professeur en
Botanique au College de Medicine, & de l’Accademie Leopoldine a ajouté dans des notes au bas des
pages les noms & surnoms qu’on leur donne e Latin.’ Beyond that one can only guess; but Commelin’s
Latin was better than hers” (“Catalogue of Botanical Books,” 99).
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Stearn 18.
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See Guentherodt (“Maria Cunitz,” 38).
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insects, as was usual for other entomologists of her time.

404

Stearn points out that “most

European butterflies had neither vernacular nor scientific names when Maria Merian
began to study them.

405

Further, Stearn states:

Since [Merian’s] Lepidoptera had no available names she left them unnamed but
portrayed and described them so meticulously that their identity is usually
ascertainable without much difficulty. In [the 1679 Raupenbuch] as also in its
later versions, they are placed under the name of the host plant or some other
406
plant illustrated.
Such is also the case for insects in the 1705 Metamorphosis. However, Merian’s
depictions and descriptions of the creatures are so precise, that Linnaeus consulted them
(and the contents of the Raupenbuch) for a work published more than 60 years later:
Both [Merian’s] European and Surinam insect works were assiduously studied
and referred to by the father of modern botanical and zoological nomenclature,
Carl Linnaeus. Since the material on which Merian had based her paintings and
descriptions had not been collected and preserved, Linnaeus was unable to
examine the insects first hand. But he was so confident in the accuracy of her
observations that when, in 1758, he published his great work, Systema Naturae,
listing, describing and naming all 4,400 animal species in the world known to
him at the time, he was happy to base several of them entirely on Merian’s
407
accounts.
Stearn finds that Linnaeus “cited her illustrations for at least a hundred species” of
insects, using the 1730 French edition of the Raupenbuch published by Bernard.
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In

Wettengl, “Maria Sibylla Merian,” 113. Also see Davis 147.
Stearn 16.
406
Stearn 16.
407
Rice 93.
408
Stearn 18. Stearn notes, too, that “Linnaeus’s foremost entomological student Johann Christian
Fabricius (1745-1808) also paid much attention to Merian’s plates in his Systema Entomologiae (1775)”
(20).
405
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Merian’s honor, Linnaeus named two species of butterfly after her - the Phalaena
merianella in 1758 and the Papilio sibilla in 1767.

409

Linnaeus’s citing of Merian’s plant illustrations in the Species Plantarum
(1753), his citing of the insect species she had described Systema Naturae (1758), and
his use of her middle and last names for two butterflies must have aroused new interest
in Merian’s works. In 1771, the Parisian publisher Desnos produced a new, combined
edition of the Metamorphosis and the Raupenbuch, also featuring Blumenbuch plates.
Therein are found Linnaeus plant names added to Merian’s Metamorphosis plates.
Evidence that Desnos first issued this work in 1768, then again in 1771, would suggest
that Merian’s work enjoyed a resurgence in popularity. Merian herself, 50 years after her
death, had become a curiosity to a new late-eighteenth-century audience.
The cabinet of curiosities provides a running theme in the editions of Merian’s
books both pictorially and verbally. The large pieces of furniture within the grand halls
of the Schynvoet and Rumphius frontispieces exhibit collections of the wonders of
nature.

410

The title page of the 1679 Raupenbuch employs the adjectives “wunderbar”

and “sonderbar” in announcing that it contains “The Caterpillar’s Wondrous
Metamorphosis and Particular Nourishment.” In the 1705 Metamorphosis, the title page
entices collectors with a listing of Surinamese species. Similarly, the Niedek poem
promises that Merian’s “opened cabinet” will amaze its viewers:

409

Stearn 21.
An engraving from Levinus Vincent’s Het Wondertoonel der Natuure (1706 and 1715) also features an
arched hall containing high drawered cabinets (reprinted in Wettengl, Maria Sibylla Merian, 153-4).
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In this opened cabinet,
By MERIAEN put together
Out of Surinamese lizards,
Out of frogs, toads, snakes and spiders,
Out of ants, caterpillars, and strange worms,
That, first change into
A pupa, later on transform
Into moths, of different kinds,
And multiple colors and spots,
Which draw everyone’s eyes to it,
As worthy of the utmost amazement (Appendix 14).
The French translator Rousset presents Merian’s 1726 Metamorphosis to the Portugese
Mendoca, so that he may add it to his own cabinet:
The work that I take the liberty of presenting to you, must have its place in this
cabinet; since it pertains to the most admirable and curious Metamorphoses of
nature, it will not fail to attract your attention. (Appendix 15)
While Niedek has termed Merian’s book as an “opened cabinet,” Rousset sees the book
as an addition to a cabinet of curiosities. With this edition translated into French,
Merian crosses another linguistic border and reaches a new audience. Merian’s book on
Surinamese insects has become an international collector’s item.
Rousset pairs his gift of Merian’s work with praise of Mendoca’s discoveries as
a naturalist:
The zeal you have displayed, Monsieur, in penetrating the secrets of nature, and
the achievements you’ve made within such a science, as useful as it is
pleasurable, make you, with good reason, worthy of a distinguished place
amongst the most adept naturalists; You do not spare anything to make new
discoveries every day; and this cabinet of all the rarest productions of nature that
you have assembled with so much care, and that you explain with so much ease,
serves at the same time to prove your good taste and of your knowledge of these
materials.” (Appendix 15)
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This presentation to a notable man occurs nine years after Merian’s death and 47 years
after Merian’s wrote in her preface to the 1679 Raupenbuch that she published “so that
one earns praise and the favor of great gentlemen!” Indeed, praise of Merian as a
naturalist by a Frenchman to an envoy of the king of Portugal suggests that she had won
international admiration.
5.4. Colonial science
The Ottens frontispiece of the 1719 Metamorphosis features an arch not in a hall
housing a cabinet as seen in the Schynvoet engraving, but rather serving as a window
onto an exotic Surinamese landscape (Figure 10).
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Ottens’s classical arch connects

Merian’s field research in a faraway land with her ensuing publication, the 1705
Metamorphosis, and the subsequent 1719 edition on the European continent. Despite the
exotic appeal of the background scene, the arched window creates distance and may
serve to quiet the unease a viewer could experience in confronting the unknown, a
phenomena that Gerhild Williams explains as follows:
The appearance of strangers – either natives from the New World, or women
labeled witches – as well as that of strange animals, plants or birds fascinated
and disturbed early modern people. The new ‘wonders’ were collected,
classified, and exhibited. Descriptions reflected the need to order the unknown
on the basis of the known. . . . The New World does not gain presence until
412
viewed in the context of the Old Continent.
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In as early as the mid-seventeenth century, Dutch map- and printmakers combined science (description
of new lands) with “pastoral idylls” (imagined scenes in harsh territory) in illustrated books (Freedberg
390).
412
Gerhild Scholz Williams, “On Finding Words. Witchcraft and the Discourse of Dissidence and
Discovery,” The Graph of Sex and the German Text. Gendered Culture in Early Modern Germany 15001700 (Amsterdam: Rodopi, 1994, 45-66) 48.
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Freedberg explains the co-presence of realistic description (such as the Ottens’s
representation of Merian collecting specimens) with classical and pastoral strains (as
with the Ottens’s arch and landscape) as distinctive to Dutch culture.

413

The Dutch received Suriname from England in exchange for Nieuw Amsterdam
(New York) in 1667 under the Treaty of Breda. The colony was owned and
administrated by the Dutch West India Company, the City of Amsterdam, and Cornelis
van Aerssen, “who […] was later murdered by either the native inhabitants or rebelling
soldiers.”
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In the late 1600s, settlers from the Labadist community set up plantations

there. Merian heard about Suriname from some Labadists who had returned to
Wieuwerd and from Jacob Herolt, her son-in-law, who travelled between Holland and
Suriname to trade goods.

415

At Waltha Castle in Wieuwerd, Merian viewed an array of

Surinamese insects owned by the Sommelsdijk family.

416

Merian undertook her voyage to Suriname after seeing that cabinets in
Amsterdam did not depict the process of metamorphosis so central to her work: “All of
this motivated me to undertake a great and costly trip – to travel to Suriname in America
[…] with the aim to pursue my investigations there” (Appendix 10). She set sail with
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Freedberg 392.
Burger 87.
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Wettengl, “Maria Sibylla Merian,” 118.
416
Stearn 13.
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her daughter Dorothea in June 1699, remained two years, then returned to Amsterdam in
September 1701.

417

Merian records her contact in Suriname with non-European peoples and less
with Dutch colonizers in her text to the 1705 Metamorphosis.

418

The Dutch West India

Company had introduced African slaves to work its tobacco, cotton, and coffee
plantations. While living in Suriname, Merian owned African, Carib, and Arawak
slaves.

419

She credits some with bringing her plants and insects, and telling her about

their special properties. Davis finds that Merian “elaborated ways of thinking about nonEuropeans that moderated European claims of superiority made by [her] male
420

contemporaries.”

Further, Davis perceives an “indifference to savage/civilized
421

classification in Maria Sibylla’s ethnographic observation.”

Merian’s neutrality in her text contrasts with the divisions apparent in the Ottens
and Schynvoet frontispieces commissioned by publisher Oosterwijk. Ottens sets off a
colonial estate pictured on the left with native huts in the distant rear right. Two male
colonizers look on as Merian catches butterflies while Surinamese slaves behind Merian
carry loads of sugar cane above their heads.

417

“ [Maria Sibylla] and Dorothea departed on June 18, 1701, loaded with rolled vellum paintings,
brandied butterflies, bottles with crocodiles and snakes, lizards’ eggs, bulbs, chrysalises that had not yet
opened, and many round boxes full of pressed insects for sale” (Davis 177).
418
Davis offers a thorough reading of Merian’s interactions in Suriname (172-7 and 184-98).
419
Davis, 211.
420
Davis, 211.
421
Davis, 211-2.
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Schynvoet pictures three scantily clothed figures, which suggest indigenous
people, lifting and carrying boxes of specimens to the table.

422

If they are natives, these

recall two figures in the foreground of the Rumphius frontispiece, which clearly toil
with their ceramic vase and basket full of naturalia in service of European collectors
(Figure 68). However, unlike Rumphius, who was enlisted with the Dutch East India
Company, Merian was neither employed by the Dutch West India Company nor did she
receive financial support from the government of Holland for her Suriname trip. Yet the
frontispieces to the Rumphius and Merian editions bear an unmistakeable likeness in
their structure and content, implying that Merian’s endeavor was in the interest of
Holland.
Both the Schynvoet and Ottens engravings, with their depictions of natives and
curiosities, witness a European resolution between discoveries in newly explored
regions and their relocation to European homelands. Davis, in her interpretation of the
Ottens frontispiece, finds not resolution, but a lack of reference to Dutch imperial
interests, especially in contrast to the frontispiece of Rumphius’s D’Amboinsche
Rariteitkamer. I quote Davis’s reading of the Ottens engraving here in its entirety:
Oosterwijk made some choices. The nature books published in the Netherlands
in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries usually included a sign of
the Dutch colonial empire in their opening pages: non-European peoples are
depicted in a posture of tribute as they present gifts from their homelands –
objects that will be studied by the Europeans. In the frontispiece to Jan
Commelin’s History of the Rare Plants at the Amsterdam Medical Garden
(1697), an African man and an Asian man kneel to present their plants to a
422

Stearn identifies the figure carrying a box as a “negro boy” (33). For Stearn’s description of the
Schynvoet engraving, see 33.
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personified queenly Amsterdam, while an American Indian awaits her turn. The
sources for an imperial catalogue are the willing gifts from indigenous
populations. In the Rumphius Amboina (for which Merian did the illustrations
but did not design the frontispiece), a dark-skinned man bows low to present a
large basket of shells to a group of male naturalists, while a naked boy kneels
amid shellfish and turtles. In Merian’s Metamorphosis of 1719, no African or
Carib kneels before her with a tribute of insects and plants, Rather, in a
traditional Renaissance conceit, little cherubs show her specimens and insect
paintings. Perhaps Oosterwijk thought the imperial image inappropriate for a
woman’s book. Perhaps the choice reflected Merian’s own disquiet (passed on,
say, by her friend Schynvoet, who served as consultant for the 1719
Metamorphosis) at placing her book at the center of an imperial enterprise. Once
again Merian takes her own flight. Once again we cannot pin the woman
423
down.
I would qualify Davis’s assertion regarding the presence of the imperialism in the Ottens
frontispiece, finding that it does indeed promote the Dutch empire. Both Ottens and
Schynvoet differentiate representations of the Europeans using their intellect and the
non-Europeans using their muscle, which implies a subservience on the part of the
colonized toward the colonizers.
Two eulogists and an editor see the investigations that Merian began in her
homeland and that culminated in Suriname as having political significance. The first
claim of Merian for national interests appears in Arnold’s poem in the 1679
Raupenbuch: “My Germany has copied you England, via a smart woman’s hand”
(Appendix 5). Mention of the empire appears in Perez’s poem in the 1718 Dutch
Raupenbuch: “To her, undiscovered America revealed its worms, and the empire
revealed its worms to her” (Appendix 12). Oosterwijk dedicates the 1719
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Davis 201-2.
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Metamorphosis to the judge and senator Balthasar Scott of “our mighty Amsterdam”
(Figure 45).
The Schynvoet and Ottens engravings, along with textual references, represent
Merian’s activity as a naturalist within a larger eighteenth-century publishing enterprise
to promote colonial science. The two frontispieces reveal a commercial strategy using
visual front matter that exploits the appeal of exotic flora and fauna. To that end,
Ottens’s Suriname scene has more in common with Seba’s plate 72, the last in the
expanded 1719 Metamorphosis, than with any of Merian’s plates (Figure 66). Merian
stated repeatedly that her work was for other observers of nature and to praise God.
Collaborators in the publishing process established a place for Merian in a realm beyond
her stated goal. Her entrepreneurship as a natural historian and publisher has been
subsumed within publishers’ financial interests and the Dutch colonial enterprise of the
eighteenth century.
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CHAPTER 6: GENDER IN THE REPRESENTATION OF MARIA SIBYLLA
MERIAN
6.1. Introduction
Maria Sibylla Merian’s own front matter texts are non-gender specific in
references to herself. Her prefaces pronounce neither that she is a woman author,
woman artist nor woman naturalist. My investigation of gender in the representation of
Merian asks what kind of woman she positions herself as and how others present her
femaleness during her lifetime and in posthumous editions.
Section 6.2. situates Merian in the context of early modern women by going
beyond the front matter of her books to her descriptive texts, her letters, and her
biography. It explores how Merian reconciled her identity as an artist and naturalist with
her gender identity as a woman, and how she dealt with the conflicting demands of her
public and private lives. Section 6.3. analyzes the laudatory poems of Arnold and
dedications authored by publisher Oosterwijk and translator Rousset. In part, these treat
Merian as a novelty, underscoring her gender as a woman who studies, draws, and
writes about nature. They also acknowledge her contributions by taking her into the
company of men who advanced knowledge about insects. Section 6.4. views the
Gsell/Houbraken portrait and the frontispieces by Schynvoet and Ottens which represent
Merian in visual front matter of posthumous editions. By combining an image of Merian
with female figures of both mythological and allegorical design, these artists accentuate
Merian’s gender as female.
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6.2. An early modern woman
Despite the limitations set on women in the early modern era, Merian managed
to carve out a distinctive identity as artist and naturalist. For a time, she balanced her
roles as daughter, wife, and mother in the private sphere with her undertakings in the
public sphere. Gradually, she exercised more independence, building a reputation of
international scale.
Merian acquired the skill of flower painting, as well as engraving, at a time
when craftsmen often trained their daughters in their trade.

424

However, Merian did not

remain in Frankfurt, the place of her informal apprenticeship. Rather, she continued to
paint wherever she lived and her art became a profession, a route that Bettina Baumgärtl
refers to as “Berufskünstlertum” (professional artistry).
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She was not alone as a female

painter of flowers, but her style and subject matter distinguished her art from that of
other women. Nor was she confined to practicing art in a woman’s domain, as some
scholars indicate, for men, too, created floral paintings.
Merian took on the role of teacher, passing her expertise on to her daughters,
Johanna and Dorothea, as well as to other women. In Nuremberg, Merian taught
painting and embroidery to women of well-known families. In correspondence, she
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Kerstin Merkel and Heide Wunder, “Das eröffnete Cabinet deß gelehrten Frauen-Zimmers,” Deutsche
Frauen der Frühen Neuzeit. Dichterinnen, Malerinnen, Mäzeninnen (Darmstadt: Primus, 2000, 7-17) 16.
425
“[Im 17. Jahrhundert gab es] eine zunehmende Professionalisierung der Künstlerinnen und deren neues
Selbstverständnis als berufstätige Frau. Tatsächlich lösten sich im Jahrhundert der Aufklärung immer
mehr Künstlerinnen aus der namenlosen Produktion eines familiären Handwerksbetriebs und wagten den
Schritt in das Berufskünstlertum” (Bettina Baumgärtl, “Angelika Kauffmann (1741-1807),” Deutsche
Frauen der Frühen Neuzeit. Dichterinnen, Malerinnen, Mäzeninnen (Darmstadt: Primus, 2000, 223-240)
224).
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refers to her students as the “Jungfern Companie” (Company of Maidens), with whom
she maintained contact over the years.

426

Merian’s pupils included Magdalena Fürst and

Dorothea Auer, daughters of famous engravers, as well as Clara Regina Imhoff, a
patrician’s daughter.

427

Lessons in drawing and painting had become a popular activity

for aristocratic women in the sixteenth century, and by the seventeenth century, this
practice established itself in elite families such as the Imhoffs.

428

Handiwork,

particularly with textiles, was favored because of its practicality, and flower embroidery
combined needlework with drawing skills.

429

At the start of her publishing career, Merian cites among her customers those
women who would make use of her 1683 Blumenbuch floral arrangements as
embroidery patterns:
And from thence this New Book of Flowers comes to light not for its own sake
(as happens with some) but much more so for the benefit of inquisitive young
people and also mindful of future posterity. So that such may be copied and
painted, sewn by women, and be of use and entertainment to all amateurs of art.
(Appendix 3)
Otherwise, Merian intends her book for those interested in art, “Allen
Kunstverständigen / Liebhabern” (all those knowledgable in and lovers of art),
regardless of their gender. Her readers expand to those knowledgeable about nature,
“Naturkündigern,” as we have seen in later dedications and prefaces. Years later, in
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Burger 86.
Burger 84. Several of Merian’s letters to Clara Imhoff survive and are reprinted in Wettengl, Maria
Sibylla Merian, 262-4.
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Merkel, “Das eröffnete Cabinet,” 13.
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Merkel, “Das eröffnete Cabinet,” 14.
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Amsterdam, Merian continued her work with women, with for example, Frederick
Ruysch’s daughter, Rachel, a renowned Dutch painter, and Agneta Block, a respected
citizen and patron of Maria Sibylla Merian.

430

As an artist and naturalist, Merian went beyond her female contemporaries in
describing, drawing, and publishing her findings. In comparing Merian to other women
artists, Wettengl reports: “We do know of other female painters of flowers and insects
who were active in Maria Sibylla’s time, women such as Margaretha de Heer, Maria
431

von Oosterwyck and Rachel Ruysch, but none of them conducted scientific research.”

On women who collected insects, Wettengl argues that Merian distinguished herself by
providing descriptions and drawings of her subjects :
We know that other women also collected caterpillars, butterflies and various
insects. In contrast to Maria Sibylla Merian, however, they neither described the
insects’ appearance or development nor did they draw them. While the four
daughters of the English entomologist John Ray collected insects for their father,
432
it was Ray himself who did the actual research.
Further, Wettengl singles out Merian as a female author and publisher in the area of
insect metamorphosis: “While Maria Sibylla Merian’s Raupenbuch did not stand alone
as a solitary work on the growth and development of insects, it was the only publication
433

by a woman on the subject.”

In contrast to Wettengl’s view, Ludwig supports further

consideration of Merian not for her uniqueness, but rather as one of many women
interested in the study of nature in her time:
430

Davis 167.
Maria Sibylla Merian, 14.
432
Wettengl, Maria Sibylla Merian, 14.
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Although few women were as eager for public exposure as [Merian] or desired
to make a profession out of their early fascination, Merian’s interests were by no
means unusual. The failure of research to take this into account for many years
resulted in the portrayal of Merian as a totally unique woman with ambitions in
the natural sciences, and she was studied for the most part in isolation. We now
find ourselves compelled at least to qualify this view somewhat. Without a
thorough investigation of her historical environment we shall not be able to
comprehend her work fully, identify it precisely or distinguish it from that of her
many imitators and colleagues. The fruits of such research will permit us to
assign her work its proper place in the history of art and culture in the early
434
modern era.
What Ludwig proposes, i.e. situating Merian’s work in its historical context, has made
great strides with Wettengl’s exhibition catalogue, Maria Sibylla Merian (1998).
Merian undertook the trip to Suriname when few women ventured far from their
domestic lives, and in so doing, she risked her reputation as a respectable woman.

435

With her investigative activities in Suriname, Merian set herself apart from Dutch
colonizers who focused almost exclusively on growing sugar cane. Whereas in Europe
Merian had female pupils and customers, in Suriname she owned female slaves, some
of whom brought her specimens and explained, for example, how they were used for
medicinal purposes.

436
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Wettengl, Maria Sibylla Merian, 23.
“The Raupenbuch,” 65.
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Schiebinger counts few female naturalists in Merian’s time who journeyed far from home to expand
their knowledge: “Maria Merian was indeed bold to travel to Surinam in search of exotic insects. Moral
and bodily imperatives kept the vast majority of Europe’s women close to home” (“Lost Knowledge,”
126). “By ordinary standards it was a most unusual journey. Respectable women traveled to the Dutch
colonies as wives and dependents in the families of plantations owners and administrators or as single
women in groups under contract with the Dutch East India company. The women who managed to get on
board ship on their own […] were thought disreputable” (Davis 167-8).
436
For example, Amerindian women introduced Merian to the peacock flower, or Flos Pavonis, used by
them as an abortifacient (Davis 186-7). See also Schiebinger’s essay on the Flos Pavonis (“Lost
Knowledge”).
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Merian negotiated her responsibilities as daughter, wife, and mother with her
activities in the public arena.

437

In her text to the 1679 Raupenbuch, she refers to herself

“as a woman” who completed the book while, at the same time, performing her
domestic work.

438

Burger rightly points out that Merian wants to defend herself against
439

“accusations of immodest ambitions and neglect of her domestic duties.”

Merian also

anticipates objections to her pursuit of a scientific career on the basis of her gender, as
did astronomer Maria Cunitz in her preface to the 1650 Urania Propitia. According to
Guentherodt, Cunitz saw potential objections to her work on the basis that 1) as a
woman she should not engage in science; 2) her duties as a woman should be limited to
house and family; 3) as a woman she should be appropriately modest and have no hope
of scientific renown.

440

Merian, like Cunitz, defends herself against criticism in her front

matter by giving detailed accounts of her scientific endeavors and by citing her
437

“In most general terms, the normative ideas put forward in early modern texts . . . can be spelled out as
the assignment of the sexes to two distinct and newly emerging social areas: men to a ‘political or public’
sphere and women to a ‘private’ sphere. The absolute rule over all things and persons included in the
household and its representation to the magistrate, as well as free access and mobility within the
(public/political) marketplace is given to the male (head of household), while women – assigned
childbearing, childrearing, household management, as well as the moral and religious beautification of
their husbands – are enclosed within the house, the domestic sphere. Husband and wife are seen in their
separate spheres and roles as necessary complements of each other, ideally each perfecting the other.
Simultaneously, the hierarchical complementary relation of husband and wife is seen as exemplifying and
guaranteeing social order because it also represents the political relation of subject and magistrate”
(Sigfried Brauner, “Gender and its Subversion. Reflections on Literary Ideals of Marriage,” The Graph of
Sex and the German Text. Gendered Culture in Early Modern Germany 1500-1700, (Amsterdam:
Rodopi, 1994) 183-4.
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“Merian adds [a] note to her text [of the 1679 Raupenbuch] on the fiftieth sheet” she described the ‘for
some people perhaps despicable things’ solely in God’s honour, so that these might be: ‘clearer and shine
forth more brightly and more splendidly among us earthly-minded people.’ ‘Otherwise I would never have
let myself be talked into beginning this small but difficult work/ much less have it printed: it is odd/ when
one should consider this of mine/ as a woman/ (who has to compile this in addition to her household
duties) as an unseemly, immoderate ambition.’“(Burger 85).
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Burger 85.
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motivation for this work. Merian’s inclusion of her father’s and husband’s names in the
1679 Raupenbuch serves not only as advertisement of the work’s quality, but also as a
protection by father and husband.

441

During her marriage to Graff, Maria Sibylla engaged in financial matters that
benefited family members. While in Nuremberg, Merian did not transgress her marriage
by earning an income with her publication of the Blumenbuch and Raupenbuch.
Although the ideal early modern woman, as set out by texts by men, stayed in the
private sphere, Merian’s public activity reflects the reality of early modern marriages
wherein both husband and wife shifted between the private and public spheres.

442

Brauner argues that “[t]he majority of women worked in one way or another outside of
443

their ‘household.’”

When Merian returned to Frankfurt in 1682 to help her widowed

mother, she entered into a legal battle over inheritance, which was done by women
whether single, married, or widowed.

444

Merian, however, went outside the accepted societal bounds by abandoning her
husband to join the Labadist sect. Her objective was not that of other women who
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Guentherodt, “Maria Cunitz,” 45-7.
Guentherodt, “Maria Cunitz,” 33.
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“The ideal of the complementary couple assigned to different private/public spheres . . . contrasted
with the social reality of the majority of the population in whose material and discursive practices
‘household’ and ‘public’ remained intermeshed.” (Brauner 185).
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Brauner 185.
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“Widows, wives, and single women argued with municipal governments for their access to inheritance
rights, for the right to work in certain professions, to represent their household legally, or to conduct
business affairs. . . . “ (Brauner 186).
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sought financial independence by entering a self-sustaining community.

445

In fact,

Merian divested herself of her property in Frankfurt in 1690, leaving all to Graff.
447

Rather, the separation was the “consequence of an unhappy marriage.”

446

Once the

Labadists accepted Merian as a member, her marriage to Graff was no longer valid
within the sect community. Under Labadism, marriage to an unbeliever, such as Graff,
was rejected as sinful and unholy.

448

After Graff’s unsuccessful attempt to retrieve Maria

Sibylla from Waltha Castle, he “told the Nuremberg council that ‘his wife had left him
to join the Labadists,’ got his divorce, remarried at age fifty-seven, and sired another
449

child.”

Maria Sibylla, in the meantime, “told the Frankfurt city council that her

husband ‘has separated from her and lives with her [meaning the new wife] in
450

falsity.’”

When, in 1699, Merian wrote a will and other documents, she referred to

herself as Graff’s widow, although he was still living.

451

Outside sources and Merian’s own text indicate her efforts to refashion her
image subsequent to her divorce. We have six of Merian’s letters addressed to Clara
445

“Joining an ordained religious or lay religious community . . . could provide an economic alternative to
marriage for women” (Brauner 184).
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Davis 160.
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Wettengl, Maria Sibylla Merian, 27. The reason for the demise of Merian’s marriage and subsequent
divorce has been speculated upon. Davis gives the fullest account with references to Merian’s move to
Frankfurt and then to Wieuwerd, to legal records in Nürnberg and Frankfurt, and to critical passages from
a Brother Dittelbach of Frankfurt; see especially Davis 160-1.
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“Die an die Wiedertaufe glaubenden Labadisten ‘verwarfen … die Ehe der Ungläubigen als sündlich
und hielten nur die Ehe der Heiligen für heilig, recht und erlaubt’, Real-Enzyklopädie für protestantische
Theologie und Kirche, Bd. 8 (Leipzig 1881), S. 360” (Ludwig, “Von der Betrachtung,” 109, footnote 8).
See also Davis 160-1.
449
Davis 161. See also Rücker, Maria Sibylla Merian, 1647-1717, 16.
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Davis 161.
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Davis 166.
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Imhoff spanning the years 1682 to 1697 which, when compared, convey Merian’s
respect for the prominent Imhoff family and their circle, and signal changes in Merian’s
marriage. On May 24, 1683 from Frankfurt, Merian sends greetings from herself, her
mother, husband, and daughters to Mistress Imhoff as well as her mother, father, and
friends.

452

Again, on December 8, 1684 from Frankfurt, her fond greetings from herself
453

and her family are directed to Clara and her “dear ones.”

On May 8, 1685 from

Frankfurt, Merian sends humble greetings from all of her family and states that she
owes “a debt of service to your whole family for the friendship you have shown to me,
454

as unworthy as I am to receive it from you.”

In those letters and this one, from June 3,

1685, Merian signs with her married name, Maria Sibylla Gräffin, but in this last letter
from Frankfurt, she mentions her husband, Graff:
I have no news, aside from the fact that my husband wants to journey to
Nürnberg. How soon that will come to be, I do not know. If you have need of
anything else, please simply let me know, and he can bring it to you, and wait
upon my very worthy Mistress and her loved ones. And I ask that if he should
need counsel you should be recommended to his humble person, for he will
455
indeed need good advice.
That same month, Merian left her husband, taking her mother and two daughters to join
Caspar Merian at Waltha Castle in Wieuwerd. The next extant letter that we have from
Merian to Imhoff is dated 12 years later, sent from Amsterdam.
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Apparently, a visit

from the brother of Clara Scheurling, née Imhoff, prompted Merian to write after a long
452

Wettengl, Maria Sibylla Merian, 263.
Wettengl, Maria Sibylla Merian, 263.
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break in contact. As Davis puts it, “[b]y 1697 the scandal around Maria Sibylla in
Nuremberg had lifted sufficiently for the Imhoff family to contact her in Amsterdam
after years of silence, and she replied warmly:

457

… I wish in the meantime to perform further service to you and your entire
family, for it has been many years since I last heard from all my dear friends,
particularly those I had in Nürnberg. I confess that it would make me very happy
to hear something from them or to see some of them, and although I regard
myself as unworthy of it, I would appreciate the kindness of having a few lines
to read. [...] My noble virtuous Madame, if I take such liberty it is due to the
many years of love I have so unworthily enjoyed from your noble friendship and
shall not so easily forget. And so I wish that I and my children could serve you,
who are so far away, to the best of our ability, and remain the devoted servant of
458
yourself and all of your noble friends.
Merian wishes to renew communication with the Imhoffs, but shows an uneasiness
about their acceptance of her as a now divorced woman. Yet, she signs her name with
confidence as Maria Sibylla Merian.
Records from Merian’s contact with business acquaintances from Nuremberg
and Frankfurt witness her silence and later, her willingness to talk about her former
marriage. In Merian’s letter to Clara Imhoff of May 8, 1685, her cousin, Christof
Volkamer, is included in the greeting, and we have four of Merian’s letters to another
relative, naturalist Johann Georg Volkamer, dated 1702, 1704, and 1705.
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Her

signature bears the name Marian Sibylla Merian and she makes no mention of the
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deceased Graff.

460

In 1711, during a visit to her Amsterdam home from Frankfurt scholar

Zacharias Conrad von Uffenbach, Merian talked about her marriage to Graff and
apparently claimed to have been widowed before she left Germany.

461

Davis says this

about Uffenbach’s notes of his conversation with Merian:
The report of [Zacharias Conrad von Uffenbach] from Frankfurt reveals that her
memory of her marriage was still bitter and, and that she still concealed the truth
about the divorce and her Labadist years. ‘Terrible and miserable’ (‘übel und
kümmerlich’): such was Uffenbach’s impression of her life with Graff. ‘After her
462
husband died, she moved to Holland’ – clearly not what had happened.
Merian seems to have hidden the details about her past marriage and divorce either by
presenting herself as a widow or by avoiding the topic altogether.
Merian protects her public image in her preface to the 1705 Metamorphosis by
referring to herself in the first person, even when recounting phases in her life when she
was accompanied by family members. Although her mother and daughters moved with
her to West Friesland and, after her mother’s death, Johanna and Dorothea left
Wieuwerd together with Maria Sibylla to Amsterdam, Merian phrases it as if she was
alone: “Later on, I came to Friesland and Holland and continued my observations of
insects, mainly in Friesland” (Appendix 10). More striking is Merian’s omission of
Dorothea in describing the Suriname voyage:
All of this motivated me to undertake a great and costly trip – to travel to
Suriname in America (a hot and humid country from where the above-mentioned
460

Davis states that “in December 1701 she must have heard that her former husband, Johann Andreas
Graff, had died in Nuremberg. There had surely been no resolution between them, and her letters to the
Nuremberg naturalist Johann Georg Volkamer in October 1702 made no mention of him” (178).
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authorities obtained their specimens) – with the aim to pursue my investigations
there. And so I traveled there in June 1699 to conduct more exact investigations
and stayed until June 1701. I then left for Holland, where I arrived on 23
September. (Appendix 10)
Guentherodt asks what prompted Merian to present these experiences as if she had
conducted them in isolation from her family and surmises that, with this, Merian
intended to avoid any talk about the separation from her husband, for if she had
mentioned her daughters, the next question would have been about their father.

463

In printed front matter, Merian presents herself as the daughter of Matthäus
Merian, as Mrs. Gräffin, and eventually, as an emancipated Maria Sibylla Merian. The
divorced Merian returns to her maiden name, Maria Sibylla Merian, in the 1705
Metamorphosis, and in subsequent editions of the Raupenbuch. Authors of posthumous
poems follow suit in employing the name Merian exclusively as well. The eulogy
penned by an anonymous author and printed beneath Gsell’s 1717 portrait of Maria
Sibylla Merian refers to her as “the lady Merian” (vrouw MERIAN”). In the Perez
poem, which serves to explicate the Houbraken engraving in the 1718 Latin
Raupenbuch, calls her “Mariana.” The 1719 Latin and Dutch Metamorphosis feature the
nine-stanza poem by Niedek, which carries over to the 1730 Dutch Metamorphosis.
Here, she is referred to as “the late Mistress Maria Sibylla Merian” and as “Madam
Sybillae.” In posterity, the accomplished author is known by the name she both inherited
and chose to use throughout her career.
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Guentherodt, “Autobiographische,” 147.
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6.3. In the company of men
Poems and dedications in the front matter of editions authorized by Merian
during her lifetime and added following her death develop her status as an
author/naturalist. In fact, Merian’s artistic training and exact illustrations of insects
paved her way into natural science. She made her contributions at a time when new
empirical studies, by women as well as men, were appreciated.

464

After the Blumenbuch,

Merian located her works among those of fellow naturalists. As Schiebinger points out
that “[d]espite her rarity as a woman naturalist, Merian’s practices in the field were by
465

and large similar to those of her male colleagues.”

The poems of Arnold and

dedications by publisher Oosterwijk and translator Rousset reflect changes in her
personal timeline and, in contrast to Merian’s modest words, they amplify her stature by
ranking her among accomplished European men of science and by dedicating their
editions to prominent men in Holland and Portugal.
Three poems written by Arnold appear in the German Raupenbuch. The first is a
25-line, laudatory poem in the original 1679 Raupenbuch, which reappears in the twovolume 1683 Raupenbuch. The second, “Caterpillar Song,” is a seven-stanza devotional
poem also appearing in 1679 and 1683. Added to the second volume of 1683 is a third
poem of 31 lines which revives the caterpillar metaphor and praises Maria Sibylla
Merian.
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Schiebinger, “Wissenschaftlerinnen,” 298-300.
“Lost Knowledge,” 128.
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Arnold clearly considers Merian a novelty. He is impressed that a woman would
write in the same field of study as notable, learned men. In the first of the 1679 poems,
Arnold begins with an overall statement of awe:
It is astonishing that women, too,
deliberately venture to write
on the same subject
as educated men. (Appendix 5)
Despite Merian’s lack of formal education, Arnold describes her as “smart” and
“ingenious.” He lends her authority by comparing Merian to nine male naturalists –
Gesner, Wotton, Pena, Mouffet, Goedart, von Mey, Swammerdam, Harvey, and
Bustamantin – who have won international acclaim for their work:
What Gesner, Wotton, Penn and Mouffet
left behind in their writings;
My Germany
has copied you, England,
via a smart woman’s hand.
What Goedart and von Mey in Zeeland once wrote
is indeed read with pleasure:
However, it is worthy of praise
that a woman desires to do the same as they.
What Swammerdam promises, what Harvey once lost
Everyone hears about;
That an ingenious woman
accomplishes the same, whiling away the time.
Let Spain praise Bustamantin highly
We conduct the same test. (Appendix 5)
Arnold finds Merian “worthy of praise,” and his collective “we” suggests that Germany
proudly displays Merian’s writings to Europe.
In closing his poem, Arnold does not, however, name Maria Sibylla Merian as
he does her nine male counterparts. Instead, with “Merian” Arnold means Matthäus
185

Merian the Elder, whose name is already known: “And show what the worthy Merian
can do / Through his daughter’s diligence!” With these last two lines, Arnold borrows
from Maria Sibylla’s tie to her famous father to give her writings credence. Merian’s
own title page to the book identifies her as “Maria Sibylla Gräffin / Matthæis Merians /
des Eltern / Seel. Tochter.” Although she has undertaken subjects that are the domain of
men, Merian remains, to borrow Davis’s phrase, “on the margins,” because of her
gender.
Arnold’s second poem of 1679, the “Song of the Caterpillar” shares in Merian’s
devotional aim to honor God through her work with nature, as she had expressed in her
1679 preface. Arnold’s song begins:
Lord! Thou Creator of all things
Thy great wisdom makes
Me sing of wonders
that Thou has so well thought out
Nothing can be compared to them
My mind cannot comprehend
the art and manner of Thy works
the praise is worthy of Thou alone. (Appendix 6)
However, not the author Merian, but God alone receives praise in the first stanza and
throughout the hymn. It serves as a counter-balance to Arnold’s first poem in praise of
Merian.
In Arnold’s third poem, in the second volume of the 1683 Raupenbuch, he treats
Merian not as a novelty, but rather as one more in a succession of investigators of
nature. Aware of Merian’s success with the first Raupenbuch four years earlier, Arnold
finds her contribution worthy. She, alongside four men who studied insects –
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Malpigh,

466

Clut,

467

Swammerdam, and Lister – has “strength,” “courage,” and a “fresh

and lively” mind:
The earth does not tire, the year recuperates,
The caterpillar lies down
As if it were almost dead;
And when it pales completely, it becomes red again.
Man is this way, when he has thought out what he tenderly spun;
He does not weaken
In that he always has more to inquire after.
Then God gives new strength, the mind becomes fresh and lively,
Courage is never defeated:
When one worthy thing is over
He takes up anew so that he is not idle.
One sees the diligence of strangers, how high art is elevated,
That they now prevail:
Yet one succeeds them
Because the same test proves the diligence and language of Germans.
Malpigh showed us the silkworm,
And one bows before him:
The worthy Clut taught us
For our benefit what lives for one day.
After him Swammerdam gave man to observe
What is little regarded
The so called _aft [capital letter unknown]
The vile Polymitarcys virgo, according to its character.
My gentleman Lister makes us desire to know more
When he took great pains
To show the spider’s art of spinning;
Thus knowledge bears his [financial] interest! (Appendix 7)
Indeed, to Arnold, Merian “succeeds” her predecessors. Arnold no longer sees Merian
primarily as her father’s daughter, as he had in the first poem of 1679. Instead, she is
afforded her married name, “Mrs. Gräffin,” the name she used on her title page:
466

Marcello Malpighi, anatomist from Bologna, published his findings on the silkworm in 1669.
This “Clut” is probably the same author to which Freedberg refers: “[t]he practically unknown
Amsterdam doctor Cluyt (Cloet, Clutius) […] wrote treatises on the transport of bulbs, on nephrites and
other stones, and on the double coconut of the Maldive Islands” (389).
467
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Mrs. Gräffin also wanted to increase her industry,
Chiefly to honor God;
For this is our goal:
I wish you God’s grace and such worthiness! (Appendix 7)
Merian has made a name for herself, but is still allied with a man, her husband, in print.
Scholar Schmidt-Linsenhoff interprets Arnold’s poems in conjunction with
Merian’s own reference to her devotional views.

468

She argues that Merian modestly

justifies her venture into the natural sciences with a religious objective, and that she
allows Arnold’s poems to underscore that she is a female author. Contrary to SchmidtLinsenhoff, however, I see Arnold’s panegyric verse as a rhetorical tool to highlight the
learned status of the author and thus to promote the book. I also disagree with SchmidtLinsenhoff’s view that Merian’s praise of God is a justification for her speculation of
nature particularly as a woman, for such praise is common in writings of male authors as
468

“Arnold calls [Merian’s] femininity ‘astonishing,’ praises her ‘clever woman’s hand,’ the ‘artistic
woman’, and finds a woman’s ‘striving to follow in the footsteps’ of male scholars ‘praiseworthy’. These
bold intrusions into the ‘international world’ of entomological science stand in stark contrast to the words
of modesty we read in the author’s preface: ‘Thus do not seek herein my honour but that of God alone,
praising him a [sic] as a creator of all these tiniest and lowliest of worms.’ Merian justified her
abandonment of flower painting, defined as the domain of women, in favour of her venture into the male
realm of scholarly publishing on religious grounds. Reading in the book of nature opened one’s eyes to
the presence of God. A second poem by Arnold emphasizes the entomologist’s posture of pietistic
reverence, which he identifies with the subject of her research in the Raupenlied (Caterpillar’s Song). The
poetic ‘I’ refers to itself as ‘a poor worm’ which submits to the natural processes of becoming and passing
away in complete faith in God’s goodness. Both the preface and the two occasional poems by Arnold are
easily recognizable as self-styled images of the author – otherwise she would hardly have published them.
Her femininity becomes a problem – ‘astonishing’ – when she seeks to gain a foothold in the maledominated realm of modern natural science, but not when she professes belief in the study of nature as a
means of decoding the signs and symbols with which God has filled the world, as pious reverence for the
Creator. Merian’s self-image, her art and her scientific work bear the indelible mark of this dual
orientation. The conflict between an older approach to the interpretability of nature as God’s great book
and bold attempts to gain technical dominion over nature, between a pantheistic reverence for nature in
Spinoza’s sense and the exact sciences of Rationalism, mark the point at which Merian’s biography
becomes a narrative of the gender discussion. And it is truly remarkable that it was Merian herself who
introduced the pattern of discourse most crucial to the history of her own critical reception with the help
of a humanist professor in Nürnberg” (205-6).
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well. Rumphius is one example, as Wit points out: “Rumphius is repeatedly found to
469

‘praise the endlessly benign Creator as befits Him.’”

Thus, highlighting that Merian is

a female author does not so much diminish her position as it capitalizes on the rarity of
a published female naturalist.
Sixteen years after the inclusion of Arnold’s poem in the 1683 Raupenbuch,
Merian asserts herself on a scientific culture dominated by men in her preface to the
1705 Metamorphosis. She places herself in the company of others who studied nature
and published their findings, with Mouffet, Goedart, and Swammerdam among them:
I placed the text of this book on one page between two illustrations, as was done
in the Anatomy of Professor BIDLOO. I could have formulated a more
comprehensive text, but since today’s world is so delicate and the views of the
scholars are so varied, I simply stayed with my observations. Thus, I supply
material from which everyone can draw conclusions according to their own
mind and opinion and evaluate at their own discretion. This has been done
previously, for instance by MOUFFET, GODART, SWAMMERDAM,
BLANCKAART and others. (Appendix 10)
Merian, knows that her readers will include scholars, and she respectfully anticipates
their critique.
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Still, she makes no excuses for being a woman nor does she expect her

work to be greeted with astonishment because of the gender of its author.
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Appropriate

Wit 299.
On reception of the Raupenbuch compared to scholars’ works, see Ludwig, “The Raupenbuch,” 60 and
66, footnote 39.
471
Schiebinger remarks that Merian made no excuses for her gender: “Niemals entschuldigte sie sich in
ihren Vorworten für ihre Leistungen (wie so viele Frauen ihrer Zeit es taten), noch sprach sie von der
>Weichheit< des weiblichen Gehirns, wie es in medizinischen Diskursen geläufig war”
(“Wissenschaftlerinnen,” 301). In considering Merian’s letters in addition to her books, Schiebinger
notes: “Die unabhängige Maria Merian … rechtfertigte sich selten wegen ihres Geschlechtes, und sie
erfuhr auch – zumindest zu ihren Lebzeiten – wenig von jener Kritik, der Wissenschaflterinnen sonst oft
ausgesetzt waren” (“Wissenschaftlerinnen,” 303).
470
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to scholarly inquiry and the field of natural history, Merian is resourceful and gives
credit where it is due:
I retained the names of the plants as given to them in America by the inhabitants
and the Indians. The Latin and other names were added by Mr. CASPARUS
COMMELIN, Medicinae Doctor Horti Medici Botanicus and Acad. CaesareoLeopoldinae Collega. (Appendix 10)
The naturalist Merian is confident that she has made a significant contribution with her
depictions of plants and insect transformations observed and collected in Suriname.
Amsterdam publisher Oosterwijk and French translator Rousset dedicate their
editions of the Raupenbuch and the Metamorphosis to men of political rank. This is not
in contradiction to Merian, for in her 1705 preface to the Metamorphosis she had
thanked the mayor of Amsterdam, Dr. Nicolaas Witsen, and the secretary of the city,
Mr. Jonas Witsen, for showing her their cabinets of curiosities. Generally, though,
Merian addresses other amateurs, art-lovers and lovers of nature in her brief dedications
and prefaces to her readers, who might happen to include politicians. Oosterwijk and
Rousset fortify Merian’s standing as an author by presenting her work to men of stature.
Oosterwijk takes a humble posture in dedicating two posthumous Merian
editions. His dedication to the 1718 Raupenbuch (Figure 37) reads:
Of noble birth and also dignified DO. [Doctor?] Theodore Huyghens, J. CTO
[Judge] Governor of the district in Honkoop, in the Republic of Amsterdam
most prudent judge, in all manner of arts and sciences most skillful investigator,
most vigilant amateur, most constant promoter, who law and piety the people
and senate praise; this work of Maria Sibylla Merian of European Caterpillars,
now after many years’ unexhausted labor engraved in copper, it is 154 most
accurate drawings, [with explication of them added in Latin,] completed in each
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part, with the greatest respect, dat, dicat, dedicat. Most humble and devoted
472
servant, Johann Oosterwijk.”
In accordance with Merian, Oosterwijk chose an “amateur” with a range of interests
which might have included collecting naturalia and books on natural history. The
connection between Oosterwijk’s next dedicatee and the content of Merian’s writings is
open-ended. His Latin dedication to Balthasar Scott in the 1719 Metamorphosis (Figure
45), and reprinted in Bernard’s 1730 Dutch Metamorphosis, has national overtones:
The very noble and great MR. BALTHAZAR SCOTT, J.U.D. Of the renowned
Republic of Amsterdam, Judge and Senator, As well as DUTY COLLECTOR
of the Dutch district And as BAILIFF of the territory of the Watergraefs-Meer,
GREATEST PREFECT Of the same dikes which must be cared for. As splendid
in birth as past generations, but most of all his own VIRTUES, & HONORS
Illustrious, & renowned, Most deserving person of the fatherland, to one worthy
473
every day. Which all things my Dutch song Indicates.
Oosterwijk’s Dutch verse (Figure 45) which follows attempts to overlay Merian’s
Metamorphosis with a veneer that will increase its magnificence and durability over
time:
Illuminate scion of your highborn ancestry, Great esteemed alderman of our
mighty Amsterdam, A vigilant councilman, do not let it displease your
sovereignty, That I humbly come bearing this precious book to you, So that the
name of SCOTT upon the work of MERIAEN Gives a lustre, which no age can
474
diminish.
Unlike Arnold, who claimed Merian for Germany, Oosterwijk associates Merian with
the city of Amsterdam.
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Translation from Latin by Gertrud G. Champe.
Translation from Latin by Gertrud G. Champe.
474
My translation from Dutch.
473
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Merian’s international readership extends beyond Germany and Holland with the
1726 French translation of the Metamorphosis, published in the Hague by Pierre Gosse.
J. Rousset de Missy dedicates his French translation to a Portugese official:
To his Excellence Monsieur Diego de Mendoça Corte Real, extraordinary envoy
of his Majesty the King of Portugal to their eminent powers the states general of
the United Provinces, Grand Treasurer of the city of Barcellos, etc. etc. etc.
(Appendix 15)
Rousset chose his dedicatee not only for his influential position, but for his knowledge
and activity as a naturalist:
Monsieur, An author, who wants to place a work under the protection of a
patronage, should, it seems to me, adopt the conduct that I uphold today; that is
to say only dedicate it to those deemed capable of judging it. The zeal you have
displayed, Monsieur, in penetrating the secrets of nature, and the achievements
you’ve made within such a science, as useful as it is pleasurable, make you, with
good reason, worthy of a distinguished place amongst the most adept naturalists;
You do not spare anything to make new discoveries every day; and this cabinet
of all the rarest productions of nature that you have assembled with so much
care, and that you explain with so much ease, serves at the same time to prove
your good taste and of your knowledge of these materials. The work that I take
the liberty of presenting to you, must have its place in this cabinet; since it
pertains to the most admirable and curious Metamorphoses of nature, it will not
fail to attract your attention. I have no other merit than that of having translated
it into a language that might make it available to a larger number of amateurs.
You understand our language so well, although you are a foreigner, that judging
from what the author has written, you will at the same time be in a position to
decide whether I have succeeded; at least you will not doubt my zeal and the
profound veneration that make of me: Monsieur, your Excellence, your very
humble and very obedient servant Rousset. (Appendix 15)
Rousset submits Merian’s work to foreign patronage and expertise. The translator has
viewed the Mendoça’s cabinet and presents the Metamorphosis as a fitting addition. He
does not cite Merian as author, but implies that his action carries out the author’s wish
to be judged by fellow naturalists.
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Textually, participants in the publishing process – specifically, Arnold,
Oosterwijk, and Rousset – placed Merian in the company of men whose interests
complemented her own. After her death, they reactivated her ambition to be read
widely, particularly by those with knowledge of naturalia.
6.4. Myth and allegory
Visually, Merian is presented as a woman in her single portrait and the two
frontispieces which represent her. The Gsell/Houbraken arrangement sets Merian within
a domestic space, well defined by its frame. The Schynvoet and Ottens engravings
locate Merian in public spaces - one within a hall holding naturalia, the other outdoors
within a Surinamese setting. All three images employ myth and allegory in their
representation of Merian and her pursuits. In her portrait, we see a small statue of the
goddess Minerva; in the Schynvoet engraving we see a goddess attending Merian; in the
Ottens engraving we view a female personification of natural history. The visual
presence of female mythological and allegorical figures in the front matter to Merian’s
texts enmesh the author with imagined characters of the same gender, associating her
with women rather than men. Merian’s persona as an author, artist, and naturalist in her
own right becomes ambiguous and sets her apart from men with similar
accomplishments.
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“Für die Tatsache der überwiegend mythischen Präsenz der Frauen in der Literaturgeschichte wie
überhaupt für die universelle Bildfunktion des Weiblichen, hinter der die weiblichen Subjekte zu
verschwinden drohen, wird unter dieser Perspektive eine Erklärung bzw. ein Enstehungszusammenhang
erkennbar. Der Frauen-Leib, dessen Verdrängung in der Lektüre derartiger kulturgeschichtlicher
Konstellation zu beobachten ist, kehrt als symbolisierter Körper bzw. als sexualisiertes Sprachmaterial im
Text oder Kunstprodukt wieder. Am Beispiel der Allegorie ist dieser Vorgang in jüngeren Forschung
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The Gsell/Houbraken portrait featured the goddess Minerva as an allusion to
Sandrart’s praise of Merian. Another mythological element in with the frame remains to
be analyzed. In both the drawing and the engraving stands a vase at the edge of the
frame below her right hand (Figures 7 and 8). Carved or painted onto the front surface
of the vessel are two nudes. The female figure is the mythological Daphne who flees the
grasp of the god Apollo who pursues her.
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The depiction of the myth alludes to two

important aspects of Merian’s life. She left Nuremberg for Frankfurt with her two
daughters in order to care for her widowed mother; her husband joined her a short time
later. Merian took a more drastic measure in leaving Frankfurt north for Wieuwerd.
There, her husband failed in his attempt to take her back to Frankfurt. Like Daphne,
Merian freed herself from the bonds to a man to live on a distant shore. This
iconographic element also captures a turning point in Merian’s life. The replacement of
Daphne with a laurel tree marks Merian’s metamorphosis from daughter and wife to an
independent woman.
Schynvoet’s engraved frontispiece conveys the concept that Merian, like
Daphne, receives help from a goddess (Figure 9). Three female figures occupy the grand

mehrfach in den Blick geraten. Die Beobachtung, daß die Mehrzahl allegorischer Personifikationen
weiblich ist, ist dabei Ausgangspunkt für ein Untersuchungsparadigma, in dem es um die Funktionsweise
der Geschlechterdifferenz in verschiedenen Verfahren der Symbolisierung und sprachlichen wie
bildlichen Materialisierung von Vorstellungen geht, insbesondere um die Darstellung von abstrakten
Ideen, Tugenden, Begriffen u. ä.” (Sigfried Weigel, “Geschlechterdifferenz und Literaturwissenschaft,”
The Graph of Sex and the German Text. Gendered Culture in Early Modern Germany 1500-1700,
(Amsterdam: Rodopi, 1994) 24-5).
476
“ [Apollo] pursued Daphne, the mountain nymph, a priestess of Mother Earth, daughter of the river
Peneius in Thessaly; but when he overtook her, she cried out to Mother Earth, who, in the nick of time,
spirited her away to Crete, where she became known as Pasiphaë. Mother Earth left a laurel-tree in her
place, and from its leaves Apollo made a wreath to console himself” (Graves 78).
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hall with Merian. As she is seated drawing a butterfly, they engage her in observing. The
women to the left could be, as Davis suggests, Merian’s daughters Johanna and
Dorothea.
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The feminine figure to the right, with a winged head, is a goddess who

instructs the seated Merian.
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The gendering of this scene is striking when compared to the Rumphius
frontispiece (Figure 68). Gathered around the male naturalist are three men in classical
garb who share in the enthusiasm of the work to which Rumphius attends. While
Rumphius has colleagues, Merian’s solitude is only broken by her daughters and an
imaginary companion. In Schynvoet’s Rumphius engraving, adult indigenous people
bring specimens to Rumphius feet. The Merian scene, with its playful putti, has a
maternal rather than industrious air.
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Strengthening the femininity of the room are the

female bust in the background with one breast exposed and the female sculpture in
contrapuntal pose above the second arch. Contrary to the texts discussed in section 6.2.,
in this frontispiece Merian is in the company of women, not men. Merian had gained
entrance to the cabinets of dignitaries, but Schynvoet diminishes this achievement with
his gendered group portrait.
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Davis 201.
Davis: “… a learned goddess lectures to an idealized Maria Sibylla Merian and her daughters” (202).
479
Barbara Stafford observes such “naked putti” in book engravings as engaging “in scientific sport.
These are the children and the young at heart who learn through recreation” (Barbara Stafford, Artful
Science. (Boston: Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1994) 42).
480
Schiebinger takes on the division between the feminine and male in science in her writings. She points
out that in early modern science, nature is historically female while scientific discovery is male-oriented.
She states: “My previous book, The Mind Has No Sex?, analyzed how women insinuated themselves into
scientific circles at the dawn of modern science, and how the multifaceted culture of modern science came
478
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The Ottens frontispiece features two female figures, one tending toward the
realistic, one idealized. Within the Surinamese setting in the background, Merian stoops
down to catch a butterfly with a net. Involved with the task at hand, she does not take
notice of two men in colonial dress who stand before her to the right. One glances at
Merian while the other gestures as in conversation. She is apart from them, seemingly
unconcerned with their discussion. This depiction of Merian at work takes second place
to the female figure in the foreground, which is much larger in scale. This seated woman
attends to the putti around her, entertaining them with dried specimens.
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The revealing

décolleté heightens her sexuality. As mentioned in chapter 5, Natalie Zemon Davis
identifies her as a young, idealized Merian. If so, the artist has chosen not to portray her
at the correct age of 52 when she travelled to Suriname. On the other hand, Londa
482

Schiebinger describes the figure as a “serene muse of natural history.”

Such a

representation would imply Merian’s contribution to the field of natural history and
would not compete with the background figure of Merian busy at her work as a
naturalist. I agree with Schiebinger that the foreground figure allegorizes natural history,

to exclude women and something defined as ‘the feminine’ from its ideals and practices” (Londa
Schiebinger, Nature’s Body. Gender in the Making of Modern Science. (Boston: Beacon Press, 1993) 3).
481
The group has been described as a “woman and six children studying butterflies” (“Catalog of
Botanical Books,” 97).
482
“Feminine Icons,” 683. Schiebinger argues that “the feminine face was the dominant image of science
throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries” (“Feminine Icons,” 663). She considers the [Ottens]
frontispiece to be “a rare example of a heterodox feminine tradition,” because of the pairing of the female
allegory with the active Merian in the background (“Feminine Icons,” 683). However, in Schiebinger’s
interpretation of a frontispiece to the Marquise du Châtelet’s study in physics, she poses the question:
“Who is the figure? Perhaps she is a goddess in antique dress. Or perhaps she is Châtelet herself, clad in
the dressing gowns in which she did much of her writing. If Châtelet is indeed present in her frontispiece,
she resides among the goddesses and not among the (male) scientists whose portraits frame the scene”
(“Feminine Icons,” 670).
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and support this by comparing this figure and the surrounding retinue of putti to a
similar configuration. She bears resemblance to the goddess Flora, as imagined in the
title page to publisher Froberg’s Blumen und Insecten=Buch (Figure 69).
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Ottens

employed an arrangement of a female allegorical figure with putti that was common in
the frontispieces of men’s writings, in a book authored by a woman as well.
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It may be

that the allegory was lost on the Parisian publishers, Huquier & Son, of the 1745
Metamorphosis, and that they, like Davis, mistook the seated lady for Merian. Why
otherwise, would the revealing neckline of the original Ottens plate be altered for
modesty’s sake? (Figure 60)
A later female figure, which appears in the frontispiece of the 1766 German
translation of Rumphius’s D’Amboinische Rariteitkamer, invites similar speculation
(Figure 70).
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A seated sea goddess studies a plate from Rumphius’s book while a putto

reaches out toward her with a shell in hand and a second putto holds a plaque giving the
publisher’s name and date of publication. A male figure, perhaps the god Neptune,
stands holding an oval frame that circles the author’s name, title of the book, and names
of the translator and editor. The employment of these mythical creatures shows their
enduring popularity in book front matter of the eighteenth century. For our purposes, it
is the sea goddess who attracts attention. She holds none other than a plate displaying
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Published 1713 in Nuremberg.
For an analysis of a frontispiece by Matthäus Merian that allegorizes continents as females and
employs cherubs, see Schmidt-Linsenhoff (213).
485
Amboinische Raritaten-Cammer oder Abhandlung von den steinschaalichten Thieren… . Johann
Hieronymous Chemnitz, ed. Philipp Ludwig Statius Müller, trans. Vienna: Kraus, 1766-1773.
484
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shells executed by Maria Sibylla Merian for the 1705 Rumphius edition. Once again, we
have ambiguity. Could it be that the female figure is a mythologized Merian? I think
not, for as Merian received no credit in print for her commissioned plates, only readers
familiar with her participation in the production of the 1705 D’Amboinsche
Rariteitkamer would conceive of a connection between the figure and Merian.
In their iconotextual front matter, producers of Merian editions celebrate her as
an accomplished woman. They market her as a contributor to the field of natural history
and idealize her. In Niedek’s words of 1719, she is a woman whose work “free from the
gnawing of time, her name in every mouth shall put” (Appendix 14).
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Conclusion
This study, with its focus on Merian as artist, naturalist, and as a woman, shows
the power of front matter to present the author in numerous ways. We have Merian’s
self assertion in her texts and its handling by parties who honor Merian’s objectives and
who promote their own. My conclusion more broadly defines how the front matter
constructs the author’s image, how it reflects the interests of the book’s collaborators,
and how it produces an effect on meaning and reception of the work.
The author representation, both visual and textual, interacts with other front
matter to form a rhetorical argument. The intermedial material presents the author
through a portrait, an engraved representation, the author’s name on the title page, a
self-authored dedication, and an address to the reader. These are co-present with the
date, location, and participants in the publication process, who formulate their own
dedications and letters from the editor. Book content is described on the title page and a
listing in a table or index. As a whole, as an iconotext, the front matter functions to
construct the author’s image, to cite any collaboration in the book’s production, and to
preview and arouse interest in the book’s content. The author representation forms part
of that whole. However, I find that a visual image, whether a portrait or a less
conspicuous figure within an engraving, makes the concept of the author more
prominent to the reader. The image can imply that the author condones the front matter
that precedes her text.
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The front matter produces an effect on meaning, i.e. on the resulting
interpretation of the book in a number of ways. First, with an address to the reader, the
author initiates communication with her audience from the start. We know that Merian
had direct contact with her German and Dutch customers to the extent that she sold
books out of her husband’s workplace in Nuremberg and from her home in Amsterdam.
Second, in a dedication and prefaces, she identifies her readers as amateurs, lovers, and
observers of art and nature. This connection between the author and her particular
readers intimates a shared appreciation of the book’s content. Further, in the
Blumenbuch preface, the artist offers her opinion of the tulipomania period and her view
of art versus nature. The author’s assessments can shape the viewer’s evaluation and
application of the floral patterns that follow. In other prefaces, the naturalist describes
her method of collecting and observing, which previews her text and illustrative plates.
This makes the reader aware of the effort Merian expended in order to display her
findings and can heighten appreciation of the outcome. Merian states her dual purpose
as to provide entertainment and to praise God. Expressions of her religious devotion,
echoed by Arnold in his poems, invite the audience to read Merian’s Raupenbuch in a
devotional frame of mind. Protestant readers would see this display of nature as a
context in which to seek and bring one closer to God, and more specifically, pietist
readers would recognize the butterfly as a traditional symbol of a soul’s transformation
and rebirth. Lastly, a listing of contents on the title page, a table, or index provides a
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guide to the work’s content, thus encouraging a systematic assimilation when turning
the pages.
The front matter reflects different interests of the participants in the production
process (author, engraver, printer, publisher), and this changes with subsequent editions
and translations. On the whole, Merian controlled the front matter of books published in
her lifetime, constructing her public image, encouraging sales, and steering reception.
The plates subsequently passed hands among five different publishers, who maintained,
altered, omitted, and inserted front matter to later editions and translations.
Merian’s primary interests as reflected in her front matter are to carefully
construct a public image, to convey her style and subject matter, to command authority
in describing her method in detail, and to promote book sales. Merian, who employed
no portrait or other visual representation of herself, constructs her image with decorative
and textual front matter, and refers to herself as “I” frequently in the book’s preliminary
pages and text. Floral title pages indicate her artistic style. Textual front matter, either
self-authored or contributed by Arnold, marks her individuality. Just as Merian’s extant
letters reveal her commercial strategy as a businesswoman, Merian has marketing
success in mind in constructing her front matter.
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Ever mindful of book sales, the title

page to her 1683 Raupenbuch announces its availability in Nuremberg, Frankfurt, and
Leipzig. In the preface to the 1680 Blumenbuch, she remarks that readers have enjoyed
her Raupenbuch of the previous year. Merian expresses her intention to publish another
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Raupenbuch in Latin and Dutch in her preface to the 1705 Metamorphosis. Here, she
offers a count of the book’s copper plates and comments on the quality of the
engravings and paper. The title page lures the customer with dual mention of exotic
“Surinamese” insects, of “America,” and of plants and various creatures depicted “from
nature and life-size.” Thus, the rhetoric of Merian’s front matter seeks to draw attention
to the rarity, authenticity, and high caliber of her text and illustrations.
Front matter of posthumous editions reveals an effort to capitalize on Merian’s
work, whether by elaborating on her objectives or by shifting emphasis to better serve
their own aims. In maintaining Merian’s front matter, publishers allow Merian’s voice
to introduce the book and to connect with the readers. With the omission of her
dedications, and more importantly, of her prefaces, the Merian’s presence recedes to the
background, and yet her voice still permeates the body of the work. Deletion of part or
all of her front matter casts out what might be considered outdated material and permits
setting the work in a contemporary context. Publishers alter title pages, in collaboration
with the printer, to feature the name and imprint of their own publishing house and to
attach a new date of issuance. The addition of new dedications, letters from the editor,
and poems that applaud Merian bank on her public image as a selling point. Publishers
commission engravers to create frontispieces that frame Merian’s work in the context of
colonial science in service of Dutch collectors and the Dutch empire, and, in the case of
Parisian editions, the retention of the Ottens engraving situates Merian’s work within a
486

All seventeen of Merian’s letters, reprinted by Wettengl, concern her sales of paintings, paints,
specimens, subscriptions, and books (Maria Sibylla Merian, 262-9).
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European context. Changes of Merian’s titles with their emphasis on insects to that on
plants, reflects either a new understanding of her work or a perceived change in public
interest – or both. Translated editions enter Merian’s works into new book markets.
While the first posthumous edition, the 1718 Raupenbuch, shows a concern of daughter
Dorothea and publisher Oosterwyck to bring the wishes of the late author to fulfillment,
the overriding interest of participants in the publishing process as reflected in the front
matter is to sell Merian’s books to new audiences.
In the case of Maria Sibylla Merian, it is particularly appropriate to study how
she is presented within her books, as we can verify that she is the subject of only one
portrait – the Gsell drawing – that was not created as front matter. Merian, as publisher,
never includes a portrait or visual representation of herself in her Blumenbuch,
Raupenbuch, or Metamorphosis. The pictorial presentation of Merian becomes
important after her death, when parties in the publishing process choose to include
either the Houbraken engraving after the Gsell portrait or the Schynvoet and Ottens
engraved frontispieces that feature a representation of Merian. With this divergence in
practice, it is interesting to ask what role the appeal of visual elements has in
commercial strategizing and whether there is evidence of consensus or conflict over the
function of the author representation in the book.
Merian’s illustrated plates are magnificently engraved and painted, and she
produced no visual front matter that competes with them. She uses decorative title pages
that indicate and preview her artistic style and subject matter in both the Blumenbuch
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and the Raupenbuch. In the 1705 Metamorphosis, Merian’s front matter is only
decorative in its typography. It is her voice in its verbal expression that takes precedence
in author self-presentation.
Publishers who maintain Merian’s visual elements in their front matter show
partial consensus with Merian over the function of author representation in the book.
The insertion of the Houbraken portrait, with its explicatory poem, in the 1718
Raupenbuch highlights many of the author’s achievements over a lifetime. While we
have no evidence that Merian either sat for Gsell before her death or condoned the
printing of Houbraken’s engraved version, its appearance does not conflict substantially
with her self-portrayal. Further, as this engraving does not take first position in the
edition, it serves as an embellishment to the author’s reputation.
The publisher’s insertion of frontispieces to Merian’s books is clearly a
commercial strategy. Oosterwijk initiated this practice with the intricate Schynvoet and
ornate Ottens engravings. As the initial page to the Raupenbuch, the Schynvoet plate
emphasizes not the character of the author, but her endeavor to contribute to scientific
knowledge, which is in agreement with Merian’s own words. The engraving’s
resemblance to an earlier frontispiece to a book by Rumphius creates an intertextual
relationship not present in Merian’s editions. This link encourages interest on the part of
Dutch naturalists and collectors familiar with Rumphius’s work. The colorful Ottens
plate, with its instant appeal, minimizes the presence of the author, but displays a
Surinamese landscape that hosted her explorations. Although in her preface the author
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described the climate as intolerable, the frontispiece pictures palm trees and a pool of
water that beckon the customer.
Front matter constructs the author’s image with elements throughout the pages
including the author’s name, voice, biographical information, and association with
predecessors and peers. Merian presents herself to different degrees as author,
artist/engraver, naturalist, and publisher. With title pages, dedications, and prefaces, she
shapes an interesting persona that attaches the reputation of the Merian name. Merian
enhances her authority by citing how long she has pursued her art and observations,
where she has traveled, and with whom she has had contact. In the 1705
Metamorphosis, she records her investigation and depiction of caterpillars, butterflies,
and moths in their transformation since her childhood, leading her, now a New World
traveler, from Frankfurt on Main and Nuremburg in Germany to Friesland, Holland, and
Suriname. She highlights her contact with prominent Dutch politicians, collectors, and
academics, their assistance and that of master engravers, and the succession of her work
in a line of renowned, published naturalists. In the Dutch Raupenbuch, Merian
emphasizes her lifelong activity as artist and naturalist, fascinated with the
transformation of insects as part of God’s creation and as object of her research. Only in
her earlier Raupenbuch did Merian include front matter by another author. She was very
cognizant of the impact of these pages on her image.
The inclusion of the author representation can serve to enhance or, at the same
time, undermine the authority of the author. Any posthumous editions that include
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Merian’s front matter enhance the authority of the author by doing so. The 1718
Raupenbuch preserves Merian’s voice particularly with the inclusion of her preface. The
1719 Metamorphosis and its successors which retain Merian’s preface also maintain the
image that she set forth. Added front matter that represents the author, for example,
daughter Dorothea’s foreword of 1718 and the Niedek poem of 1719, nurture Merian’s
legacy and further her stature. The Houbraken portrait of 1718 builds Merian’s
reputation by association. However, while the engraving presents her as an artist from a
renowned family, it minimizes her accomplishments as a naturalist. The 1718
Schynvoet engraving heightens Merian’s stature as a naturalist by association with
collectors, but undermines her authority as a naturalist in her own right. The 1719
Ottens frontispiece honor Merian’s direct method of observation, but the foregrounding
of the female allegory of Natural History diminishes Merian’s presence. The partial or
complete omission of Merian’s front matter, as we see in some later editions,
undermines her authority as the author.
The gender, religion, and intellectual endeavor of the author serve to heighten
the authorial image when these traits are presented subtly by Merian and with praise by
her collaborators. Merian makes reference to her gender only as daughter and wife, but
allows Arnold’s laudatory poems to accentuate her as a unique female author and
naturalist. Expressions of her religious devotion, reiterated by Arnold and Dorothea,
invite the audience to read her illustrated books as praise of God and His creation. By
noting the duration of her investigative work as a naturalist and introducing her
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empirical method, Merian conveys that her intellectual endeavor is of a serious nature
and that her findings are valid. The long record of Merian’s diligence is reinforced by
the words of Dorothea, Oosterwijk, Perez, and Niedek.
Merian’s authorial image weakens as presented visually in engraved
frontispieces. Schynvoet depicts Merian in a feminized context although she conducted
most of her work alone. The image conflicts with textual evidence in the front matter
that most of Merian’s predecessors in science and the academics and collectors with
whom she had contact were men. The introduction of female mythical and allegorical
figures by Schynvoet and Ottens generates ambiguity, blurring the presentation of
Merian as an accomplished artist and naturalist. Neither Schynvoet nor Ottens convey
the devotional aspect of Merian’s work, but rather its contribution to colonial science,
an endeavor that Merian never professed to adopt or exercise. Schynvoet depicts Merian
in the act of drawing and Ottens pictures her catching a butterfly. Neither image
captures the breadth of Merian’s intellectual work. Oosterwijk and subsequent
publishers who include these frontispieces, favor presenting the author in a visual
context that appeals to the taste and interests of their eighteenth-century public.
My findings reveal several insights into publishing practices and the concept of
authorship in early modern culture. Merian, as author and publisher, carefully employs
front matter to construct her public image, to steer reception of her work, and to
promote book sales. In posthumous editions, publishers who retain Merian’s front
matter allow her voice to establish authority and a connection with readers. Added texts
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enhance the author’s image by fostering Merian’s legacy and situating her achievements
in line with renowned naturalists. The author portrait serves as a visual biography,
though incomplete, of Merian’s life and work. Engraved frontispieces that represent the
author set her work into a contemporary context that speaks to book buyers.
Schynvoet’s cabinet of curiosities reflects the popularity of collecting; Ottens’s
Suriname landscape capitalizes on the European fascination with the exotic. Publishers
issue translations to reach new audiences. They change titles to reflect a new
understanding of the work and to answer perceived demand in the eighteenth-century
book market.
This case study on Merian prompts further questions regarding the
representation of the early modern artist and naturalist. In Merian’s time, art and science
coalesced. Art was in part a vehicle with which to present scientific discoveries. Can we
see a later development when publishers distinguish the work of botanical illustrators
between their artistic achievement and their scientific value, thus creating a division
between artists and botanists? Merian’s self-perception and presentation transformed
from flower-painter to naturalist. Study of other works by pioneers in natural science
could uncover patterns that emerge in the representation of the seventeenth-century
naturalist. As Merian’s works found relevance in the age of Linnaeus, to what extent
does she usher in eighteenth-century depictions of collectors who come up with
classification systems? In Merian’s case, authorial image inhabits the front matter of her
works into the mid-eighteenth century. Does the presence of author presentation
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diminish with the gradual institutionalization of science? These questions merit our
attention in order to better understand the function and impact of early modern author
presentation.
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Figure 2. Merian family portrait (ca. 1641)
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Figure 4. Engraving of Esther Barbara von Sandrart (1725)
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Figure 5. Mieris oval portrait
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Figure 6. Thopas pastel (1706)
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Figure 7. Gsell portrait (1716/1717)
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Figure 8. Houbraken engraving (1717)
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Figure 9. Schynvoet engraving (1717)
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Figure 10. Ottens engraving (1719)
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Figure 11. Title page to Florum Fasciculus Alter (1677)
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Figure 12. Title page to Florum Fasciculus Tertius (1680)
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Figure 13. Title page to Neues Blumenbuch (1680)
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Figure 14. M. S. Merian’s preface to Neues Blumenbuch (1680)
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Figure 14 (cont’d). M. S. Merian’s preface to Neues Blumenbuch (1680)
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Figure 15. Table of contents to Neues Blumenbuch (1680)
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Figure 15 (cont’d). Table of contents to Neues Blumenbuch (1680)
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Figure 16. Frontispiece to Der Raupen wunderbare Verwandelung und sonderbare
Blumennahrung (1679)
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Figure 17. Title page to Der Raupen wunderbare Verwandelung und sonderbare
Blumennahrung (1679)
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Figure 18. M. S. Merian’s preface to Der Raupen wunderbare Verwandelung und
sonderbare Blumennahrung (1679)
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Figure 18 (cont’d). M. S. Merian’s preface to Der Raupen wunderbare Verwandelung
und sonderbare Blumennahrung (1679)
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Figure 18 (cont’d). M. S. Merian’s preface to Der Raupen wunderbare Verwandelung
und sonderbare Blumennahrung (1679)
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Figure 18 (cont’d). M. S. Merian’s preface to Der Raupen wunderbare Verwandelung
und sonderbare Blumennahrung (1679)
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Figure 19. Christopher Arnold’s “Lobgedicht” in Der Raupen wunderbare
Verwandelung und sonderbare Blumennahrung (1679)
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Figure 20. C. Arnold’s “Raupenlied” in Der Raupen wunderbare Verwandelung und sonderbare
Blumennahrung (1679)
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Figure 20 (cont’d). C. Arnold’s “Raupenlied” in Der Raupen wunderbare Verwandelung und
sonderbare Blumennahrung (1679)
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Figure 21. Register and index to Der Raupen wunderbare Verwandelung und sonderbare
Blumennahrung (1679)
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Figure 21 (cont’d). Register and index to Der Raupen wunderbare Verwandelung und
sonderbare Blumennahrung (1679)
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Figure 21 (cont’d). Register and index to Der Raupen wunderbare Verwandelung und
sonderbare Blumennahrung (1679)
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Figure 22. Frontispiece to Der Raupen wunderbare Verwandelung und sonderbare
Blumennahrung … Andrer Theil (1683)
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Figure 23. Frontispiece to Der Rupsen Begin, Voedzel, en Wonderbare Verandering
(1713)
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Figure 24. Title page to Der Rupsen Begin, Voedzel, en Wonderbare Verandering (1713)
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Figure 25. Title page to Der Rupsen Begin, Voedzel, en Wonderbare Verandering…
Tweede Deel (1714)
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Figure 26. M. S. Merian’s address to the reader in Der Rupsen Begin, Voedzel, en
Wonderbare Verandering (1713)
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Figure 27. M. S. Merian’s foreword in Der Rupsen Begin, Voedzel, en Wonderbare
Verandering (1713)
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Figure 27 (cont’d). M. S. Merian’s foreword in Der Rupsen Begin, Voedzel, en
Wonderbare Verandering (1713)
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Figure 27 (cont’d). M. S. Merian’s foreword in Der Rupsen Begin, Voedzel, en
Wonderbare Verandering (1713)
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Figure 28. Title page to Metamorphosis Insectorum Surinamensium (1705)
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Figure 29. Title page to Metamorphosis Insectorum Surinamensium. Ofte Verandering…
(1705)
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Figure 30. M. S. Merian’s dedication in Metamorphosis Insectorum Surinamensium
(1705)
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Figure 31. M. S. Merian’s dedication in Metamorphosis Insectorum Surinamensium. Ofte
Verandering… (1705)
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Figure 32. M. S. Merian’s address to the reader in Metamorphosis Insectorum
Surinamensium (1705)
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Figure 32 (cont’d). M. S. Merian’s address to the reader in Metamorphosis Insectorum
Surinamensium (1705)
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Figure 33. M. S. Merian’s address to the reader in Metamorphosis Insectorum
Surinamensium. Ofte Verandering… (1705)
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Figure 33 (cont’d). M. S. Merian’s address to the reader in Metamorphosis Insectorum
Surinamensium. Ofte Verandering… (1705)
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Figure 34. Title page to Der Rupsen Begin, Voedzel, en Wonderbare Verandering…
Deerde en Lattste Deel (1717)
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Figure 35. Frontispiece to Der Rupsen Begin, Voedzel, en Wonderbare Verandering…
Deerde en Lattste Deel (1717)
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Figure 36. Title page to Erucarum Ortus, Alimentum et
Paradoxa Metamorphosis… (1718)
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Figure 37. Johannes Oosterwijk’s dedication in Erucarum Ortus, Alimentum et Paradoxa
Metamorphosis… (1718)
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Figure 37 (cont’d). Johannes Oosterwijk’s dedication in Erucarum Ortus, Alimentum et
Paradoxa Metamorphosis… (1718)
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Figure 38. Dorothea Maria Hendrik’s address in Erucarum Ortus, Alimentum et
Paradoxa Metamorphosis… (1718)
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Figure 38 (cont’d). Dorothea Maria Hendrik’s address in Erucarum Ortus, Alimentum et
Paradoxa Metamorphosis… (1718)
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Figure 39. M. S. Merian’s foreword to Erucarum Ortus, Alimentum et Paradoxa
Metamorphosis… (1718)
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Figure 39 (cont’d). M. S. Merian’s foreword to Erucarum Ortus, Alimentum et Paradoxa
Metamorphosis… (1718)
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Figure 39 (cont’d). M. S. Merian’s foreword to Erucarum Ortus, Alimentum et Paradoxa
Metamorphosis… (1718)
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Figure 40. Solomon Perez’s poem in Erucarum Ortus, Alimentum et Paradoxa
Metamorphosis… (1718)
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Figure 41. Decorative wreath in Erucarum Ortus, Alimentum et Paradoxa
Metamorphosis… (1718)
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Figure 42. Title page to Dissertatio de Generatione et Metamorphosibus Insectorum
Surinamensium (1719)
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Figure 43. Title page to Over de Voortteeling en
Wonderbaerlijke Veranderingen der Surinaemsche Insecten (1719)
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Figure 44. Advertisement in Dissertatio de Generatione et Metamorphosibus Insectorum
Surinamensium (1719)
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Figure 45. J. Oosterwijk’s dedication in Dissertatio de Generatione et Metamorphosibus
Insectorum Surinamensium (1719) and Over de Voortteeling en Wonderbaerlijke
Veranderingen der Surinaemsche Insecten (1719)
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Figure 45 (cont’d). J. Oosterwijk’s dedication in Dissertatio de Generatione et
Metamorphosibus Insectorum Surinamensium (1719) and Over de Voortteeling en
Wonderbaerlijke Veranderingen der Surinaemsche Insecten (1719)
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Figure 46. J. Oosterwijk’s address to the reader in Dissertatio de Generatione et
Metamorphosibus Insectorum Surinamensium (1719) and Over de Voortteeling en
Wonderbaerlijke Veranderingen der Surinaemsche Insecten (1719)
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Figure 47. M. Brouërius van Niedek’s poem in Dissertatio de Generatione et
Metamorphosibus Insectorum Surinamensium (1719) and Over de Voortteeling en
Wonderbaerlijke Veranderingen der Surinaemsche Insecten (1719)
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Figure 48. Latin title page to Dissertatio de Generatione et Metamorphosibus Insectorum
Surinamensium (1726)
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Figure 49. French title page to Dissertatio de Generatione et Metamorphosibus
Insectorum Surinamensium (1726)
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Figure 50. J. Rousset’s dedication in Dissertatio de Generatione et Metamorphosibus
Insectorum Surinamensium (1726)
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Figure 50 (cont’d). J. Rousset’s dedication in Dissertatio de Generatione et
Metamorphosibus Insectorum Surinamensium (1726)
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Figure 51. M. S. Merian’s Latin address to the reader in Dissertatio
de Generatione et Metamorphosibus Insectorum Surinamensium (1726)
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Figure 51 (cont’d). M. S. Merian’s Latin address to the reader in Dissertatio
de Generatione et Metamorphosibus Insectorum Surinamensium (1726)
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Figure 52. M. S. Merian’s French address to the reader in Dissertatio
de Generatione et Metamorphosibus Insectorum Surinamensium (1726)
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Figure 52 (cont’d). M. S. Merian’s French address to the reader in Dissertatio
de Generatione et Metamorphosibus Insectorum Surinamensium (1726)
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Figure 53. Ottens engraving as frontispiece to Over de Voortteeling en Wonderbaerlijke
Veranderingen der Surinaemsche Insecten (1730)
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Figure 54. Title page to Over de Voortteeling en Wonderbaerlijke Veranderingen der
Surinaemsche Insecten (1730)
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Figure 55. Oosterwijk’s dedication in Over de Voortteeling en Wonderbaerlijke Veranderingen
der Surinaemsche Insecten (1730)
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Figure 55 (cont’d). Oosterwijk’s dedication in Over de Voortteeling en Wonderbaerlijke
Veranderingen der Surinaemsche Insecten (1730)
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Figure 56. Half-title page to De Europische(n) Insecten (1730)
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Figure 57. Title page to De Europische(n) Insecten (1730)
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Figure 58. Title page to Histoire des Insectes de L’Europe (1730)
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Figure 59. Decorative wreath in Histoire des Insectes de L’Europe (1730)
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Figure 60. Ottens engraving as frontispiece to Recueil de Plantes des Indes (1745)
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Figure 61. Ottens engraving as frontispiece to Histoire Generale des Insectes de Surinam
et de Toute l’Europe (1771)
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Figure 62. Title page to Philipp Sidney’s Arcadia
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Figure 63. Merian imprint from title page to Philip Sidney’s Arcadia
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Figure 64. Plate 29 from Maria Sibylla Merian’s Metamorphosis (1705)
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Figure 65. Portrait of Georg Rumphius from his D’Amboinsche Rariteitkamer (1705)
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Figure 66. Plate 72 from the Metamorphosis (1719)
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Figure 67. Close-up of Merian figure in the Ottens engraving
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Figure 68. Frontispiece to Georg Rumphius’s D’Amboinsche Rariteitkamer (1705)
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Figure 69. Frontispiece to Froberg’s Blumen und Insecten=Buch
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Figure 70. Frontispiece to Georg Rumphius’s Amboinische Raritäten-Cammer (1766)
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Blumenbuch (Book of Flowers)
Florum Fasciculus Primus. Nürnberg: Maria Sibylla Merian (Johannes Andreas
Graff),1675. 1st part. of the Blumenbuch. [Text in German]
Florum Fasciculus Alter. Nürnberg: Maria Sibylla Merian (Johannes Andreas Graff),
1677. 2st part. of the Blumenbuch. [Text in German]
Florum Fasciculus Tertius. Nürnberg: Maria Sibylla Merian (Johannes Andreas Graff),
1680. 3rd part. Of the Blumenbuch. [Text in German]
Neues Blumenbuch. Nürnberg: Maria Sibylla Merian (Johannes Andreas Graff), 1680.
New ed. of all three parts. [Text in German]
Maria Sibylla Merians >Neues Blumenbuch<. (Nürnberg 1680). Helmut Deckert, ed.
Leipzig: Insel, 1966. Facsimile edition of Nürnberg 1680 original held in the
Sächsischen Landesbibliothek, Dresden.
Maria Sibylla Merians >Neues Blumenbuch< (Nürnberg 1680). 2nd ed. Helmut
Deckert, ed. Leipzig: Insel, 1968.
Maria Sibylla Merians >Neues Blumenbuch< (Nürnberg 1680). 3rd ed. Helmut Deckert,
ed. Leipzig: Insel, 1981.
Maria Sibylla Merian. New Book of Flowers. Thomas Burger, ed. Prestel USA, 1999.
Raupenbuch (Book of Caterpillars)
Der Raupen wunderbare Verwandelung und sonderbare Blumennahrung. Nürnberg:
Maria Sibylla Merian (Johannes Andreas Graff); Frankfurt and Leipzig: (David
Funken), 1679. [Text in German]
Der Raupen wunderbare Verwandelung und sonderbare Blumennahrung … Andrer
Theil. Frankfurt and Leipzig: Maria Sibylla Merian (David Funken), 1683. [Text in
German]
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Der Raupen wunderbare Verwandelung und sonderbare Blumennahrung... Nürnberg:
Maria Sibylla Merian (Johann Andreas Graff), 1679, Frankfurt and Leipzig: (David
Funken), 1683. 2 volumes bound together. [Text in German]
Der Rupsen Begin, Voedzel, en Wonderbare Verandering. Amsterdam: Maria Sibylla
Merian (Gerard Valck, printer), 1713/14. 2 separate volumes. [Text in Dutch]
Der Rupsen Begin, Voedzel, en Wonderbare Verandering… Deerde en Lattste Deel.
Amsterdam: Maria Sibylla Merian (Gerard Valck, printer), 1717. Issued with 1713/14
volumes. Uncertain whether issued as separate volume also. [Text in Dutch]
Erucarum Ortus, Alimentum et Paradoxa Metamorphosis… Amsterdam: Johann
Oosterwijk, 1718. [Text in Latin]
De Europische(n) Insecten. Amsterdam: Jean Frédéric Bernard, 1730. [Text in Dutch]
Histoire des Insectes de L'
Europe. Jean Marret, trans. Amsterdam: Jean Frédéric
Bernard, 1730. [Text in French]
Histoire Generale des Insectes de Surinam et de Toute l'
Europe. Paris: L. C. Desnos,
1771.[Vol 1 a new ed. in Latin and French of Metamorphosis, "Des plantes de
Surinam"; Vol 2 a French translation of Raupenbuch, "Des pla(n)tes de l'
Europe"].
Maria Sibylla Merian: reproducties naar haar tekeningen van Surinaamse en Europese
insecten, met een beschrijving van haar leven & werken en een verklaring van de
afbeeldingen. Schierbeek, Abraham, ed. The Hague: L.J.C. Boucher, 1952.
The Wondrous Transformation of Caterpillars: fifty engravings selected from Erucarum
ortus (1718). Stearn, William, ed.. London: Scolar Press, 1978.
Flowers, butterflies, and insects: all 154 engravings from "Erucarum Ortus". New
York: Dover Publications, Inc., 1991 (1717).
La meravigliosa metamorfosi dei bruchi. Maria Gregorio and Daniela Majerna, trans.
Torino: Rosenberg & Sellier, 1993.
Metamorphosis (Surinam Book)
Metamorphosis Insectorum Surinamensium. Amsterdam: Maria Sibylla Merian (Gerard
Valck), 1705. [Text in Latin] [Note: German edition was cancelled for lack of
subscribers]
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Metamorphosis Insectorum Surinamensium. Ofte Verandering…. Amsterdam:
MSMerian (GValck), 1705. [Text in Dutch]
Dissertatio de Generatione et Metamorphosibus Insectorum Surinamensium.
Amsterdam: Oosterwijk, 1719. [Text in Latin]
Over de Voortteeling en Wonderbaerlijke Veranderingen der Surinaemsche Insecten.
Amsterdam: Oosterwijk, 1719. [Text in Dutch]
Dissertatio de Generatione et Metamorphosibus Insectorum Surinamensium. French
Trans. Rousset de Missy. The Hague: Peter Gosse, 1726. [Text in Latin and French in
parallel columns]
Over de Voortteeling en Wonderbaerlijke Veranderingen der Surinaemsche Insecten.
Amsterdam: Jean Frédéric Bernard, 1730. [Text in Dutch]
Recueil de Plantes des Indes. Paris: chez Huquier fils, Rue St. Jacques au grand St.
Remy, 1745. [Text in French]
Histoire Generale des Insectes de Surinam et de Toute l'
Europe. Paris: L. C. Desnos,
1771.[Vol 1 a new ed. in Latin and French of Metamorphosis, "Des plantes de
Surinam"; Vol 2 a French translation of Raupenbuch, "Des pla(n)tes de l'
Europe"].
Merian, Maria Sibylla. Das Kleine Buch der Tropenwunder. Leipzig: Insel Verlag,
1935.
Maria Sibylla Merian: reproducties naar haar tekeningen van Surinaamse en Europese
insecten, met een beschrijving van haar leven & werken en een verklaring van de
afbeeldingen. Schierbeek, Abraham, ed. The Hague: L.J.C. Boucher, 1952.
Metamorfosi delle Farfalle a Surinam: 12 tavole a colori da incisioni del 1699. Gorlich;
Tiranti, 1959.
Nebel, Gerhard. Die schönsten Tafeln aus dem grossen Buch der Schmetterlinge und
Pflanzen, Metamorphisis insectorum surinamensium. Hamburg: Merian-Bibliothek, im
Hoffman und Campe Verlag, 1964.
Metamorphosis Insectorum Surinamensium (Amsterdam 1705). Helmut Deckert, ed.
Leipzig: H. F. Jutte, 1975. [Facsimile edition of the 1705 Dutch original held in the
Sächsischen Landesbibliothek, Dresden]
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Nebel, Gerhard. Maria Sibylla Merian: de mooiste platen uit Metamorphosis
insectorum surinamensium'
. Edition: Nederlandse uitgave. Amsterdam:
Wereldbibliotheek, 1981.
Metamorphosis Insectorum Surinamensium. London: Pion, 1980 1982. [Facsimile
edition of the 1705 Amsterdam original held in the Royal Library, Windsor Castle]
Metamorphosis Insectorum Surinamensium. Zutphen: Walburg Pers, 1982.
Histoire Naturelle des Plantes & Insectes de Surinam; observes et peints d'
apres nature
par Maria Sibylla Merian avec un texte original de Elisabeth Meylan. Amsterdam: "La
Suisse" Assurance, 1984.
La Flora de Indies=South American flora. Bogota: C. Valenci Editores, 1986.
Das Insektenbuch = Metamorphosis Insectorum Surinamensium. 1st ed. Frankfurt/Main:
Insel, 1991.
Das Insektenbuch =Metamorphosis Insectorum Surinamensium. 2nd ed. Frankfurt/Main:
Insel, 1992.
Studienbuch (Book of Studies)
Leningrader Aquarelle. Ernst Ullman, ed. Leipzig: Edition Leipzig, 1974.
Leningrad Watercolours. New York and London: HBJ, 1974.
Les Aquarelles de Leningrad. Paris, 1974.
Schmetterlinge, Käfer und Andere Insekten: Leningrader Studienbuch. Wolf-Dietrich
Beer, ed. Leipzig: Edition Leipzig, 1976; Lucerne: Reich-Verlag, 1976.
Butterflies, Beetles and Other Insects: the Leningrad book of notes and studies.
McGraw-Hill International Book Co., 1976.
Aquarellen uit Lenigrad. Haarlem: De Haan, 1977.
The St. Petersburg Watercolors. Eckhard Hollmann (Introduction). Prestel USA, 2003.
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Rumphius book with Merian illustrations
Rumphius, Georgius Everhardus. D'
Amboinische Rariteitkamer, behelzende eene
beshryvinge van allerhande zoo weeke als harde schaalvisschen, t weeten raara
krabben, kreeften ... daar beneven zommige mineraalen, geteenten .... Verdeelt in 3
boeken ... Amsterdam: François Halma, 1705.
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Appendix 2
Blumenbuch
Florum Fasciculus Primus. Nürnberg: Maria Sibylla Merian (JGraff),1675. 1st part. of
the Blumenbuch. Text in German.
Original not seen
Title page "Florum Fasciculus Primus…" w/ colored floral wreath
Florum Fasciculus Alter. Nürnberg: Maria Sibylla Merian (JGraff), 1677. 2nd part. of
the Blumenbuch. Text in German.
Original not seen
Title page "Florum Fasciculus Alter: Zweyter Blumen Theil…" w/ colored floral
wreath
Florum Fasciculus Tertius. Nürnberg: Maria Sibylla Merian (JGraff), 1680. 3rd part. of
the Blumenbuch. Text in German.
Original not seen
Title page "Florum Fasciculus Tertius: Dritter Blumen Theil…" w/ colored floral
wreath
Neues Blumenbuch. Nürnberg: Maria Sibylla Merian (JGraff), 1680. New ed. of all
three parts. Text in German.
Facsimile ed. 1981 of Sächsische Landesbibliothek, Dresden original
Title page "…Neues Blumenbuch…" w/ colored wreath
2-page Preface by M. S. Merian in German
2-page Register (of contents)
11 colored plates (2-12)
Title page "Florum Fasciculus Alter: Zweyter Blumen Theil…" w/ colored floral
wreath
11 colored plates (2-12)
Title page "Florum Fasciculus Tertius: Dritter Blumen Theil…" w/ colored wreath
11 colored plates (2-12)
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Raupenbuch
Der Raupen wunderbare Verwandelung und sonderbare Blumennahrung. Nürnberg:
MSMerian (JGraff); Frankfurt and Leipzig: (DFunken), (AKnortzen, printer), 1679.
Text in German.
Herzog August Bibliothek
Frontispiece "Der Raupen …" in wreath w/ "Maria Sibylla Gräffin geb. Merianin"
Title page "Der Raupen…" w/ "selbst verlegt von Maria Sibylla Gräffinn / Matthei
Merians / des Eltern / Seel. Tochter."
"Lobgedicht" by C. Arnold in German
4-page "Hoch=werther / Kunst=liebender Leser" by Merian in German
At end 2-page "Raupenlied" by C. Arnold
Register

Der Raupen wunderbare Verwandelung und sonderbare Blumennahrung … Andrer
Theil. Frankfurt and Leipzig: Maria Sibylla Merian (JGraff; David Funken), (MSpörlin,
printer), 1683. Text in German.
Original not consulted
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Raupenbuch
Der Raupen wunderbare Verwandelung und sonderbare Blumennahrung... Nürnberg:
MSMerian (JGraff), 1679, Frankfurt and Leipzig: (DFunken), 1683. 2 volumes bound
together. Text in German.
Hunt Institute for Botanical Documentation (2-row record)
Frontispiece "Der Raupen …" in wreath w/ "Maria Sibylla Gräffin geb. Merianin"
Title page "Der Raupen…" w/ "selbst verlegt von Maria Sibylla Gräffinn / Matthei
Merians / des Eltern / Seel. Tochter." dated 1679
"Lobgedicht" by C. Arnold in German
4-page "Hoch=werther / Kunst=liebender Leser" by Merian in German
2-page "Raupenlied" by C. Arnold
3-1/2-page Register in German; 1-1/2-page Index in Latin
Verso of Index has 6 lines in German
Title page dated 1683
Other "Lobgedicht" by C. Arnold in German (partial text from Hunt Institute)
2-page "Hochwerther/ Kunstliebender Leser" in German
2-page list of plant plates precedes text
2 colored butterfly / moth plates
4-page Register
University of Illinois Urbana
Frontispiece "Der Raupen …" in wreath w/ "Maria Sibylla Gräffin geb. Merianin"
Title page "Der Raupen…" w/ "selbst verlegt von Maria Sibylla Gräffinn / Matthei
Merians / des Eltern / Seel. Tochter."
"Lobgedicht" by C. Arnold in German
4-page "Hoch=werther / Kunst=liebender Leser" by Merian in German
At end 2-page "Raupenlied" by C. Arnold (unconfirmed)
Register (unconfirmed)
Houghton Library - Harvard (Typ 620.79.567) all uncolored
Frontispiece "Der Raupen …" in wreath w/ "Maria Sibylla Gräffin geb. Merianin"
Title page "Der Raupen…" w/ "selbst verlegt von Maria Sibylla Gräffinn / Matthei
Merians / des Eltern / Seel. Tochter."
"Lobgedicht" by C. Arnold in German
4-page "Hoch=werther / Kunst=liebender Leser" by Merian in German
At end 2-page "Raupenlied" by C. Arnold
4-page Register
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continued: Der Raupen wunderbare Verwandelung und sonderbare Blumennahrung...
Nürnberg: MSMerian (JGraff), 1679, Frankfurt and Leipzig: (DFunken), 1683. 2
volumes bound together. Text in German.
Collection of Rachel Lambert Mellon, Oak Spring Garden Library, Upperville VA
(incomplete original)
Frontispiece "Der Raupen …" in wreath w/ "Maria Sibylla Gräffin geb. Merianin"
50 engraved hand-colored plates; 2 blank leaves; 29 leaves w/ manuscript text; 1
blank leaf
Title page to 2nd volume (title within wreath, ""Maria Sibylla Gräffin Sculpsit"
50 engravings hand-colored; 30 blank leaves.
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Raupenbuch
Der Rupsen Begin, Voedzel, en Wonderbare Verandering. Amsterdam: Maria Sibylla
Merian (GValck, printer), 1713. 1st volume. Text in Dutch.
Original not consulted
Frontispiece "Der Rupsen Begin…" in wreath w/ "Mar. Sibyl. Merian" w/ Gräffin
eradicated (unconfirmed)
Title page "Der Rupsen Begin" of Vol 1 (unconfirmed)
Foreword "Beminde Leezer" by MSMerian in Dutch (unconfirmed)

Der Rupsen Begin, Voedzel, en Wonderbare Verandering…Dweede Teel. Amsterdam:
Maria Sibylla Merian (GValck, printer), 1714. 2nd volume. Text in Dutch.
Original not consulted
Frontispiece "Der Rupsen Begin…" in wreath w/ "Mar. Sibyl. Merian" w/ Gräffin
eradicated (unconfirmed)
Title page "Der Rupsen Begin…Tweede Deel" (unconfirmed)
Foreword "Beminde Leezer" by MSMerian in Dutch (unconfirmed)

Der Rupsen Begin, Voedzel, en Wonderbare Verandering…Deerd en Laatste Deel.
Amsterdam: MSMerian (GValck, printer), 1717. 3rd volume. Text in Dutch.
Original not consulted
Frontispiece "Der Rupsen…Derde deel" in wreath (unconfirmed)
Title page "Derde en Laatste Deel der RupsenBegin…" in Dutch (unconfirmed)
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Raupenbuch
Der Rupsen Begin, Voedzel, en Wonderbare Verandering. Amsterdam: MSMerian
(GValck, printer), 1717. Text in Dutch. 1713/14/17 volumes issued together.
Collection of Rachel Lambert Mellon, Oak Spring Garden Library, Upperville VA
Title page "Der Rupsen Begin" of Vol 1
Frontispiece "Der Rupsen Begin…"colored in wreath w/ "Mar. Sibyl. Merian" w/
Gräffin eradicated
Title page "Der Rupsen Begin…Tweede Deel"
Title page "Der Raupen wunderbare…" in German colored in wreath w/ "Maria
Sibylla Gräffin Sculpsit" underneath
Title page "Derde en Laatste Deel der RupsenBegin…" in Dutch
Frontispiece "Der Rupsen …Derde deel" colored in wreath
Library of Congress, Washington DC (LCCN 06-14930)
Houbraken medallion (1760) glued in on verso
Frontispiece "Der Rupsen Begin" in wreath w/ Mar. Sibyl. Merian"
Schynvoet engraving colored!
Title page "Der Rupsen Begin" of Vol 1
Foreword "Beminde Leezer" by MSMerian in Dutch
Houghton Library - Harvard (Typ 732.13.567)
Frontispiece "Der Rupsen Begin" in wreath w/ Mar. Sibyl. Merian"
Title page "Der Rupsen Begin" of Vol 1
Foreword "Beminde Leezer" by MSMerian in Dutch
Title page "Der Rupsen Begin…Tweede Deel"
Title page "Der Raupen wunderbare…" in German in wreath w/ "Maria Sibylla
Gräffin Sculpsit" underneath
Title page "Derde en Laatste Deel der RupsenBegin…" in Dutch
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Raupenbuch
Erucarum Ortus, Alimentum et paradoxa Metamorphosis. Amsterdam: JOosterwijk,
1718. Text in Latin. Trans. Dorothea Maria Merian.
Library of Congress (LCCN 06-14929)
Schynvoet engraving
Title page "Erucarum Ortus…" in Latin
2-page dedication to Huyghens by JOosterwijk in Latin w/ vignette
2-page "Amice Lector" in Latin by DMMerian
3-page "Præfatio" in Latin by MSMerian
Poem about Merian by Perez in Latin
Houbraken engraving dated 1717
Wreath w/ "Mar. Sibyl. Merian"
Collection of Rachel Lambert Mellon, Oak Spring Garden Library, Upperville VA
Schynvoet engraving
Title page "Erucarum Ortus…" in Latin
2-page dedication to Huyghens by JOosterwijk in Latin w/ vignette
2-page "Amice Lector" in Latin by DMMerian
3-page "Præfatio" in Latin by MSMerian
Poem about Merian by Perez in Latin
Houbraken engraving dated 1717
Library at Les Fontaines, Chantilly, France
Schynvoet engraving
Title page "Erucarum Ortus…" in Latin
2-page dedication to Huyghens by JOosterwijk in Latin w/ vignette
Houbraken engraving dated 1717
2-page "Amice Lector" in Latin by DMMerian
3-page "Præfatio" in Latin by MSMerian
Poem about Merian by Perez in Latin
Wreath w/ "Mar. Sibyl. Merian"
University of California at Berkeley
Schynvoet engraving
Title page "Erucarum Ortus…" in Latin
2-page dedication to Huyghens by JOosterwijk in Latin w/ vignette
2-page "Amice Lector" in Latin by DMMerian
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Raupenbuch
Histoire des Insectes de L'
Europe. Amsterdam: JBernard, 1730. Text in French.
Herzog August Bibliothek (Na 2 1)
Frontispiece "Histoire Generale…par Mad. De Meriaan" w/ wreath and her name
again
Second frontispiece w/ wreath and "Mar. Sibyl. Merian ("Gräffin" and "geb."
Erased)
New York Botanical Garden
Title page printed in red and black w/ colored printer'
s mark
Hunt Institute of Botanical Documentation
Half-title page "Histoire des insectes de l'
Europe"
Title page printed in red and black w/ colored printer'
s mark
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Raupenbuch
De Europische(n) Insecten. Amsterdam: JBernard, 1730. Text in Dutch
Smithsonian Institution
Half title page "De Europische Insecten"
Title page "De Europische Insecten…" in Dutch w/ sun printer'
s mark
Notes on holding: Title in black & red w/ vignette in colors; tailpiece in colors
Hunt Institute for Botanical Documentation
Half title page "De Europische Insecten"
Ottens frontispiece uncolored
Title page "De Europische Insecten…" in Dutch w/ sun printer'
s mark
Library of Congress
Half title page "De Europische Insecten"
Ottens colored engraving w/o cartouche
Title page "De Europische Insecten…" in Dutch w/ sun printer'
s mark

Histoire Generale des Insectes de Surinam et de Toute l'
Europe. Paris: L. C. Desnos,
1771.[Vol 1 a new ed. in Latin and French of Metamorphosis, "Des plantes de
Surinam"; Vol 2 a French translation of Raupenbuch, "Des pla(n)tes de l'
Europe"].
Front matter of Vol. 2 not obtained; see record of Surinam 1771
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Metamorphosis
Metamorphosis Insectorum Surinamensium. Amsterdam: MSMerian (GValck, printer),
1705. Text in Latin.
Library at Les Fontaines, Chantilly, France
Title page "Metamorphosis Insectorum Surinamensium…" in Latin w/ printer'
s
mark
1-page dedication "Omnibus Naturæ Observatoribus…" in Latin by Merian
2-page "Ad Lectorum" in Latin by Merian
Metamorphosis Insectorum Surinamensium. Ofte Verandering…. Amsterdam:
MSMerian (GValck, printer), 1705. Text in Dutch.
Smithsonian Institution Libraries
Title page "Metamorphosis Insectorum Surinamensium. Ofte Verandering…" in
Dutch w/ printer'
s mark
1-page dedication "Aan alle Liefhebbers…" in Dutch by Merian
2-page "Aan den Leezer" in Dutch by Merian
Houghton Library - Harvard (Typ 732.5.567PF)
Title page "Metamorphosis Insectorum Surinamensium. Ofte Verandering…" in
Dutch w/ printer'
s mark
1-page dedication "Aan alle Liefhebbers…" in Dutch by Merian
2-page "Aan den Leezer" in Dutch by Merian
Collection of Rachel Lambert Mellon, Oak Spring Garden Library
Recto: Title page "Metamorphosis Insectorum Surinamensium. Ofte
Verandering…" in Dutch w/ printer'
s mark
Verso: 1-page dedication "Aan alle Liefhebbers…" in Dutch by Merian
2-page "Aan den Leezer" in Dutch by Merian
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Metamorphosis
Dissertatio de Generatione et Metamorphosibus Insectorum Surinamensium.
Amsterdam: JOosterwijk, 1719. Text in Latin.
John Carter Brown Library (J719 M561d copy 1)
Recto: Ottens color engraving w/o cartouche; Verso blank
Recto: Title page "Dissertatio de Generatione…" in Latin w/ printer'
s mark
Verso: 1-page in Latin mentions Merian
Recto/Verso: 2-page dedication to Scott in Latin w/ color vignette by JOosterwijk
Recto: 1-page "Lectori salutem Editor" in Latin by JOosterwijk
Verso: 1-page poem honors Merian in Dutch by Niedek
Recto/Verso: 2-page "Ad Lectorem" in Latin by Merian
Collection of Rachel Lambert Mellon, Oak Spring Garden Library
Ottens color engraving w/o cartouche
Recto: Title page "Dissertatio de Generatione"
Verso: 1-page in Latin mentions Merian
2-page dedication to Balthazar Scott in Latin w/ color vignette by JOosterwijk
1-page "Lectori salutem Editor" in Latin by JOosterwijk
1-page poem honors Merian in Dutch by Niedek
2-page "Ad Lectorem" in Latin by Merian
(Univ of Chicago-microfiche)
Ottens engraving w/o cartouche
Title page "Dissertatio de Generatione…" in Latin w/ printer'
s mark
1-page in Latin mentions Merian
2-page dedication to Balthazar Scott in Latin w/ vignette in Dutch by JOosterwijk
1-page "Lectori salutem Editor" in Latin by JOosterwijk
1-page poem honors Merian in Dutch by Niedek
2-page "Ad Lectorem" in Latin by Merian
Harvard University Houghton Library
Ottens engraving w/o cartouche
Title page "Dissertatio de Generatione…" in Latin w/ printer'
s mark
1-page in Latin mentions Merian
2-page dedication to Balthazar Scott in Latin w/ vignette by JOosterwijk
1-page "Lectori salutem Editor" in Latin by JOosterwijk
1-page poem honors Merian in Dutch by Niedek
2-page "Ad Lectorem" in Latin by Merian
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Metamorphosis
Over de Voortteeling en Wonderbaerlijke Veranderingen der Surinaemsche Insecten.
Amsterdam: JOosterwijk, 1719. Text in Dutch.
John Carter Brown Library (J719 M561o) (plates colored)
Recto: Ottens color engraving w/o cartouche; Verso blank
Recto: Title page "Over de Voortteeling…" in Dutch w/ color printer'
s mark
(some words gold-colored); Verso blank
Recto/Verso: 2-page dedication to Balthazar Scott in Latin w/ color vignette in
Dutch by JOosterwijk (some words gold-colored)
Recto: 1-page "De Uytgeever to den Leezer" in Dutch by JOosterwijk
Verso: 1-page poem honors Merian in Dutch by Niedek
Recto/Verso: 2-page "Aan den Leezer" in Dutch by Merian
University of Minnesota Bio-Medical Library
Ottens engraving w/o cartouche
Title page "Over de Voortteeling…" in Dutch w/ printer'
s mark
1-page mentions Merian (not seen)
2-page dedication to Balthazar Scott in Latin w/ vignette in Dutch by JOosterwijk
(not seen)
1-page "Lectori salutem Editor" in Latin by JOosterwijk (not seen)
1-page poem honors Merian in Dutch by Niedek (not seen)
2-page "Aan den Leezer" in Dutch by Merian

Dissertatio de Generatione et Metamorphosibus Insectorum Surinamensium.
Amsterdam: JOosterwijk, 1719. Text in French.
No original located.
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Metamorphosis
Dissertatio de Generatione et Metamorphosibus Insectorum Surinamensium. The
Hague: PGosse, 1726. Text in Latin & French in parallel columns. Trans. Jean Rousset
de Missy.
Hunt Institute for Botanical Documentation (2-row record)
Ottens color engraving w/o cartouche
Title page "Dissertatio de Generatione…"in red & black in Latin w/ colored
printer'
s mark
Title page "Dissertation sur la Generation…" in red & black in French w/ colored
printer'
s mark
2-page dedication to Mendoça in French by Rousset (translator) w/ colored
engraving
2-page "Ad Lectorem" in Latin by Merian
2-page "Preface" in French by Merian
2-page dedication to Balthazar Scott in Latin w/ colored vignette; Dutch by
JOosterwijk
1-page "Lectori salutem Editor" in Latin by JOosterwijk
1-page poem honors Merian in Dutch by Niedek
Library of Congress
Title page "Dissertatio de Generatione…" in Latin w/ printer'
s mark
Title page "Dissertation sur la Generation…" in French w/ printer'
s mark
2-page dedication to Mendoça in French by Rousset (translator) w/ engraving
2-page "Ad Lectorem" in Latin by Merian
2-page "Preface" in French by Merian
University of Chicago
Title page "Dissertatio de Generatione…" in Latin w/ printer'
s mark
Title page "Dissertation sur la Generation…" in French w/ printer'
s mark
2-page dedication to Mendoça in French by Rousset (translator) w/ engraving
2-page "Ad Lectorem" in Latin by Merian
2-page "Preface" in French by Merian
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continued: Dissertatio de Generatione et Metamorphosibus Insectorum Surinamensium.
The Hague: PGosse, 1726. Text in Latin & French in parallel columns. Trans. Jean
Rousset de Missy.
Boston Public Library
(bound with "Histoire des insectes de l'
Europe" Amsterdam: Bernard, 1730)
Title page "Dissertatio de Generatione…" in Latin w/ printer'
s mark
Title page "Dissertation sur la Generation…" in French w/ printer'
s mark
2-page dedication to Mendoça in French by Rousset (translator) w/ engraving
2-page "Ad Lectorem" in Latin by Merian
2-page "Preface" in French by Merian
New York Botanical Garden
(bound with "Histoire des insectes de l'
Europe" Amsterdam: Bernard, 1730)
Title page "Dissertatio de Generatione…" in Latin w/ printer'
s mark, verso
Title page "Dissertation sur la Generation…" in French w/ printer'
s mark, recto
directly opposite Latin title page
2-page dedication to Mendoça in French by Rousset (translator) w/ engraving
2-page "Ad Lectorem" in Latin by Merian
2-page "Preface" in French by Merian
Herzog August Bibliothek, Wolfenbüttel, Germany (Na 2 2a)
Ottens color engraving w/o cartouche
Title page "Dissertation sur la Generation…" in French w/ printer'
s mark
2-page "Ad Lectorem" in Latin by Merian
2-page "Preface" in French by Merian
Herzog August Bibliothek, Wolfenbüttel, Germany (Na 2 2)
Title page "Dissertation sur la Generation…" in French w/ printer'
s mark
2-page dedication to Mendoça in French by Rousset (translator) w/ engraving
2-page "Ad Lectorem" in Latin by Merian
2-page "Preface" in French by Merian
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Metamorphosis
Over de Voortteeling en Wonderbaerlijke Veranderingen der Surinaemsche Insecten.
Amsterdam: JBernard, 1730. Text in Dutch. Pierre-Joseph Buch'
oz, ed. Volume 2: trans.
Jean Marret.
Smithsonian Institution, Washington DC
Ottens engraving w/o cartouche
Title page "Over de Voorteeling…" in Dutch w/ printer'
s mark
2-page dedication to Balthazar Scott in Dutch by JOosterwijk
1-page "De Uytgeever tot den Leezer" in Dutch by JOosterwijk
1-page poem in Dutch honors Merian by Niedek
2-page "Aan den Leezer" in Dutch by Merian
Princeton University Library - Rare Books & Special Collections
Title page "Over de Voorteeling…" in Dutch w/ printer'
s mark
2-page dedication to Balthazar Scott in Dutch by JOosterwijk
1-page "De Uytgeever tot den Leezer" in Dutch by JOosterwijk
1-page poem in Dutch honors Merian by Niedek
2-page "Aan den Leezer" in Dutch by Merian
Hunt Institute for Botanical Documentation
Title page "Over de Voorteeling…" in Dutch w/ printer'
s mark
2-page dedication to Balthazar Scott in Dutch by JOosterwijk
1-page "De Uytgeever tot den Leezer" in Dutch by JOosterwijk
1-page poem in Dutch honors Merian by Niedek
2-page "Aan den Leezer" in Dutch by Merian
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Metamorphosis
Recueil de Plantes des Indes. Paris: Huquier fils, 1745. Text in French.
Holden Arboretum
Ottens f.p. hand-colored w/ cartouche "RECUEIL DE PLANTES DES INDES Par
M. S. Merian" and at bottom left "A Paris chez Huquier fils" and at bottom right
"Rue St. Jacques au grand St. Remy"
Hunt Institute for Botanical Documentation
Recto: Ottens f.p. uncolored w/ cartouche "RECUEIL DE PLANTES DES INDES
Par M. S. Merian" and at bottom left "A Paris chez Huquier fils" and at bottom
right "Rue St. Jacques au grand St. Remy"
Verso blank
3 leaves of text w/ heading "Explication des noms et couleurs des plantes de
Surinam, par Mme. Merian"
John Carter Brown Library (J719 M561d copy 2)
Recto: Ottens f.p. uncolored w/ cartouche "RECUEIL DE PLANTES DES INDES
Par M. S. Merian" and at bottom left "A Paris chez Huquier fils" and at bottom
right "Rue St. Jacques au grand St. Remy"
Verso blank
Recto: 1705 Title page "Metamorphosis Insectorum Surinamensium…" in Latin w/
printer'
s mark
Verso: 1-page dedication "Omnibus Naturæ Observatoribus…" in Latin by Merian
Recto/Verso: 2-page "Ad Lectorum" in Latin by Merian
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Metamorphosis
Histoire Generale des Insectes de Surinam et de Toute l'
Europe. Paris: L .C. Desnos,
1771. Vol 1 a new ed. in Latin & French of Metamorphosis; Vol 2 a French translation
of Raupenbuch
New York Botanical Garden (Troiseme edition, 3 volumes bound in one, in Latin
and French, 1771)
Ottens engraving in b/w w/ cartouche in center of arch "RECUEIL DE PLANTES
DES SURINAM Par M. S. Merian A Paris chez Desnos Librarie et Ing Geo Rue
St. Jacque au Globe 1768"
Title page with date as MDCC LXXI (1771)
Title page "Tome second. Plantes de '
Europe"
Title page "Tome troisieme. Des Plantes. Bulbeuses, liliacees, Caryophyllees"
Dumbarton Oaks Garden Library, Washington DC
Ottens engraving in b/w w/ cartouche in center of arch "RECUEIL DE PLANTES
DES INDES Par M. S. Merian A Paris chez Desnos Librarie et Ing Geo Rue St.
Jacque au Globe 1768"
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Appendix 3
Preface
to the
Nature- and Art-loving Reader:
The most worthy Emperor Maximilian once saw while travelling an old farmer planting
and inoculating trees; he let him approach and asked him what kind of fruit he was
planting? The farmer said he was planting date trees. The emperor laughed and said: Ah
little farmer, the date trees will first bear fruit in a hundred years; you will not have the
experience of eating from them! The farmer answers: Yes, honorable sir, I know that;
but I am doing it to honor God and to benefit descendants? This talk and deed pleased
the emperor so much that he gave the man a hundred guilders. So the man'
s care and toil
for his descendants was richly rewarded although he did not get to savor the fruit of the
planted trees. On the other hand, those who either cultivate or present flowers are taking
neither God nor their descendants into consideration; instead, they would rather benefit
from this today and tomorrow. As to the costly sales of flowers, Neteranus writes, that
from the year 1633 to 1637 over a million Golds were sold in a Dutch city. One flower
from the tulip-dealer named Semper Augustus is said to have been sold for 2000 Dutch
guilders; These were not available for purchase around year 1637, as only two of them
existed, one in Amsterdam, the other in Harlem. It is also said that a man had a garden
of tulips for which he was offered 70,000 guilders, to include the flowers as well; but he
did not accept the offer as he wanted to retain his garden with the flowers. In this
business, because the man conducted it so well in the beginning, people betook
themselves so much that weavers traded in their looms for cash and invested in flowers:
Many sold fine, exquisite houses, estates, and all that they had; they also reclaimed
interest-bearing loans and risked this money on such flowers, that had neither scent nor
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taste; just so their desirous hearts would delight in a fleeting feast for the eyes for a short
time. When on November 12 in the year 1679 the current Pope visited the Milan church
of St. Carlo and he was presented with some flowers on his return trip, he laid a note of
several thousand crowns into the bowl in which such had been delivered; for this to be
received by the chamber.
Nature, namely, with her lovely ornament, is able to have so much effect on
devoted amateurs that they value the contemplation of such flowers more than their
treasures; and want to diminish their wealth rather than their pleasure. For the sake of
this perhaps they think even less, in that such colorful masterpieces inherently have the
secret tendency that they make those not so much blind with seeing eyes as they make
them seeing with blind eyes: Especially since we only view in our mind the Sineser,
called by Meutang the king of flowers, whose large petals mix white with purple;
although also some are found completely red and completely yellow. The Sinesian rose
may rightly be called a miracle flower in that it changes its color twice a day; in that it is
at one moment purple in color and then snow-white. Not to mention the Mogorin that is
also snow-white and grows on small trees, not dissimilar to the Jasmine flower; except
that it has more petals and also a much choicer scent, that can fill an entire house with
just one flower. But Europe does not pay it the slightest attention; However the ChurPfälzische Pleasure Garden from England is to such an extent enriched and decorated,
that both Scarletcolor and blue jasmine, shaded roses of all types of colors, black
currants, that taste similar to juniper berries, red gooseberries, in addition to many other
rare memorabilia can be seen with much astonishment: In such a place where Apollo
himself holds court and all of the sciences are given more than princely pardon. Also not
to be concealed is what was recently credibly reported from Bohemia by P. Bohusl.
Balbinus, beloved for his excellent writings, renowned and uncommon kindness,
namely how the Angelica, taller than a person and thicker than an arm, was broken off
in the Riesengebirge.
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Thus in this springtime, rich in blossom and flower, nature challenges art as it
were to a spontaneous and graceful duel; so one would not and should not fail to take
some pleasure in this fragile yet ready power. And from thence this New Book of
Flowers comes to light not for its own sake (as happens with some) but much more so
for the benefit of inquisitive young people and also mindful of future posterity. So that
such may be copied and painted, sewn by women, and be of use and entertainment to all
amateurs of art. May these same, with their confident trust, deign to honor this threepart Book of Flowers with their good graces; just as you apparently enjoy the recently
published Book of Caterpillars which contains flowers and herbs to receive and
embrace.
So must art and nature constantly wrestle with each other
Until on both sides they restrain themselves
So that victory stands on the same stroke and blow:
488

The one that overcomes is also overcome!

So must art and nature embrace and receive each other
And both of them extend the hand to the other:
To those that battle in this way! So that in such a dispute
When all is done, satisfaction follows.

My translation of Merian'
s preface which appears in the 1680 Blumenbuch.
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This translation of the first stanza appears in Van Gelders essay "Art, Commerce, Passion and
Science": "'
Thus do nature and art engage in constant strife, Until vanquished both, the one by the other,
So that victory is exchanged, blow for blow, And he who is conquered triumphs as well.'
" (Wettengl,
141).
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Appendix 4
Honorable / Art-loving Readers
Each time I make an effort to adorn my flower-painting with caterpillars,
summerbirds and similar creatures; in the same way that landscape painters do, making
one with the other just as lively. Thus I have often taken great pains in their assemblage,
until finally I came upon the transformation of caterpillars via silkworms and pondered
whether the same occurs with the latter? Finally, after diligent and tiresome
investigation, I found that this kind of manner and transformation are almost the same,
except that silkworms spin useful silk, though not of use to themselves, and that some
caterpillars and worms become flies or mosquitoes, which to my knowledge does not
happen to silkworms. I waited to see this on into the fifth year and experienced
wondrous transformations, and preserved such in a box to show to anyone who wanted
to see it. This happened so often that one gave glory and high praise for God'
s peculiar
omnipotence and wondrous supervision over such unworthy creatures. This then
brought me so far and finally moved me to introduce such Godly wonder to the world in
a little book, especially as I was often sought out and requested by learned and
distinguished persons to do so. In this I do not seek praise for me, but God'
s honor alone
– Him as Creator of even these smallest and slightest worms.
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For they do not

originate from themselves but rather from God, who granted them such wisdom that in
some respects they almost put humans to shame (as it appears). Namely, in that they
diligently keep their time and orderliness, and don'
t divert from this until they know
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"'
These wondrous transformations,'she wrote in her 1679 preface to the reader, '
have happened so
many times that one is full of praise for God'
s mysterious power and unworthy flying things … Thus I am
moved to present God'
s miracles such as these to the world in a little book. But do not praise and honor
me for it; praise God alone, glorifying Him as the creator of even the smallest and most insignificant of
these worms'
" (Davis 156).
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how to find their food. The butterflies also almost never set their seeds down in a place
without knowing that their young have their nourishment or food there.
It was not without costing me a great deal of trouble and time to find such
creatures and to give them their food many days, even months. For if they do not receive
their usual nourishment, they either die or enclose themselves by spinning. Of these I
drew quite a few immediately, some later; as halfway transformed, often others with
their skin and hair fully transformed. And as soon as they transformed by spinning or
into a cocoon, hanging or lying down, I drew them again and then what became of them.
When something peculiar happened, I took the trouble to depict that lifelike with utmost
care; and when false transformations occurred, I took pains to draw them again. Beyond
this, with each type I added their food, drawn with the accomplished assistance of my
dear husband.
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.....................................
In conclusion, the fifty copper engravings herein are modelled as well as I could
engrave life with black on white. But if the nature- and artloving reader wants all of
these pages accurately illuminated with colors, or only the caterpillars and
transformations, including the butterflies, he can obtain both from us.
The beginning is done. If such [book] is desired
then I will continue to exercise in service of the reader
that I provide [the reader] pleasure with it, through art,
so that one earns praise and the favor of great gentlemen!
My translation of Merian'
s preface to the 1679 German Raupenbuch.
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"[Graff] has published her Raupen, and she acknowledged in the 1679 volume '
the accomplished help
of my dear spouse'
" (Davis 160) (Rau79, fol. 3v.).
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Appendix 5
It is astonishing that women, too,
deliberately venture to write
on the same subject
491
as educated men.
What Gesner, Wotton, Penn and Mouffet
left behind in their writings;
My Germany
has copied you, England,
via a smart woman'
s hand.
What Goedart and von Mey in Zeeland once wrote
is indeed read with pleasure:
Nevertheless, it is worthy of praise
that a woman desires to do the same as they.
What Swammerdam promises, what Harvey once lost
492
Everyone hears about;
That an ingenious woman
accomplishes the same, whiling away the time.
What the famous talk in southern Europe recently learned
What so many years ago
The Seradan built in ore in Florence
Is to him just a joke.
Let Spain praise Bustamantin highly
We conduct the same test;
And show what the worthy Merian can do
Through his daughter'
s diligence!
-- C. Arnold.
My translation of Christopher Arnold'
s poem in 1679 edition of Merian'
s Raupenbuch.
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"Publishing the Raupen was '
remarkable'for a woman, as Christopher Arnold told readers in his
opening poem of 1679—'
remarkable that women also venture to write for you / with care / what has given
flocks of scholars so much to do'
" (Davis 154) (Rau79, verso of title page).
492
"What Swammerdam promises … now comes to the knowledge of all" (Davis 152).
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Appendix 6
Caterpillar Song
To the tune of:
493
Jesus whom my soul desires / u.
1.
Lord! Thou Creator of all things
Thy great wisdom makes
Me sing of the wonders
that Thou has so well thought out:
Nothing can be compared to them
My mind cannot comprehend
the art and manner of Thy works
the praise is worthy of Thou alone.
2.
This is my heart'
s joy
that on the open field
I feast my eyes;
and the lovely world of flowers
through green bushes and meadows
I can look at whenever I like:
So many little flowers, so much proof;
So many creatures, so much praise!
3.
Everything praises its Creator
and I am silent about it;
When a pot praises its potter
then I think: That is Thou!
Shall I sleep through praise of Him
who made me human?
Shall I disregard His glory and honor;
Nevermore!
4.
Through this is my heart stirred!
These colorful little butterflies,
That GOD tenderly decorated
493

"The [1679] volume concluded with a seven-verse '
Caterpillar Song'(Raupen-lied), composed by
Arnold to the tune of '
Jesus whom my soul desires.'
" (Davis 156).
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shall be my witnesses;
that I regard his creation so highly
and observe with special diligence
everything that creeps on the earth;
that shines from GOD'
S goodness.
5.
Look at the rings of herbs
with which He feeds the worms;
all of the flowers, branches and shrubs
there nature points out that
they must nourish so many thousands
and teach us GOD'
S provision:
Look at the miserable meadow
and her proud purple robe.
6.
Gold and silver I see beaming
pearl jewels are her garment;
more beautifully could she not paint
even the best master'
s hand;
soft velvet, pure silk
must cover them:
so that artfulness disappears from us
when everything mates and spins.
7.
Dearest GOD in this way Thou will
also deal with us in time;
just as the caterpillars transform
which through their mortality
become alive again
so the dead in the earth:
Let me poor little worm
494
Be commanded by Thee!
C. Arnold
My translation of Christopher Arnold'
s end poem in 1679 edition of Merian'
s
Raupenbuch.
494

"How many flowers and insects attest to God'
s handiwork, sang Arnold; '
Let me, lowly worm, be at thy
command'
" (Davis 156).
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Appendix 7

The earth does not tire, the year recuperates,
The caterpillar lies down
As if it were almost dead;
And when it pales completely, it becomes red again.
Man is this way, when he has thought out what he tenderly spun;
He does not weaken
In that he always has more to inquire after.
Then God gives new strength, the mind become fresh and lively,
Courage is never defeated:
When one task is done
He takes up anew so that he is not idle.
One sees the diligence of strangers, how high art is elevated,
That they now prevail:
Yet one succeeds them
Because the same test proves the diligence and language of Germans.
Malpigh showed us the silkworm,
And one bows before him:
The worthy Clut taught us
For our benefit what lives for one day.
After him Swammerdam gave man to observe
What is little regarded
The so called _aft [capital letter unknown]
The vile Polymitarcys virgo, according to its character.
My gentleman Lister makes us desire to know more
When he took great pains
To show the spider'
s art of spinning;
Thus knowledge bears his [financial] interest!
Mrs. Gräffin also wanted to increase her industry,
Chiefly to honor God;
For this is our goal:
I wish you God'
s grace and such worthiness!
C. Arnold
My translation of Christopher Arnold'
s second poem in the 1683 edition of Merian'
s
Raupenbuch, Volume 2.
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Appendix 8

DEAR
R E A D E R.
This small book, dealing with 59 observations of insects, I have formerly published at
the request of many respected amateurs in Nuremberg. But since the High-German
language is not used in this country, I went back to the drawing board to content many
amateurs of the bloodless creatures, [and] have brought this to light in the Dutch
language, with the addition of 15 more observations of the same [type of] descriptions.
If only I may have the fortune of pleasing some with this minor work, this will incite me
to publish beyond these creatures that I have found in Germany, also those that I have
collected in Friesland and Holland in great number. Farewell.

My translation of M. S. Merian'
s preface, "Beminde Leezer," which appears in the
1713/14/17 Dutch Raupenbuch.
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Appendix 9
FOREWORD
Since my youth I was most occupied with drawing herbs, flowers and fruit, so have I
always tried to decorate the same with all kinds of creatures, that I sought with much
labor for that purpose. In this treatment, I perceived that all worms and caterpillars, in
addition to the silkworm, are subject to this transformation or change. This incited me to
go deeper into this speculation, wherein I have persisted for 39 years, and have found
very many wonderful changes. In this I was not pleased that I alone knew of such
uncommon cases, but was inclined to share the same with other amateurs. In many cases
this bore great astonishment – in looking at [from] their beginning nourishment and
change, and above all that the administration of the Creator has laid such a wonderful
being and beauty in such miniscule animals – that no depiction with pencil and paint can
attain the same, primarily those that I have found in America.

495

Through this, my desire

in the observing was awakened more and more. When the little worms come out of their
eggs they are so small that one can barely see them. But as they have their proper
nourishment some need several weeks, whereas others, two months to reach their full
growth. Some have up under the head three claws, and in the middle under the body on
each side four legs, and on the most hindquarter two more legs; others have up under the
head three legs, and on the middle none, yet on the most hindquarter two more legs. As
these go along, they bring the hind legs up to the first, so that the body stands up in an
arch, and hasten their gait in this manner. The maggots have no legs, so that they [also]
push forward only with their body. Indeed I have found these in putrefied caterpillars, as
well as in their excrement or other filth. This appears to be their nourishment, since the
495

"'
[T]he government of the Creator, which has put such wonderful life and beauty into such small
animals that no painter with a brush and paint could achieve as much'
" (Davis 182).
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flies lay their eggs therein. The maggots change into small brown eggs, out of which
come flies after ten or twelve days. Some caterpillars [also] spin like the silkworm;
others change without spinning into pupae. After fourteen to twenty days, these two
sorts bring forth moths that only fly at night. One finds also those that change
themselves into a pupa and attach it only with a thread and thus hang with the head
down, like a swaddled child. Of these, some appear as if gilded; indeed some stay also
the entire winter in their pupa, and in the spring come out of it a summer-bird, that fly
very quickly during the day. Before they change all kinds of caterpillars slough two or
three times, some turn after sloughing into another color and shape, not resembling
themselves anymore. Many times I have gotten flies from a pupa of a caterpillar, the
reason wherefore I mean to be this: Because I in fact have found that when the
caterpillar had attached itself firmly, so that they would change into a pupa, that
thereupon a fly came and many hours thereafter remains sitting, out of which pupa after
the course of fourteen days more than fifty small flies appeared those little wings
wrinkled together that they with their legs straighten out somewhat and fly away from
there: when the moths and summer-birds first come out then their wings are entirely
small, as seen on Fol. 26, yet they grow so fast that within one hour they are fully
grown, the summer-birds have no mouth more like when they were caterpillars, but two
long thin snouts between their eyes that they put together and stick into the flowers, and
in this way their tongues take their nourishment, staying in this shape until they have
laid their eggs and then die.

Translation by John R. J. Eyck and Cecilia Pick of M. S. Merian'
s foreword,
"Voorreden," which appears in the 1713/14/17 Dutch Raupenbuch.
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Appendix 10

MARIA SIBYLLA MERIAN
TO THE READER
I have been involved since childhood with the investigation of insects. At first I
began with silkworms in my birthplace, Frankfurt on the Main, Germany, but later on I
noticed that more beautiful butterflies and moths emerged from sorts of caterpillars
other than the silkworm. This induced me to collect all the caterpillars that I could find
in order to observe their transformation. For this reason, I retired from society and
occupied myself with these investigations. I wanted at the same time to practice the art
of painting and to sketch and depict the insects from nature, as I was able to find them
first in Frankfurt and then in Nuremberg. To satisfy my own curiosity, I painted all of
the insects on parchment. By chance, these came to the attention of some amateurs, who
strongly encouraged me to make my observations public for the speculation and
pleasure of curious observers of nature. I was persuaded to do so and engraved them
myself. I published the first part in 1679 in quarto and the second in 1683.
Later on, I came to Friesland and Holland and continued my observations of
insects, mainly in Friesland. I had less opportunity in Holland than elsewhere to look for
what can be found particularly in the heath and moors. But this lack was very much
made up for by other amateurs, who brought me caterpillars so that I could watch their
transformation. Thus I collected more investigations that I could add to the
aforementioned volumes. Nevertheless, in Holland I saw with astonishment the
beautiful creatures that were brought from the East- and West Indies. I was very much
honored to be allowed to see the cabinet of the very noble Dr. NICOLAAS WITSEN,
Burgomaster of the city of Amsterdam and President of the East-Indian Company, and
also that of the noble Mr. JONAS WITSEN, Secretary of the same city. Furthermore, I
also saw the cabinet of Mr. FREDERICUS RUYSCH, Medicinae Doctor Anatomes et
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Botanices Professor, that of Mr. LIVINUS and of many others. In those cabinets I found
these and countless other insects, but as such, their origin and reproduction were
missing, that is, how they transform from caterpillars to pupa and so forth. All of this
motivated me to undertake a great and costly trip – to travel to Suriname in America (a
hot and humid country from where the above-mentioned authorities obtained their
specimens) – with the aim to pursue my investigations there. And so I traveled there in
June 1699 to conduct more exact investigations and stayed until June 1701. I then left
for Holland, where I arrived on 23 September. There, according to the curious
observations in nature, I executed these sixty drawings on parchment, which can be seen
at my home beside the dried creatures. In that country I did not find the suitable
opportunity to undertake the observation of insects that I had envisioned, as the climate
of that country is very hot. The heat did not agree with me and for this reason, I was
compelled to return home earlier than I had intended.
When I had returned to Holland and some amateurs had seen my drawings, they
urged me to have them printed. They were of the opinion that this was the first and
strangest work that had ever been painted in America. At first, the expenses connected
with the execution of this book deterred me, but eventually I decided to go ahead with it.
The book contains sixty copper plates which show an estimated ninety
observations of caterpillars, worms and maggots as they change in color and form while
sloughing off their casing and which eventually transform into summer-birds, moths,
bugs, bees and flies. All of these animals are set on the plants, flowers and fruits that
they feed upon for their subsistence. Added to these are the species of West-Indian
spiders, ants, snakes, lizards, and wondrous toads and frogs, which I drew from nature
and observed in America, except for several that I added according to testimony by the
Indians.
With the production of this book I was not seeking profit, rather I wanted to be
satisfied with the reimbursement of my expenses. I did not spare any costs with the
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execution of this book. I had the plates engraved by the most famous masters and used
the best paper in order to provide pleasure and entertainment to both those
knowledgeable about art and amateurs of insects. It will also please me if I hear that I
have achieved my goal and at the same time have provided entertainment.
I placed the text of this book on one page between two illustrations, as was done
in the Anatomy of Professor BIDLOO. I could have formulated a more comprehensive
text, but since today'
s world is so delicate and the views of the scholars are so varied, I
simply stayed with my observations. Thus, I supply material from which everyone can
draw conclusions according to their own mind and opinion and evaluate at their own
discretion. This has been done previously, for instance by MOUFFET, GODART,
SWAMMERDAM, BLANCKAART and others. I named the first transformation of all
insects pupae, the second of the caterpillars summer-birds which fly by day. I called
those that flight by night moths, the second transformation of the maggots and worms
flies and bees.
I retained the names of the plants as given to them in America by the inhabitants
and the Indians. The Latin and other names were added by Mr. CASPARUS
COMMELIN, Medicinae Doctor Horti Medici Botanicus and Acad. CaesareoLeopoldinae Collega.
Provided God gives me health and life enough, I intend to augment the
observations I have made in Germany with the addition of those from Friesland and
Holland, and to publish them in Latin and Dutch.

My translation of M. S. Merian'
s preface "Aan den Leezer" in the 1705 Dutch
Metamorphosis.
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Appendix 11
DEAR READER
At one time, my mother, Maria Sybilla Merian, of blessed memory, published two parts
of the present book, containing fifty-nine observations of insects, in response to repeated
requests from many people engaged in the study of nature. She made this book
available in German, at Nuremberg and in other places in the Dutch language. In the
meantime, she devoted herself to the study of further insects from Europe and Surinam
at the renewed request of many collectors. She worked night and day to add to her
earlier, tireless labors, celebrating and extolling ever more and more the ineffable
deposit of the Creator'
s divine wisdom in each and every one of his creatures, however
lowly, and she had excellent plans for continuing the work. And then she was snatched
away from us. Perhaps it will seem right to our thrice great and glorious God to reward
her in a happier world with even more blessedness to contemplate.
I have responded to the wishes of others by preparing the third part, which shows
various insects of Europe and Surinam, spurred on by the desire of my supporters to
discern the nature of these bloodless little beasts. I have made it available in Dutch and
now I publish it in the Latin language. In order to do this, I have had to commit myself
to a struggle and to persuade the public in order to present fifty-one copper engravings.
And now all the works of my mother, of blessed memory, are completed.

Translation by Gertrud G. Champe from Latin of Dorothea Maria'
s address to the reader
in the 1718 Erucarum Ortus.
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Mariana is painted thus [as she is], with her eyes, her mien, her mouth,
But no one can paint the gifts of her mind.
Her fame first became apparent throughout the empire,
Then spread to many places of the world.
She is driven by a desire to know the forms, the nature
Of insects, and the various shapes they are born,
And to which ones they would be metamorphosed.
To her, undiscovered America revealed its worms, and the empire revealed its worms to
her.
She brings forth anything with her drawing pencil lifelike in appearance (a stunning
Apelles!), with novel dexterity.
She saw that, because the cankerworms - after the seed/sprout is ejected - exchange
death for life, a moth comes out of a worm.
Thus to the starry skies she [= i.e. Mariana] flies, after the breed alike to herself is left
behind, even now paying back, [as she is] weary of the earth.
This one (she) is a good and faithful servant, who received five,
[And] she gave back a thousand talents to her God.
Translation by Brigitte Callay of Salomon de Perez'Latin poem in the 1718 Latin
Raupenbuch.
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Appendix 13
FROM THE PUBLISHER
TO
THE READER
Any interested person can obtain a clear idea of the contents and scope of the well
known work by the late Maria Sybilla Merian from the preface, and can understand to
what lengths this accomplished and tireless woman went to produce it. Thus, it only
remains for me to point out that after the death of that most assiduous woman and the
travels of her daughters, one to Surinam and the other to Muscovy, I purchased that
most elegant work on the insects of Surinam, and then added the work on European
insects. Although parts of these works had already appeared, I found that no complete
work had ever been published. Therefore, I resolved that the work on non-European
insects should be made available in its entirety. As is well known, I have published the
work simultaneously in Netherlandish and in Latin.
Truly, many are the difficulties I confronted in bringing this second, most extensive
work to fruition. For I was in possession of a multitude of her drawings of the insects of
Surinam and the plants that are their sustenance, and only the smallest number of them
had yet been engraved on copper. But when I took counsel within myself, encouraged
by numerous lovers of these pleasant things, I decided to bring this most elegant work to
its completion, just as the author had envisioned it and to publish it with an elaborate
title page and other decorations. But in the course of this work, I would have strayed
many times from the course I had set myself and would have incurred useless expense,
were it not that Simon Schynvoet, collector of rare specimens and owner of many fine
examples, who is beloved of all for his outstanding good qualities and great gifts, has
come to my aid and brought this book to its present excellent condition with his wise
advice, so that it could never have been published more richly supplied with all the
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which that woman of praiseworthy memory collected in Surinam, here shown in copper
engravings, which I have supplemented for good measure with two copper engravings
provided to me by the kindness of A Seba from among similar holdings in his
collection, as the reader can see on pages 71 and 72.
Translation by Gertrud G. Champe from Latin of Oosterwijk'
s address to the reader in
the 1719 Metamorphosis.
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Appendix 14
ON THE
TREATISE OF [THE]
SURINAMESE INSECTS
BY THE LATE
MISTRESS MARIA SYBILLA MERIAEN.
So opens a new garden
Of overseas arbors and flowers.
One who is studious finds here again material,
To praise the wise creator'
s might
And from the least herb of all
To discover, how far those lose their way,
Who tell godless and foolish stories
That all sprouts from itself.
Each leaf, each blossom shows God'
s works,
And indicates his sustenance,
And teaches, that without that reinforcement,
Here everything would go out without measure.
No less can one determine this,
In this opened cabinet,
By MERIAEN put together
Out of Surinamese lizards,
Out of frogs, toads, snakes and spiders,
Out of ants, caterpillars, and strange worms,
That, first change into
A pupa, later on transform
Into moths, of different kinds,
And multiple colors and spots,
Which draw everyone'
s eyes to it,
As worthy of the utmost amazement.
I cannot satisfy my eye'
s desire:
The more I attend to color and body,
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The more I fall in love with these pages,
The higher I remain elated,
And find myself obliged to say thanks
To Madam SYBILLAE'
S genius, and diligence,
That free from the gnawing of time,
Her name in every mouth shall put,
And make it live there after her death,
Now Oosterwyk, who out of pity
Made her orphan of letters great,
[And] teaches her to support herself on her own arms,
Therefore she also out of gratitude her guardian
And mother'
s fame and care heightens.
M. BROU RIUS VAN NIEDEK. Advt. [=ESQ.]

Translation by John R. J. Eyck and Cecilia Pick of Niedek'
s "Op de Verhandeling der
r.
Surinaemsche Insecten van Wyle Juff Maria Sybilla Meriaen" in the 1730 Dutch
edition of the Metamorphosis. It is also in Dutch in the 1719 Latin edition of the
Metamorphosis.
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TO HIS EXCELLENCE
MONSIEUR
DIEGO DE MENDOÇA CORTE REAL,
EXTRAORDINARY ENVOY OF HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF PORTUGAL
TO THEIR EMINENT POWERS THE STATES GENERAL OF THE UNITED
PROVINCES, GRAND TREASURER OF THE CITY OF BARCELLOS, etc. etc. etc.
MONSIEUR,
An author, who wants to place a work under the protection of a patronage, should, it
seems to me, adopt the conduct that I uphold today; that is to say only dedicate it to
those deemed capable of judging it. The zeal you have displayed, MONSIEUR, in
penetrating the secrets of nature, and the achievements you'
ve made within such a
science, as useful as it is pleasurable, make you, with good reason, worthy of a
distinguished place amongst the most adept naturalists; You do not spare anything to
make new discoveries every day; and this cabinet of all the rarest productions of nature
that you have assembled with so much care, and that you explain with so much ease,
serves at the same time to prove your good taste and of your knowledge of these
materials. The work that I take the liberty of presenting to you, must have its place in
this cabinet; since it pertains to the most admirable and curious Metamorphoses of
nature, it will not fail to attract your attention. I have no other merit than that of having
translated it into a language that might make it available to a larger number of amateurs.
You understand our language so well, although you are a foreigner, that judging from
what the author has written, you will at the same time be in a position to decide whether
I have succeeded; at least you will not doubt my zeal and the profound veneration that
make of me:
MONSIEUR,

YOUR EXCELLENCE,
your very humble and very obedient servant
R O U S S E T.

Translation by Valerie Laugier of J. Rousset de Missy'
s dedication to Diego de
Mendoça, which appears in M. S. Merian'
s 1726 Latin/French Metamorphosis.
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